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This dissertation studies modernist translation spaces in Mexico City, a city that became an 
important hemispheric destination during the early twentieth-century. Although some earlier 
examples are provided for historical context, my analysis focuses primarily on architectural 
and editorial spaces that emerged in the city between 1917 and the late 1930s, the decades 
between the final years of the Mexican Revolution—during Venustiano Carranza’s 
administration, following the Queretaro Constitution—and the instauration of the Partido de 
la Revolución Mexicana—founded by Lázaro Cárdenas in 1938. 
Modernism in Mexico City involved an international circuit of people—such as the 
poet Langston Hughes, the art historian Anita Brenner, the editor and anthropologist Frances 
Toor,  the Indian activist, and founder of the communist party in Mexico M.N. Roy, and the 
photographers Tina Modotti and Edward Weston—all of whom traveled to or lived in Mexico 
City during the 1920s and 1930s. It also involved a series of Mexican writers, artists and 
intellectuals—among them, the poets Gilberto Owen, Salvador Novo and Xavier Villaurrutia, 
the writer and intellectual Alfonso Reyes, the muralist Diego Rivera, the architects Juan 
O’Gorman and Juan Segura, and the painters Dr. Atl and Nahui Olin—whose translation 
practices were instrumental for the making of Mexican modernism. I argue that these 
modernist actors played a key role as cultural translators and that it was ultimately through 
their work that Mexico City, among other so-called peripheral modernities, found a place in 
the cultural and geographical map of international modernism—a place, nonetheless, which 
modernist studies still tend to ignore or misrepresent. 
Drawing from translation theory, architectural history, transatlantic modernism, and the 
spatial semiology and hermeneutics, Translation Spaces maps the places, both cultural and 
physical, that these international modernists occupied or, in some cases, created. The five 
chapters study different architectural spaces—i.e. theaters, rooftops, houses, cinemas, and 
apartment buildings—and combine spatial analysis and architectural history of such spaces 
with analysis of specific translation practices that took place in them, such as literary 
translation, film dubbing and subtitling in modern sound cinemas, urban photography, 
adaptations of architectural languages to local needs, as well as literary representations and 
discussions of modern spaces. Taken together as different examples of modernist translation 
practices, the objects of study in this dissertation map modernist Mexico City as a space in a 
synchronic relationship to the larger map of international modernism.
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Note on Translations and Images 
 
This dissertation carries over work from Mexican modernist writers into English. Although a 
few texts that I use here have been translated to English, the great majority have not. All the 
translations from Spanish or French into English are therefore my own, unless otherwise 
specified. In cases in which I cite a primary source, I have normally kept the original within the 
body of the text, followed by a bracketed translation into English. 
 The many images used in this dissertation come either from books or magazines, or from 
digital archives. In the first case, when the images have been scanned from books or 
magazines, I cite their exact bibliographic source. In the second, I provide the name of the 
digital archive and, when appropriate, the name of the physical archive in which they may be 
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Roots interweave and blend. 
Stones have their private mass 
which frees them from the bond 
of normal rootedness. 
Joseph Brodsky, “Nature Morte” 
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I. Modernist Mexico City: A Map of Foreigners and Foreignness 
 
If someone were to walk into the San Fernando Cemetery, in downtown Mexico City, they 
might be struck with the impression of being suddenly inside a still-life of Mexican nineteenth 
century funerary art. The cemetery is an example of official state architecture of the years 
before the Mexican Revolution, with its heavy mausoleums, its elaborate marble and 
ironwork, its neoclassical loftiness. In this cemetery are the tombs of the nation’s founding 
fathers and most prominent men: heroes of the Independence wars, Mexico’s first presidents, 
notable personalities of all sorts.1  
San Fernando opened in 1832 as an extension of the burial space of a Franciscan 
church belonging to the Apostolic College of San Fernando. It was declared property of the 
State in 1860, when President Benito Juárez’s liberal government decreed the secularization 
laws and the expropriation of all ecclesiastical properties. It was finally closed in 1870, when 
Juárez ordered the closure of all the cemeteries in Mexico City in order to relocate the dead 
outside the city’s limits—a global hygienic measure that peaked in the mid-nineteenth century. 
Then, in a typically political act of incongruence, San Fernando was reopened for a single day, 
in 1872, to bury Juárez himself. 
Skimmed as a possible chapter in an official textbook of Mexican history, the cemetery 
appears to be a seamless, rectangular, scaled model of the nation’s official past. But if a visitor 
were to carefully examine the niches in the walls that enclose the graveyard, he or she might 
come upon a rather uncanny exception.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Many of these tombs in fact are now vacant monuments, as the remains of the nation’s 
founding fathers were moved to the Rotonda de los Hombres Ilustres, in the Dolores 
Cemetery. 
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Amongst the niches, all similarly dated with births an deaths occurring within the first 
seventy years of the nineteenth century, there is one dated with a death in 1928. The niche 
bears the name “Isadora Duncan”—the founding mother of modern dance, who died and was 
buried in Nice in 1927, without having ever visited Mexico. The niche is a false tomb, and also 
an alien element inserted into the cemetery long after it last closed its doors to the dead. This 
foreign object of sorts—a modern niche amid the nineteenth century tombs and mausoleums, a 
small empty box in homage to the first modern dancer among the remains of politicians and 
army generals—is an exact metaphor what started occurring in Mexico City during the 1920s 
and 1930s. 
It was during these years that Mexico City saw a profound transformation in the way 
that intellectual circles, both Mexican and not, perceived and imagined the city—its new place 
in the world, and its relationship to the modernist movement in other metropolises. The 
Mexican Revolution had ended in 1920, after nearly ten years of civil war, a death toll of more 
than one million, and a generalized economic stagnation.2 A period of relative stability and 
economic growth followed, and the city entered a vertiginous process of modernization, with 
the demolition of informal housing, the inauguration if the Ministry of Public Health, new 
tram and bus services, and the arrival of companies to the city, such as Ford and Cemento 
Tolteca, a British cement company, among other important changes.3 
It was also during these years that a peculiar kind of foreign immigration trickled into 
thecity, slowly transforming it from a small parochial capital with pockets of criollo and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 The actual death toll has been a matter of controversy, and ranges between 1.5 and 2.5 deaths. 
See, Instituto Nacional de Geografía e Informática: http://www.inegi.org.mx/. 
 
3 See, for a more complete list and outline of his study of the technological revolution in the 
capital, Gallo Mexican Modernity 22-41. 
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foreign elites, into one of the nuclei of the modernist metropolitan circuit. Travelers and 
members of the so-called international bohemia arrived in Mexico City from abroad, for 
reasons as varied as were their origins (although many of them, curiously, arrived via New 
York City). Some early comers, like the group American draft dodgers and poets called the 
“slackers,” and the Indian 
M.N. Roy arrived from New York around 1917, when the USA entered World War I and 
Mexico City was still in the midst of revolutionary turmoil. Others, like the poets Langston 
Hughes and Hart Crane, arrived in the early 1920s, and sojourned for only brief periods. 
Others yet, like the Italian photographer Tina Modotti, and the Americans Frances Toor and 
Anita Brenner, arrived in the 1920s and spent a considerable part of their lives in the city. 
Many of these newcomers to the city engaged with it in ways that began to transform its 
image, both inside and abroad. They wrote about it, photographed it, edited magazines and 
newspapers in it, and participated actively in its political and intellectual circles. Their work 
was instrumental in linking Mexico City to the larger map of international modernism. 
At the same time, a new generation of Mexican artists and intellectuals was beginning 
to inhabit, observe and represent the city in a very different way—a way that was mediated, in 
part, by the increasing interaction with their foreign counterparts as well as their own sojourns 
in cities abroad. This younger generation shaped an idea of the city and a sense of dwelling in 
the city’s spaces that contested the dominating paradigms of the time: for them, Mexico City 
was no longer the capital handed over by the Porfiriato, with its monumental state architecture 
and its opulent Beaux Arts mansions, nor was it the small, provincial one, overlain with 
folklore and urban-rural ‘ruins.’ Rather, it was the city that was beginning to be projected—
even if still only in some people’s imagination—as one that would eventually become one of 
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the world’s metropolises. 
Post-revolutionary Mexico City was both intensely nationalist and profoundly 
international. Throughout the 1920s, the Mexican political establishment started to move away 
from the influence of nineteenth-century France, which, as I shall explain in greater detail in 
chapter I, had been the political and cultural bastion of the three decade long dictatorship that 
preceded the Revolution, known as the Porfiriato. They began to articulate a nationalist 
discourse that prized patriotism and rejected whatever was seen as foreign cultural invasion. 
These were the times of the great Mexican muralists, the monumental endeavors in a national 
architecture, and the literature of the Revolution, which painted a great fresco of the nation, 
through novels like Nellie Campobello’s Cartucho, Mariano Azuela’s Los de abajo and Martín 
Luis Guzman’s El águila y la serpiente. But there were also movements at the edges of that 
mainstream nationalism, which begun to shape a very different conception of Mexico City and 
its place in the world. In the early 1920s, in the midst of an intensely patriotic intelligentsia—
headed by the intellectual and politician José Vasconcelos and with muralist Diego Rivera as 
unquestionable protagonist—a group of young poets, among whom were the particularly 
eclectic and experimental Gilberto Owen, Salvador Novo and Xavier Villaurrutia, moved away 
from the debates on what constituted ‘true’ Mexican literature, and created a literature that was 
not necessarily tied to a specific regional identity or to precepts about how national literature 
should reflect a nation’s ‘being.’ As I shall discuss in chapters II and V, this group of poets 
established the influential literary magazines Ulises and Contemporáneos, in which they 
published translations of their modernist contemporaries, among whom were T.S. Eliot, Ezra 
Pound, James Joyce and Langston Hughes. 
Similarly, in architecture, a group of graduates from the San Carlos Academy began to 
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have an active practice in the 1920s and 1930s, and moved away from the government’s 
programmatic agenda of creating a ‘national’ architecture and the nationalist precepts that 
dominated the field in post-revolutionary Mexico. Among these were Juan Segura and Juan 
O’Gorman, whose work will be discussed in chapters III and V, respectively. These modernist 
architects, or ‘transitional’ architects, as they are sometimes referred to, embraced—some 
more critically than others—the fundamental ideas and principles of modern architecture. 
Moving away not only from Beaux-Arts architecture of the late nineteenth century, but also 
from the heavily nationalist reaction to it after the Revolution, they developed new urban 
imaginaries that, simultaneously, responded to the new circumstances in the city, and looked 
toward the architectural solutions that international modernism had developed to face global 
modern problems.4 Architects like Segura and O’Gorman played the role of the first Mexican 
translators of ‘foreign’ ideas such as Corbusian functionalism and art deco, and it was through 
their work that new architectural styles rooted successfully in the city. 
The presence of foreigners did not express homogeneously throughout Mexico City, 
and what was perceived as foreign was not received unanimously by all city-dwellers. Some, 
like Tina Modotti, were accepted in radical leftist networks, but not so keenly by the political 
establishment. Others, like the anthropologist and editor Frances Toor, maintained good 
relations both with the government and with radical circles. Others yet, like Langston Hughes, 
were coveted by certain intellectual circles and ignored by others. Beyond the influx of foreign 
artists and intellectuals, with advances in telecommunications the city became more porous, so 
to speak, to ideas from abroad. From Hollywood films to journals, commodities and consumer 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 Later on, toward the mid-1930s, the initial enthusiasm for the International Style in 
architecture had been around in Mexico for a few decades and thus would begin to be 
questioned and even violently rejected by many. See, for example, Keith Eggener (305). 
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products flowed in during these years. Foreign movies and commodities, literary translations, 
and European or American architectural styles were often met with enormous suspicion. For 
example, as I shall discuss at length in chapter IV, when in the early 1930s the first sound film 
theaters were being built in the city and talkies appeared, the newspaper El Universal directed 
an aggressive campaign against movies spoken in English (García Riera 13).The campaign 
was supported by members of the elite as well as by columnists and journalists, who argued 
that English would take over the Spanish language through Hollywood’s “pacific invasion,” so 
movies in that “dangerous language” should be altogether banned. 
The relationships that Mexico City’s modernists—foreign and not—established with 
the city were many, and these often generated contradictory views, and simultaneous but 
contrasting chronotopes.5 In her book The Enormous Vogue of Things Mexica: Cultural 
Relations between the United States and Mexico, 1920-1935, Helen Delpar explains that 
before the 1920s the general attitude between USA and Mexico was that of cultural 
indifference, when not total mutual rejection. Starting from the early 1920s the governments 
of both countries launched or endorsed a series of initiatives that were to create better 
diplomatic and cultural relationships. She discusses the change in attitude that slowly unfolded 
during the 1920s and 1930s and attributes the change partly to a series of governmental 
efforts.6  But, more importantly, she attributes the change to small, one-by-one, “grassroots” 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 Claudio Lomnitz, in his essay “Chronotopes of a Dystopic Nation,” explains how, in the late 
nineteenth century, when Mexico started to open up to US investors in mining, agriculture and 
railroads “came broad publicity campaigns for Mexico in the US [which] involved recasting the 
history of Mexico and its relationship to the United States” (106). The campaigns were only 
half- successful. More that twenty years later, after the Mexican Revolution, “national time was 
framed in ways that still hesitated to embrace Mexico’s contemporaneousness with the United 
States” (132). 
 
6 Delpar details several meaningful events in this respect: in 1921, President Warren G. 
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efforts made by individuals on both sides of the border. There was an increasing traffic of 
Mexican intellectuals to the USA and vice versa, which started to become significant in the 
early 1920s and was at its highest in the late 1920s and early 1930s. A series of individuals, a 
transnational, floating intelligentsia of sorts travelled constantly to and from the two countries 
—particularly between NYC and Mexico City— writing books, organizing exhibitions, giving 
talks and conferences, or simply spending periods of time abroad.7  
The result of the travels of American “cultural and political pilgrims” (Delpar) to 
Mexico in the 1920s and 1930s was a view in which Mexico was cast as a sort of “primitive 
haven” for the intelligentsia. The line from which she takes her title, “the present enormous 
vogue of all things Mexican” appeared in a NYT article in 1933. The line from the article 
continues, as cited by Delpar: “It came into being at the height of our prosperity when people 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
Harding unveiled a statue of Simón Bolívar in NY’s Central Park and in his speech spoke of 
the similarities between Bolívar and George Washington and their struggle for freedom. His 
words: “The great war has brought to the Americas a new conception of our place in the world 
and a larger appreciation of the opportunity which is ours” (9, italics are mine). In 1922 “the 
consul- general in NY announced that the Mexican government would not only ban films 
derogatory to Mexico but also would forbid the entry of all other pictures made or distributes 
by the offending company” (170). Another crucial effort was the Summer School for 
Foreigners at the National University, “established in 1921 under the direction of the 
Dominican man of letters Pedro Henríquez Ureña and modeled after a similar institution in 
Spain, the Summer School offered courses in Spanish language and literature as well as 
Mexican history, folklore, archaeology, economic development….” (18). Finally, in 1929, the 
Guggenheim Foundation created the Latin American Exchange fellowships. (For a list of some 
notable fellows who travelled to Mexico in the early 1930s see pgs 76-84. 
  
7 Delpar offers several examples: the writings of the early 1920s “political pilgrims” that went 
to Mexico looking for left wing shared values, which appeared in places like Nation, New 
Republic, Liberator, New Masses, and Century (25); Fraces Toor, who attended the Summer 
School in 1922, conceived and published a journal devoted to “Mexican folklore”, Mexican 
Folkways. (36); similarly, Dos Passos wrote articles about Mexico for New Masses on topics 
such as Diego Rivera’s murals and Mexico’s agrarian situation (37). Other “visitors” included: 
DH Laurence (177), Edward Weston (xx), Katherine Anne Porter (61) Witter Bynner (61), 
Anita Brenner (62), William Spratling (66-68), Waldo Frank (68-70), Stuart Chase (71), Hart 
Crane (182), or Joseph Freeman (72). 
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gave signs of being fed up with material comforts and turned, for a respite from the Machine 
Age, to primitive cultures. Mexico lay close at hand” (55, the italics are mine). Delpar goes on 
to explain that in the late 1920s and early 1930s, “Mexico (…) became a mecca for cultural 
pilgrims who wished to peer at ancient monuments and the works of contemporary muralists 
and to imbibe the atmosphere of authenticity and harmony that pervaded Mexico’s Indian 
communities” (56). Indeed, a good part of the American bohemia and intelligentsia in Mexico 
never ceased to regard the country as a folkloric remain of the past. The modernists looked 
south to Mexico it not for its modernity but for its rootedness in tradition. What many 
Americans found in Mexico was very much what they wanted Mexico to represent. And when 
it didn’t, it was altogether dismissed. Crane’s opinion on Mexican poets is revealing in this 
sense: 
What makes me rather indifferent to all of them is the fact that not one of them is 
really interested one iota in expressing anything indigenous; rather they are busy 
aping (as though it could be done in Spanish!) Paul Valéry, Eliot—or more intensely, 
the Parnassians of 35 years ago. (qtd. in Delpar 183) 
The poets Crane is referring to are quite possibly the Contemporáneos, who were the 
ones publishing Eliot and Valéry in their modernist magazines—as were, by the way, the 
English and American modernists on the other side of the border and on the other side of the 
Atlantic. But in Crane’s view, it seems, Mexican poets should have been writing about 
Mexican indios. American modernists’ ‘mirrors’ were European metropolises, not Latin 
American ones. They looked to Mexico more as a source of folklore and untainted 
‘indigenous’ culture. If they measured themselves against Mexico it was more than anything 
to confirm their own modernity. Mexican modernists, in turn, looked both to Europe and, 
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starting from around the 1920s, to New York in particular. At the same time that Americans 
crossed the border in the early 1920s, Mexican artists, performers, and intellectuals began 
moving north.8 These Mexican modernists, in turn, sought to place themselves in a sphere that 
seemed to assimilate them only under certain conditions—the condition being that they 
represent themselves in the fashion expected from them. Many Mexicans who sojourned in 
New York pushed to produce a view of themselves in which their historical time was 
synchronized with the time of their contemporaries across the border— to New York time, 
more specifically. 
The perception of Americans from their Mexican contemporaries’ viewpoint was not 
straightforward admiration. Salvador Novo used to call the American political pilgrims “the 
great blond thinkers” and made fun of their naive views of Mexico. But some efforts to counter 
their own prejudices were also made. In a 1924 article published in El Universal Ilustrado, 
Novo explains how, during a class he gave for American students of Mexican literature and 
culture during the summers, he once digressed and spoke about American magazines: “en un 
arranque lírico proferí mi indiferencia hacia las de Estados Unidos, que contenían, según mi 
opinión, magníficos anuncios de chicle y muy guapas muchachas” [In a lyrical élan I confessed 
my indifference toward those from the United Stated, which contained, in my opinion, 
wonderful advertisements for gum, and very good looking girls] (57). A few months later he 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 There are several notable examples of Mexican cultural emigrants to the USA. José Juan 
Tablada, who lived in New York between 1920 and1936, launched “a holy crusade on behalf of 
Mexican culture in the US” (Delpar 41). In 1924, for example, he co-organized an exhibition in 
the Whitney Studio Club, which featured work by Covarrubias and Orozco. Miguel 
Covarrubias, also in New York, worked for Vanity Fair, New Yorker, and the novel Uncle 
Tom’s Cabin. There was also Carlos Chávez, who sojourned in NY several times, and in 1926 
shared an apartment on 14
th St with Rufino Tamayo (44). Other examples are Julián Carrillo, 
Antonieta Rivas Mercado (85); and Rafael Lozano, who in 1923 published an article in the 
magazine Falange about the “revival of American poetry,” where he speaks of writers such as 
Edgar Lee Masters, Robert Frost and Carls Sandburg. 
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received a package from one of his students, coming from Long Beach, with a wide selection of 
American magazines and a note saying “las tenemos también para la gente highbrow y ahí le 
van algunas muestras” (57) [we also have them for high-brow readers, and here are some 
examples]. He then goes on to survey a range of magazines, explaining that 
hasta entonces, como todos mis contemporáneos, había procurado ignorar a los 
Estados Unidos. En la escuela se nos invitaba a odiar a los españoles y a despreciar a 
los sajones (…) Pasamos sobre ascuas las clases de inglés y nos contentamos con leer 
traducidos a Shelley, a Keats, a Byron, a Shakespeare, Longfellow, Poe y Whitman. 
Aceptamos sin discutir la idea de que los Estados Unidos tienen rascacielos, opresión 
capitalista y máquinas nada más…¡Qué grande sorpresa para nuestros hombres de 
letras si les fuera dado asomarse al crisol admirable de los Estados Unidos! 
[Until then, like most of my contemporaries, I had decided to ignore the United States. 
At school we were taught to hate the Spaniards and look down on the Anglo-Saxons. 
We painstakingly passed our English lessons and we were content with reading 
Shelley, Keats, Byron, Shakespeare, Longfellow, Poe and Whitman in translation. We 
unquestioningly accepted that the United States had only skyscrapers, capitalist 
oppression and machines…What a great surprise it was for our men of letters to peek 
into the admirable melting pot of the United States!] (58) 
Translation Spaces is, on one level, a map of the physical and cultural spaces that 
foreigners and the foreign occupied in 1920s and 1930s Mexico City. It locates the physical 
spaces in which some of Mexico City’s modernists lived, worked, and which they sometimes 
designed, and analyzes the cultural practices that took place in those spaces. This map, 
moreover, considers not only the dwelling and workspace of the modernist generation, but also 
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the editorial spaces in which the modernists published and engaged in different translation 
practices. The presence of foreign modernists, the influx of foreign cultural products, and the 
work of a new generation of Mexican modernists created a multiplicity of translation spaces in 
Mexico City, through which the city began to gauge and understand its own 
contemporaneousness to the rest of world. To chart, analyze and understand those different 
spaces and the diverse cultural practices that took place in them is one of the fundamental 
commitments of this dissertation. 
 
 
II. Mexican Modernity and the Nationalist Debates in Mexico 
 
The ‘nationalism-cosmopolitanism’ dichotomy has been at the center of criticism in Latin 
American studies, and particularly in Mexican cultural studies. Guillermo Sheridan’s valuable 
contribution to the field of Mexican modern literature, for instance, frames the writing of the 
Contemporáneos group within the so-called “polémica nacionalista,” or nationalist polemic, of 
the early 1930s.9 His focus is not gratuitous or unjustified. On the contrary, it helped place the 
Contemporáneos vis-à-vis their Mexican contemporaries and understand the political tensions 
that surrounded a group of writers who seemed to be moving away from what the State 
expected of its intellectuals and artists—which was to contribute, through their work, to the 
Mexican revolutionary cause, and its nation-building discourse. The nationalist debates in 
Mexico were mostly about trying to come to terms with the country’s past—its indigenous 
heritage, its colonial history, its past relationship to Europe and more recent relationship to the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 See: Sheridan, México en 1932. 
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United States—as well as its present identity in light of that past. In 1932, through the pages of 
newspapers like El Universal and El Nacional, there was a heated polemic—the so-called 
“polémica nationalista”— between writers who viewed their historical role as one that aligned 
with the rhetoric and praxis of nation-building and those, like Contemporáneos, who preferred 
to conceive themselves as thoroughly independent from the government’s ideological agenda. 
In these debates, those who welcomed foreign influence were often accused of being anti- 
nationalist and aspirational; those who repudiated it were probably seen as provincial. 
Likewise, in the field of architecture, the “Pláticas de Arquitectura” were a national 
debate organized in 1933 by the Society of Mexican Architects, where the problem of 
nationalist vs. internationalist aesthetics was discussed amply, through a series of questions 
posed by and to Mexican architects—a central one being: What should Mexico’s current 
architectonic orientation be?10 The debate was between the “technical” architects of the 
Escuela Superior de Construcción, who argued in favor of functionalism, and those of the 
Universidad Nacional de México, more inclined toward an architectural academicism. Juan 
O’Gorman, who belonged to the former side of the debaters, defended international modernism 
in architecture from those who contended that it was a passing phase an experiment, like 
Esperanto, doomed to failure: “The comparison of international architecture and Esperanto is a 
foolish one. To say that international architecture will disappear is like trying to cover the sun 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 The “Platicas” were centered around six questions: 1) What is architecture?; 2) What is 
functionalism?; 3) Can functionalism be considered as a definite stage of architecture, or is it 
the embryonic beginning of an entire architectonic development?; 4) Should the architect be 
considered as a mere technician of construction, or also as someone who drives a people’s 
entire culture?; 5) Does beauty in architecture result necessarily from functional solutions or is 
it necessary, also, for there to be a conscious act of creative will on the part of the architect?; 
and 6) What should Mexico’s current architectonic orientation be? (Pláticas sobre 
arquitectura 1). 
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with a thumb and deny the tendency toward universality…” (Pláticas 16). Others, like the 
architect Manuel Amabilis (discussed in chapter I), argued that Mexican architecture had to be 
rooted in the country’s precolonial past, as “The art of our antiquity is the only art that is 
genuinely Mexican” (Pláticas 4). After the Pláticas, O’Gorman and his disciples founded the 
Superior School of Engineering and Architecture, and, for the years to follow, functionalism 
would take root successfully in Mexico, even though it did not become the only architectonic 
style in the city. 
The nationalist debates in Mexico indeed permeated many, if not all, the arts, and 
framed them to a considerable extent. But they were surely not the only axis around which 
cultural production revolved; they were surely not the sole framework within which writers 
and architects were working. The problem, particularly in the literary field, is that critics after 
Sheridan have continued to reproduce his discussion on nationalism not as a relevant historical 
event, but as a scheme or general framework, which has become, with time, the main 
conceptual axis of the Mexicanist critical tradition.11 Regional or national studies need not 
forcibly be framed with a conceptual category equivalent to the context within which its 
objects of study lie: i.e., studies in Mexican modernism do not forcibly have to be set within 
the paradigm of nationalism. Even when the object of study can be placed under the general 
label of a specific region or even country, the theoretical framework that encompasses it and its 
discursive substrates need not be limited to the announced scope of such a label, and nominal 
geographical delimitations of an object of study need not limit the critical methodologies and 
conceptual tools chosen to understand it. English or American modernism, to give a close 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 Recent examples of this are Deborah Cohn; Rafael Olea-Franco; Elsa Cesilia Frost, Erika 
Madrigal and, to a lesser degree, Salvador Oropesa. 
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example, have been read from the viewpoint of nationalism, but nationalism as a critical 
category is far from constituting a foundational pillar of Anglophone modernism studies. In 
fact, it was not until the early 2000s that modernism studies came to be penetrated by discourse 
centered on nationalism.12 The circulation of nationalism as a critical category among 
modernist critics, moreover, has not rooted as successfully as other categories. The contrary is 
true of the corresponding period studies that focus on Mexican literature and cultural studies: 
the Mexican 1920s and 1930s—the period often labeled ‘high-modernism’ in modernism 
studies— ‘nationalism’ often appears to be the absolute critical category. 
In my years of reading literature from and about the Mexican 1920s and 1930s, I have 
found it painstakingly difficult to remove from my own mindset the deeply-wired circuits of 
the nationalism-centered discourse. The Mexican critical tradition centered on nationalism has 
been passed down generation after generation, in what is seemingly the one and only, never-
ending, circular discussion confined by old dichotomies. It is somewhat astonishing that 
Octavio Paz, for example, during his Nobel Prize acceptance speech in 1990, referring to the 
similarities between Brazilian and Spanish American literature, enunciates what he believes to 
be at the core of the two traditions: “the conflict, which is more ideological than literary, 
between the cosmopolitan and nativist tendencies, between Europeanism and Americanism.”13 
 But is the nationalism- cosmopolitanism conflict really “the core” of cultural 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 As Sarah Cole points out in an article published in 2002 by Modern Fiction Studies, “The 
once-fashionable sense that modernism represented a flourishing internationalized movement, 
where the metropolis—be it Paris, London, Vienna, New York—became the fertile soil for a 
diverse array of cosmopolitan artists whose national affiliations were much less important than 
their shared, radical, political and aesthetic principles, has been jettisoned, and modernists are 
now seen as penetrated by national discourse” (453). 
 
13 For a full version see: http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/1990/paz- 
lecture.html  
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production in twentieth-century Mexico? Are there no other conceptual categories through 
which to view Mexican cultural production? Or has the critical tradition produced a sort of 
one-way street through which all approaches are channeled, ultimately headed to the same 
indistinct horizon of a nationalism-based critique or defense? 
This dissertation discusses the emergence of Mexican modernism, shifting the focus of 
cultural production in Mexico during the 1920s and 1930s from the nationalist debates and the 
supposed dichotomy between the national and the cosmopolitan, to the wider notion of 
translation spaces. It by no means ignores the nationalist debates, but it does not engage with 
those debates as the central category of cultural analysis. In taking this stance, it is not my 
ambition to simply go against the grain of the Mexicanist critical tradition. That would be both 
incredibly presumptuous as well as self-defeating: writing against a paradigm is always, 
paradoxically, writing from within it. Rather, what I intend is to generate a space within the 
field of Mexican literary studies that will allow for a different type of reading of cultural 
production. The reason why I believe it important to take distance from the nationalist centered 
reading of Mexican modernism is that such a reading functions like a ubiquitous filter, and 
blurs important nuances in the aesthetic qualities and intricate inner-workings of the politics 
involved in the creation of cultural products. The problem with the national-international 
dichotomy is that it categorically divides Mexican modernists into ideological blocs and 
precludes a nuanced understanding of both their work and the many relations and exchanges 
between them. Moreover, the nationalist filter prevents us from seeing the place of such 
products and exchanges within the larger space in which they existed, which not only often 
extends far beyond national boundaries, but also beyond the nationalist-cosmopolitan 
conceptual concern. To circumscribe the totality of cultural production to these debates and 
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subsume Mexican cultural production of the early twentieth century to the very general notion 
of nationalism produces a reductionist discourse that ignores and obliterates an array of 
important subtleties. The relationship of the Mexican intelligentsia to foreigners and the 
foreign, as I hope to show in this dissertation, is much more complex than what ‘nationalism’ 
used as a tag or label can explain. 
Translation Spaces is closely in dialogue with writers and critics such as Rubén Gallo 
and Mauricio Tenorio Trillo, who have understood Mexico City and its cultural developments 
in the early twentieth century not as manifestations of the nationalist-cosmopolitist dichotomy, 
but as something much more complex and multilateral. Without ignoring the nationalist 
debates, both Gallo and Tenorio Trillo move past them and view Mexico City through its many 
connections with other international metropolises, as well as within a translational network of 
akin cultural developments. My own understanding of the city owes much to their work, and 
this dissertation is written in response to their thinking around Mexico City—particularly to 
Rubén Gallo’s Mexican Modernity: The Avant-Garde and the Technological Revolution and 
Mauricio Tenorio Trillo’s I Speak of the City. Mexico City at the Turn of the Twentieth Century. 
As an analytical or critical category, ‘translation spaces’ can be extendable to a wide range of 
contexts. In the particular context within which I am working, however, they correspond to the 




III. Mexican Modernism, Comparative Literature, and The Limits Of 
Transatlantic Modernism 
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In the closing lines of his influential article “Conjectures on World Literature,” published in the 
year 2000 in The New Left Review, Franco Moretti states that “there is no other justification for 
the study of world literature (and for the existence of departments of comparative literature) but 
this: to be the thorn in the side, a permanent intellectual challenge to national literatures— 
especially the local literature. If comparative literature is not this, it’s nothing” (68). What 
Moretti did so aptly in this article is that, hinging on his rereading Goethe’s notion of 
Weltliteratur, he turned comparative literature—itself an elusive area or object of study—into a 
conceptual problem.14 As such, then, comparative literature demanded a critical method. 
Moretti’s pragmatic and much disputed solution to the problem, his proposed method of 
“distant reading,” was a way to focus on the “system” of world literature in its totality, rather 
than on specific national canons. “Less is more,” he contended. The less texts we close-read, 
the more texts we can include, and the wider the panorama we can grasp. The only way to 
decentralize the reading of literature, to free it from the grip of national literatures, was to take 
a step back from the texts and see them in the larger picture to which they belonged.15  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 Other relevant works, similarly positing comparative literature itself as a conceptual problem, 
are Paul de Man’s “The Resistance to Theory,” and Haun Saussy’s “Exquisite Cadavers 
Stitched from Fresh Nightmares.” 
 
15 Although Moretti’s method of distant reading can certainly be useful for particular purposes, 
one problem with it—a problem that has been articulated by numerous critics in different 
ways— is that by obliterating the content of texts it necessarily misses some of the finer details 
which might actually constitute the very “thorn” needed to prick the side, not only of “national 
literatures,” but also of ossified categories within comparative literature. And more importantly, 
perhaps, comparative literature need not constitute a “total” view of the entirety of literature as a 
system. It is perfectly plausible to balance distant reading with a close focus on particular, 
smaller sections of the literary system while remaining comparatists. Did not modernism 
studies, and close-reading of modernist texts, precisely offer ways to remap literary 
cartographies without adhering to national boundaries? See, for a detailed discussion on the 
problems with distant reading, Pascale Casanova’s discussion on returning to the texts in 
“Literature as a World.” Her intellectual project, as she describes it, is “to restore the coherence 
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 Although not in full agreement with Moretti, in what can perhaps be seen as a ‘linguistic 
turn’ after his “Conjectures,” Emily Apter’s most recent work, Against World Literature: On 
the Politics of Untranslatability, envisages the discipline of comparative literature as a “term-
generating machine that seeks to name or relate comparative non-national entities or units” 
(41). After years of generating terminology that might suit the ideal of a “planetary paradigm” 
(Spivak), there is now, as Apter explains, a proliferation of “geographically emptied names that 
more or less refer to the same thing—globality—albeit with different political valences” (42). 
The names vary: world literature, the world republic of letters, cosmopolitanism, the 
cosmopolitical, the planetary, world-systems, and so on. Others terms go a step further in their 
efforts to correct unipolar logic: diaspora, global South, parastates, translingualism, imagined 
communities. As they proliferate, she continues to explain, these terms create “phantom 
identities” which in turn, eventually, become rigid categories. Comparative literature must then 
be seen as a critical discipline always calling up new terms but also continually exercising self- 
doubt about those new terms. The challenge, as Apter puts it, is how to make “comparative 
literature geopolitically case-sensitive and site-specific in ways that avoid reproducing neo- 
imperialist cartographies” (42). 
How must the comparatist then go about the task of responding “critically and in real 
time to cartographies of emergent world-systems” (Apter 39)? The “critically” part, let us say, 
can be understood in terms of comparative literature’s capacity to generate terms that both 
explain and contest the world-order. Should the “real-time” component of her statement, in 
turn, be seen as demand on the critic to be up-to-date and function as the permanent “thorn” 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
of the global structure within which texts appear, and which can only be seen by taking the route 
seemingly farthest from them: through the vast, invisible territory which I have once called 
‘World Republic of Letters’. But only in order to return to the texts themselves, and to provide a 
new tool for reading them.” (73)  
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(Moretti) for the centers of power of his or her own times? If so, one must ask: what does 
today’s new cartography look like? Although a thorough answer to this question should be 
given its own space, let us only say, for now, that in the current literary cartography the United 
States—and New York in particular—is the unquestionable bastion of editorial and economic 
power, a trend- setter in the sphere of dominating aesthetics, and the absolute prestige-
endowing center. Its editorial spaces and institutions are the non-plus ultra for almost every 
professional, whatever his or her field. Therefore, one possible critical, “real-time” response to 
the current cartography of the literary world-system, would focus on the bilateral—though by 
definition unequal—relations and exchanges between New York and any other given city. 
Following this rationale, it was in my interest throughout this dissertation to try to understand 
the origins of Mexico-USA cultural relations—or, more specifically, in modernist history, the 
New York-Mexico City metropolitan connection—which became consolidated during the 
1920s. In other words, what I partly attempt to to do throughout this dissertation is to zoom 
away from the traditional critical paradigm in Mexican literary and architectural studies, 
centered on nationalist debates inside Mexico, and zoom into the zone where Mexico and the 
USA—and more concretely the metropolitan centers Mexico City and New York—began to 
have some form of exchange and interaction through the means of different translation 
practices. 
The story of Mexican modernism has not yet been told from the viewpoint of its 
exchanges with Anglophone modernism; just as the history of Anglophone modernism has 
largely ignored or misconceived its own, ‘stray’ roots in Mexico. A recent example of 
scholarly literature that aptly responds to this vacuum is Rachel Adams’ Continental Divides. 
Remapping the Cultures of North America. In this study, Adams seeks to create a new map of 
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North American modernism, and in her “Mexican chapter,” a chapter called “Women of the 
South Bank: The Mexican Routes of American Modernism,” Adams centers her analysis 
around three female figures of the time: Katherine Anne Porter, Anita Brenner, and Tina 
Modotti. The chapter advances the view that Mexico was a “pivot for inter-American affairs: it 
is the resource of a vibrant and politically committed American modernism and a conduit 
between the United States and Latin America, a connective link that has the potential to confer 
or destroy the hemispheric balance of power” (132). 
Adams compares European, American and Mexican modernism in the following terms: 
“If modernist expressions arise in response to the conditions of modernity, these were different 
in Europe or the United States than they were in Mexico, which had only very partially entered 
the industrial age” (111). She continues: “The politics, content, and form of Mexican-inspired 
modernism were different because it grew out of a largely agricultural national setting, one 
with  a significant indigenous population that still spoke the languages and maintained the 
culture of  its ancient precursors” (111). These two statements, although acceptable at first 
sight, are a little problematic if considered under the umbrella of modernism studies carefully. 
It is true that “modernist expression arises in response to the conditions of modernity,” at least 
in so far as modernism is—somewhat tautologically—defined that way. However, “conditions 
of modernity” were far from homogeneous even within particular industrialized nations. True, 
in Mexico the indigenous population was far more numerous than, say, French peasants in 
France—and surely were more secluded, poor, and culturally and racially alienated from the 
middle and higher-class white and mestizo population. However, modernism was a 
fundamentally urban phenomenon. It happened in New York, not in Yonkers; in Paris, and not 
in the french countryside; in Mexico City, and not in Atlacomulco. 
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Mexican modernism is an urban cultural movement in which many actors were indeed 
involved in the Revolution’s program of integrating Mexico’s indigenous population through 
their aesthetic representation and a re-telling of Mexican history (Vasconcelos, Dr. Atl, Diego 
Rivera, Frances Toor, Tina Modotti and Edward Weston), but also one that ignored that face of 
Mexico completely, or if not completely, at least favored poetic experimentation, functionalist 
principles or even sexual and gender-role transgression over the problem of national identity 
and Mexico’s indigenous past (Salvador Novo, Xavier Villaurrutia, Gilberto Owen, Juan 
Segura, Juan O’Gorman, Francisco Serrano, Nahui Ollin, Esther Born; but also, in many 
ways, Tina Modotti and Edward Weston). Contrary to what mainstream, albeit scant, 
modernism studies in English has shown, the most active literary group of Mexican 
modernists during the late 1920s and early 1930s, the Contemporáneos, were quite 
unconcerned with Mexico’s rural inequities and the struggle of the proletariat—for better or 
worse. Modernist writers such as the Contemporáneos were much more interested in the 
problem of “black American poets,” in exploring new poetic forms, in reflecting on the nature 
and artistic possibilities of radio and cinema, or in modernist representations of urban space, 
than they were in “soul-searching” in the depths of Mexico’s indigenous past. 
The term ‘Mexican modernism’ itself is not widely used, and, when applied, it usually 
refers to Mexican muralism of the 1920s and 1930s, and to Mexican architecture of the same 
period. The exclusion of Mexican literature from the range-limit of the term is perhaps a case 
of what is “lost in translation.” It is a circular problem of sorts: Mexican literary modernism 
was excluded from the larger map of modernism because Mexican modernist literature was 
inexistent in English translation (to a large degree, it still is today); and Mexican modernist 
literature remained untranslated and ignored, because it was not understood as part of the 
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larger modernist map. Perhaps Mexican muralism and Mexican modern architecture, because 
they did not depended on translation—in a literal sense of the word—were carried over into 
modernism more easily. 
One of the ambitions of this dissertation, as a comparatist work, is to gauge the critical 
capacity of the term ‘Mexican modernism’ in order to determine how it may expand the limits 
of what we understand by modernism, and modernism studies. But how does the term 
‘Mexican modernism’ enter into conversation with modernist studies? What can it bring to the 
field, and what can the field bring to it? The very idea of a literary ‘Mexican modernism’ is, 
itself, a kind of translation of the Mexican 1920s and 1930s. The term ‘modernism,’ referring 
to the twentieth- century movements in literature and the arts, with the exception of 
architecture, is an aberration in the context of Latin American literary history. Modernism in 
the Latin American context— modernismo—references a different epoch of aesthetic and 
cultural practices, set in the late nineteenth century, and the modernistas can hardly be 
described as “modernists” in the English sense of the term. The modernistas were the Latin 
American counterparts of the French symbolists, led by figures such as the poet Rubén Darío, 
Leopoldo Lugones and José Martí. On the other hand, writers in the 1920s, such as the 
Contemporáneos, are often referred to as the vanguardistas—a term which they rejected. In 
Continental Divides, Adams fittingly recognizes that critics tend to ignore Mexico’s place in 
modernism, while they “recognize Mexico’s importance to Latin American modernismo—the 
late nineteenth century movement associated with Chilean poet Rubén Darío [sic: Darío is 
Nicaraguan] and his contemporaries—and its successor, vanguardismo” (103). This is all very 
fine. Except that, in moving only within these broad categorizations—modernismo, 
vanguardismo—she does not quite map the cultural productions in Mexico actually akin to 
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international modernism. The literary movement that Adams loses in translation here is 
precisely Contemporáneos—which she refers to as part of the vanguardismo, and therefore 
fails to include in her remapping of modernism in North America. I will discuss throughout this 
dissertation, international modernism found its clearest expression in groups such as the 
Contempoáneos, and in the ‘transitional’ architects such as Juan O’Gorman and Juan Segura. 
I thus prefer to use the more general terms ‘modern movement’ and ‘modernists’ to 
describe Mexican literary culture and practices of the 1920s. Using the English term 
‘modernism’ to describe the Mexican literary field in the 1920s is, no doubt, a form of 
translation: both a carrying over of the framework of Anglophone modernism toward the 
literary practices in Mexico City in the 1920s and 1930s, and a carrying over of those practices 
into the field of Anglophone modernist studies. It is also, moreover, a way of carrying Mexican 
literature over to the same domain occupied by the fields of Mexican architecture and 
muralism. If muralism and architecture in the Mexican 1920s are considered ‘modernist,’ why 
is the same term not applied to the literature produced in the same period? One of the reasons 
why I chose to juxtapose literary practices to architectural ones in this dissertation was to show 
the many aesthetic, ideological and formal relationships between the two, and thereby place 
Mexican literature of the 1920s and 1930s in the same ‘international’ space that Mexican 
architecture occupies in it—if only by nomenclature. 
A useful—albeit problematic—recent term generated by our term-generating machine, 
comparative literature, is ‘transatlantic modernism.’ The notion of transatlantic modernism 
originally encompassed Europe and North America—though that actually meant only the 
United States and Canada; or perhaps Canada nominally and only the USA in praxis. In their 
2001 compendium, Transatlantic Modernism, the critics Martin Klepper and Joseph C. Schopp 
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state that: “Without exception, critics would agree that modernism is a multinational 
phenomenon. When we talk about modernism we talk about phenomena ‘in the countries of 
the Western hemisphere–Europe and North America” (7). But comparative literature is a 
rapidly-changing field. Some critics today argue that “it is now increasingly more plausible to 
view modernism, once considered a product of Europe and America, as the effect of a wider, 
transnational phenomenon” (GoGwilt 7). In recent years, modernism studies has expanded 
beyond Anglo- Saxon and central European literature, encompassing what were first called 
“peripheral modernisms” and now are simply beginning to be considered as one of the many 
“routes” of the modernist open circuit. As Cristopher GoGwilt further writes, “there has been a 
proliferation of approaches, pluralizing and multiplying the number of modernisms and 
modernities that can and should be studied with historical, cultural, and linguistic specificity” 
(4).16  
When the bubble of Anglo-Saxon literary modernism popped, so to speak—pricked by 
the thorn of which comparatists?—studies diversified their traditional aesthetic-centered focus 
into a wide array of culturalist perspectives, ranging from gender, to class, to nationality, or to 
race. Although this diversification has helped scholars in the once urgent task of widening the 
angle of their interests and acknowledging the existence and relevance of ‘other’ modernisms, 
the very nature of their perspectives has—somewhat paradoxically—put more emphasis on 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 A disciplinary paradox that immediately emerges into view when this sort of transnational- 
local postulates are made is well articulated by Emily Apter, following Nirvana Tanoukhi: 
“comparative literature’s ‘cartographic claim to scale’ and a ‘poetics of distance’ leading to 
‘the task of charting zones, paths, and crossroads’ [is] obscured by the strict adherence to 
‘national traditions’” (42). There is no particular solution to this problem, save for recognizing 
that to center on a specific area does not imply limiting the focus conceptually to any given 
‘area’ as a category. Speaking of modernism in a particular region does not imply denying its 
inter- or trans- national essence. 
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differences than on similarities; more weight on the ‘center-periphery’ model which they so 
despise, than on the perhaps more useful model of international networks of exchange. I 
believe it is imperative to rethink the so-called ‘peripheral modernisms’ outside the very 
framework that brought them into the horizon of understanding. But is it possible to strip an 
object off the discursive framework that brought it into focus and still retain the object? 
Perhaps the problem lies, as it often does, in the way that the bibliography is 
interrogated by its scholars. The central question in transatlantic modernism studies is phrased 
in many different ways, but is usually a variation on: “How did American modernists adapt the 
languages of the European avant-garde to the specific conditions of their own cultural 
experience; how were those languages changed, and what new functions did they assume 
within the context of a different discourse of the modern?” (Klepper, Schöpp 7, italics are 
mine). The problem with this question is that it somehow implies that modernism started in 
Europe itself, and perhaps even in a particular country or city, and not in European artists’ 
interactions with their foreign contemporaries. 
The way I conceive the framework provided by transatlantic modernism is one that 
includes Mexico, which not only happens to form part of North America, or the Americas more 
widely, but also partook in the exchanges and interactions of the series of aesthetic, cultural 
and political practices which we commonly call modernism. A nationalist gesture on my part? 
No: a historically conscious one. A pitiful demonstration that “we too” were modern and 
belonged to something larger? Hardly: the historical underdogs will always profit more by 
demonstrating difference than by claiming belonging—at least in today’s niche-loving, 
minority-pampering academic diplomacy. A return to national literatures? On the contrary: a 
thorn on the side of ossified comparatist categories. I do not conceive Mexican modernism as a 
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peripheral one, in which modernists “adapted the languages of the European avant-garde” to 
their specific conditions, but one in which languages were exchanged and translated, however 
unequally. 
Translation Spaces moves away from the framework of the nationalist debates in 
Mexico in an attempt to erase the geographical and conceptual constraints of the field of 
Mexican cultural studies. Or, if not erase, to at least make its boundaries more porous. 
Mexican 
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modernism will continue to be viewed, at best, as an isolated ‘torrid zone,’ a peripheral or 
alternative modernism until its critics cease to understand it in terms of national debates and 
begin to articulate it within the larger framework of international or transnational modernism. 
But Translation Spaces also posits that there needs to be an analogous re-arrangement of 
conceptual boundaries on the other side of the street, so to speak. If modernism studies 
continues to map itself ignoring other linguistic communities that unquestionably formed part 
of its global praxis, it is bound to become an increasingly isolated and irrelevant field. 
 
 
IV. Translation Spaces and Modernist Translation Theory 
 
The way I understand translation throughout this dissertation encloses much more than the 
literal sense of the term: rendering a text from a source language to a target language. The 
Latin term translatio—from which stems the English ‘translation’—means to change venue, to 
transfer to another place, to transport, and to translate.17 The Latin word traductio—from 
which stems the Spanish ‘traducción’—means, among other things, to conduct or lead 
someone or something along. The way I use the notion of translation borrows from the Latin 
roots of the English ‘translation’ and the Spanish ‘traducción.’ Translation is conceived as a 
way of carrying something over in space, of transporting it, but also as a way of conducting 
someone or something along. 
The notion of ‘space,’ moreover, may be puzzling when paired with ‘translation.’ 
When I think of a space in terms of translation, I do not only imply that the space is one in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 Oxford Latin Dictionary 1982. 
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which translation, in literal terms, takes place, but that the space itself constitutes a locus of 
practices that imply translatio and traductio—a transfer, a transportation, a carrying over; but 
also, conducing or leading someone through a space. Some of the spaces I look at in this 
dissertation are architectural: theaters, rooftops, houses, cinemas, apartment buildings. Others 
are print- spaces: magazines, newspapers, catalogues, books, photographs. The way I 
understand the particular difference between translatio and traductio applied to space has to 
do, in some cases, with the nature of these two different spaces and how they transmit content 
or generate meaning. While a magazine or a newspaper, for instance, are publishing spaces 
that circulate among people, carrying over or transferring content in this way (translatio), a 
house or a museum, on the other hand, are spaces through which people circulate or conduct 
themselves (traductio) and in this circulation generate semantic relationships with such space. 
In all five chapters of this dissertation I alternate examples of architectural and editorial 
spaces, paying attention to the specific ways in which they generate and carry over meaning 
or content. 
The distinction between architectural translation spaces and editorial or print spaces, 
however, goes beyond the different modes of circulation attached to translatio and traductio as 
forms of transmitting meaning or content. While translation in terms of architectural design an 
also be associated to carrying over and adapting forms, styles or materials (translatio), 
translation in terms of literary practice can be associated to leading or conducting the work of a 
writer from one language into another (traductio). The distinction between translatio and 
traductio is therefore not in a symmetrical relation to the spaces in which they occur—i.e., 
translatio and traductio can be associated interchangeably to architectural spaces or to 
publishing spaces. The accent, in any case, should be placed not on the binomial translatio- 
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traductio as such and its different implementations, but on the more polysemic understanding 
we can have of ‘translation spaces’ if we think about them in terms transferring, carrying over, 
transporting, and also leading or conducting someone through a space, rather than as a mere 
rendering of a ‘source’ language to a ‘target’ language. 
Another way of thinking of translation spaces is as loci of exchanges between the local 
and the foreign, either by ‘importing’ or by ‘exporting’ cultural capital. This way of 
understanding the term is not at odds with the notion of carrying something over in space or 
conducting someone through space. On the contrary, it grounds the abstract notions of 
translatio and traductio as vectors of meaning, in the more concrete plane of commodities and 
the market. A cinema as a translation space, as I discuss in chapter II, is perhaps better 
understood as a space that imports foreign films, and profits from this form of translation, 
rather than one that merely carries over ‘meaning.’ Likewise, art galleries can be read as 
translations spaces that both import and export cultural capital. As I discuss in chapter III, 
Diego Rivera’s gallery inside his ‘casa- estudio’ functioned as a space where indigenous 
Mexican crafts where shown to the many foreign visitors that visited him. On one plane, it can 
be said that his casa-estudio functioned as a translation space that imported Mexican crafts; on 
another, that it exported a vision of Mexico to foreign visitors; and yet on another plane, that 
this space allowed him to market himself, and export his image, as a kind of cultural 
ambassador of the Mexican 1920s and 1930s. 
Of course, the conceptual transference of translation as a literary or linguistic event to 
one that involves a particular spatial praxis is risky in so far as it is prone to metaphorical 
ambivalence. Too many things can be read in terms of spatial translation, so it is important to 
limit the conceptual reach of the term in order for it not to lose all meaning. I will be looking 
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at a wide array of spatial translation practices, keeping in mind the tendency of the term to 
itself get “lost in translation,” so to speak, and taking care not to blur the difference between 
distinct translation practices. I will be looking, for example, at literary translation magazines 
that are simultaneous to architectural reforms in the city that implied a ‘carrying over’ of 
foreign styles, discussing the way in which the practices in the two fields overlap or differ in 
aesthetic and ideological objectives. I will also be looking at examples of literary translation in 
space. That is, quite literally: rooms, offices, or homes where literary translation took place—
thinking why or in which way a specific space may have facilitated particular literary 
translation practices. But I will also be thinking of those same translation spaces in terms of 
the creative ties between space and the cultural practices that take place in it. In other words, 
spaces that may have created a particular poetics of space through their representation in 
poetry, photography or painting. Examples of these translation spaces are discussed in chapter 
II, where I look at a series of photographs taken in Mexico City rooftops. 
The translation practices that I am most interested in looking at in this dissertation are 
those that can be described as modernist translation practices. The 1920s and 1930s were 
decades of experimentation with composition and translation. As the critic Lawrence Venuti 
writes, modernist translation practices, which had their philosophical root in nineteenth century 
philosophy, treated translation as an art and a source of innovation: 
The main trends in translation theory during [modernism] are rooted in German literary 
and philosophical traditions, in Romanticism, hermeneutics, and existential 
phenomenology (…) Nineteenth-century theorists and practitioners like Friedrich 
Schleiermacher and Wilhelm von Humboldt treated translation as a creative force in 
which specific translation strategies might serve a variety of cultural and social 
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functions, building languages, literatures, and nations. At the start of the twentieth 
century, these ideas are rethought from the vantage point of modernist movements 
which prize experiments with literary form as a way of revitalizing culture. Translation 
is a focus of theoretical speculation and formal innovation. (11, italics are my own) 
Far from being a means of passively importing foreign literatures and adapting foreign 
languages to local ones, modernist translation as “formal innovation.” Seen in this light, 
modernist translation practices are ones in which translation was not merely conceived as an 
accurate rendering of a source language into a target language or a vehicle for explaining the 
foreign or making it more accessible or palatable to the local readership, but as a way of 
appropriating new forms and thus a creative locus of innovation. The term ‘translation 
practice,’ moreover, in the context of Mexican cultural history can help us move beyond the 
passive categories of ‘reception’ or ‘influence,’ common to canonic literary and cultural 
studies, and allow us to focus on modernist cultural production in terms of ‘exchanges,’ or, in 
some cases, ‘appropriations.’ 
Beyond its instrumentality, there is a concrete reason for taking this specific notion of 
translation as an axis for thinking theoretically about the translation practices that took place in 
the Mexican 1920s and 1930s: modernist translation theory was what was circulating in 
Mexican journals at the time. The Mexican writer Alfonso Reyes, predecessor and mentor of 
the Contemporános group, had not only read the nineteenth-century German critics and 
theorists of translation, but wrote what was perhaps the first philosophical essay on translation 
written in Mexico, published in Contemporáneos magazine in February 1931. His ideas in this 
essay introduced in Mexico the modernist idea of translation as a source of innovation, hinging 
on the dichotomy between foreignization and domestication. Translation, according to Reyes, 
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constituted a form of active foreignization of the domestic (vis a vis domestisizing the foreign), 
by which the foreign ‘contaminated’ the domestic and thus pushed its limits further, while at 
the same time blurring the boundaries between the so-called ‘foreign’ and the ‘domestic.’ 
Like other modernist theorists of translation, Reyes was informed by the foundational 
translation treatises, written by the German nineteenth century hermeneutical philosophers, 
such as Friedrich Schleiermacher. Reyes is, in these terms, a thoroughly modernist translator— 
possibly the first in Mexico. In his essay “De la traducción” he discusses his own changing 
ideas with respect to what translation should strive for.18 The essay begins with a long quote 
from George Moore, part of which I reproduce bellow in the original English version, and not, 
as Reyes quotes him, in Spanish translation: 
All the proper names, no matter how unpronounceable, must be rigidly adhered to; you 
must never transpose versts into kilometres, or roubles into francs;—I don't know what 
a verst is or what a rouble is, but when I see the words I am in Russia (…) In 
translation, only a strictly classical language should be used; no word of slang, or even 
a word of modern origin should be employed; the translator's aim should be never to 
dissipate the illusion of an exotic. (130) 
In dialogue with the idea proposed by Moore, Reyes goes on to say that when he was 
younger he did not understand the importance of foreignizing the target language: “Yo no 
hubiera comprendido, por ejemplo, el encanto del saborcillo extranjero que Raymond Poincaré 
encontró en la prosa francesa de Francisco García Calderón: un encanto que yo mismo he 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 This essay was later on revised and augmented for a 1942 publication in his book La 
experiencia literaria, where Reyes glosses, expands and explains the many references and 
comments in the 1931 essay originally only made in passing. I will be quoting from the 
1942 version. 
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encontrado más tarde en tal o cual pasaje de Eugenio d’Ors” [I would not have understood, for 
example, the enchantment produced by the foreign aftertaste that Raymond Poincaré found in 
the French prose of Francisco García Calderón: an enchantment that I myself later found in 
this or that passage by Eugenio d’Ors] (131). Although the essay branches out into several 
digressions, Reyes adheres throughout to the general idea of translation as a practice in which 
the source language does and should “contaminate” the target language: “La idea de una 
lengua … sin demasiados alardes castizos que adulteren el sabor del original…” [The idea of a 
language … without too many Spanish flourishes that might adulterate the flavor of the 
original….] (131). 
The idea of translation as a foreignizing strategy was common to the times. Although it 
is highly unlikely that Reyes would have read Walter Benjamin, for example, this basic idea is 
at the core of the now canonical 1923 essay “The Task of the Translator,” where Benjamin 
employs a metaphor that seems to call for the foreignizing of the target language: “Unlike a 
work of literature, translation does not find itself in the center of the language forest but on the 
outside facing the wooded ridge; it calls into it without entering, aiming at that single spot 
where the echo is able to give, in its own language, the reverberation of the work in the alien 
one” (20). As Venuti notes in his introduction to The Translation Studies Reader, “Benjamin is 
reviving Schleiermacher’ s notion of foreignizing translation, wherein the reader of the 
translated text is brought as close as possible to the foreign one through close renderings that 
transform the translating language” (12).19  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 Indeed, in this respect, Benjamin quotes Rudolph Pannwitz, German philosopher and 
translation theorist: “Our translations, even the best ones, proceed from a wrong premise. They 
want to turn Hindi, Greek, English into German instead of turning German into Hindi, Greek, 
English. Our translators have a far greater reverence for the usage of their own language than 
for the spirit of the foreign works…. The basic error of the translator is that he preserves the 
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Reyes, indeed, explicitly refers to Schleiermacher in “De la traducción”: “Andábamos 
rondando el dilema de Schleiermacher: o ir hacia la lengua extranjera o atraerla hacia la lengua 
propia.” [We were thinking about Schleiermacher’s dilemma: to either move toward the 
foreign language or to bring it closer to our own] (132). With this, Reyes puts a crucial 
discussion into circulation, one that had not been discussed in Mexico until that time. 
Schleiermacher had introduced a new parameter through which to gauge translation, which 
went far beyond the problem of ‘fidelity’ and, further, set the theoretical-practical grounds for 
translation practices for the generations of translators that followed him. His argument in favor 
of ‘foreignization’ in his foundational treatise “On the Different Methods of Translating,” 
originally read in 1813 at the Royal Academy of Sciences in Berlin, is rooted in hermeneutics, 
and springs from an idea of philosophy of language which identifies words with concepts and 
language with thought, as well as the belief that there are deep linguistic and therefore 
conceptual/intellectual differences between people who speak different languages: “every 
language … contains within itself a system of concepts which, because they touch, connect 
with, and complement each other in the same language … do not correspond to any of the 
systems of other languages” (50). He further argues: “Every human being is in the power of 
the language he speaks; he and his whole thinking are a product of it. He cannot, with 
complete certainty, think anything that lies outside the limits of his language” (38). But what is 
not often quoted is what he writes a few lines further down: “however, every freethinking and 
intellectually spontaneous human being also forms the language himself” (38). 
The idea that people are determined by language, and that speaking a different 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
state in which his own language happens to be instead of allowing his language to be 
powerfully affected by the foreign tongue…” (Benjamin 22). 
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language implies belonging to a different system of thought—an idea advanced earlier by 
Schopenhauer—would perhaps undercut any attempt to defend translation on theoretical 
grounds, as language appears in it as the absolute limit of thought, a force that determines 
thought, which is itself unchangeable and impermeable to thought. For, even if a translator is 
bilingual or polyglot and understands other systems of thought, he transposes that foreign 
system or foreign “spirit of a language”—as nineteenth-century philosophers would have it—
into his own tongue and thus must move exclusively within the bounds of that language. What, 
then, would be the use of translation? The second idea, however, opens up the possibility of 
translation as a practice that can—and perhaps, as we shall see later, should—push the “limits 
of the language” and allow the translator to partake in the ongoing formation and 
transformation of language. These two ideas, together, form the underlying assumptions of 
what Schleiermacher will propose as his theory of translation, and which, a century later, 
Reyes will put into circulation in Mexico, in his theoretical and practical revival of humanist 
education in translation. 
According to Schleiermacher, the translator’s task—which is to “bring together these 
entirely separate persons, his author and his reader” (41)––involves two alternatives: the 
translator either “leaves the writer alone as much as possible and moves the reader toward the 
writer, or he leaves the reader alone as much as possible and moves the writer toward the 
reader” (42). In other words, either he “foreignizes” or he “Germanizes” the original text. As I 
mentioned earlier, Schleiermacher’s argumentation in favor of translation that “foreignizes” 
the target language is rooted in hermeneutics. To say this more precisely, he builds his 
argumentation using the “encounter” between the translator and the original text as the starting 
point of his theory, and only once he has described the translator’s experience interpreting the 
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original text does he posit a theoretical stance for the praxis of translation. Referring to the 
translator’s experience of reading the original, Schleiermacher lays the hermeneutical grounds 
thus: 
He notices which words, which combinations, appear to him in the first splendor of 
newness; he sees how they infiltrate the language through the special needs of the 
author’s mind and his power of expression; and this observation essentially determines 
the impression he receives. It is therefore a part of the task of translation to 
communicate this very impression to the readers. (45) 
But what is the fundamental characteristic of his impression of the original text? 
Schleiermacher further notes that everyone, “no matter how fluently they read a foreign 
language, still retain the feeling of foreignness” and then goes on to ask a methodological 
question: “How should the translator go about transmitting this feeling of foreignness to his 
readers, to whom he is presenting a translation in their mother tongue?” (46). Schleiermacher 
finally goes on to prove why the opposite choice—the “Germanization” of the original text—is 
altogether undesirable (49-50). For lack of space, I will not reproduce his carefully constructed 
argument here, but suffice it for now to say that he concludes that translating an author in such 
a way as to make it appear that the author wrote the text in the target language is equal to a 
vulgar form of paraphrasis and is an ultimately trivial and empty task. Rather, in bending the 
language of the target language in a translation he can draw the reader closer to the author, 
reproducing in his art what he experienced in his reading, and in doing so expand the limits of 
his mother tongue and its concomitant system of thought. He concludes his essay, using a 
felicitous analogy, possibly referring to the work of German botanists and travelers of the 
century: 
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Just as our soil itself has probably become richer and more fertile, and our climate 
more lovely and mild after much transplanting of foreign plants, so do we feel that our 
language, which we practice less because of our Northern lethargy, can only flourish 
and develop its own perfect power through the most varied contacts with what is 
foreign. (53) 
In a similar tone, Reyes asks, in an essay titled “Discurso por Virgilio,” published in 
Contemporáneos, in 1931: 
¿Pero quién ha dicho que el espíritu de la gran poesía queda limitado a los contornos de 
una sola lengua? ¿Quién ha dicho, sobre todo, que una gran civilización no puede 
volverse como el agua misma en vasijas diferentes?” 
[But who says that the spirit of great poetry remains limited to the bounds of a single 
language? Who says that a great civilization cannot become like water itself, in 
different vessels?]  (100) 
Translation was, for Reyes, a means to push the limits of a language and culture further, 
beyond distinctions of class and cultural spaces. Through translation Reyes introduced 
literature in English to the Mexican canon, recognizing that modernity had expanded the 
boundaries of the literary to a language that his immediate modernista predecessors had 
deemed unworthy.20  
 Most of the examples I will be looking at in this dissertation are ones in which space can 
be seen as generative of modernist translation practices, either because they foreignize either the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 José Enrique Rodó, the influential Uruguayan thinker and essayist of Latin American 
modernismo, for example, devoted his 1900 seminal work Ariel—drawing somewhat 
paradoxically from Shakespeare’s Ariel in The Tempest—to outlining the stark differences 
between English-speaking North America and Spanish Latin America (116). 
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target language or the space into which they are carried over, or because they are simply a 
means of spatial or linguistic innovation, or because they are a locus where the foreign and the 
local actively intersect and where a series of exchanges take place. 
 
 
VI. Translation spaces and spatial analysis 
 
An underlying assumption of the very idea of a translation space is that every space is readable. 
This is not a problem when we think of a magazine or journal. But what do we make of an 
architectural space and its ‘readability’? In his seminal essay “Semiology and Urbanism,” 
written in 1967, Barthes poses the question of whether urban semiotics is possible. “The city is 
a discourse,” he writes, “and this discourse is actually a language: the city speaks to its 
inhabitants, we speak to our city, the city where we are, simply by inhabiting it, by traversing it, 
by looking at it” (415). The problem, as Barthes notes, is how to take this idea further than the 
purely metaphorical stage, or “how to shift from metaphor to analysis when we speak of the 
language of the city” (415). 
Henri Lefebvre poses a similar question in The Production of Space. “Semiology,” he 
writes, “is also the source of the claim that space is susceptible of a ‘reading’, and hence the 
legitimate object of a practice (reading/writing). The space of a city is said to embody a 
discourse, a language (…) Does it make sense to speak of a ‘reading’ of space? His answer is: 
yes and no. Space is not susceptible to reading because “social space cannot be compared to a 
blank page upon which a specific message has been inscribed (by whom?)” (142). But it is 
readable in so far as we can “envisage a ‘reader’ who deciphers or decodes and a ‘speaker’ 
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who expresses himself by translating his progression into a discourse” (142, the italics are 
mine). 
Without getting into the rather absurd and circular question of who may be the 
‘speaker’ and who the ‘reader’ of an urban space, let us say then, for now, that space can 
indeed be treated as an ‘object’ for reading and theoretical exploration. On a first level, when 
we look at a particular architectural space we can explore how its design and construction may 
have involved a series of architectural translation practices: bringing construction material 
over from another country, and interpreting plans of similar buildings elsewhere and adapting 
some of their forms to suit local needs. On a second level, we may explore how the architect of 
that building may be trying to convey or carry over meaning to those who circulate inside it 
and outside it: an ornamental detail on a facade of a theater, the distribution of spaces in a 
house, the height and shape of a modern high-rise. Then, on a third level, a space itself may be 
used by its occupiers or inhabitants for other possible translation practices: a cinema were 
foreign movies are shown, an office where a translation magazine is edited, a gallery were 
work is imported or exported. On a fourth level, we may understand a space as one that offers 
a view or vantage point of other urban spaces, like a rooftop or a street corner, from which 
occupants observe and represent the city, carrying it over to a photograph, a letter, a poem, a 
painting. Last, these ‘representations of space’ are themselves often printed and circulated 
within a magazine, a book, or a newspaper, among other print media—and these mediums 
themselves constitute translation spaces. A magazine, like a building, can be understood as a 
translation space in at least three ways. First of all in material terms: how it may adapt 
typography, how it may look at other magazines abroad and bring in elements of their design 
and layout. Second, it can be read in terms of the editorial decisions around content: which 
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writers are translated, how and by whom they are translated, how those translations may enter 
into dialogue with other published texts within the same magazine. Third, it can be approached 
from the point of view of its circulation among a readership, and how its circulation may have 
generated itself other translation practices in readers. 
All of these different forms of translation practices and how they are connected to a 
translation space demand, as objects of study, distinct approaches: historical, hermeneutical, 
semiological, literary and from the point of view of modernist translation theory. In 
“Semiology and Urbanism,” Barthes does not address, until his final remarks, the problem of 
methodology — that is, how to actually go about ‘reading’ the city. He suggests, almost 
tongue-in-cheek, that the reader must simply begin by having a personal rapport to the city. I 
am interested in reading and interpreting spaces in the city and their production and 
dissemination of certain meanings, while analyzing practices in those spaces that destabilize, 
transform and ultimately translate discourses around those spaces and the ideologies that they 
embody. 
Another idea that may help underpin the spatial component of ‘translation spaces’ is 
what Pascale Casanova has said about the ‘literary space.’ The literary space, she contends, is 
“a set of interconnected positions, which must be thought and described in relational terms” 
(73). Translation spaces are always thought of and experienced as in relation to other spaces—
much like a translated text thought of as being in relation to its original and its versions. The 
emphasis, in any case, is in conceiving translation spaces as relational—in virtue of their 
relation to other spaces in the city, their relation to a series of translation practices, or the 
network of relations that they themselves constitute as spaces. I prefer this relational, more 
chaotic image suggested by Casanova, to Lotman’s idea of the semiosphere as a space 
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determined by the division of core and periphery, where there are a series of “bilingual filters” 
by which information from the periphery to the core and vice versa is translated. Lotman 
writes: 
The formation of peripheral semiotics may be represented not by fixed structures 
(languages) but by their fragments or even separate texts. Falling into the category of 
“foreigners” within a given system, these texts fulfill the function of a catalyst in the 
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whole mechanism of the semiosphere. On the one hand, the border with foreign texts 
always appears as an area of enhanced meaning generation. On the other, any fragment 
of the semiotic structure or separate text preserves the mechanisms for reconstruction 
of the whole system. (214) 
Even though Lotman’s semiosphere includes useful notions, such as the way the 
foreign functions as a catalyst for the whole mechanism of the semiosphere, and how the 
border or locus of exchange between core and periphery is one where there is an “enhanced 
meaning generation,” the division of core and periphery itself is not in the least a useful model 
for what I intend to explore through the notion of translation spaces. It could be thought that, 
for example, if the ‘peripheral’ is much like the ‘foreign’ and the ‘core’ much like the ‘local,’ 
then translation spaces are somewhat like the borders or liminal spaces between the two. But 
that presupposes that there is such a thing as the local and the foreign in pure form within a 
city, and that is nonsensical. Binary models cannot embrace the complexity of a translation 
space or practice. Or, in any case, if there existed a map of translation spaces, it would be one 
in which the relationship between core and periphery would constantly be shifting and 
becoming inverted through translation practices. 
Borrowing from Casanova’s idea of world literary space, I conceive translation spaces 
as “a set of interconnected positions, which must be thought and described in relational terms” 
(73). Furthermore, the concept of translation spaces demands “a trans- or inter-national mode 
of thought” (78). A translation space is one that is neither local nor foreign, but an intersection 
of the two; or indeed, of the many grey areas in-between the two. A space, writes Henri 
Lefebvre, “embraces a multitude of intersections” (33). The notion of ‘translation spaces’ may 
work as a critical category to view the field of Mexican cultural studies in a different light—
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one that is more comparatist in its method and broader in its choice of objects of study. As a 
category applied to a range of objects of study, translation spaces can help to rephrase the 
relationship between the foreign and the local beyond the ambiguous notions of nationalism 
and cosmopolitism. The category of translation spaces, in as much as it contains the notion of 
‘translation,’ forces us to think of the local and the foreign in terms of dynamic exchanges and 
not congealed, distinct monoliths. Moreover, in as much as it contains the notion of ‘space,’ it 
entices us to reflect upon the place or position that such spaces occupy, and their relationship 
to other spaces. By stressing notions such as exchange, relationship, or interaction, the idea of 
translation spaces allows a reading of loci and cultural products that goes beyond the 
traditional discourse of nationalism and cosmopolitism. 
 
 
VII. Translation Spaces. Modernist Architecture and Literature 
 
This dissertation focuses on translation spaces in early twentieth-century Mexico City, in order 
to explore the mark or index that international modernism left in the city’s urban and cultural 
map, as well as the way that the city may have left a trace in the larger map of international 
modernism. The first chapter contextualizes the remaining four chapters, and explores the 
beginnings of the modernist metropolis by analyzing the transition from neoclassic architecture 
to modernism. Building examples are: the Palacio de Correos, Bellas Artes, the Instituto de 
Higiene de Popotla, and the Escuela Benito Juárez. In parallel, it introduces translation 
practices before and during the years of the Mexican Revolution, and in the few initial years 
that followed it, focusing on modernista magazines, on radical leftist journals during the 
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Revolution, and translation endeavors after the revolution, such as José Vasconcelos’s ‘classics 
verdes.’ 
The second chapter analyzes cultural practices that took place in rooftops in terms of 
different modernist translation practices: from literary translation in magazines, to translating 
the city into different mediums, to mis-translations of photographic captions, to playful 
translations of names into nicknames. Rooftops (azoteas) became both a dwelling space and a 
creative site for the young writers and artists during the 1920s. Tina Modotti worked from her 
own and her friends’ rooftops, both taking pictures and being photographed by Edward 
Weston. The Contemporáneos poets Salvador Novo and Xavier Villaurrutia shared a rooftop 
studio for a while, and it was there where they conceived many of the projects that would later 
materialize – from literary translations, to magazines, to the Teatro Ulises. Often, rooftops 
served as dormitories; others as dark rooms, editorial offices for new magazines, art studios, 
places for reunions and half-legal activities. Many photographs, paintings, poems and 
chronicles of and about the city were written during these years from the rooftops of buildings. 
I argue that rooftops constitute a new height and a new distance from which the modernist 
metropolis was represented and aestheticized, and that the translation practices in rooftops 
during the 1920s were constitutive of a modernist poetics of transgression. Examples of 
rooftops are: Dr. Atl and Nahui Olin’s rooftop in La Merced and, later Nahui Olin’s in 5 de 
Febrero, Salvador Novo and Xavier Villaurrutia’s rooftop in Brasil 42, and Tina Modotti and 
Frances Toor’s rooftop in Abraham Gonzalez 31. These translation spaces are like a mirror 
held up to the city: places where the viewer sees both the city and him or herself seeing the 
city—translating the city. They are spaces that entice a self-consciousness based on the image 
he or she has in front, much like the one that the translator experiences when he is facing an 
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‘original’ and is trying to conjure the exact word to render that original readable in his foreign 
space. 
Centering on architect Juan O’Gorman’s functionalist houses, but using examples of  
other interiors and their renderings, the third chapter discusses several forms of spatial 
translation and the way in which these constituted a modernist spatial poetics and spatial 
politics. Examples of spatial translation include Esther Born’s photographs of O’Gorman’s first 
houses for her book The New Architecture in Mexico; Martin Munkacsi’s photographs of 
O’Gorman’s casa-estudio for Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera, taken for Harper’s Bazaar; as 
well as Kahlo and Rivera themselves as cultural translators. 
The fourth chapter is dedicated to sound movie theaters in Mexico City, which not only 
juxtaposed an array of—often apparently contradictory—architectural languages and styles but 
also provided a physical space for whichever other space to be projected within it. Often, the 
ideological discourse congealed in the physical space was in direct contradiction with that of 
the projected space, and vice versa. A cinema built in international modernist style, for 
instance would often be subjected to strict regulations on the amount foreign films projected in 
it. Or, in other terms, a state-of-the-art, urban cinema would often project movies about 
Mexico’s indigenous population or its Aztec past. The simultaneity of spaces enclosed in a 
cinema can be read in terms of the continuous, complex translations between distant and 
contradictory chronotopes. But, perhaps more importantly, sound movie theaters were the first 
sites that translated or carried over a new modern experience to the Mexican audience: the 
experience of foreign languages and voices, coming into the city’s soundscape through the 
screens of those movie theaters. These translation spaces functioned as the first material 
portals for foreign languages, and a first mass ‘foreignization’ the soundscape of Mexico City. 
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This chapter explores how, during the 1920s and 1930s, movie theaters were built or adapted 
from older buildings in order to accommodate them to “talkies” movies and to convey the 
experience of the “modern Age” to the moviegoers. I discuss a relatively wide range of 
translation practices, from dubbing and the politics of film translation in early foreign sound 
films in Mexico, to the role that the first movie theaters played as stone-and-concrete 
‘translators’ of the modern experience of sound films, to the appropriation of old spaces and 
their repurposing for the new technologies, to the way that theaters that were built in particular 
architectural ‘languages,’ such as the International Style and the Streamline modern, 
constituted a form of ‘temporal translation.’ 
Taking Juan Segura’s Ermita building as an architectonic example of International 
Modernism, on one side, and the magazine Contemporáneos as an example of modernist 
literary translation, on the other, the fifth and last chapter argues against the idea that modernist 
translation practices in Mexican architecture and literature were merely influenced by foreign 
contemporaries, and discuss the many ways that they constitute an example of modernist 
aesthetics. Examples of specific translations by Contemporáneos poets include: Villaurrutia’s 
translation of Langston Hughes, and Enrique Mungía’s translation of T.S. Eliot’s poem “The 
Waste Land.” I hope to show how the practice of writing these personal, intimate accounts of 
dwelling spaces abroad and circulating them back as texts or letters to people or publishing 
spaces in Mexico City, in a sense, constitutes the very heart of modernist translation practices 
and articulates modernist poetics of space. I am particularly interested in how accounts of 
‘other’ or ‘foreign’ dwellings spaces might have modified the experience of Mexico City, and 
how they helped articulate a discourse that projected Mexico City into the extraterritorial space 
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of the modernist metropolis.21  
Translation Spaces draws a map of modernist translation spaces in Mexico City. 
Beyond the literary, spatial and architectural analysis in each of its chapters, there are many 
‘micro- narratives’ of people—from the painter Dr. Atl to Salvador Novo or Frida Kahlo—and 
how their lives intersected with the Mexican 1920s and 1930s. Each chapter, moreover, is be 
related to a physical space, and the discussion of corresponding textual practices will be 
embedded within the context of physical spaces. Thus, for example, in the chapter about 
rooftops I also speak about  the bilingual magazine Mexican Folkways, which was edited in a 
rooftop of an old building, the magazine Ulises, edited by young poets living, writing and 
translating in their rooftop studios, or Tina Modotti’s pictures in rooftops and from rooftops. 
All these ‘spatial narratives’ are be told through letters, memoirs, photographs, biographies, 
magazine pieces, and the greater arch of the sum of their stories is meant to create a map of 





	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 My notion of a translation space is related to—but is not the same as—Foucault’s heterotopias 
(“Of other spaces”). Some translation spaces are heterotopic in Foucaultian terms. First, some 
are capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that are in 
themselves incompatible. A good example of this is Mexico’s Palacio de Bellas Artes, which 
juxtaposed an array of—often apparently contradictory—architectural languages and styles. 
Second, some are linked to slices of time—they open onto ‘heterochronies,’ and constitute a 
break with traditional time. Examples of this are first sound movie theaters in Mexico City. 
Third, certain translation spaces presuppose a system of opening and closing that both isolates 
them and makes them penetrable—they are not a freely accessible public space. Examples of 
this are both the houses where foreigners arrived, such as Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera’s casa-
estudio in Mexico City, where foreigners gathered and often sojourned. Fourth, some translation 
spaces are ‘reserves’ of imagination, like the rooftops discussed in chapter II, which became a 
space from where the young writers and artists of the 1920s started viewing the cityscape. 
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Figure 0.1. Mexico City Map 
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Figure 0.2. Mexico City Downtown Map 
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I. Inroduction: Translation Spaces and Mexican Modernity 
 
On or about November 1910 Mexican character changed.22 But of course, it didn’t really 
change. The Revolution, which had begun that month, indeed brought about sudden shifts in 
the balance of political power. The three-decade-long dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz—or 
Porfiriato, which had begun in 1876—ended officially in 1911. But almost ten years of crude 
civil war followed, in which the country’s economic activity practically halted and political 
instability became the rule. More substantial, structural and cultural changes started 
consolidating some time later, when peace was finally restored in the first years of the 1920s 
and the country entered a relatively stable period of reconstruction. 
Understanding some of the changes brought about by the Revolution—those that 
contributed to an articulation of an idea of Mexican modernity and to placing Mexico on the 
map of international modernism—is the purpose of this first chapter. To that end, I survey a 
series of public architectonic works in the city and engage in a number of distant readings—as 
well as a few close readings—of a selection of publications. I understand all of the examples I 
offer as translation spaces, in so far as they offered a platform for different modes of exchange 
between the local and the foreign, either by ‘importing’ or by ‘exporting’ cultural capital, and 
as spaces for modes of ‘carrying over’ different pasts into the present. Treating publication 
spaces and architectonic spaces as loci of translations practices—i.e., as sites of exchanges 
between the foreign and the local, as well as of modes of carrying over or transferring the 
past—allows a better understanding of what being ‘modern’ meant, as the articulation of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 “…on or about December 1910 human character changed.“ Virginia Woolf, “Mr Bennet 
and Mrs Brown” 4. 
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Mexican modernity was inextricably tied to both a process of coming to terms with the 
Mexican precolonial past and the European classical past, as well as a process of 
synchronization of the Mexican present to that of the rest of the world. In both fields, likewise, 
there was an ongoing negotiation between the local and the foreign, as well as with different 
pasts. The way that the different fields or actors within a field dealt with this negotiation and 
engaged in translation practices is telling of the way that each envisioned modernism and their 
place in it. 
I treat literature and architecture as separate domains, in which respective translation 
practices differed considerably, but where there were nonetheless common concerns and points 
of intersection. The juxtaposition of examples from architecture and literature is thus meant 
simply as a method of comparison, or of relating two fields both through understanding some 
similarities and pointing out differences. These similarities and differences, moreover, are 
articulated within the historical framework of three successive periods, which are of course not 
to be understood as discrete segments of time, but as one, ongoing process of complex change: 
the last two decades of the three-decade-long Porfiriato (1889-1911), the final years of the 
Mexican Revolution, that correspond to the Venustiano Carranza administration (1917-1920), 
and the first years of the so-called reconstruction period (1920-1924), which correspond to the 
Álvaro Obregón administration. 
 
 
II. Modernizing Mexico City in The Porfiriato (1889-1910) 
 
The three decades of dictatorship known as the Porfiriato comprised a period of stability that 
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allowed for major reforms in many spheres, from education to the creation of public 
institutions, to the creation of railway lines and urban public transport, to the installation of 
electricity. In Mexico City, specifically, during the second and third decades of the Porfiriato 
there was a significant urban and architectural transformation. Even just in 1910, in preparation 
for the centennial celebration of Mexico’s independence, a number of key spaces and 
monuments were inaugurated: the Universidad Nacional de México, a new sewage system, the 
mental hospital La Castañeda, a large hygiene exhibition, an extension of the prison later 
named Lecumberri, a monument to Alexander von Humboldt at the National Library as well as 
the library’s renovation, new buildings for the ministries, and a seismological station, among 
others. One of the most emblematic, monumental endeavors of the Porfiriato was the expansion 
and development of the Paseo de la Reforma: a wide, boulevard-like street that cut diagonally 
across the typical grid of the city centers of the Spanish colonies. 
The Paseo de la Reforma was actually not designed during the Porfiriato, but ten years 
earlier, by commission of the emperor Maximilian. Between 1864 and 1867, the years in which 
Mexico briefly formed part of the Second Empire, the city went through a Haussmannization 
of sorts. Following Napoleon III’s idea of commissioning a modernization program for Paris, 
Mexico’s new emperor ordered the design of the Paseo de la Reforma, a boulevard that would 
connect his living quarters at the Chapultepec Palace with the old city. The boulevard was 
designed by Ferdinand von Rosenzweig and vaguely modeled after streets such as the 
Ringstrasse in Vienna or the Champs-Élysées in Paris. Just three years later, however, 
Maximilian was executed by orders of Benito Juárez, and the Paseo de la Reforma left 
practically unchanged for the following decade. With the restoration of the Republic in 1867 
after the Mexico’s brief belonging to the Second Empire (1864-67), in which Mexico was 
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ruled by simultaneously by the French emperor Maximilian in Mexico City and a parallel 
government in the North of the country headed by Benito Juárez, the liberal agenda was fully 
set into motion. Juárez died just five years after his reinstatement as president, but his liberal 
agenda was carried forth by Porfirio Díaz. 
 
 
Figure 1.1. Paseo de la Reforma in 1929  
 
Porfirio Díaz turned the Paseo de la Reforma into a live urban museum of sorts, 
following the characteristically Porfirean positivist ideals of progress and modernity. During 
the last years of the nineteenth century, along the street and boulevard, a series of monuments 
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emblematic of Mexico’s history were organized in a succession moving toward progress: two 
bronze statues representing the Aztec kings Itzcóatl and Ahuízotl (1892), now known as the 
“Indios verdes” (because the bronze has rusted and turned green over the years); a monument 
to Christopher Columbus (1887) and a statue of Cuauhtémoc, the last Aztec emperor (1887); 
and, last but not least, the Angel of Independence, or monument to the heroes of the Mexican 
Independence (1910). The city that emerged during the Porfiriato can be read as a “textbook 
of civic religion” as the historian Mauricio Tenorio Trillo writes, in the sense that it was 
instituted as a “story-telling city that through streets and avenues, monuments, and planning 
of public and private spaces narrated to the city dweller the nation and the state as a unique 
local tale, but also as an echo of a larger historical process” (I Speak the City 7). In similar 
terms, the Paseo de la Reforma can be described as a translation space, in which Mexican 
history was being carried over from the past for the capital’s population to circulate through, 
on their Sunday promenades or daily itineraries. 
The Porfiriato is usually understood by historians as an era dominated by a discourse of 
integration of the country’s many pasts, peoples, and social classes—albeit an always uneven, 
and therefore ultimately unsuccessful integration. Following suit, architectural historians have 
seen the period as one in which a single, integrated, emblematic, “national” architecture was 
sought and gradually established. One of the earliest attempts at finding a characteristically 
“Mexican” architecture was the Palacio Azteca, which served as the Mexican pavilion during 
the 1889 Exposition Universelle in Paris. As a translation space, it sought to export an image 
of Mexico through a somewhat bizarre synthesis of Mexico’s distant Aztec past and Greco-
Roman classicism. 
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Figure 1.2. Palacio Azteca, Paris ca. 1889 
 
Designed by the historian Antonio Peñafiel and the engineer Antonio M. Anza, the 
Palacio Azteca substituted neoclassical columns, common in nineteenth-century architecture in 
Mexico, with Aztec figures, and used etched symbols and gods of the Aztec past, instead of 
those of classical Greco-Roman antiquity. The Palacio Azteca was in fact a byproduct of a 
trend in Mexico that can be perhaps be traced back to the seventeenth century, and which 
consisted in explaining Mexican history through the lens of classical antiquity.23 In Peñafiel’s 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 In his “Teatro de virtudes políticas,” Sigüenza y Góngora (1680) compares Mexico City to 
ancient Rome and writes about Aztec mythology and its heroes in juxtaposition and 
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official description of the building he compares the Aztecs to the Greeks, saying the former 
were superior to the latter, and stating that the lives of the Aztec heroes were “like a chant by 
Homer” (qtd. in Tenorio, Mexico at the World Fairs 77). The Palacio Azteca is an emblematic 
example, thus, of Mexico’s more longstanding effort to revisit its pre-Hispanic past and 
measure it against classical antiquity.24 Mauricio Tenorio Trillo has read this monumental 
structure as an allegory of the period’s search for a national identity. “From the point of view 
of the historian,” he writes, “the Palacio Azteca can be seen as a slice of the time and space 
that fossilized the emblematic moment—one of experimentation and definition—of the 
Mexican elite’s attempt to formulate a vision of its past, present and future” (Mexico at the 
World Fairs 103). 
For better or for worse, the architectural synthesis achieved in the Palacio Azteca did 
not succeed in becoming the official style of nineteenth-century Mexican architecture, 
although neo pre-Hispanic motifs in scattered buildings did find a place in the architecture of 
the twentieth century. It is nevertheless impossible not to wonder how Mexico City would look 
today if the official architecture of the Porfiriato had indeed been an offspring of the Palacio 
Azteca. Perhaps, for example, the central postal office, or Palacio de Correos, entrusted to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
comparison to classical Greco-Roman figures and myths. But he himself is also drawing on a 
longer  tradition, beginning with the first chroniclers of Nueva España, among whom Fray 
Bernardino  de Sahagún is the most notable. Sigüenza y Góngora cites Arias de Villalobos, a 
16th century poet, who traveled to Nueva España in 1589 and wrote of Mexico City: Roma del 
Nuevo Mundo, en el siglo de oro,/ Venecia en plata, en riqueza Tiro,/ Corintio en artificio y 
Cairo en giro,/En ciencia Atenas; Tebas en tesoro./ En ti, nueva ciudad de Carlos Quinto,/ 
Hallo nueva Venecia, Atenas nueva. [Rome of the New World, in the golden age,/ Venice in 
silver, Tyrus in wealth,/ Corinth in artifice and Cairo in spin,/ In science, Athens; Thebes in 
treasure./ In you, new city of Charled the Fifth./ I find new Venice, Athens new.] 
 
24  An effort, for example, that had been key during Mexico’s process of independence from 
Spain, in which the criollos articulated their peculiarity, and differences from the Europeans, 
hinging on Mexico’s rich pre-Hispanic past. 
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Adamo Boari in 1901 and finished in 1907, instead of an emblem of a Venetian Gothic Revival 




Figure 1.3. Adamo Boari, Palacio de Correos, 1901-1907 
 
Or perhaps the Palacio Nacional, built with the same stones that once belonged to 
Moctezuma the II’s residential palace, where the central governmental offices were 
located, would have the shape of a neo-Aztec pyramid, instead of a colonial building. 
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Figure 1.4. Palacio Nacional, ca. 1890 
 
In fact, in 1923, Adolf Loos designed a structure of such characteristics for a new Town 
Hall, which never materialized. Had Loos’ sketch been properly designed and built, we would 
still see our politicians, today, wearily climbing the almost vertical stairway, on their way to 
their daily modern sacrifices. How would that modify our view of the city’s government? 
What would be the ‘exported’ image of Mexico if the Mayor attended the ceremony of the 
“grito de independencia,” every September 15, not from the balcony of a neocolonial building 
but from the high platform of a pyramid? 
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Figure 1.5. Adolf Loos, Town Hall (project), 1923  
 
The architecture that remained as the official nineteenth-century Mexican style was less 
experimental with forms of the distant Mexican past and more aligned with European 
neoclassicism. The possible reasons for this are many—from the fact that the Palacio Azteca 
received mixed reviews in France at the 1889 World Fair and its ideological program was 
deemed unconvincing, to the fact that its architecture was regarded by many as a failure from 
an aesthetic point of view.25 But perhaps the most compelling explanation is simply that 
neoclassicism translated “the universalist pretensions of nineteenth-century republics better 
than any other architectonic style,” as the historian Arnoldo Moya has phrased it (177). Both 
possibilities—European neoclassic and neo-Aztec architecture—were similar in one respect: 
they were two possible “pasts” to which Mexico was looking back, in search of a historical 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 For a detailed description of the process of commissioning, designing, constructing and 
exhibiting the Palacio Azteca, as well as the public reactions to it, see Tenorio Trillo 64-80 
(1996). 
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narrative that would best serve the present. Perhaps the success of one over the other can be 
read simply in terms of architectural translation—in the sense of carrying over, transporting or 
conveying. The neoclassic or Beaux Arts style carried over the past into the present more 
smoothly than did the distant, strange, and ultimately “more foreign”—even for Mexicans—
neo- Aztec style. 
Modernizing Mexico in the Porfiriato thus became synonymous with building in the 
style of the Beaux Arts. During this period, moreover, practically no Mexican architect 
received commissions for any projects. It was foreign architects and engineers, mostly 
importing material from abroad, who were in charge of building turn-of-the-century Mexico 
City. Among the architects of the period, Porfirio Díaz’s favorite was the Italian-born Adamo 
Boari. He was commissioned the most emblematic and perhaps most ambitious project of the 
Diaz regime: the Teatro Nacional (renamed Palacio de Bellas Artes, or Palace of Fine Arts in 
1934). As a translation space, the Teatro Nacional, had one fundamental purpose: to ‘import’ 
the best European ballet and opera, for an educated higher-class willing to pay, and eager to 
remain in touch with European trends and traditions. But the theater itself also had to be an 
emblem of progress, ‘exporting’ an idea of a Mexican modernity. The Teatro Nacional had to 
be as sophisticated, modern and magnificent as the best opera houses in Europe. 
Boari had graduated as an engineer in Bologna in 1886 and later travelled to Brazil, 
Montevideo, Buenos Aires, New York, and Chicago, finally settling in Mexico in 1899 when 
he was commissioned the central post office, the Palacio de Correos. When he was later 
commissioned the National Theater, he travelled to Europe and the USA, where he briefly 
studied under Frank Lloyd Wright, to learn the latest techniques in theater architecture and 
engineering. Finally, in 1904, he returned to Mexico City to begin the construction of the 
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Teatro Nacional. 
The plot where the government chose to construct the new theater had originally been a 
convent, which, due to Mexico City’s muddy surface, constantly sunk and became unleveled. 
In the mid-nineteenth century, when the Benito Juárez regime expropriated ecclesiastical 
properties, the convent closed and was transformed into a ‘multi-purpose’ complex of sorts. Its 
central area housed a cigarette and cigar factory; the old classrooms were used as offices for 
the first telephone company, the Central Telefónica; a rehearsal space for the French 
Philharmonic Society was set up; what had once been the church became a printing press; and 
the nun’s old dormitories became public dormitories for single mothers. That entire area was 
razed in 1901 and the ground was prepared for the construction of the new theater. 
Boari’s project was a sort of anthem, or perhaps an unsuspecting requiem to Art 
Nouveau. In Boari’s original plan, the theater was to be made of marble, mostly imported from 
Carrara,  and be at least as large as a byzantine basilica. Four marble statues of Pegasus would 
crown the structure, and a number of Doric columns and allegorical sculptures would decorate 
the external walls and facade. The Milliken Brothers company, from Chicago, was to be 
commissioned to build the metallic skeleton of the building. In the theater’s interiors there 
would be a large garden or greenhouse—“in Mexico,” he wrote, “the climate allows for 
interior plants without need for artificial heating” (Boari, “Apuntes” x). There was also to be a 
complex system of electric lighting, large halls for people to meet and mingle “with the stars,” 
sumptuous stairways leading to the different levels of the theater, and three grand domes to let 
in Mexico City’s intense, altiplano sunlight. 
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Figure 1.7. Adamo Boari, Teatro Nacional, 1915  
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No doubt, Boari’s idea was a “dream and function, expression of a utopia and 
instrument of a convenience,” as Roland Barthes would have it (The Eiffel Tower 6). Boari’s 
dream, however, did not quite materialize as planned. His plan turned out to be utterly 
dysfunctional and not at all convenient. The theater was not exempt from the constant sinking 
that the convent and the concomitant multi-purpose complex had had to endure. In the course 
of a few years, the heavy ‘white elephant,’ as it was often called, sunk more and more into the 
ground. Repeatedly, entire parts of it collapsed and workers had to start all over again. In 1910, 
the Dirección de Obras del Teatro came up with the idea of injecting cement (Portland Cement) 
into the sub- ground of the building in order to keep it from sinking. One cannot help but 
notice the irony: cement, that cheap, modern, horrid material dreaded by old-school architects 
and not accepted in Mexico City until well into the 1920s, only after massive pro-cement 
campaigns, was the element that saved this last monument to Art Nouveau from sinking into 
the city’s muddy guts. The injections, of course, were only partly successful.26  
The sinking of this titanic theater was only the beginning of a series of catastrophes. In 
1910, the same year as the cement injections began, the Revolution broke out and the 
construction progressively slowed down until it had to be put on hold, as happened with many 
other projects in the city. Between 1910 and 1916, the construction practically did not advance, 
except for the periodic cement injections. The metallic frame, which was finished during these 
years, was left there, like a decomposing skeleton in the cemetery of the death-stricken city-at- 
war. Boari returned to Italy a few years after the Revolution broke out and continued to send 
plans and solutions for the theater. None of them ever materialized. He died in Rome, in 1928. 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 See, for a discussion on the sinking of Bellas Artes, Ulloa (97, 106, 115, and 159). 




Figure 1.8. Adamo Boari, Teatro Nacional, 1910 
 
Although not all buildings-in-progress were as visible as the Teatro Nacional, there 
was a perhaps general sensation of ghostliness in the city. For almost two decades, 
construction and production halted, there were countless deaths, and many of those who had 
the means to leave the country, did. The rest lived rather ghostly lives: After Boari left for 
Italy, the Italian engineer Raymundo Frola, who had been brought to Mexico by Boari to work 
on the machinery for the theater, decided to occupy what had once been its machine room. He 
lived there, in the company of the carpenter Simón Maldonado, among the ruins, ropes, tools, 
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and debris, as well as the cats, rats and owls that slowly took over the abandoned theater.27 As 
we shall see, it would be twenty years before the project of building the Teatro Nacional was 
taken up again, but this time within the framework of a very different paradigm of modernity. 
 
 
III. Filling the Void: Literary Translation, the Modernistas, and the Ateneo 
 
There does not exist, to this day, a genealogy or map of modern literary translation in Mexico. 
Such a genealogy might begin with the magazines of the Mexican modernismo: the Revista 
Azul (1894-1896) and its offspring, the Revista Moderna (1898-1903) later called the Revista 
Moderna de México (1903-1911), as well as the short-lived magazine Savia Moderna 
(1906)— all of which were published during the final years of the Porfiriato. Besides 
constituting the first literary spaces in Mexico for the circulation of Latin American and 
Spanish modernista writers of the mid-to-late nineteenth century, these magazines pioneered 
journal translation in Mexico, publishing mostly, but not exclusively, French symbolist and 
Parnassian poets. The catalogue of other foreigners, apart from the French symbolists, is not 
entirely coherent or cohesive, but the Revista Moderna de México also published, for example, 
several texts by Edgar Allan Poe, an 1904 essay signed by Hitomi about literature in Japan, an 
advance of Rudyard Kipling’s “Letters of Travel,” Leon Tolstoy’s testament, poetry by 
Gabriele D’Annunzio and Goethe, and a few chronicles and stories by Mark Twain.  They also 
published many essays and studies about or around classical antiquity. Between 1908 and 
1910, for instance, they published Walter Pater’s Estudios Griegos in installments, translated 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 Ignacio Ulloa in conversation with electrician Rafael Galicia, active during the last years of 
construction of the theater in the 1930s: 112-16. 
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by Pedro Henriquez Ureña, an illustrious Dominican intellectual, Ateneo member, and a key 
figure in the period. 
The modernista magazines of the pre-revolutionary period in Mexico made an indelible 
mark in the way that the country’s intelligentsia perceived their own place within the larger 
map of the literary world. The modernistas conceived themselves as modern, though perhaps 
living in a territory that was still backwards in many other respects. The critic Sylvia Molloy 
explains, referring particularly to the central figure of modernismo, the poet Rubén Darío—
Nicaraguan by birth and pan-American by practice—but extending the argument to 
modernistas in genral: “Darío como otros contemporáneos, opera a partir de un vaco cultural 
... Darío y sus pares [tienen] la sensación de un vacío que pide ser colmado. Este vacío y esta 
necesidad de colmar … es la clave del modernismo” [“Darío, like other contemporaries, 
operates out of a cultural void… Darío and his peers [have] the sensation of a void that begs to 
be filled. This void and this need to fill it … is the key to modernismo] (“Voracidad y 
solipsismo en la poesa de Darío,” 7-8, quoted in Siskind 121). 
Living in a void cultural space that was yet to be filled, modernistas understood their 
modernity in terms of their cosmopolitanism, and it was partly through translation that they 
were able to partake in the cosmopolitist banquet. As the critic Mariano Siskind writes, “For 
modernistas, what was modern in a Latin America devoid of modernity was their own modern 
desire, in perfect synchronicity with what they imagined as the universality of European 
modernism” (121). Cosmopolitism was their program and translation was one of their vehicles, 
even if the director of the Revista Azul, the poet Manuel Gutiérrez Nájera, claimed again and 
again that his magazine had no program: “Nuestro programa consiste en no tener ninguno.”28 It 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 For a discussion on the Revista Azul’s program, or the lack thereof, see: Oberhelman 6. 
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was through the programmatic incorporation of European—and primarily French—literature 
that the modernistas synchronized themselves with literary modernity. 
 
 
Figure 1.9. Revista Moderna (cover detail of Delphic Sibyl in the Sistine Chapel), 1902 
 
The modernista magazines, were not, however, translation journals as such. In 
comparison to later magazines, such as Contemporáneos, published twenty years later, they in 
fact published few translations. In the Revista Moderna de México around 50% of the 
collaborators were Mexican, 40% Hispanic (mostly Spanish, but also many Argentineans, 
some Chileans and some Uruguayans), and only 10% were from other non Spanish-speaking 
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countries (of this 10% the overwhelming majority were French, followed distantly by 
Italians).29 The modernista’s editorial cosmopolitanism is not, moreover, an example of 
literary translation as a professionalized practice. The Revista Azul and the Revista Moderna, 
for example, often omitted the translator’s name in his or her translation. Other times, the 
editors simply left the text in its original language.30 It would be some years before this 
changed, and translation became a fully- fledged, professionalized literary practice.31 
Literary translation in a journal can be thought of as a means for editors—usually 
writers themselves, and certainly in the case of modernista magazines—to affiliate themselves 
with  other literary traditions. But affiliation to a tradition as a means or an end of translation 
practice goes beyond simply publishing alongside other writers, within the pages of a journal. 
It certainly goes beyond the mere act of rendering a source language into a target language. It 
involves appropriation of procedures, imagery, rhyme schemes and other components of style. 
In her 2005 article “Literature as a World,” Pascale Casanova gives an eloquent example of 
this particular literary strategy. She analyses the advent of modernismo in the Spanish speaking 
literary world and the role that modernista Rubén Darío played in “expropriating literary 
capital” of the period. As she explains, Darío “imported, into Spanish poetry itself, the very 
procedures, themes, vocabulary and forms lofted by the French symbolists” (88). This was not 
a passive reception or a form of receiving ‘influence,’ but an active, politically aware, 
aesthetically conscious gesture of appropriation or expropriation. Darío moved away from the 
literary forms bestowed on the Hispanic American tradition from Spain and moved toward 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 For more details see graphics and indexes, Revista Moderna de México (1903-1911) 525-62. 
 
30 Costa develops this same idea further in her article “Tradición y traducción en el modernism 
hispanoamericano” (3). 
 
31 I suggest 1931 as the milestone, as I shall discuss in chapter V.  
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France. According to Casanova, Darío “capitalized” on the literary domination held by Paris 
and the French language at that time (89). 
But reading Darío carefully, it is clear that he did more than just “capitalize.” He used 
French, and English in fact, and subjugated them, so to speak, to Spanish phonetics. Full of 
humor and bizarre rhymes schemes, many of his poems capitalize French literary dominion by 
means of subversion rather than subservience. Darío was one of the most published and quoted 
authors in the Mexican modernista magazines. In February 1907 the Revista Moderna de 
México published his “Epístola a la señora de Leopoldo Lugones” (Indices 160) an epistolary 
poem addressed to his friend Juana Lugones, the wife of the Argentinean modernista poet 
Leopoldo Lugones. The poem begins in Brazil, with two verses in French: “Madame Lugones, 
J'ai commencé ces vers / en écoutant la voix d'un carillon d'Anvers…” and continues in 
Spanish, detailing a series of trips across Latin America, and his personal mishaps: 
Me recetan que no haga nada ni piense 
nada, que me retire al campo a ver la 
madrugada con las alondras y con 
Garcilaso, y con 
el sport. ¡Bravo! Sí. Bien. Muy bien. ¿Y La Nación? 
¿Y mi trabajo diario y preciso y fatal? 
¿No se sabe que soy cónsul como Stendhal? 
Es preciso que el médico que eso recete, dé 
también libro de cheques para el Crédit Lyonnais. 
[They prescribe to do nothing and think nothing, 
to retire to the countryside and see dusk coming 
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with the larks and Garcilaso, and with 
sport. Bravo! Yes. Good. Very well. And La Nación? 
And my job—daily, precise and fatal? 
Don’t they know that I’m a Consul, like 
Stendhal? It is necessary that the doctor that 
prescribes all this 
also gives me a check book for the Crédit Lyonnais.] (Revista Moderna de México) 
In this section of the poem Darío is complaining, not without sarcasm, that he has been 
prescribed rest, by a doctor who does not seem to understand that he needs to work and gain 
his monthly wages writing his articles for the Argentinean newspaper La Nación, as well as 
fulfilling his duties as Consul for Nicaragua. It is impossible to retain the rhyme scheme in 
English translation, but in the Spanish version the unexpected rhyme, which became a kind of 
Darian trademark, comes in the final verses of the section quoted, where the past participle of 
the verb “to give,” or “dé” is rhymed with the name of the prestigious French bank 
“Lyonnais”: “Es preciso que el médico que eso recete, dé / también libro de cheques para el 
Crédit Lyonnais.” Another striking rhyme is “fatal” and the French novelist “Stendhal” (the 
phonetic accent in the Spanish “fatal” falls on the second and not first syllable, rhyming with 
the phonetic accent in the “a” of the French pronunciation of “Stendhal”). Just as unexpected 
is the triad “alondras” [larks], “Garcilaso” (the Spanish poet who introduced the Italian sonnet 
into Spanish poetry) and the English term “sport.” But beyond the inventiveness of the rhymes 
and juxtapositions, what is revolutionary, on a semantic and allusive plane, is Darío’s leveling 
down of high-brow and elitist elements of culture (be it the French “Lyonnais” and “Stendhal,” 
the English “sport” or the Spanish “Garcilaso”) to the preoccupations of the Latin American 
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middle-class poet: the job, the check book.32  
Further down in the poem, he tells Madame Lugones that he has had to move back to 
Paris: 
Y me volví a París. Me volví al 
enemigo terrible, centro de la 
neurosis, ombligo de la locura, foco 
de todo surmenage 
donde hago buenamente mi papel de sauvage 
encerrado en mi celda de la rue Marivaux, 
confiando solo en mí y resguardando el yo. 
[And I returned to Paris. I returned to the terrible 
enemy, to the center of neurosis, to the navel 
of insanity, the source of all surmenage  
where I easily play my role of sauvage  
confined in my cell in the rue Marivaux  
trusting only in myself and sheltering only me.]  
Dario’s poetry, like that of other modernistas, can be seen as a “translation space” as 
well as a result of his mastery over the “art of distance,” as Casanova calls it, or in other 
words, the art “of situating oneself, aesthetically, neither too near nor too far” from a prestige-
bestowing center (Casanova 89). Here, Darío depicts Paris as the center, but the center of 
modern neurosis, a “navel of insanity.” Paris is the source nervous breakdown, or 
“surmenage,” of the “sauvage,” or savage, that he himself is. The final subversive gesture 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 For a detailed study of Darío as a middle-class, money-preoccupied poet see Enrigue 2013, 
13- 40. 
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comes in the c-c rhyme of the two last verses of this segment, where Darío pairs “Marivaux” 
with “yo”—or the Spanish pronoun “I”: encerrado en mi celda de la rue Marivaux, / confiando 
sólo en mí y resguardando el yo.” In other words, he rhymes himself with the street where he 
lived in Paris, a street named after Pierre de Marivaux, an eighteenth-century French dramatist, 
who worked for the comédie Francaise and the comédie Italienne (Darío’s apartment in Paris 
was indeed in the rue Marivaux, just in front of the comédie Italienne theater.) Darío is 
situating himself simultaneously at the center and at the periphery of a literary culture, both far 
away from and close to the navel of it all: a sauvage in Paris, civilized enough to put all of it 
into words, using their words. 
Writers, as Casanova suggests, have to master the art of distance in order to be 
perceived: “in the knowledge that the literary universe obeys Berkeley’s famous esse est 
percipi—to be is to be perceived—they gradually perfect a set of strategies linked to their 
positions, their written language, their location in literary space, to the distance or proximity 
they want to establish with the prestige-bestowing centre” (89).33 What Casanova does not 
point out is the establishment- subverting humor with which Darío plays with his particular art 
of distance—and ultimately accomplishes a comfortable self-positioning in literary space—in 
his translation or carrying over of French literary tradition into Spanish. True, France may have 
bestowed prestige on Latin American modernista poets by means of lending them a tradition to 
fill their “cultural void” (Molloy). But the Latin American “underdog” in this story is also the 
dog that bites the hand that feeds it. What Darío shows us is that prestige, as a form of literary 
power, is less about receiving than usurping. What Darío does is to usurp French literary 
tradition and mock it—fatal, Stendhal—he strips it of its solemnity—yo, Marivaux—he 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 Regarding Darío’s complex and peculiar understanding of cosmopolitism, see Montaldo 2. 
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smuggles foreign vocabulary and subjects it to the laws of his vernacular idiosyncrasy. 
It is impossible not to wonder what the architectural equivalent of Darían verses like 
those quoted above would be. A building that both borrows and mocks? An art of distance 
through architectural humor? Such subtlety in the art of borrowing (usurping) is perhaps 
impossible in the realm of architecture. Architectural vernacular can borrow from foreign 
forms, it can quote and it can appropriate. But it cannot rhyme “dé” and “Lyonnais.” What 
was impossible to do in the translation practices of the Porfirean period within the realm of 
architecture was at the core of Darío’s literary modernismo: humor, subversion, a fine sense of 
mockery. If the engineers trying to salvage the bones of the Palacio de Bellas Artes could have 
injected humor instead of cement into the foundations of the sinking emblem of Mexican 
Beaux- Arts, perhaps they would have triumphed over the city’s unreliable and unstable 
grounds. The buildings of late nineteenth-century Mexico City could not offer space for 
subverting Latin American’s uncomfortable relationship to French cultural domination. But 
late modernismo and the translation practices of its actors certainly turned the tables, even if it 
would take writers and architects alike years before they could fully emancipate from the 
“navel of insanity” that Paris embodied. 
The literary sphere, just like Beaux Arts architecture in the pre-revolutionary years, 
established its intellectual and aesthetic proximity to France as the prestige-bestowing center. 
But unlike the more experimental architecture of the Porfiriato, pre-revolutionary literature 
looked less toward Mexico’s precolonial past. The Mexican modernistas of the late nineteenth 
century preferred to root directly in Europe’s classical past—and present. Following the 
modernistas, a younger group of intellectuals that would later come to be known as the 
Ateneo, founded the magazine Savia Moderna (1906). They were all high school students in 
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the Escuela Nacional Preparatoria, and had started to discuss the need for a different 
educational system than the one centered on a positivist model, which had been imposed upon 
the generations studying during the Porfiriato. In his seminal essay “Pasado inmediato,” Reyes 
recounts the decadence of positivist education in Mexico and the birth of the Ateneo de la 
Juventud, the group of young intellectuals who were instrumental in the reincorporation of the 
Humanities into both higher and middle education in the late Porfiriato (Reyes Obras 
Completas XII). As a student of the Escuela Nacional Preparatoria, Reyes describes the 
growing unease among his fellow students, and the general feeling that their positivist 
professors had, for decades, been slowly suffocating their “spiritual curiosity” and blocking 
their right to a thorough education as humanists.34 
 Regarding the obliteration of literature as a core component of positivist education, he 
writes: “Un día inventaron, para sustituir los cursos de Literatura, no sé qué animal quimérico 
llamado ‘Lecturas comentadas de producciones literarias selectas’” (192) [One day they 
invented, in order to substitute the Literature courses, I don’t know what chimerical animal 
named ‘Readings with Commentary of Select Literary Productions.] He bitterly complains that 
most of the readings the students were forced to do were secondary bibliography, ever more 
distant from the truly “formative” and powerful literary texts (curiously, a complaint that may 
be applied to today’s humanistic disciplines, too). 
Partly in response to the lack of humanist education, in 1909, only months before the 
Revolution erupted, the Ateneo de la Juventud was formed. The group—among which, aside 
from Alfonso Reyes and José Vasconcelos, were Pedro Henríquez Ureña, Antonio Caso and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34 During the Porfiriato, the positivist philosophy of Auguste Comte dominated Mexican higher 
education. By instruction of Benito Juárez, Gabino Barreda founded the Escuela Nacional 
Preparatoria in 1868. 
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Julio Torri—got together in the Caso’s house each week, and they held tertulias, reading, 
discussing and sometimes translating the texts that their formal education had denied them. 
They read the classics in French and English translations, from Plato’s Banquet, to 
Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, to Oscar Wilde and Walter Pater, to the Upanishads.35 As 
Vasconcelos writes in a later conference on the Ateneo titled “Recuerdos de los Ateneistas”: 
“vosotros también habéis tenido que realizar esfuerzos para colocaros dentro de lo que se llama 
el espíritu moderno, que no es sino el derecho que cada a generación asiste para vivir conforme 
a sí misma, con independendencia y con absoluta sinceridad” […you have also had to make 
efforts to situate yourself inside of what is termed the modern spirit, which is nothing but the 
right that helps each generation live according to itself, with independence and absolute 
sincerity] (124).36 The program of the Ateneo, inspired by their elder modernistas, was 
centered on a return to the classics and a revival of humanist education in Mexico in response 
to the long “dark night” of positivism’s soulless educational system. But it was also a relatively 
short lived—or interrupted—response. The Revolution erupted in 1910 and, as it advanced, 
cultural activity necessarily slowed down. The modernista journals ceased publication. Most of 
the Ateneo’s cultural projects were put on hold, and many of its members left Mexico—most 
notably, Vasconcelos and Reyes. The group finally dissolved in 1914. 
Alfonso Reyes had left Mexico in 1913. His father, the Conservative General Bernardo 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
35 Vasconcelos writes on reading primary bibliography in translation: “…nos dedicamos a la 
sencillísima tarea de leer a Platón directamente en la traducción inglesa de Jewet on en la 
francesa de Victor Cousin.” (123) [We dedicated ourselves to the simple task of reading Plato 
directly, in Jewet’s English translation or in Victor Cousin’s French one.] 
 
36 The conference was delivered in 1916 and is collected in the volume Conferencias Del Ateneo 
De La Juventud, 1962. It is interesting to note that Vasconcelos addresses his audience here in 
the Spanish “vosotros” as opposed to the Latin American “ustedes” —a feature of “formality” 
that would change completely in the generation that followed his. 
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Reyes, had participated in the coup against the president Francisco Madero, and was killed in 
battle on the first day.37 When the General Victoriano Huerta later betrayed and succeeded 
Madero, he tried to persuade Alfonso Reyes to become his personal secretary, but Reyes turned 
him down. Huerta, who was president between 1913 and 1914, told him that in that case he was 
no longer “desirable” in Mexico, but could leave to France, as part of the Mexican Delegation. 
Reyes was only in Paris for a few months, finally moving to Madrid in 1914, were he lived in 
exile until 1924.38 The Ateneo’s ideas and projects would have to wait more than a decade to 
return and see tangible changes in Mexico. However, as we shall see, the seeds that they had 
planted would eventually bloom in the years that followed the end of Revolution in 1920. 
 
 
V. Translation in the Revolution: M.N. Roy and The American Slackers39  
 
The beginning of the Revolution marked a period of political instability, in which the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37 As Alfonso Reyes records in his diaries: “Cuando vi caer al Atlas, creí que se derrumbaría el 
mundo. Hay desde entonces, una ruina en mi corazón” [When I saw the Atlas fall I thought the 
world would plummet. There is, since then, a ruin in my heart] (Diarios I 8). 
 
38 This was a prolific period for Reyes, and among other things, in Madrid he undertook 
several translation projects, translating G.K. Chesterton, Laurence Sterne and Robert Louis 
Stevenson, for publishers based in Spain. During that period he also wrote for the French 
magazines Revue Hispanique, Revue de l’Amérique Latine, and Hispania. It is interesting that 
it was upon his arrival in Madrid that Reyes wrote his now classic essay about Mexico City, 
“Visión de Anahuac” (1915). For complete list of his translations and texts in magazines 
during this period, see Reyes, Diario I, 22-31. 
 
39 I am currently conducting research on both the sojourn of MN Roy and The Slackers in 
Mexico, and intend to write a longer piece, possibly a book, on this eventful, but rather 
under-researched period of expat sojourns in Mexico City during the Mexican 
Revolution. 
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presidential chair was occupied mostly by a succession of army Generals and interims lasting 
only brief periods. It was a period, also, in which construction in the city practically halted.  
And although architectural and urban development in Mexico City suffered more visibly in 
revolutionary years, literary production was also affected by the more urgent political demands 
of the Revolution.  The magazine Revista Moderna de México, for instance, printed its last 
issue in 1911. Likewise, though the term may be misleading, most “novelas de la Revolución” 
were written and published after the Mexican Revolution. One peculiar exception is Los de 
abajo, the emblematic novel of the Mexican Revolution, written by Mariano Azuela while in 
El Paso, Texas, which was published in installments in the newspaper El Paso del Norte, in 
1915. However, Los de abajo was only published as an actual book in 1920.40  
 Even if the most prominent literary magazines ceased publication during the years of the 
Revolution, this did not mean that all publication came to a halt. On the contrary, newspapers 
in the city remained fiercely active, and were naturally a battle-ground and crucial platform for 
the many different factions seeking to exert political influence.41 Among these, there were 
three that are particularly pertinent to this discussion, as they functioned as translation spaces. 
One of these was the newspaper El Pueblo (1914-1919), which, starting in 1917, published a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
40 Interestingly, the first English translation of Los de abajo, The Underdogs (Brentano’s, 1929), 
was done by Enrique Munguía, the same translator that later translated “The Waste Land” into 
Spanish, as  we shall see in detail in Chapter V. See: Azuela 2006. 
 
41 For lack of space, I do not deal here with one of the most fascinating bilingual publications of 
the revolutionary period, the weekly Regeneration, published by the Flores Magón brother in 
the United States, and distributed through clandestine networks in Mexico City. The weekly was 
first published only in Spanish, with interruptions, between 1900-1910. Then in 1910 it opened 
an English section, which continued until 1918, also with interruptions, either due to the 
imprisonment in the USA of its editors, or due to lack of funds. Also, in 1911, the brothers also 
published an Italian supplement to the weekly. I am currently conducting research on this, and 
other bi or multilingual journals of the period. A complete digitalized archive of Regeneration 
can be consulted in the Ricardo Flores Magón Archive. 
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series of influential political articles in translation. The second—on which I will be focusing 
more closely than others—is the English section of El Heraldo de México (1919-1923), owned 
by the governor of Yucatán, Salvador Alvarado, and published by a group of Americans called 
The Slackers.42 The third is La Lucha de Clases, the official organ of the Mexican Socialist 
Party, which published articles in translation as well as an influential manifesto that ultimately 
summoned the first International Conference of the Socialist Party. Beyond the fact that they 
functioned as translation spaces, these three publications had one thing in common: all of them 
featured collaborations by Manabendra Nath Roy, an Indian political thinker who became a 
relevant figure in Mexican politics during the revolutionary period, and acted as an unofficial 
advisor to President Venustiano Carranza, who governed Mexico between 1917 and 1920. 
 In June 1917, the young Indian revolutionary Manabendra Nath Roy, better known as 
M.N. Roy, arrived in Mexico City from New York with his American wife Evelyn Trent. Born 
Bengali of Brahmin ancestry, Roy was one of the many members of the Indian diaspora that 
was looking for means and international support for India’s independence. The Indian 
Revolutionaries’ main ally was Germany—who had offered money and weapons with which 
to operate a Pan-Indian rebellion against the British Raj. As Roy recounts in his memoires, he 
had traveled to the USA in 1916, eloped with Evelyn Trent in Palo Alto, and then traveled to 
New York. Things did not go well in New York, as in 1917 President Woodrow Wilson had 
ended his neutrality policy and entered the war. Germany was an enemy and, by extension, so 
were the Indian Revolutionaries. The American police arrested Roy in the Columbia 
University campus, where he had attended a lecture delivered by the Indian political thinker 
and revolutionary Lala Lajpat Rai. The reason for his arrest was his involvement in what came 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42 For a detailed and well-documented study about the Slackers’ political activity in Mexico in 
the times of the Revolution, see: La, Botz D. "American "slackers" in the Mexican Revolution.” 
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to be known as the “Hindu-German Conspiracy.” Knowing that he could only safely escape 
the US by land, as the ports were more heavily patrolled, Roy and his wife decided to seek 
exile in Mexico. As he explains in his memoirs, he was also drawn to Mexico as he still held 
“the patriotic belief that in the prehistoric days Indians had somehow managed to cross the 
ocean and colonize Mexico [and] that made my longing to go there irresistible” (43).43  
 Like many foreigners traveling to Mexico at that time, M.N. Roy and Evelyn Trent first 
landed in the elegant Hotel Geneve, operated by a Canadian businessman, and occupied 
primarily by American and German expats. The two communities, he recounts, lived in total 
isolation from street life in Mexico, away from “the native dirt and smell” (56), eating only 
American food, and surrounded by American comfort (57). The two communities, moreover, 
were at odds with each other since the United States entered the war in 1917. The owner of the 
Geneve, in fact, had decided to divide the hotel in two—one side for the Germans, the other 
for the Americans—and he even improvised a second dining room so that the two 
communities would not have to eat together. M.N. Roy decided he would only eat in his room, 
until, after some days, he left the Geneve and moved to a house in the Colonia Roma (62). 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
43 The biographical details given in this entire section about Roy are taken from his memoirs. 
Roy is a masterful storyteller, but one suspects that he often indulges in either omissions, 
exaggerations, or ‘mistranslations.’ He does not, for example, mention his then wife Evelyn  
Trent at all in his memoirs, and some of the names he mentions of people are possibly incorrect 
or changed purposely. Roy possibly also enhances his own importance in the historical events in 
which he partook. Contrasting his memoirs to Charles Shipman’s (Charlie Philips) memoir of 
the same years, It had to be Revolution reveals several contradictions. For example, Shipman 
refers to the Socialist Party’s newspaper not as La lucha de clases but as El Socialista, and from 
what he says about El Heraldo de México, Roy has less of a participation in it than he claims. In 
fact, in a footnote, Shipman states that Roy’s memoirs “contains glaring misstatements” (76). 
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Figure 1.10. Hotel Geneve in ca. 1929 
 
Roy arrived in Mexico with a letter from the President of Stanford University, David 
Starr Jordan, addressed to General Alvarado, the socialist leader in Yucatán. He did not meat 
Alvarado immediately, but the letter gave him a safe passageway to meet with members of 
President Venustiano Carranza’s cabinet. He was assured, by the Minister of War himself, that 
he was welcome and safe in Mexico: “I only wanted to reassure you that you are in a country 
that has fought for freedom ever since the days of Hidalgo and Juárez. You are free and safe 
here” (61). Unexpectedly, a few days later, the editor of the Mexican newspaper El Pueblo 
contacted Roy, and offered him a space as a columnist. The editor told him he was particularly 
interested in articles about British rule in India, telling him that Mexico had once been a 
colony, and even if it was now independent, still had a long way to go in acquiring true 
independence. “We are also Indians,” he added, “I am of pure blood” (71). Roy indeed 
describes his first Mexican editor as a “dark, handsome, intelligent face, which could belong to 
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any Indian of the best type.” Throughout his memoirs, Roy compares the two countries 
constantly and reads many of Mexico’s problems—poverty, racial and class segregation, 
residues of colonialism—through his own experiences as an Indian. In that sense, Roy’s 
memoire itself can be read as a translation space, even though it was written many years later, 
when he had finally returned to India in 1930.44  
Roy agreed to start writing articles for El Pueblo, but pointed out that he didn’t own a 
typewriter and didn’t yet know Spanish. That was no impediment, said the editor. He would be 
provided with a new typewriter and a personal secretary, who could translate his articles while 
he learned Spanish. Both arrived the next day, typewriter and personal secretary. His first 
article, “An Open Letter to President Wilson,” was translated as “El camino para la paz 
duradera del mundo” (“The Way to Durable World Peace,” which was also the title of a book 
M.N. Roy had written while still in the USA).45 And thus M.N. Roy became a new voice in the 
Mexican publishing world. 
Roy quickly learned Spanish. When he had acquired enough mastery over the 
language he started translating his articles himself with the help of a Spanish teacher, who also 
happened to be Mexico’s chess national champion (29; 122-23). He sat with him a few days a 
week, translating fragments of his book The Way to Durable Peace into Spanish, and 
publishing them as articles for El Pueblo. His teacher, unnamed throughout Roy’s memoire, 
was not interested at all in revolutionary politics, and rather lamented the “cultural 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
44 Sibnarayan Ray, "Introduction to Volume IV," Selected Works of M.N. Roy, 3. In the memoire 
Roy writes “I returned to India five years ago…” so it is reasonable to believe he wrote this 
book in India, around 1935. It is also possible, however, that he kept journals, as the level of 
detail of some go his descriptions of people and places in Mexico is notable. If that is the case, 
these notebooks could be read as an almost ‘simultaneous-translation’ space, where Roy was 
trying to record his daily activities as a foreigner in a new country. 
 
45 See: Roy, The Way to Durable Peace, 1986 
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degeneration” that the country had fallen into with the advent of the Revolution. Roy recalls 
how his teacher especially lamented the abandonment of the Teatro Nacional, and 
recapitulates: 
To make his capital worthy of the distinction, [Porfirio] Díaz, during the last years of 
his regime, sanctioned ten million pesos for the construction of an opera house which 
would compare with the very best in Europe. Architects and skilled workmen came 
from Italy. But the revolution broke out before the proud marble structure was only 
half finished. In my time, it still stood there in a park in the centre of the city, hidden 
behind a forest of scaffoldings as a monument to the past glory days of Díaz. Grand 
operas and ballets no longer came to Mexico. (122) 
Roy recounts that, however, the Carranza administration had prohibited bullfighting, 
and so, in 1918, repurposed the Plaza de Toros and began using it as a ballet and opera venue, 
to which the Italian opera and the Russian Ballet came that same year (123). His Spanish 
teacher, however, was never able to instill in Roy any interest for ballet or opera. Rather, they 
played chess and translated Roy’s work. According to Roy, translating his own book with the 
help of his teacher was really how he learned the language. Later, he started attending classes 
in the University where, beyond Spanish, he acquired a literary education: he was taught to 
recite “El cantar de Mio Cid” (a Castilian epic poem, perhaps comparable to the English 
“Beowulf”), and he also read Cervantes for the first time (86). 
His articles in El Pueblo gained him a cultivated readership. He was courted by the 
Mexican intelligentsia, Mexican politicians, as well as by the German and American colonies 
of expats. One German expat in fact lived with him for a while: the linguist Dr. Gramatsky, 
who was in Mexico because he was putting together a multilingual translation dictionary that 
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included Chinese, Japanese, German, French, English and Spanish (81).46 Among his readers, 
was also the leader of the Socialist Party, who contact him and told him he liked his articles 
“because they depicted India, for the first time, in his knowledge, not as a dreamland, but as a 
country very much like his own” (76). He also told him that he should not be publishing those 
articles in a “bourgeois paper” such as El Pueblo, and invited him to a meeting in the offices of 
the Socialist Party, where he had a printing press that published a newspaper (really, a four-
page print sheet) called La Lucha de las Clases (78). Roy did not immediately stop publishing 
in El Pueblo, but he did join the Socialist Party. 
Around the same time, Roy met the group of American expats and draft-dodgers, the 
“Slackers,” some of who lived in the so-called Slacker’s Hotel.47 Among these were Wobbly 
(the hotel keeper), journalist Carleton Beals, poet and cartoonist Maurice Baker, novelist Bob 
Brown, the painter and cartoonist Henry Glintenkamp, the novelist Mike Gold, the writer 
Charlie Philips (who was particularly close to Roy, an also a key member of the Socialist 
Party), and the poets Arthur Cravan and Mina Loy.48 Roy cultivated friendships with a few of 
the Slackers, and held long tertulias in his house with them. As Roy describes them: 
Hundreds of pacifists, anarcho-syndicalists, socialist of all shades, had escaped to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46 I am not sure if such a dictionary ever came to be, but I have not found other references to it. 
 
47  Mauricio Tenorio Trillo has written that the Slackers’ Hotel was the Geneve (I Speak of the 
City 97). I think it is more probable that the hotel was the Hotel Juarez, in the calle Tacuba no. 
15, which is the address that Arthur Cravan gives to Mina Loy in his first letters from Mexico 
City (see Borràs 210). 
 
48 Between 1917 and 1918, Mina Loy and Cravan lived in downtown Mexico City, in 
absolute poverty (Cravan was working as a boxer, but consistently lost his fights), until they 
decided to relocate to Argentina via Chile. Loy was pregnant, but before they were able to 
go ahead with their plans, Cravan disappeared on a sailboat off the coast of Oaxaca, in the 
Pacific. See, for more details about the life of Mina Loy and Arthur Cravan among the 
“Slackers,” Burke’s chapter “Mexico (1917-1918)” in Becoming Modern. 
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Mexico in order to evade compulsory military service, which was introduced soon after 
America joined the war. They were derogatorily called slackers. According to their 
respective persuasion and disposition, some wanted to join the Zapatistas, others to go 
to the El Dorado of Yucatán, and the rest to try their luck anywhere. Most of the 
Radical refugees, however, ultimately drifted towards the capital and congregated 
there. (109) 
In the meantime, President Venustiano Carranza was facing opposition on several 
fronts. He was not popular in the United States due to his foreign policy and his ties with 
Germany.49 The General Álvaro Obregón, backed by the Americans, was growing stronger 
(and he would eventually become President, in 1920). In the south, the General Salvador 
Alvarado, governor of Yucatán, was also growing more and more distant from Carranza and, 
according to Roy, sought the presidency and therefore saw Obregón as his rival (112). To 
widen his platform, in 1919, Alvarado created a newspaper, El Heraldo de México. The 
Slacker Charlie Philips (an alias for Charles Shipman) convinced Alvarado to have an English 
section in the paper, and to let him edit it. Philips had been writing an English column in 
Excelsior, after he arrived in the city in December 1918 (Shipman 74). Alvarado accepted, and 
Philips thus became the editor, pulling together an editorial team of slackers: Mike Gold, 
Henry Glintenkamp, and Philips’s wife, Eleanor (Shipman 77).50  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
49 See also, Lajous, Roberta. “La Revolución Mexicana y la Primera Guerra Mundial, 1911- 
1920.” Historia mínima: 145-74. 
 
50 Mauricio Tenorio Trillo has written thoroughly about El Heraldo in I Speak of the City (94- 
144). His study concentrates more pointedly on the Spanish section of the paper, where well- 
known poets such as Ramón López Velarde, but also more obscure bohemian figures such as 
Barba Jacob, published their work. 
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Figure 1.11. English page of El Heraldo de México, Dec 4, 1919: 2 
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The English section came in the second page of the daily, and was headed “En English 
Page For English Readers. To Bring Home the Plan and Purpose of El Heraldo to The Anglo- 
American Public.” Although most of its news was political and social (the “Talk of the Town” 
section announced weddings and clubs, such as the Shakespeare Club in the Hotel Geneve), 
there was also a Literary section published on Mondays. The Slackers, it was agreed, would 
write collectively and have freedom to publish what they wished to, keeping in mind that the 
plan was to edit a newspaper in direct opposition to Álvaro Obregón’s advancement. Salvador 
Alvarado in fact used the paper to actively promote his own ideas. On repeated occasions, the 
paper  published an ad promoting his book, La Reconstrucción de México. 
 
 




The slackers therefore became, in Roy’s words, a kind of “shadow cabinet” for 
Alvarado:  
[T]he shadow cabinet of the fraternity of Radical Slackers agreed to Charlie’s accepting 
the appointment definitely. I undertook to write a series of articles on the “Monroe 
Doctrine.” Collective work of a number of talented men, the English section of El 
Heraldo made an impression from the beginning. It carried clever cartoons, poems and 
short stories, which had a general appeal … Before long the English section set the 
tone of the main paper, and El Heraldo came to be an organ of Radical opinion. (113)51 
“Collective” in spirit, most of El Heraldo’s articles are unsigned, but some, such as 
“India's Reward For Her Part in the War” (September 19, 1919) and “The Future of the 
Monroe Doctrine” (September 21, 1919), are probably written by Roy. Roy’s articles against 
the Monroe Doctrine were particularly popular with the Carranza regime, whose foreign 
politics became increasingly centered on resisting US intervention in Mexican internal affairs, 
especially with what regarded the latter’s rights to exploit Mexican mineral resources—a right 
that had been curtailed in the 27th Article of the Querétaro Constitution (1917), which 
proclaimed that natural resources inside the Mexican territory were national property. Roy 
argued that the US had been using the Monroe Doctrine to intervene politically and militarily 
in Latin American countries, and that American expansionism had to be restrained. 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
51 Roy’s articles fro El Heraldo formed part of the Spanish version of Roy’s book El camino a 
la paz duradera del mundo, published in 1917. The 1986 edition in English of The Way to 




Figure 1.13. “Opinion Extranjera” section in El Heraldo de México, Dec 5, 1919: 3. The article 
is not signed, but is said to be a translation from “The Public.” 
 
Roy was of course not the first nor the only one to argue this. The Monroe Doctrine 
was being actively discussed in those years, and several articles in El Heraldo, deal with it 
from a critical standpoint. But Roy’s writings on the matter received particular attention, 
perhaps because they came from an English-speaking foreigner who had become prominent in 
Mexico, in a moment in which the country was dealing with intense political pressure from its 
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northern neighbor.52 Roy’s vision of the Monroe Doctrine won him powerful allies not only in 
the political sector in Mexico: he was invited to lecture on the matter in the National 
University (127). 
Other articles published in the English section directly summoned the American expats 
living in Mexico to take direct action and help the Mexican anti-imperialist cause against the 
northern neighbor: “Write At Once to Your Home Newspaper” (August 6, 1919) and “How 
Americans Can Help Mexico” (August 13, 1919). The English section of El Heraldo is not an 
example of translation in a literal sense, as works were not per se translated. But it is a 
translation space in so far as it offered the English-speaking linguistic community in Mexico an 
entry point or vision about the linguistic community in which they happened to live. That 
vision, moreover, was meant to translate back into concrete action. As a translation space, 
therefore, the English section of El Heraldo not only offered a platform for political thinking, 
but also one through which political action could be taken: i.e. “How Americans can Help 
Mexico.” El Heraldo may not have been, ultimately, a publication that caused major impact on 
a higher political level, but it was an example of grassroots politics made possible by a 
translation space of sorts. 
Not all the publications in the English section of El Heraldo were political. As a 
translation space it was also playful, and contested and even ridiculed some of what the 
Slackers thought to be Mexico’s more backward beliefs and practices. One particular chronicle 
and its backstory is worth recounting. One of the Slackers’s co-member of the Socialist Party, a 
man named Juan Baptista Flores, approached Roy one day, complaining that he had a 
recalcitrantly Catholic wife, illiterate and ignorant, with whom he had three children. The 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
52 For a discussion on the Monroe Doctrine and its reception in Mexico see Katz 183-95. 
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fourth was on his way. Juan Baptista had decided that he did not want this fourth child to be 
baptized Catholic, as he had decided to instruct and model him after himself, and from the start 
give the child a socialist education. His wife, of course, fiercely rejected his intentions. So he 
was coming to Roy for advice on what to do. Roy and the Slackers came up with a plan. When 
the child was born, and it was time to baptize him, the group would simply fake a baptism. 
Charlie Philips self- appointed as the officiating priest. Roy’s house in the Colonia Roma 
would be the stage. The day came and the Flores family arrived with the child in arms, ready 
for the ceremony. With them arrived a group of members of the Socialist Party. The living 
room was filled with candles and incense, the chairs were aligned like pews. On top of a table 
that served as an altar, occupying the place for the Holy Bible, was a copy of El Capital, by 
Karl Marx, concealed inside a piece of red silk cloth. A talented performer, Charlie Philips 
touched the infant’s head with the proxy Bible, and recited verses in Yiddish—“which the 
illiterate mother must have taken for blessings in Latin” (174), Roy writes. Then, when it came 
to naming the infant, there was a vote (it was, after all, a socialist gathering). Several names 
were suggested, but the priest had the final say. Ending the ceremony, Charlie Philips 
pronounced the final words: “I name thee Karl Marx Flores, Amen” (174). A translation-ruse 
on several metaphorical levels, staged by a group of translation con-artists: a Catholic ritual 
was ‘transcribed,’ but in its transcription to a socialist context, it was completely re-signified. 
The English section of El Heraldo, however, did not last long. The radical politics of its editors 
begun to have a cost on the newspaper’s main source of funds (advertisements), and by the late 
1919 had lost most ads (Shipman 78). Philips and his slacker crew were fired after publishing 
an editorial saying “Mexico is not yet free. Uncle Sam is the reason” (Shipman 79). 
When Roy became the General Secretary of the Socialist Party and the editor of La 
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Lucha de Clases, he transformed it into a regular weekly of eight, instead of four pages (Roy 
131). In mid-1918, when news of the Bolshevik Revolution had started to reach the world, 
Roy suggested to publish a manifesto in the magazine, which would call for an international 
conference in Mexico, the ultimate purpose of which would be to form a “mass party of the 
working class” (131). They began preparing for a conference. The Carranza regime, 
moreover, did not oppose the idea, and in fact President Carranza called on Roy to visit him 
in the Castillo de Chapultepec, the presidential living quarters then. Carranza told him that he 
would have his support and play the game to the end, and, if things went the wrong way the 
Government could always disown responsibility and use Roy as a “diplomatic scapegoat” 
(140). One of Carranza’s fundamental interests, according to Roy, was that he, using the 
Socialist Party as a platform, create a Latin American League to counter “Yankee 
Imperialism” (125). Carranza’s desire for a Latin American League was of course not a new 
idea. It had had its roots in Simón Bolivar, had beed developed further by José Enrique Rodó 
and José Martí, and would later be articulated, in different terms, by José Vasconcelos and his 
idea of the Latin American “raza cósmica”.53  
Roy’s vow to help the president conform a Latin American League, whether he truly 
committed to fully undertaking the task or not, gave him a direct line to Carranza, with whom 
he would start meeting on a more regular basis from that point onwards. According to Roy, 
he exerted considerable influence on President Carranza from then on. On December 1918, 
with the president’s consent, the Socialist Party of Mexico held the first international 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
53 This is a much more complex discussion that I unfortunately cannot deal with here in detail. 
Foundational books in this tradition of Latin Americanist thinkers include: Bolivar, Simon. 
Carta De Jamaica; Rodó, José E. Ariel; Martí, José. Política De Nuestra América; Vasconcelos, 
José. La Raza Cósmica. 
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conference (Roy 141).54  
 According to Roy, “in addition to several hundred delegates from different States of the 
Republic, a number of socialist leaders from Central and South American countries assembled 
on the occasion to discuss the plan of the Latin-American League …” (141). The conference 
also resulted in a mass demonstration to Mexico City’s central plaza, led by Charlie Philips, 
standing behind an enormous image of Lenin. According to Roy, workers held sings with 
slogans (in Spanish): “Petroleum Belongs to the Mexican People,” “Long Live the 
Revolutionary Alliance  of Latin American Republics,” and even “Long Live the Bolsheviks” 
and “Long Live the Soviet Republic of Mexico” (143). The crowd erupted in frenzy when the 
American Charlie Philips, with his broken Spanish finished a discourse proclaiming “Down 
with Yankee Imperialism!” (144). The meagre socialist publication, La Lucha de Clases, which 
Roy had transformed into a more constant and robust publishing space, had ultimately served 
as the print platform for international political networking and organization. The Latin 
American League of course was not formed, and the International Conference was not, 
historically, as relevant an event as Roy makes it out to be. But it did result in a more 
organized, and more far-reaching Socialist Party, which was henceforth re-named, according to 
Roy, the Partido Socialista Regional Mexicano (146).55  
 M.N. Roy not have taken the idea of a Latin American League to a successful 
consolidation, although the promise to do so, once again, helped him secure Carranza’s 
support for his final “deed” in Mexico. In the summer of 1919 a Russian Bolshevik that went 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
54 Other than Roy’s memoire, none of the other related sources I have consulted mention the 
international conference. 
 
55 Aside from Roy’s memoire, I have not found a single source, primary or secondary, that 
mentions a change of name of the Socialist Party to this particular name. 
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by the name of Mikhail Borodin, an alias for Mikhail Gruzenberg, arrived in Mexico from the 
United States. Acting officially as one of Lenin’s underground agents, through the English 
pages of El Heraldo Borodin found and contacted Charlie Philips, and through him, contacted 
M.N. Roy (188). The newspaper section served, on this occasion, as a concrete bridge 
connecting a newcomer to the city with a group of its more established, radical political 
intelligentsia. It proved to be, moreover, a space for international networking. Philips and Roy 
had made an important connection in communist politics, which would eventually take them to 
leave Mexico and settle in Moscow. 
Borodin initially sought economic support from Roy for the Bolshevik cause (199), but 
soon he convinced him also of founding a communist party in Mexico, using the Socialist 
Party as a platform. While they planned, Borodin moved in with Roy, taking up a room in his 
Colonia Roma house. That house, as Roy says, 
was a center for international intrigues, in which the President of the Republic 
participated; there, I cultivated my friendship with the first Russian Bolshevik who 
initiated me in the subtleties of the revolutionary creed; and there was born the first 
Communist Party outside Russia. (54)56  
According to Roy, President Carranza supported the idea of a communist party fully, if 
not quite openly, as that would have been seen an open provocation to the USA. Roy had asked 
Carranza to consent to a dinner with members of his cabinet and the newly-arrived Bolshevik, 
which he did, and Borodin apparently made a very good impression on the President, offering 
to establish a Latin American Bureau of the Communist International in Mexico, with support 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
56 Twist and turns of history: that same house, today, is an exclusive high-end club, where the 
offspring of the Mexican political and economic elite meet. The club, in the calle Mérida 186, is 
called “M.N Roy,” though most of its visitors probably do not know why. M.N Roy is not a 
widely-known figure in Mexico, and his memoire does not yet exist in Spanish translation. 
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from Russia (206). Germany had lost the war, and Carranza had therefore lost an important ally 
to his regime. He had perhaps nothing to lose and something to gain from it all. In Roy’s 
words: 
Carranza saw the prospect of his dream of a Latin American League being realized in a 
different form. He would not miss the opportunity and requested Borodin to transmit 
his good wishes to the head of the new regime in Russia. For Carranza to say so might 
not have been more than a gesture of courtesy. But made in the presence of his Foreign 
Minister and the head of the Legislative branch of the State, it could also be taken as a 
de facto recognition of the new regime in Russia. (206) 
M.N. Roy’s memoirs of Revolutionary Mexico City, exaggerated and hyperbolic as 
they may be in certain parts, are a fascinating testimony of the city’s political intrigues, the 
persistent, menacing presence of Zapatistas that looted the city continuously, the Mexican, 
German aristocracy, the American Slackers, the Mexican anarcho-syndicalists and the 
socialists, and, of course, the journals that offered a translation space for the 
internationalization of the causes of the Mexican Revolution. But M.N. Roy’s memoire itself, 
as I argued earlier, can be read as a valuable, if retrospective, translation space. Roy not only 
reads many of Mexico’s problems through his own experiences as an Indian, but in many ways 
he understands Mexico as a kind of “future” of India. If India finally became Independent, as 
had Mexico a little more than a century earlier, would the country’s fate be similar? When 
M.N. Roy arrived in Mexico his political thinking and activities had fundamentally be centered 
around an independence movement in India. But in Mexico his thinking turned more markedly 
toward socialism, and later, communism. He understood in Mexico that, once independent, 
there still needed to be a reconstruction plan for the nation. He, like Charlie Philips, believed 
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that communism was the answer, and together they used the platforms they had created in 
Mexico to experiment with new political ideas. The translation spaces they created were used 
to test and develop ideas pertinent to the more political face of international modernism—ideas 
such as “the revolution,” “the people,” and “nationalism,” and “internationalism.” 
And so it was that, in 1919, the Socialist Party was converted into the Communist Party 
of Mexico—the first communist party outside of Russia. Shortly after, Roy left Mexico to go to 
Russia, but the Communist Party remained, and for the following years would become an 
important platform, joined, as I shall discuss in subsequent chapters, by people like Diego 
Rivera, Frida Kahlo, David Alfaro Siqueiros, and Tina Modotti. Carranza’s fate, on the other 
hand, did not benefit from any of this. Obregón had accumulated enough power and had 
announced his intention of running for the presidency. On May 1920, Carranza was killed, and, 
after a six-month provisional government led by Adolfo de la Huerta, Obregón was elected 
president in December 1920. 
 
 
VI. Public Works After the Revolution: Vasconcelos and a New National Architecture 
 
Newly-elected president Álvaro Obregón appointed José Vasconcelos, an influential 
revolutionary thinker and politician, as Minister of Education. During the years of the 
Revolution, from late 1910 to 1920, construction had practically ceased in Mexico City. But 
in the years that followed, a period of intense rebuilding began, and the Ministry of 
Education became an important platform for reconstruction. There, in 1923, he wrote an 
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official bulletin for the new Ministry, explaining some of his motivations and objectives.57 
Vasconcelos states: 
It is not possible to create a civilization over ruins and trash heaps, which is what 
our cities and country have become. This is not only due to the Revolution, which is 
presently blamed for everything, but also to the one hundred years of independent 
life during which we have not made any works of importance, with the exception of 
the railroads, originally the work of foreigners. (3) 
This statement very much condenses the nationalist and ‘foundationalist’ attitude with 
which the new government envisioned the reconstruction period. Money and building materials 
were still limited, but the need to turn the capital into a habitable space once again, and to 
reinstall or practically reinvent a functional government with new institutions, hospitals, public 
schools, stadiums and government buildings, was so urgent that the government found ways to 
do it. Beginning more or less at the start of 1920s, significant reforms in most levels of the city’s 
infrastructure and general appearance took place. Old streets were renamed and new ones were 
drawn, new sewage systems were put in place, there were extensive hygiene campaigns, and the 
government undertook the construction of new office buildings, stadiums, homes, cinemas, 
hospitals, schools, parks and plazas. 
These structural changes responded to a series of simultaneous processes. First, the 
Revolution, which was a popular and massive social revolt, sought to place social equality and 
inclusion in the forefront of the State’s concerns. In architectural terms, this meant that the 
state could no longer ignore the needs and demands of the ‘masses,’ as it had been doing for 
decades. Rural immigration to the city demanded for cheap public housing, public schools, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
57 Vasconcelos, “Hay que construir,” Boletín de la Secretaría de Educación Pública 1, no. 4, 
(first semester, 1923): 3 
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institutions and hospitals. Second, the new Mexican state sought to establish itself as a fully 
sovereign one, finally ‘free’ from the grip of European power and influence. This meant that 
the government had to look for a new national (and nationalist) architectural language. Third, 
Mexico felt itself part of the more general change in ‘human character’ (occurring on or about 
1910, as Virginia Woolf wrote) and engaged the concomitant search for forms that expressed 
modern ideals, as well as in the strife for modern solutions to new problems. 
The government, in the reconstruction period, played an essential role in creating and 
sustaining cultural sectors, such as the publishing industry and architectural production. 
Among the many channels it used as a means toward reconstruction was the work of artists 
and intellectuals, whose task, as it was seen, was to redefine, cultivate and propagate an idea of 
a distinctly ‘Mexican’ identity. Though relatively tolerant to differences and dissent, its 
involvement in cultural production came at a relative cost: the arts had to return in cultural 
capital what the government invested in resources. In the years it took to consolidate the 
diverse cultural industries, artistic production—and perhaps particularly in the fields of 
literature and architecture—was expected to contribute to nation-building discourse and to 
help establish a Mexican essence or national identity. What did not contribute to these intended 
goals, was often met with suspicion, or censorship—as we shall see in chapter II. 
Post-revolutionary architecture—especially government sponsored construction— 
brandished nationalist precepts and ideals. Though the succeeding governments in the 
politically unstable period of reconstruction by no means envisioned the future city in the same 
way, they all coincided in thinking that it was imperative to break from the past, and especially 
from any reminiscence of Porfirean architecture. Most architects—government-sponsored or 
not—looked back either to pre-Hispanic or colonial constructions in their attempt to formulate 
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an expression of national identity. The first post-revolutionary heads of state in Mexico 
endorsed whatever was considered to be “nationalist” neocolonial architecture and promoted it 
through all possible means. Venustiano Carranza, for example, had once announced tax 
exemptions for people who built their homes in neocolonial style (Olsen “Issues of National 
Identity”).58   
Did it not appear contradictory to these defenders of neocolonial architecture that post- 
revolutionary Mexico should reach back to its colonial past? At first sight, the choice of 
returning to the colonial might seem odd. In the 1920s, however, Mexico had been 
independent from Spain for a whole century, so the Spanish were seen less as imperial enemies 
than were, for example, the French.59 More than anything, the revolutionary government had 
to build in a style that was clearly not that of the previous regime. Since the neoclassical had 
been the trademark of the Porfiriato, the neocolonial style soon became the one favored by the 
new government. 
Neocolonial architecture, sometimes integrating pre-Hispanic motifs, therefore 
flourished during the early 1920s. An example of this architecture is José Villagrán’s Estadio 
Nacional, the national public stadium with a seating capacity for 30,000. Villagrán (1901-
1982), a graduate of the San Carlos Academy, is considered to be the father of the Mexican 
Modern movement and Mexican rationalism—but the Estadio Nacional is not yet a fully 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
58 Olsen writes: “Venustiano Carranza provided the backing of the State for this interpretation of 
Mexican nationalism, as he decreed tax exemptions for those who built homes in this style.” 
 
59 As the critic Mark Alan Healy explains in his book Building the New World: “By the time of 
the Revolution… the memory of Spanish colonial rule was overlaid with feelings of national 
pride and self-confidence so that, paradoxically, the neocolonial style became—of all the many 
architectural styles available in the second decade of the 20th century—uniquely acceptable to 
the Revolutionary government. It represented a rejection of the style favored by the previous 
regime, and it was regarded as genuinely Mexican” (27). 
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developed example of this. Inaugurated in 1924, the National Stadium was the most important 
of Vasconcelos’s reconstruction projects as Minister of Education. It was envisioned as an 
open-air ancient Greek theatre, combining cast iron and cement, and merging colonial-style 
arches with revolutionary Diego Rivera murals and pre-hispanic decorations. During Álvaro 
Obregon’s presidency between 1920 and 1924, Vasconcelos had full support for his zealous 
and imaginative efforts to reconstruct Mexico City’s public buildings and build new ones. 
President Obregón supported him almost unflinchingly in his many projects, however 
megalomaniac or delirious. To solve the problem of finding sufficient funds for the 
construction of the National Stadium, for example, Obregón approved Vasconcelos’ rather 
unconventional solution: every employee in the Ministry would relinquish at least one day’s 
salary to help pay for the construction, and thus Villagrán’s stadium was completed (Gallo 
203).60  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
60 Rubén Gallo dedicates a chapter to the National Stadium in his book Mexican Modernity. For 




Figure 1.14. José Villagrán, Estadio Nacional, 1924  
 
Another architect of the period was Carlos Obregón Santacilia (1896-1961). Also a 
graduate of the San Carlos Academy, Obregón Santacilia became the official state architect of 
the first years after the Revolution. Commissioned by José Vasconcelos, Obregón Santacilia 
designed the Mexico Pavilion—a neoclonial, baroque building—for the Rio de Janeiro 
Exposition in 1922.61 His most well known work, however, is the Benito Juárez School, which 
was finished in 1925. The school resembled a colonial convent, with its arches, central square 
patios and long corridors. It was unquestionably modern but also had a local or national touch. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
61 Obregón Santacilia eventually started designing art deco buildings and, later, in a 
functionalist, Corbusian style. But during the early 1920s he complied with the Vasconcelos 




Figure 1.15. Carlos Obregón Santacilia, Escuela Benito Juárez, 1925  
 
During his term as minister, José Vasconcelos sponsored and was responsible for the 
construction of many of the new post-revolutionary government buildings, most of them 
reproducing the colonial style, but also integrating pre-Hispanic motifs. Vasconcelos—like 
many other members of the intelligentsia, such as the archaeologist Manuel Gamio—pushed 
forth the idea that neocolonial architecture had to be or become the genuine Mexican style. 
Vasconcelos was the theorist and proponent of the “cosmic race,” or the mestizo race: the 
combination of the Mexican indigenous population and the Spaniards. It is a fiercely 
nationalist (or regionalist) theory, that postulates the racial and cultural superiority of the 
“mestizo,” meant to advance the self-determination of Latin America vis à vis the capitalist 
expansion and growing cultural domination of the white Anglo-Saxon neighbors to the north. 
The implications of Vasconcelos’s (pseudo) philosophy around the idea of the “cosmic race” 
are many, very complex, and mostly questionable. But in strictly architectural terms they 
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produced the first ‘national’ style, one which hinged on the idea of mestizaje or miscegenation 
of Mexico’s pre and post-Colonial pasts, and which returned simultaneously to classical 
antiquity, as the solid humanist foundation that countered the positivist ideology of the 
Porfiriato.62 
Perhaps one of Vasconcelos’s fundamental contributions to the architecture of the 
period is the idea that buildings should serve as a vehicle for translating the ideals of the 
Revolution to palatable terms for the benefit of the largely illiterate masses. If people could not 
read and circulation of books was still difficult, let them learn through walking around in 
space. But the language of architecture itself was too abstract to transmit revolutionary ideals, 
so it was the murals on the walls of the buildings that had to serve this purpose. His most 
emblematic experiments with muralism materialized in the headquarters of his own office, the 
Secretaría de Educación Pública (the ministry of education), between 1921 and 1924.63 The 
new Secretaría was allocated in an old but renovated colonial convent, where Vasconcelos 
commissioned murals to Diego Rivera, David Alfaro Siqueiros, and Roberto Montenegro, 
among others, who depicted ‘scenes’ which the revolutionary government saw as the emblem 
of a new modernity. The more than 1,500 m2 of murals contain, among other things, a portrait 
of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz (Montenegro), a portrait Simón Bolivar (Cirilo Amleida Crespo), 
depictions the Mexican Revolution and its heroes, Mexican landscapes and traditions, 
allegories to intellectual and artistic pursuits, Indians, rural workers, miners and factory 
workers, and of course a self-portrait (Rivera). The many murals Vasconcelos commissioned 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
62 This is a much more complex discussion that I unfortunately cannot deal with here in detail. 
The two seminal books, where the ideas for these policies originated are Vasconcelos’s La raza 
cósmica and Gamios’s Forjando patria. 
 
63 For a detailed analysis of the Secretaría de Educación Públican and Vasconcelos’s ideological 
program see: Carranza, Architecture as Revolution 13-55 
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in the early 1920s served as the key vehicle of the revolutionary government’s ideology. 
Murals were not ornamental; they were the fundamental component of early revolutionary 
neocolonial architecture, and the primary vehicle of the revolutionary government’s ideology 
 
 
Figure 1.16. Diego Rivera in the Secretaría de Educación Pública, ca. 1922 
 
Vasconcelos was backed by many in his belief that the neocolonial should be the new 
characteristically Mexican architecture. Some proponents went as far as stating that the 
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original colonial architecture, due to the very fact that it was built on Mexican soil by Mexican 
hands, was already a perfect product of mestizaje between the Mexican indigenous population 
and the Spaniards—as if transcribing a foreign text, even verbatim, immediately made it local. 
The writer and architect Jesús T. Acevedo wrote, in his La arquitectura colonial en México: 
At the moment of translating, with admirable dedication, the foreign designs that 
served as models for them, something of the native and inaccessible hid within their 
work, something unknown in the depths that, without mistaking the dimensions or 
varying the design guidelines, would create a new gesture, unforeseen nuance, or 
special color. It was, in the end, our Mexico that began to show its idiosyncrasy. 
Nothing more natural, in the meanwhile, that when the colonizers implanted any style 
and architectural tendency, these would be modified by the dark current, always latent 
in the native. (Acevedo 90-91, quoted in Carranza 33) 
Some architects, however, did perceive the neocolonial as “an image from a submissive 
colonial era that was inappropriate to become the official architecture of an independent 
Mexico” (Méndez-Vigatá 72), even if some of the period’s neocolonial buildings, like the 
National Stadium and the murals at the Secretaría de Educación contained references to 
Mexico’s pre-Hispanic past.64⁠ One alternative to the neocolonial was the full-fledged neo pre-
Hispanic style inspired by Mayan ruins using rationalist principles, a hybrid style of which 
Manuel Amabilis’s work is a relevant example. Amabilis, who had studied architecture in 
L’École Spéciale d’Architecture in Paris, designed the Mexican pavilion for the 1929 fair in 
Sevilla, making a “conscious effort to synthesize pre-Hispanic styles with modern building 
techniques and uses of space,” as Mauricio Tenorio writes (Mexico at the World’s Fairs 227). 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  





Figure 1.17. Manuel Amabilis, Mexican Pavilion Sevilla, 1929  
 
But in general, architecture inspired by ‘indigenous’ motifs did not fare well. As I 
mentioned already, during the Porfiriato, there had been an attempt to showcase Mexico and 
‘Mexicanness’ through a semi-neoclassical, semi-neoprehispanic, the result of which was the 
1889 Mexican pavilion—as convoluted and chunky as are the terms that have to be used to 
describe it. Again, in the 1920s, the experiments with this sort of hybridity, this time rationalist 
neo-Mayan, were mostly unsuccessful. As the architect Enrique Yáñez writes in the prologue 
toI.E. Myers book Mexico’s Modern Architecture: “…architecture attempted to become a 
national expression by the easy road of reviving Colonial and even pre-Cortesian architectural 
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forms, thus originating a banal pattern which still endures in numerous works of extremely 
bad taste” (10). Similarly, Antonio E. Méndez-Vigatá notes that these works “were more or 
less superficial elaborations of pre-Hispanic architecture that did not express the richness of 
pre-Hispanic space” (74). Beyond the snobbism of its critics, the pre-Hispanic revival was 
indeed one that focused merely on external ornamentation, while often reproducing the 
opulent interiors of the Porfirian era. If the neopre-Hispanic buildings sponsored by the 
Mexican government in the reconstruction period were to be “read,” the fundamental narrative 
the reader would find is that of the country’s attempt to root its present and future in the 
reconstruction of Mexico’s pre-colonial past. But the government’s attempt to root Mexico’s 
present and future in the architectural re-enactment of its pre-Hispanic past was ultimately 
unsuccessful, again. Neo pre-Hispanic architecture was often seen as a bad imitation of a true 
past splendor, one which was not deeply understood by contemporary architects and simply 
used as ‘decoration.’ 
The Vasconcelian program that integrated murals into neocolonial buildings, on the 
other hand, was more successful, even beyond Vasconcelos’s term as minister. The construction 
of the Palacio de Bellas Artes was taken up again in 1930, this time re-planned and directed by 
the Mexican architect Federico Mariscal—another proponent of the revival of the colonial style 
in architecture—with the help of the engineer Francisco Mancilla. Construction began in 1932 
and was concluded in 1934, when the theater was inaugurated as the Palace of Fine Arts. The 
change in name partly responded to the new objectives and aspirations of the revolutionary 
government. In fact, name-changing was one of the ways in which the government ‘translated’ 
the old city for modernity. Streets, for example, were re-baptized and given names such as 
Revolución (revolution), Patriotismo (patriotism), Ejército Nacional (national army), 
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Arquitectos (architects), Ingenieros (engineers), Comercio (commerce), Obrero Mundial 
(global laborer), and Progreso (progress). The National Theater became the Palace of Fine Arts, 
as the revolutionary government thought that the building should not have the sole function of 
entertaining the bourgeoisie, but also had to be a multi-purpose space for the education of the 
‘masses.’ Mariscal’s new plan, therefore, had to include a way of transforming the space into a 
museum, cinema, and theater. 
 
 
Figure 1.18. Boari-Mariscal, Palacio de Bellas Artes in 1934  
 
Other changes of a structural nature came about with the new plan. To solve the 
problem of the building’s tendency to sink into the ground, the Milliken Brothers’ metallic 
structure was made lighter, and most of the heavy marble ornamentation was altogether 
eliminated. Most importantly, however, Mariscal redesigned the interiors completely, and 
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changed the ‘language’ in which the building was originally designed. If the theater’s exteriors 
remained to a degree aligned with Art Nouveau principles, despite the watering-down of some 
of its more ‘exaggerated’ ideas, its interiors were completely re-written by Mariscal. The new 
language he used was art deco—a peculiar, vernacular form of it. 
Art deco was one of the most successful architectonic languages used in the process of 
institutionalizing the Revolution in the later 1920s and 1930s, after Vasconcelos’s short term. It 
was more international, encountered less resistance from the general ‘cultivated’ public than 
functionalism, and it admitted more ‘local’ interpretations. The interiors of the Palacio de 
Bellas Artes were ornamented with deco ironwork. Its interior metallic skeleton was covered 
with concrete, copper, and ceramic. The areas that still lacked marble were covered with thin 
slabs of local—and not Italian—marble. Iron masks of the Mayan god of rain Chaac were 
placed in strategic points along the walls. General Electric was given the commission for a 
modern system of lighting, modeled after New York’s Radio City Music Hall. When the 
interiors were finished, and following the tradition that Vasconcelos had inaugurated in the 
1920s, Mexico’s “Three Giants,”—Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco and David Alfaro 
Siqueiros—were each given a space on the walls of the second floor to paint murals depicting 
the usual scenes: class struggle, international communism, the evils of wars and capitalism.65 
The painter Dr. Atl was also asked to design a landscape of the valley of Mexico, which was 
then made into a glass curtain in the Tiffany Studios in New York, and sent back to Mexico. In 
sum, Mariscal put together an architectonic hymn to modernism and the ideology of the 
Mexican Revolution. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
65 Rivera reproduced in the Palacio de Bellas Artes the mural he made for Rockefeller Center in 
New York, which had been destroyed only a few months earlier for its political content (it 
included a portrait of Lenin). 
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The Palacio de Bellas Artes has, in successive decades, been described as a horrid 
collage, a mausoleum, and a even a wedding cake. In her 1932 tourist guide to Mexico City, 
Your Mexican Holiday, Anita Brenner refers to it in these terms: “The most pretentious 
building of all is an enormous white marble Italianesque palace planned as a National Theater; 
it has required gargantuan injections of re-inforced concrete to keep it from cracking in two or 
settling permanently at a weird angle” (47). In the 1950s, the Mexican-born, New York-based 
dancer and choreographer José Limón, who during a few months was invited to Bellas Artes as 
resident choreographer, described the building in his autobiography as “monstrous and 
fascinating,” and said it was “possibly the ugliest thing I was to see in Mexico” (127). More 
than anything, perhaps, the Palacio de Bellas Artes is a three-dimensional archive that gives 
testimony of the tensions and changes that architecture in the city witnessed between the 
Porfiriato and the institutionalization of the Revolution. In its many layers can be read the 
changing ideologies and governmental programs of a Mexican modernism. 
 
 
VII. Translation After the Revolution: the “Clásicos Verdes” and the First 
Post- Revolutionary Magazines 
 
As minister of education, Vasconcelos had three main goals: building schools, creating new 
libraries and developing the fine arts. He also saw two fundamental problems to be handled: 
the lack of integration of the Mexican indigenous population to the rest of society, and the 
overwhelming percentage of the illiterate population (Vasconcelos 1938: 35-36).66 To fulfill 
part of his new educational agenda, Vasconcelos became invested in designing a monumental 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
66 80% of Mexicans were illiterate in 1920 (ibe.unesco.org) 
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government project for the translation of the classics. Between 1921 and 1924, Vasconcelos 
created a printing press and a publishing house within the National University and he himself 
oversaw the translation and publication of thousands of copies of works by Homer, Euripides, 
Plato, Dante, Goethe, Rolland, Tolstoy, Tagore, Shaw, among others.67 As Vasconcelos 
explains: 
En un país rico en cultura, en Inglaterra, en Alemania o en Francia, si el gobierno se 
propone abrir bibliotecas, no tiene más que hacer que comprar libros y preparar los 
edificios; pero nosotros tenemos, además, que hacer los libros. Tenemos que hacerlos 
porque no hay suficientes libros escritos en nuestra lengua, y no todos los libros 
principales de otros idiomas han sido traducidos al nuestro. No hay libro importante en 
el mundo que no haya sido traducido al inglés o al francés. Por otra parte, los 
traductores al español trabajan tan despacio, que es necesario que el gobierno, mediante 
sus instituciones culturales, colabore con la iniciativa privada y emprenda la tarea de 
traducir todo lo de valor cultural a nuestro hermoso y exacto, pero pobre idioma. 
[In a country rich in culture –in England, Germany or in France– if the government 
decides to open new libraries, they do not have to do anything but to buy books and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
67 As Vasconcelos writes in El Desastre: “aparecieron por toda la República los primeros 
ejemplares, en pasta verde, de Homero, Esquilo, Eurípides, Platón, Dante, Goethe, etc.; no 
llegué, ni con mucho, a los cien clásicos, sino apenas a diecisiete ediciones de más de 
veinticinco mil volúmenes la mayor parte de ellas: y de los libreros españoles solo obtuve cien 
mil Quijotes en edición económica para todas las escuelas y veinte mil diccionarios de la 
lengua. Y se construyeron edificios especiales para bibliotecas en algunos casos, y en otros se 
adaptaron viejas casas.” [Throughout the Republic appeared the first volumes, in green 
hardcovers, of Homer, Aeschylus, Euripides, Plato, Dante, Goethe, etc. I did not manage to 
even come near the one hundred classics, and only published seventeen of them, each in a print 
run of more that 25 thousand copies. And from the Spanish booksellers I obtained 100 
thousand Quixotes, in cheap editions for the schools, as well as 20 thousand Spanish 
dictionaries. And in some cases special buildings were constructed, for the new books, and in 




prepare the buildings; but we have, also, to make the books. We have to make them 
because there are not enough books in our language, and not all the principle works in 
other languages have been translated into ours. There is no important book in the 
world that has not been translated into English or French. On the other hand, 
translators in Spanish work so slowly that it is necessary that the government, through 
its cultural institutions, collaborate with the private sector and together they take on the 
task of translating everything that is of cultural value into our beautiful, exact, but poor 
language.] (qtd. in Pugh 40-41) 
The “clásicos verdes,” or “green classics,” as they are still known today because of 
their characteristic green hardcovers, were destined for the uneducated masses, and cost one 
peso. Their existence, as Vasconcelos saw it, was meant to make up for years of educational 
backwardness, and to enlighten the pueblo. No matter that most people could not read: they 
had to start somewhere, he argued, and this somewhere could be “los clásicos.” Vasconcelos 
wanted to translate “everything that is of cultural value” into Spanish, which he describes as a 
“beautiful, exact, but poor language.” This “poverty” came from the fact, as he says, that there 
were still not enough books translated into Spanish, not a large or deep enough literary 
tradition. Like his modernista predecessors, who saw themselves as living in a kind of cultural 
vacuum and responded to it by affiliating themselves with their European contemporaries, 
Vasconcelos saw, beyond the educated class, the even vaster cultural vacuum in which the 
largely illiterate Mexican population lived. He designed a remedial strategy: “Lo que este país 
necesita es ponerse a leer La Iliada. Voy a repartir cien mil homeros en las escuelas nacionales 
y en las bibliotecas que vamos a instalar” [What this country needs is to read The Illiad. I will 
distribute a hundred thousand Homers in the public schools and in the libraries we are going to 
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set up] (El desastre 46). 
Beyond their status as classics, the exact criteria behind his choice of “clásicos” is 
unclear, but his bias in favor of Greek and Roman classics, can perhaps be traced back to his 
formative years as a young Ateneista with Alfonso Reyes, as discussed earlier in this chapter. 
Like Reyes, Vasconcelos was mostly absent from Mexico City during the years of the 
Revolution.68 During Victoriano Huerta’s dictatorship between 1913 and 1914, Vasconcelos 
lived in exile in the United States. He returned to Mexico only for a brief period at the 
beginning of Venustiano Carranza’s administration, only to run to exile again. Vasconcelos 
returned more permanently to Mexico in 1920, when he was appointed Director of the 
Universidad Nacional, and, in 1921, the Minister of Education under Álvaro Obregón. It was 
until the 1920s that the Ateneo’s projects were taken up again, even if the group itself had 
dissolved. Now, after the Revolution and marked by its ideological principles, their translation 
practices were directed less at procuring books and knowledge for the educated circles, and 
more focused on educating “the masses.”69 It is within this context that Vasconcelos carried 
forth his “clásicos verdes” project. 
Vaconcelos’s “clásicos verdes” project was received with harsh criticism from both 
liberals and conservatives (Vasconcelos, El desastre 38). He was furthermore not able to even 
get close to his ambitious goal of 100 classics. But the endeavor was noteworthy from the 
viewpoint of a pedagogical strategy. However, from the viewpoint of literary translation, it can 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
68 These years are documented in his other autobiographical volume, La Tormenta (1936). 
 
69 The social commitments of the ateneistas were, nonetheless, already present in the origins of 
the group. The Sociedad de Conferencias, out of which sprang the Ateneo, held public 
conferences about literature and history for people in the “barrios burgueses” (Reyes 210), and 
later became part of the Universidad Popular (1912), which was formed by a group of students 
who went out to the popular, lower-class neighborhoods to teach those who did not have the 




be said that his project treated translation as a burdensome but necessary means to a higher end: 
educating an illiterate nation. Translation was not conceived here as worthy in its own right, or a 
professional practice with a clear set of theoretical insights and regulated guidelines. 
Vasconcelos was certainly not interested in translation as a form of experimentation, as were the 
members of the generations that preceded and followed. His clásicos verdes were, in many 
ways, like the governmental buildings and public works he commissioned: ideologically-driven, 
monumental in scale, and ultimately—pedagogical.70  
 The institution of a democratically elected revolutionary government and the beginning 
of a greater stability in Mexico City, marked the beginning of a much greater diversity of forms 
and registers in the publishing world. Literary translation in the later 1920s in Mexico left the 
confines of pedagogical hardcovers and became more widely dispersed and disseminated 
through a ampler range of publications. The journals that published literary translations were 
usually edited by and for a small Mexican elite, but there were a few others that intended for the 
working classes, such as El Machete (1924-37). The Union of Technical Workers, Painters and 
Sculptors launched El Machete, a “periódico obrero and campesino” (a newspaper for workers 
and peasants), and it was edited for some time by Xavier Guerrero, David Alfaro Siqueiros and 
Diego Rivera. 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
70 While José Vasconcelos carried forth his program for the translation and publication of 
classics for the education of the “masses,” his former Ateneo fellow, Alfonso Reyes, engaged in 
very different translation projects. The way Reyes conceived the incorporation of foreign 
literatures into the Mexican literary sphere went well beyond the nationalist-imbued ideology of 
“educating the masses,” but was also not limited to the cosmopolitization of the lettered class. 
Alfonso Reyes’s endeavors after the Revolution were more focused on the spaces offered by 
literary journals. But his translations also differed from those of the modernista journals before 
the Revolution: not only did he devote less translations to French symbolist poetry and started to 
consistently include contemporary literature in English, but his translations were also backed by 






Figure 1.19. Tina Modotti, Campesinos leyendo el Machete, 1929 
 
Initially, its editors were influenced by their ateneista predecessors, but in 1925 
departed from them and became the official organ of the Mexican Communist Party. 
Translation as such was not given attention (all translations are uncredited, as are many of the 
articles), but it was no doubt a journal in which translations appeared regularly. Among its 
early foreign contributors were the German Adolf Goldschmidt and the American Bertram D. 
Woolfe, who had been involved in founding the Mexican Communist Party. There was also the 
Italian photographer Tina Modotti, who took pictures of worker’s parades and demonstrations 
for El Machete, and the French artist Jean Charlot contributed with graphic design. El Machete 
published texts about workers’ issues, both national and international. In the first issue of El 
Machete, in fact, featured a translation. The headline read “La internacional. Himno de los 
trabajadores de todo el mundo” [The Internationale. Hymn of Workers Around the World], 
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Figure 1.20. El Machete, issue No 1, June 1924 
 
Other relevant examples of internationalist journals in this period were the bilingual 
magazine Mexican Folkways, edited by the American Frances Toor and Jean Charlot (1925-
1937), which will be discussed in chapter II, and the magazine !30-30! Órgano de Pintores de 
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México, published between 1928 and 1930 by the group of painters associated with the 
Escuelas de Pintores al Aire Libre.71 Outside of Mexico City, in Jalapa, Veracruz, the 
Estridentista group, led by Manuel Maples Arce and later Fermín Revueltas, published a 
manifesto in 1921 inspired by Marinetti. This later turned into a magazine, the futurist-dadaist 
Actual, which lasted until 1922. 
 
 
Figure 1.21. Irradiador 1, 1923 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
71 A series of art schools in Mexico City, though founded in 1913 by Alfredo Ramos Martínez, 
were re-inaugurated formally and began opperating in 1925, which sought to provide education 
in painting and fine arts in non institutional contexts, and to a population regularly deprived of 
instruction in the fine arts. For a detailed study of the Escuelas, see González, Escuelas De 




 Later, in 1923, the Estridentistas published Irradiador, a journal with cubist and futurist 
dispositions, which was radically modern in its choice of typography and general layout, 
followed by Horizonte, between 1926 and 1927. The editors of Irradiador had also devised a 
modern form of international distribution for their journal: it was available in Mexico City, 
Havana and New York through a distributor, defined itself as a “Proyector internacional de la 
nueva estética” [International Projector of the new aesthetics].72 Irradiador, however, was 
short- lived, publishing only three issues in 1923, so it is difficult to say what their involvement 
with translation might have been had the Estridentistas continued to publish it.73  
 
 
VIII. Conclusions: Towards a New Internationalism in Literature and Architecture 
 
While in the Porfiriato national architecture had sought and achieved certain uniformity and, 
in line with the government’s ideas of progress and modernity, established neoclassicism as 
the official language of construction, Mexican architecture of the 1920s was less successful—
and possibly for the better—in establishing one specific national architecture and synthesizing 
its past and present into a single style or single language. During the process of reconstruction 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
72 In Mexico City, the magazine was distributed by the Liberia César Cicerón, in Agenda 
Madero 56. In the interior back cover in issues 2 and 3, a text also announces that the magazine 
was available through Mr. RC Burns, an American agent in Mexico City: “Ward Line—New 
York and Cuba Mail Steamship Company—Weekly Express Service (…) Between Tampico, 
Veracruz, Progreso, Habana, and New York—R-C. Burns General Mexican Agent. Cinco de 
Mayo 16.-Mexico City.” 
 
73 The only translation that appears is in the third issue, and it is a text about synesthesia, by the 
obscure French Dadaist and psychiatrist Émile Malespine (Irradiador 3, 1923).  
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in Mexico City in the early 1920s, there was not a general consensus about what the ‘new’ 
city should look like vis-à-vis the revolutionary government’s ideological and pragmatic 
objectives, but architecture and urban planning were primarily concerned with finding a 
modern and truly Mexican, truly national style, which either incorporated motifs from its 
precolonial roots, or hinged on its colonial, mestizo past. In each period—before and after the 
Revolution—different pasts were being translated or carried over, but in both periods the 
government was looking for an architectural language that congealed a specific idea of 
modern Mexico. In the former case, Paris was the ideal after which Mexico City was to be 
modeled, with its grand new boulevard, Paseo de la Reforma, its opulent Teatro Nacional, its 
neoclassical mansions. And the Mexican indio? Sweep him under the rug! And the mestizo? 
Hide him in the servant’s quarters! In the latter case, after the Revolution, official architecture 
looked less toward the outside and more toward the Mexican past, and sought to cater to the 
needs of the larger population, as well as to include the culture of the previously ignored 
majority into the very language of the new architecture. And the Mexican indio? Paint him on 
the wall! And the mestizo? Let him join a union, after he builds the wall! 
But the Revolution did not only bring about a different way of incorporating the 
“pueblo” into modernity, and the concomitant development of a modernism that aestheticized 
the Indian’s entry into official history. It also brought a different relationship to the idea of 
internationalism and Mexico’s relationship to the foreign. Modernism in the post-revolutionary 
period—in literature and architecture alike—was perhaps no longer seen as something external 
that was being imported. Therefore, in the context of Mexico’s new and fierce revolutionary 
nationalism, modernism was also not in opposition to sovereignty or self-determination. If in 
the Porfiriato modernismo had primarily followed the footsteps of French intellectual and 
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literary history in search for cosmopolitanism—to a sense of belonging to the center of cultural 
power—in the post-Revolution years the center of prestige and literary power became more 
fragmented and dispersed, and thus ensued a literary tradition that was ultimately more 
international or universal. Perhaps modernismo is to cosmopolitanism what modernism is to 
internationalism. To be modern was to belong to an international modernism, a movement that 
was as universal as it was local. 
This trend continued and developed in both architecture and literature. As the architect 
Juan O’Gorman stated in a talk in 1933, “Architecture will have to become international, for 
the simple reason that man is more and more universal” (62). By the mid-to-late 1920s, a new 
generation of architects begun to have an active practice in Mexico. Diverse in their 
principles, ideas and styles, they moved away from a search for the past, and into a more 
multifaceted and pragmatic search for modernity, and their work allowed a wider range of 
interpretations of what international modernism was and what Mexico’s place in it could be. 
There were architects affiliated with a particular form of art deco that adopted some 
neocolonial motifs (such as Juan Segura); others built streamline modern cinemas all over the 
city (Serrano); others still adhered to a combination of rationalism with neo-prehispanic 
motifs (such as Manuel Amabilis); and there were, of course, many others who passionately 
espoused international modernism and functionalism (such as José Villagrán, and later, Juan 
O’Gorman, Juan Legarreta, Álvaro Aburto and Enrique Yáñez).74 Mexican functionalists 
looked directly at its present, a present that was in synchronicity with other cities in the world. 
It was with the advent of rationalism and functionalism, and to a degree art deco too, that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
74 Following the accepted notion of architecture of the Porfiriato (1876-1911), some 
architectural historians, such as Fernanda Canales, divides the 1920s-1940s in presidential 
administrations: Obregonismo (1921-1924), Maximato (1928-1934), Cardenismo (1934-1940) 
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Mexican architecture freed itself from the bounds of historical revivals—or translating the 
past, be it in the form of the European neoclassical, neocolonial or neo pre-Hispanic—or 
found a way to integrate them the two things without having to subscribe to a particular form 
or style, and thus plunged into a larger, if more chaotic modernity. I will be discussing a 
number of these architects, with particular emphasis on O’Gorman’s functionalist houses, 
Francisco Serrano’s streamline modern cinemas, and Segura’s high-rise apartment buildings, 
in chapters III, IV and V respectively. 
In the literary sphere, indeed, a number of translation or bilingual journals appeared. 
Unlike the Estridentista journals, some these were more focused on literary translation and had 
a clearly internationalist agenda. Such is the case of the magazines Ulises and 
Contemporáneos, directed by poets such as Salvador Novo, Xavier Villaurrutia, Jorge Cuesta 
and Gilberto Owen.75 Echoing O’Gorman’s words, the poet and critic Xavier Villaurrutia, one 
of the central figures in the magazines Ulises and Contemporáneos, stated in an interview in 
the 1930s: “Nuestra misión más importante fue la de poner en contacto, en circulación, a 
México con lo universal. Tratamos de dar a conocer las manifestaciones contemporáneas del 
arte; de abrir camino por el conocimiento de las literaturas extranjeras…” [Our most 
important mission was to put Mexico and the universal in contact, in circulation. We tried to 
make contemporary manifestations of art widely known; we tried to open the door to 
knowledge of foreign literatures…] (xxvii). Both Ulises and Contemporáneos were journals 
that championed modernist translation and eventually engaged in more professionalized 
literary translation practices, featuring translations of their contemporary modernists writing in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
75 As Ruben Gallo points out, this group of poets did not think much of the Estridentistas. Even 
though they initially shared some passions and concerns, they “dismissed [the Estridentistas’] 
poetic experiments as unsophisticated and somewhat juvenile” (Freud’s Mexico 29). 
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English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, among other languages, as well as articles about 
the practice of translation. These two journals will be discussed at length in chapters II and V, 
respectively. 
The stylistic choices in architecture and literary translation in the period before and 
after the Mexican Revolution show how ideology behind those choices changed over the 
years: from a desire to emulate European models to one centered on congealing a 
characteristically “Mexican” national identity, responding to social transformations brought 
about by the Revolution. This later ones, as a result of the Revolution, moreover, sought to 
articulate a vision of modernity of which the Mexican “masses” were not excluded. The many 
layerings of the Palacio de Bellas Artes, the translations and publications in the Revista 
Moderna de México, M.N. Roy’s translations for El Pueblo and his later collaborations in El 
Heraldo centered on the Monroe Doctrine, Vasconcelos’s project with the “clásicos verdes” 
and the murals he commissioned for the revolutionary governments first buildings, as well as 
the magazines that were published in  the first years after the Revolution, disparate as they are 
as objects and spaces, have one important thing in common: they are all early manifestations 
of a cityscape and a literary culture translating foreign sources and carrying the past—or 
various pasts—over to the present in order to articulate a new Mexican modernity. They are 
also the foundational translation spaces of an ampler, more fragmented, transnational 
modernity. What ensued from these early literary and architectonic translation practices is the 




















I. Invisible City: Rooftops in the History of Mexican Architecture 
 
Mexico City rooftops—azoteas—are usually flat. A parapet wall encloses the roof area, 
creating a kind of open-air patio, less visible to neighbors than the common interior patios of 
colonial and neocolonial buildings, and not easily accessed by visitors.  
The rapidly expanding city of the 1920s housed its working classes either in these 
small rooftop rooms or cuartos de azotea, or in the vecindades, Mexico’s version of tenement 
buildings, where the urban lumpen were crammed into small rooms that surrounded a common 
patio. Brought to Mexico during the Conquest in the sixteenth century, but transformed into the 
sort of living quarters we know today during the mid nineteenth century, the vecindades were 
the typical living quarters for working-class families (Rebolledo 6), while the cuartos de 
azotea were rooms where the servants of the higher classes lived. The difference between the 
two dwellings  is of degree and not of kind: while the former were occupied by maids and 
servants, usually migrants from the provinces, the latter were occupied by other members of 
the working classes: factory workers, builders, street-vendors—people whose work did not 
provide room and board, as did working as a servant for a family. 
Both in scholarly literature and in fiction alike, vecindades have been studied, 
surveyed, portrayed, theorized, and even romanticized and folkloricized. The vecindades in 
1920s Mexico City became a sort of safari-destination for the illustrated middle classes, who 
viewed them with voyeuristic curiosity. Novelists such as Guillermo Prieto and Carlos 
González Peña wrote about them, photographers such as Edward Weston, Hugo Brehme and 
Henri Cartier- Bresson photographed them, and for a while in the 1910s the painter José 





Figure 2.1. Edward Weston, Desde la azotea, 1924 
 
 




Later, in the Época de Oro of Mexican cinema (c 1936-1965), countless films were set 
in or featured vencindades—among them Luis Buñuel’s Los olividados (1950).76 During that 
same period, iconic figures of the vecindades emerged, such as La familia Burrón, Gabriel 
Vargas’ comic strip about a family who lived in a vecindad in the Callejón del Cuajo. Much 
later, in the 1970s, one of Mexico’s most long-lived TV programs, El Chavo del Ocho, was 
famously set in a vecindad.77  
 In comparison, rooftop rooms have had a more discreet presence in Mexico City’s 
literary and visual culture and, while they are not totally absent form popular and highbrow 
culture, they are certainly more difficult to come by. There is, for example, Alejandro 
Galindo’s Cuarto contra el mundo (1949), a film noir about a group of bandits that barricade 
themselves in a cuarto de azotea. Other rooftop exceptions include twentieth-century classics: 
Aura, by Carlos Fuentes, whose narrator lives in a cuarto de azotea; and of course, Roberto 
Bolaño’s Los detectives salvajes, in which the narrator’s friend, the poeta real viceralista Piel 
Divina, lives, and where many of the novel’s scenes take place. Comparatively, too, little 
scholarly attention has been paid to the rooftop habitation. Their liminality has perhaps made 
them less visible to scholarly scrutiny: the cuarto de azotea is not only less visible than the 
vecindad architecturally speaking, because of its location and height, but also more ambiguous 
socially and culturally, as rooftop rooms belonged to middle and upper-class houses and 
buildings, but were occupied by the lower class. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
76 Numerous studies have been written on the history of the vecindad. See, for recent examples: 
Melé 45-49; Tenorio Trillo, I Speak of the City 64-76; Piccato 59-63. 
 
77 For a longer list, in I Speak of the City Mauricio Tenorio Trillo surveys novels, movies, 
photographs and paintings of vecindades (67-74). 
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During the early 1920s, however, azoteas began to be appropriated by members of the 
middle-class intelligentsia.78 All over downtown Mexico City—which the middle and upper 
classes had begun to abandon in order to move to wealthier, more modern colonias nearby— 
artists, writers and intellectuals began to rent or simply occupy small rooftop rooms. Some 
known ‘trespassers’—in the sense that they crossed the boundary of rigid social class 
demarcations and occupied the space of the lower-classes—of the 1920s Mexican rooftops are 
the American anthropologist and editor Frances Toor, the Italian photographer Tina Modotti, 
the American photographer Edward Weston, the Mexican painter Dr. Atl, the painter, poet and 
model Nahui Olin, the Mexican muralist and painter Roberto Montenegro, the Mexican poets 
Xavier Villaurrutia and Salvador Novo, and the painter Joaquín Clausell.79  
What was it about rooftops that made them so attractive to the young national and 
international modernist intelligentsia? Were these bohemian “rooftop-dwellers merely “ur- 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
78 One of the first recorded occupants of a cuarto de azotea in fact arrived long before the trend 
settled in. Alfonso Reyes lived and worked in a rooftop room in 1908 (Reyes, La Experiencia 
Literaria 117). From there he wrote one the earliest ‘panoramic’ portraits of the city seen from 
an azotea: “Come Sundays, and the high windows, what with the red light that they reflect, look 
like entrances to burning furnaces; just when the sun becomes more endurable and drags its 
horizontal rays across the city, the people of Mexico appear on the rooftops and give themselves 
to contemplating the streets, to looking up at the sky, to spying on the neighboring houses, to 
not doing anything (…) it is then when the bored emerge to the rooftops, men who spend long 
hours reclined on parapets, looking at a tiny figure that moves around in another rooftop, on the 
horizon, as far as sight can carry. Other times it is groups of young men who improvise 
platforms upon the irregular surfaces of the rooftop and talk and laugh with sonorous cries, 
feeling perhaps, at this height, somewhat liberated from the burdensome human environment, 
and whose demeanor is tinged with familiarity by their moving around in shirtsleeves –as on a 
rooftop no one is ashamed of exhibiting themselves dressed like this.” (“Lo que hacía la gente” 
164) 
 
79 Clausell will not be discussed here for lack of space, but according to Juan O’Gorman in 
his autobiography, in 1924 Clausell lived in the casa de los Condes de Santiago de Calimaya, 
today the Museo de la Ciudad de México. He used that room as a studio to paint in, and 





hipsters” or antediluvian beatniks allured by the aesthetics of self-induced poverty? Or did 
the appeal of the almost invisible “upstairs” and the appropriation of azoteas by the middle-
class have deeper social causes and consequences? One relevant question in this respect is if 
appropriating a space such as a rooftop room not only modifies the use value of the space 
itself, but can also imply a change in the symbolic value of the surrounding space, which is 
seen from such rooftop. Does a rooftop studio used as a place from which to take 
photographs of the cityscape or within which people are photographed become itself a space 
of and for spatial representation, with an added or symbolic value beyond its use value? 
The purpose of this chapter is to chart a series of cuartos de azotea in or near 
downtown Mexico City, in which writers, painters, photographers, translators, and editors 
lived and worked. But beyond charting a ‘map’ of cuartos de azotea, the key question is 
whether a relation can be traced between these dwelling and/or work spaces understood as 
translation spaces, and the work that was produced in them. How does a photograph of or from 
a rooftop modify in any way the experience of such rooftop or the space seen from it? Does 
the event of taking the photograph leave a ‘trace’ in the space, such that our subsequent 
experience of it is mediated by having seen its previous representation in a material format? 
But beyond those questions, I am interested in discussing how these more informal living and 
working spaces might fit in to the wider map of Mexican modernism. 
 
 
II. Uruguay 170 and 5 De Febrero 18: Dr. Atl and Nahui Ollin 
 
Some of the most intriguing rooftop images of the early 1920s are anonymous and were taken 
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in the former convent La Merced, when Dr. Atl moved into its rooftop room in 1920. In a 
picture of him sitting on the border of the rooftop, legs dangling in the heights, we can see his 
cuarto de azotea at the back, with its tinaco or water tank on top. Beyond the room, to the left, 
we see a series of church cupolas—the highest structures in the Mexico City of the early 
1920s. Dr. Atl is better known for his work as a landscape painter who portrayed the horizons 
of the valley of Mexico. In earlier days, however, Dr. Atl was also heavily invested in 
revolutionary politics, and among other things had recruited men to fight in the Batallones 
Rojos—troops formed of workers which supported the constitutionalist government during the 
Mexican Revolution (1910- 1920). He later served President Carranza in his unsuccessful 
struggle against Alvaro Obregón. As he recalls in his autobiographical novel Gentes profanas 
en el convento, when Carranza was killed in 1920, Dr. Atl was imprisoned briefly, but 
managed to escape and hide, living as a homeless man in the streets of Mexico City’s 
downtown neighborhood La Merced, barely surviving on rotten fruit, which the gangs of street 
children had taught him to find and pick.80  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
80 Gentes profanes en el convent, though set in the 1910s and 1920s, was published in 1950, 




Figure 2. 3 Dr. Atl in the azotea of the ex-convent of La Merced, anon., ca. 1922  
 
The story of how Dr. Atl finally arrived at La Merced is narrated vividly in his Gentes 
profanas. Apparently, one day, while he was loitering on a street corner, a man recognized him 
and asked him if he was the same person who, a decade earlier, had recruited him to fight in 
the Revolution. Dr. Atl confirmed. The man, who later introduced himself as Ángel, put 
himself at his service, saying that he was forever in debt to Dr. Atl for having given him the 
opportunity to fight for his country. Dr. Atl, who could barely walk by then, worn down as he 
was from fatigue and starvation, asked him if he could find him food and a place to stay. It just 
so happened that Ángel was the portero, or doorman, of the half-abandoned La Merced. He 
told him that there were plenty of rooms in the former convent for him to choose from. Ángel 
suggested the rooftop. The rest of the rooms, he told him, were haunted by the fearsome ghosts 
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of monks. (Ángel and his family lived in the room closest to the front door, on the ground 
floor, precisely for fear of these ghosts.) 
Among the recollections that Dr. Atl describes in detail in his Gentes profanas, is his 
first rooftop bath, after months of not having cleaned himself: 
—¿Qué no hay aquí dónde bañarse? … 
—Señor aquí no hay más que un gran depósito de agua que está ahí, al ras de la 
azotea... Yo no esperé más. En un impulso instintivo me separé de mi guardián y me 
dirigí a una pila cuadrada llena de agua, y rápidamente empecé a despojarme de mis 
pobres prendas. 
—¡No, no!, gritó, ¡ese es el tinaco que surte de agua a todo el vecindario! … 
Toda esta maniobra, que había durado bastante tiempo, atrajo las miradas de las gentes 
que vivían en las casas de los alrededores de la azotea, y algunas mujeres me 
empezaron a lanzar injurias. 
¡Cochino!, gritaban. ¿Cómo vamos a beber esa agua llena de mugre? ¡Inmoral! 
¿Yo inmoral? ¿Cómo puede ser inmoral un esqueleto que exhibe su osamenta en la 
azotea de un convento bajo la luz del sol? 
[— Isn’t there a place to have a bath here? … 
— Sir, there’s nothing here but the big water depository, which is over there, on the 
edge of the rooftop… 
I waited no longer. In an instinctive impulse I parted from my guardian and walked 
toward a square tank filled with water, and quickly started to strip myself from my 
poor vestments. 
—No! he shouted. That’s the cistern that supplies water to the entire neighborhood! … 
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That whole maneuver, which had lasted a good amount of time, caught the attention of 
the people that lived in the houses around the rooftop, and some women started to 
direct insults at me. 
Pig! They called out. How are we to drink now from that filthy water? Pervert! 
Me, a pervert? What could be immoral in a skeleton that exhibits its bones in the 
rooftop of a convent, under the light of the sun?] 26 
Atl is the Nahuatl word for “water,” but Dr. Atl’s real name was Gerardo Murillo. 
He gave himself the name “Atl” in 1902, while living in Paris. The prominent Argentinean 
writer Leopoldo Lugones—the same one to whose wife Rubén Darío dedicated the poem 
“Epístola …”—suggested he precede it with the title “Doctor” (Roura 16). This peculiar 
form of linguistic transvestism—replacing a Spanish name with a name in Nahuatl—could 
be seen either as a pretentious affirmation of peculiarity or as a playful slap in the face of 
part of the Mexican elite, which treated Mexico’s indigenous past (and present) with either 
contempt and shame or paternalistic inclusion. It was, however, as discussed in the previous 
chapter, not at all rare within the bohemia and intellectual world to reach back into 
Mexico’s pre-Hispanic past in order to affirm a new national identity, and to dress things 
with elements of indigenous Mexico—be it with murals in the walls of new governmental 
buildings, or, in this case, with an alias. 
Dr. Atl, no doubt, belonged to that part of the bohemia and intellectual elite that was 
committed to bringing the Mexican Indio into visibility, and to producing a space for the 
circulation of Mexican popular arts and crafts in urban centers. Dr. Atl was not in good terms 
with President Álvaro Obregón, as he had fought on the side of Venustiano Carranza against 
him, so he did not initially participate in the official governmental cultural endeavors, such as 
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the murals in the Ministry of Education or the Preparatoria Nacional. However, while living in 
La Merced, and with personal support from the then Minister of Finance, his childhood friend 
Alberto Pani, Dr. Atl published the book Las artes populares en México (1922)—a catalogue 
of work crafted by members of the indigenous population. In his introductory note, Dr. Atl 
argues that indigenous craftsmanship is unjustly misunderstood and ignored, and that its 
quality and beauty have to be re-evaluated and more widely incorporated into Mexican culture 
(11-12). Las artes populares en México is a catalogue of examples of indigenous crafts, from 
pottery, to textile and architecture. In this book, moreover, he presents himself as a kind of 
mediator or bridge between Mexican Indios and the urban Mexican elite (which would 
presumably be the one to read his book). He writes: 
Yo me he pasado muchos días entre grupos de industriosos indígenas en Puebla, en el 
Estado de México, en Oaxaca, y he admirado la paciencia con que preparan las 
materias primas para sus trabajos, el método con que los llevan a cabo, el cariño con 
que decoran un cacharro y la habilidad con que tejen un sarape. 
[I have spent many days among groups of industrious Indians in Puebla, in the Estado 
de México, in Oaxaca, and I have admired the patience with which they prepare the raw 
material for their work, the love they put into decorating pots and pans, and the ability 
with which they knit a sarape.] (16) 
Dr. Atl thus presents himself as someone who has traveled the entire country, and has 
lived among the Indios long enough to be able to appreciate and explain their work to others. 
He, in other words, was suited and equipped to be their translator. Tucked away in his cuarto 
de azotea, in that space neither inside nor outside the city, he took on the task of presenting and 
cataloguing seventy four objects, all fine examples of traditional Mexican craftsmanship. 
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Another noteworthy book, again commissioned to Dr. Atl by Pani, while the former 
was still living in La Merced, is the first volume of Iglesias de México: cúpulas (1924), an 
architectural inventory and study of colonial church cupolas in Mexico City and neighboring 
cities, such as Puebla, Cholula and Querétaro. 81 The book is illustrated and written by Dr. Atl, 
and also includes photographs by the architectural photographer, Guillermo Kahlo (better 
known for being Frida Kahlo’s father) many of them taken from church rooftops and possibly 
bell towers.82  “The cupola,” as the legend written by Dr. Atl and placed under the red stencil 
at the center of the book interior cover states, “is a spatial synthesis. She represents, in Mexico, 
the optimum and maximum architectonic expression.”83  
Iglesias de México, perhaps, bears a more evident relationship to the space in which he 
was living than Las artes populares. From his azotea, the monotony of the rather low and flat 
cityscape around him was interrupted only by successive church cupolas, as can be seen in the 
picture of Atl sitting on the inner border of his rooftop. It was perhaps looking at the city from 
his rooftop that he came up with the idea of dedicating an entire book to just surveying and 
studying church cupolas.84  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
81 There were another five volumes of Iglesias de México, published in successive years until 
1927, dealing with other components of churches. 
 
82 See, for example 14-15; 25; 37-87 
 
83 It was also during these years that Dr. Atl painted his only (surviving) mural of this kind— 
representing an architectonic rather than natural landscape—in the Castillo de Chapultepec, 
representing a kind of “idealized” view of Puebla’s church cupolas. 
 
84 The book was a commission of his friend, the engineer Alberto Pani, who was then the 
Minister of Finance and Public Credit, but the choice of beginning the series of volumes with 
cupolas was not Pani’s idea, whose commission simply entailed an inventory of churches 








Figure 2.5. Guillermo Kahlo, Cúpula de la iglesia de Belem, Iglesias de México 67, 1924 
 
 It is safe to conclude, perhaps, that Dr. Atl dedicated his time spent in the azotea of the 
ex convento de La Merced to two fundamental things: cupolas and copulation. For the latter 
was indeed a large part of his life during this rooftop period. In those same years, the poet, 
model, and painter Nahui Ollin (sometimes spelt Olin) moved in with Dr. Atl, while still 
married to another man. They had a short but passionate love affair. As he recounts in his 
autobiographical novel, she spent the days with him painting, writing and sunbathing naked in 
their azotea, to the consternation and repugnance of the same ladies that had called the then 
skeletal Dr. Atl a cochino inmoral (immoral pig). It seems that the perverted, the immoral, 
however, was precisely what the rooftop or azotea offered its inhabitants. 
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 In another anonymous photograph, Dr. Atl reads the newspaper and Nahui Ollin stands 
in the threshold of their rooftop room, the age difference between them flagrant. She is wearing 
an almost infantile white dress, but dark high-heeled shoes and dark tights. Their modest but to 
a degree fashionable appearance contrasts with the ruinous surroundings: the uneven brick 
floor, the frail ladder, the mossy walls, the broken windows. 
 
 




Nahui and Dr. Atl had met in a dinner party, when she was still married to the painter 
Manuel Rodríguez Lozano, whom she repeatedly accused of homosexuality during their 
marriage, and with whom she had a child in France, who died in early infancy. She left 
Rodriguez Lozano to live with Dr. Atl in La Merced, causing a public scandal second in 
rumpus only to the scandal caused by their separation, two years later, which included loud 
public screaming, buckets of cold water thrown at each other, death threats, and defamatory 
pamphlets pasted on the doors of the ex-convent (Dr. Atl, Gentes profanas 120-21). 
Nahui Olin’s real name was Carmen Mondragón and it was Dr Atl who re-christened 
her with that Nahuatl alias. “Nahui” stands for “four” in the Aztec calendar, and “Olin” is 
related to movement, elasticity, earthquakes. The two words together are a calendrical marker, 
of a day that is symbolic of renovation.85 She came from an upper-class family, and had been 
schooled in France. She wrote in French and her poetry collections and short prose appeared in 
French.86 She in fact published the collection of poems Calinement je suis dedans in 1931. The 
cover features a portrait of Nahui Olin by Dr. Atl, and the book contains a series of poems, 
erotic and naïve, almost childish, written in simple French. One poem, titled “DANS mes bas,” 
playfully refers to both her “lower parts” (“mes bas”) and to her black silk stockings (“des bas/ 
de sois/ en couleur / en noire”)—like the ones she is wearing in the photograph were she stands 
next to Dr. Atl. Nahui Olin plays further with the meanings of “bas,” signaling the distance 
from which her legs are seen and desired by others through her stockings. The poem ends with 
the lines: “A travers/ la soie/ de mes bas/ ici/ là-bas.” 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
85 See “Nahuatl Dictionary,” University of Oregon. Web. Jan 2015. 
 
86 Her book of poems, Câlinement Je Suis Dedans, appeard in Mexico in 1923, with a 
cover image painted by Dr. Atl. Later, in 1924, her collection A Dix Ans Sur Mon Pupitre, 




DANS mes bas IN my stockings 
 
il y a there is 
une chose one thing 
qui est ma chair that is my skin 
qu’on regarde which is looked at 
en sentant with a feeling 
du plaisir of pleasure 
 
Et ce sont And they are 
des bas stockings 
de soie made of silk 
en couleur the color 
en noir black 
qui ont that have 
une chose one thing 
dedans inside 
qu’on that are 
regarde looked at 
de loin from afar 
de prés from close by 
avec plaisir with pleasure 





il ya there is 
dans mes in my 
bas stockings 
une chose one thing 
qu’on regarde that is looked at 
avec gourmandise with lust 
et quoi qu’on dise and whatever is said 
c’est ma chair it is my skin 
qui se voit that is visible 
 
A TRAVERS THROUGH 
la soie the silk 
de mes bas of my stockings 
ICI HERE 




Figure 2.7. Nahui Olin, Calinement je suis dedans (cover), 1923 
 
Years later, long separated, Dr. Atl would translate some of her poems into Spanish, and 
publish them in Gentes profanas, along with some of her letters addressed to him (87-116). To 
do so, he would invent a rather unlikely story, in which his alter-ego narrator-protagonist 
exhumes a body in the premises of the ex-convent and finds there a series of letters and poems 
from the distant past, which, together, knit a passionate but ultimately sad love story. Those 
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letters and poems are, in fact, letters that he and Nahui Olin exchanged, and poems that she 
wrote in their rooftop in the ex-convent. 
In 1926, after leaving Dr. Atl, Nahui Ollin moved into another cuarto de azotea, in the 
second block of the street Cinco de Febrero, number 18. She lived here until 1932, and paid 
seventy five pesos a month (Rosas Lopátegui and Zurian 606). In her cuarto de azotea she 
was visited by people such as Tina Modotti, Edward Weston, Jean Charlot, and Anita Brenner, 
who wrote about the space in her diaries: 
Nahui vive ahi, tiene una casita tipo español muy pintoresca en la azotea. Flores, un 
loro, perros, gatos, arte y mucho sol … Maravilloso lugar, quizá un poco dulzón. Tina 
se quedó encantada. 
[Nahui lives there, she has a Spanish-type picturesque little house in the rooftop. 
Flowers, a parrot, dogs, cats, art, and a lot of sunlight … a wonderful place, perhaps too 
cute. Tina was enchanted.] (qtd. in Rosas Lopátegui and Zurian 605) 
It was living in this room that she painted some of her more well-known self portraits. 
In these portraits she usually appears naked, sometimes alone and sometimes with a lover, 
always looking at the viewer directly with enormous cat-like eyes, the tangled city bellow her. 
It is interesting that the way Mexico City appears below her could easily be any European city 
and perhaps particularly resembles Paris. But it is very clearly Mexico City. To the left of the 
naked bodies is the Paseo de la Reforma, leading to the Chapultepec Castle, the President’s 





Figure 2.8. Nahui Olin, Nahui Ollin and Matías Santoyo, ca. 1928 
 
More well-known than her self-portraits, however, are the nude photographs that 
Antonio Garduño took of her in the mid-to-late 1920s. There were hundreds of these, and in 
September 1927, Nahui Ollin showed a selection of them in a public exhibition in her new 
cuarto de azotea. Ollin was praised by many and also criticized harshly as a result of this 










Figure 2.10. Antonio Garduño, Desnudo de Nahui Olin, 1927 
 
Nahui Olin and Dr. Atl are an early example of a kind of social and cultural 
transgression. Living in a space designated for servants, their appropriated Nahuatl names, 
their scandalous love affair and days dedicated to painting and writing under the sun was by no 
means acceptable under the code of conduct of the gente decente. This couple of gente 
profana, profane people, as the title of Dr. Atl’s autobiographical novel boasts, was in a way 
the foundational couple of rooftop trend, the perverse Adam and Eve of the azoteas. They were 
among the first in the city to use a rooftop as both an alternative dwelling space and a space for 
creative production that contested the moral standards of the times. The peculiar visibility-
invisibility of the rooftop allowed this: removed from the scrutiny of their own social class, 
they gave an unworried spectacle to the servants of neighboring houses. At a remove from the 
city, they seized the freedom to experiment. Liberated from the life of middle and upper-class 
interiors, with all its codes of conduct and formalities, they gave new names to each other and 
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pushed the limits of morality. 
But Nahui Olin and Dr. Atl also produced work that may be read in the framework of 
the particular space in which it was produced. Dr. Atl dedicated a book to the cupolas of 
churches, which were a key component of his everyday view. It may be said that he translated 
his rooftop view into a catalogue—carrying cupolas over, and into the space of the page, and 
using Guillermo Kahlo’s photographs, also taken from a similar height—so that the cupolas 
could now be seen by others the way he saw them from his azotea. He also produced a 
catalogue, preceded by a passionate presentation text in defense of traditional Mexican 
craftsmanship, serving as a kind of cultural translator within Mexico. In fact, he eventually 
came up with the idea of turning the ex Convento de La Merced, into a space for selling 
traditional arts and crafts (Dr. Atl, Gentes profanas 221-22). He later created the Cooperativa 
de Artes Populares (1928), with the support of the president Emilio Portes Gil, but next 
government withdrew support and the Cooperativa dissolved, leaving many disillusioned 
Indios living temporarily in the ex convent, awaiting to be taken back to their respective 
hometowns (216-222). 
While Dr Atl’s books and catalogues of the period were not at odds with what the state 
sought to project as “Mexican” art and architecture, Nahui Olin’s projects during the same 
period, working on azoteas, were completely outside the margins of what seemed acceptable. 
She wrote erotic poetry in French, she made paintings that incorporated the views of the city 
from her rooftop, with her nude self as the main subject, and she later exhibited Antonio 
Garduño’s photographs in the space of her second cuarto de azotea. This latter work, featuring 
the nudes by Garduño would not have been possible if not in the more informal space of an 
azotea. Used for very different purposes, Dr. Atl’s azotea and Olin’s later one, have one thing 
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in common: they both served as spaces for a kind of cultural production that pushed the limits 




III. Brasil 42: Salvador Novo, Villaurrutia and Ulises. 
 
In a letter dated March 14, 1927, the Contemporáneos poet José Gorostiza writes to fellow poet 
Carlos Pellicer: 
En el edificio de nuestra poesía, [eres] la ventana: la ventana grande que mira al campo 
… Nosotros –tú lo sabes– somos las piezas del interior, Xavier, el comedor. Los demás 
las alcobas. Hasta la última del fondo, que es Jaime Torres Bodet … ¿Salvador Novo? 
La azotea. Los trapos al sol. 
[In the building of our poetry [you are] the window: the large open window that looks 
onto the fields … We are—you know this—the interior rooms, Xavier the dining room. 
The rest, bedrooms. The one at the very back is Jaime Torres Bodet … Salvador Novo? 
The rooftop. Linen out in the open.] (qtd. in Gordon 37-8) 
The expression “trapos al sol,” only half-accurately translatable as “(dirty) linen out in 
the open,” can mean several things. But in this particular context the expression relates to what 
is made public, but should, probably, have remained private. Gorostiza is comparing Novo to 
an azotea, where linen hangs out in the sun to dry; a space where private garments are made 
public—at least to those who live in other azoteas. But what is this exposed linen referring to? 
In 1925, Nahui Olin’s former husband, the painter Manuel Rodríguez Lozano, painted a 
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portrait of a young Salvador Novo, sitting cross-legged, swathed in a blue robe, looking 
sideways, as if conscious that he is being looked at, by us. What is Novo doing at night, in a 
taxi, dressed only in a robe? He was parading “trapos al sol,” no doubt, as Gorostiza had 
written in his letter to Pellicer. 
 
 
Figure 2.11. Manuel Rodríguez Lozano, Taxi, 1924 
 
Although the painting is titled Taxi, and indeed a taxi door divides the interior space we 
see from the city outside, the perspective used is hardly one that we would see from the 
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vantage point of a taxi on a street. We see the city from above: its cars and streetlights, its tram, 
its colonial buildings, its rising moon. The corner depicted is recognizable: the building in the 
background is the Palacio de Correos, by the architect Adamo Boari, discussed in the previous 
chapter. The portrait was painted in Lozano’s studio, possibly on a low rooftop in a building on 
the street then called San Juan de Letrán (most buildings then were no higher than three or four 
stories). The particular corner is not just any corner in the city. As Carlos Monsiváis describes 
it in “La mano temblorosa de una hechicera”: 
San Juan de Letrán entonces no era una calle, era el centro de la vida capitalina, de la 
vida que valía la pena (…) allí empezaba y se acababa el mundo de lo prohibido, de 
aquello que sólo tenía sitio en la sobremesa de los hombres solos (…) Allí desfilaban 
chafiretes y políticos, putas y señoras de sociedad, machos y maricones... Yo creo que 
fue en San Juan de Letrán donde empezaron a salir los jotos de sus agujeros para 
moverse con desenfado y perseguir a quien se dejara. 
[San Juan de Letrán was, back then, not a mere street, it was the center of life in the 
capital, of the life that was worth living (…) there began and ended the world of the 
prohibited, of that which only had a place in the sobremesa of solitary men (…) In that 
street walked drivers and politicians, hookers and women of high society, machos and 
sissies…I think it was in San Juan de Letrán where gays started coming out of their 
holes to start moving about, unhindered, and go after whomever allowed it.] (63) 
As a young man, Salvador Novo, later considered one of the major poets of the 
Contemporáneos generation, and named official chronicler of the city in the 1940s, lived a 
double, liminal existence, between his family’s regime of typical gente decente and the 
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forbidden underworlds of homosexual men in the still highly reactionary 1920s.87 In his 
autobiography, La estatua de sal, Novo recounts how, in search of better light for studying, he 
would often climb up to the rooftop of his uncle’s house, where he lived in the early 1920s. To 
get to the rooftop he first had to climb a stairway that led up to a room, where the family’s 
chauffeur, Emilio, had his living quarters. He then had to cross that room—“full of oil cans”—
and walk through another door that led to the open azotea. One day, he walked into the room, 
and found Emilio napping on his bed. He silently walked past him and out through the other 
door, to the azotea, where he leaned on the parapet, looking down toward the streets. “Lost in 
the pleasant absorption of that silence,” Novo recounts, “of the panorama of rooftops sprinkled 
here and there with the yellowing treetops at sundown,” he suddenly felt Emilio approaching 
from behind. Emilio embraced him and pressed his body against Novo’s back. They 
exchanged a few words and caresses, and Emilio led him back to the room. On that bed, in 
Emilio’s rooftop room, the young Novo discovered a kind of pleasure that would lead him, 
over the years, to seek out more encounters with chauffeurs, of whom he particularly cherished 
the smell of gasoline. Years later, for example, he would fall in love with Arturito, a driver who 
drove one of the first passenger buses in Mexico City, from downtown to the colonia Roma. 
Novo would sit next to him on the bus and “inhale, with a retrospective and promissory 
delight, the emanations of gasoline next to his body” (96). 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
87 Rubén Gallo has fittingly discussed this portrait in connection or, as he writes, “free 
association” to Novo’s autobiographical writings and his collaborations in the journal El 
Chafirete (Freud’s Mexico 13-55). Gallo’s greatest contribution in this chapter is the connection 
between Novo’s writings of the period to his readings of Sigmund Freud, and more specifically, 
Novo’s autobiographical La estatua de sal to Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams. Although my 
placing of these different sources—the painting by Rodríguez Lozano, El Chafirete, and La 
estatua de sal—align with Gallo’s analysis I do not follow that same route, choosing, instead, to 
think of Novo’s work in relation to the space in which this period of his life played out—his 
cuarto de azotea. 
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Novo’s fetish for drivers was, fortunately, stronger than his infatuation with gasoline. In 
1923 he started writing for the newspaper El Chafirete (chilango slang for chauffeur) destined 
for the guild of drivers, and written in the particular urban jargon that they used. The headline 
of issue 27 reads, for example, “Ay Ford, ni que fueras ómnibus,” an expression impossible to 
translate, but quite clearly referring to the difference in size between a Ford automobile and an 
omnibus—size being, of course, a matter of the degree of masculinity. But beyond an assertion 
of masculinity, other layers of linguistic and cultural transgression are at play in a phrase like 
this one. First, in a kind of class-transvestism, Novo steps over the line of his own social class, 
appropriating the speech of the working-classes. Then, on another level, the phrase itself  
ridicules the vehicle of the middle and upper classes, the car, and extols the medium of 
transport of the working and lower-middle classes, the bus. There is also, perhaps, a modestly 
nationalist assertion, where the power and potency of Mr. Ford, a synecdoche for the robust 
industrial power of the United States, which was by then already the world’s largest economy, 
is being down- played and ridiculed. Finally, there is a rather cynical pretending on Novo’s 
part, who plays at being a ‘macho’ while being anything but. 
“Some of the best skins around came to me, lured by El Chafirete,” Novo recalls 
(99). Indeed, his collaborations in El Chafirete earned him a passport to Mexico City’s gay 
underworld, or, to be more precise, Mexico City’s upperworld: its sordidly thrilling rooftops. 
Novo went to school with the city’s intellectual elite, in the Escuela Nacional Preparatoria, 
but, while the other poets of his generation read the French symbolists, drank tea and ate 
muffins in salons such as the Selecty or the Lady Baltimore, he frequented the azoteas and, 
on occasions, the vecindades. In his memoir he recalls the extravagant nicknames of some 
of the locas and transvestites whom he frequented: Sor Demonio (father Vallejo Macouzet), 
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La Virgen de Estambul (Gustavo Villa), Pedo Embotellado (Carlos Meneses), Toña la 
Mamonera (Antonio Adalid, an English professor at the Escuela Nacional Preparatoria), 
Cotorra con Pujos (unkown), Anetta Gallo (an aspiring opera singer who during the day 
worked as a salesman in a classical music record store), Nalga que Aprieta (Antonio Aristi), 
the couple Nelly Fernández and Su Chingada Madre, as well as Chucha Cojines (who had an 
azotea room full of “cojines de seda” which, in a strictly literal translation, means “cushions 
made of silk,” but could also be given further interpretations). Their nicknames, like their 
cross-dressed bodies, are a sort of parodic translation of their caricatured identity: a priest is 
renamed Mother Demon, the short and squat Carlos Meneses is a “Bottled Fart,” a man is 
called “Chucha” (female dog), and an aspiring opera singer is Anetta “Gallo” (literally 
“cock,” but also meaning “false note”). As Carlos Monsiváis explains, the “jargon or 
mutual denigration is a ceaseless reminder of the degree of disdain from those outside; the 
“verbal transvestism” is compulsory because the thing that is nearest to the identity of the 
“queer” is feminine identity, by contagion” (Monsiváis and Novo, Estatua de sal 40). 
One of the young poets who eventually crossed-over and trespassed with Novo from 
the well-to-do world of the urban intelligentsia to the world of the azoteas, was Xavier 
Villaurruita. They had met in the Escuela Nacional Preparatoria, and had discovered they 
shared literary affinities, among other things. Novo introduced him to French and American 
poets, as well as to La Virgen de Istambul, with whom Villaurrutia had a short affair. In 1924, 
Novo decided to rent a cuarto de azotea in the rooftop of an old colonial house in the calle 
Brasil #42. The room was near the Preparatoria, and also conveniently—for Novo—located 
near the Transit Department, always replete with drivers and chauffeurs acquiring or 
renovating their licenses. Shortly after, Xavier Villaurrutia joined him in another studio in the 
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same rooftop, and later came the painters Roberto Montenegro and Agustín Lazo. In La 
estatua de sal, Novo recounts their collective experiments with sex and drugs, a possibility to 
which their rooftop studio had opened a door. They hosted drivers, cadets, construction 
workers, other poets, painters, and professors alike. They tried the then demonized 
marijuana—Novo remembers only that he immediately passed out. They indulged more 
frequently in cocaine, which was available by prescription in local pharmacies. 
Among the cultural and social transgressions that Novo and Villaurrutia lead, a less 
scandalous but in the long-term more subversive, or establishment-irritating event took place: 
Ulises, the first modernist journal, was born. Ulises had nothing to do with the kind of state- 
sponsored projects going on at the time: it did not advance the revolutionary cause, it was 
much more elitist in its content and target audience, it paid little or no attention to the political 
struggles of its times.88 Ulises was primarily a multilingual and a translation journal. 
Between May 1927 and February 1928, Salvador Novo and Xavier Villaurrutia 
published the magazine Ulises, precursor to the more well-known magazine Contemporáneos 
where, as will be discussed in Chapter V, the first renderings into Spanish of Langston 
Hughes’s poems, as well as T.S. Eliot’s “The Waste Land” appeared in the late 1920s. The 
Ulises magazine project also developed into a theater group, the short-lived but seminal 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
88 However, Ulises did receive economic support and access to printers from José Manuel Puig 
Casauranc, Minister of Education between 1924 and 1928. He, however, supported the 
magazine because of his friendship with Novo, who worked for him in the Ministry, and did so 
on the condition that his name and that of the Ministry remained unmentioned and disconnected 
from the magazine. He, in turn, and perhaps as a kind of trade off, launched an official 
magazine, Forma, edited by Novo in the Ministry, centered on the fine arts, and more in line 
with the ideological agenda of the revolutionary government. Guillermo Sheridan has dedicated 
a detailed study of Ulises and the context in which it was written, from its relation to other 
magazines of the period, to the national “climate” surrounding its editors in Mexico, to the Latin 
American magazines in which they were published, to the aesthetic and intellectual agenda that 
the group advanced. See: Contemporáneos ayer 270-325. 
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Teatro Ulises—the first modern theater group in Mexico, conformed by Novo, Villaurrutia, 
Gilberto Owen, Roberto Montenegro, Agustín Lazo, Clementina Otero, Isabela Corona, and 
their patron Antonieta Rivas Mercado. Together, they read, translated and rehearsed plays by 
Eugene O’Neil, Ionesco, Charles Vildrac and Jean Cocteau, which they later staged in a 
makeshift theater located in an ex-vecindad on the calle Mesones #42.89  
Upon close inspection of the magazine’s masthead, one crucial piece of information, 
normally ignored, is apparent. The magazine’s postal address reads: Brasil #42-10. The 
magazine, it turns out, had its headquarters in one of the rooftop rooms that its editors, Novo 
and Villaurrutia, had been renting since 1924. They met regularly in this cuarto de azotea, 
with Gilberto Owen too, interrupting their sessions only to eat hot-cakes in a nearby joint 
called Quick-lunch—an American-style eatery, quite different to the French-style salons 
where other intellectuals gathered, and also radically different to the cantinas and pulquerías, 
and certainly not quite like the toggeries that Novo visited later, in his nightly excursions. 
The magazine only lasted six issues. But in just those six issues, there was a notable 
quantity of texts in translation: the Italian modernist Massimo Bontempelli, the American 
editor Frank Crowninshield, as well as by André Gide, Max Jacob, Marcel Jouhandeau, James 
Joyce, Jaques de Lacretelle, Paul Morand, Carl Sandburg and Lautréamont. The list is eclectic, 
and one may wonder why the Ulises editors were choosing those particular writers over others, 
and why that particular combination. 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
89 Translations of plays and premier announcements appear, for example. in Ulises 6 Feb 
1928:38. For detailed studies of the repertoire, context, and modes of opperation of the Teatro 









Among the translations featured in the magazine, a rather curious one that may shine 
light on this is Gilberto Owen’s rendering of one of Lautréamont’s pieces from Poésies, which 
lists, in a notorious resemblance to Novo’s lists of nicknames for his loca friends, a series of 
names and nicknames of famous writers: 
Reanudemos la cadena regular que nos ata al pasado; la poesía es la geometría por 
excelencia. Desde Racine, la poesía no ha avanzado ni un milímetro. Ha retrocedido. 
¿Gracias a quién? Gracias a los mariquitas de nuestra época, Chateaubriand, el 
Mohicano-Melancólico; Sénancour, el Hombre-con-Faldas; Jean-Jacques Rousseau, el 
Socialista-Insociable; Ana Radcliffe, el Espectro-Loco; Edgar Poe, el Mameluco-de-
los- Sueños-Alcohólicos; Maturin, el Compadre-de-las-Tinieblas; Jorge Sand, el 
Hermafrodita-Circunciso; Théophile Gautier, el Tendero-Incomparable; Leconte, el 
Cautivo-del-Diablo; Goethe, el Suicida-para-Llorar; Sainte-Beuve, el Suicida-para-
Reír; Lamartine, la Cigüeña-Lacrimosa; Lermontov, el Tigre-que-Ruge; Victor Hugo, la 
Fúnebre-Estaca-Verde; Mickiewicz, el Imitador-de-Satán; Musset, el Pisaverde- 
Descamisado-Intelectual; y Byron, el Hipopótamo-del-Junglar-Infernal. (210, italics 
are mine) 
 [Let us renew the regular chain that ties us to the past; poetry is geometry par 
excellence. Since Racine, poetry has not made a millimeter’s progress. It has lost 
ground. Thanks to whom? To the Great Soft-Heads of our age. Thanks to the sissies, 
Chateaubriand, the Melancholy Mohican; Senancourt, the Man in Petticoats; Jean- 
Jacques Rousseau, the Surly Socialist; Anne Radcliffe, the Spectre-Crazed; Edgar Poe, 
the Mameluke of Alcoholic Dreams; Mathurin, the Crony of Darkness; George Sand, 
the Circumcised Hermaphrodite; Théophile Gautier, the Incomparable Grocer; Leconte, 
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the Devil’s Captive; Goethe, the Suicide who makes you weep; Sainte-Beuve, the 
Suicide who makes you laugh; Lamartine, the Tearful Stork; Lermontov, the Roaring 
Tiger; Victor Hugo, the Gloomy Green Echalas; Misckiewicz, the Imitator of Satan; 
Musset, the Fop who didn’t wear an intellectual’s shirt; and Byron, the Hippopotamus 
of Infernal Jungles.] (Trans. Knight 237, italics are mine) 90 
 The context in which this fragment was published in the magazine Ulises was a 
discussion on literary influences.91 A review of a book written by one of the members of 
Ulises, Jaime Torres Bodet’s novel Margarita de Niebla, had just been published in Spain, 
stating that Bodet was a “disciple” of a Spanish writer, Benjamín Jarnés. Owen reacts to this 
statement, vehemently questioning the very idea of ‘disciple’ and ‘influence.’ Without 
demeriting Jarnés, Owen states that Jarnés is “maestro de nadie” (nobody’s teacher). It is after 
this that Lautréamont’s translated passage appears in translation.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
90 “Renouons la chaîne régulière avec les temps passés; la poésie est la géométrie par excellence. 
Depuis Racine, la poésie n'a pas progressé d'un millimètre. Elle a reculé. Grâce à qui? aux 
Grandes-Têtes-Molles de notre époque. Grâce aux femmelettes, Chateaubriand, le Mohican- 
Mélancolique; Sénancourt, l'Homme-en-Jupon; Jean-Jacques Rousseau, le Socialiste-Grincheur; 
Anne Radcliffe, le Spectre-Toqué; Edgar Poë, le Mameluck-des-Rèves-d'Alcool; Mathurin, le 
Compère-des-Ténèbres; Georges Sand, l'Hermaphrodite-Circoncis; Théophile Gautier, 
l'Incomparable-Epicier; Leconte, le Captif-du-Diable; Goethe, le Suicidé-pour-Pleurer; Sainte- 
Beuve, le Suicidé-pour-Rire; Lamartine, la Cigogne-Larmoyante; Lermontoff, le Tigre-qui- 
Rugit; Victor Hugo, le Funèbre-Échalas-Vert; Misçkiéwicz, l'Imitateur-de-Satan; Musset, le 
Gandin-Sans-Chemise-Intellectuelle; et Byron, l'Hippopotame-des-Jungles-Infernales.” 
(Lautréamont, Poésies I) 
 
91 In a previous issue (Ulises 2) and as part of a similar ongoing discussion, the editors 
suggested a game or riddle, in which fragments of Mexican and Spanish authors were published 
side by side, and the readership was meant to distinguish which text belonged to which author. 
The gesture, of course, was sardonic and the question was rhetoric, in the sense that the purpose 
of the game itself was to demonstrate that there was a common sensibility among the authors, 
and not a relationship defined by “influence.” In Ulises V the editors give the “answer” to the 
riddle, saying that their readership had attributed a fragment by Owen to the Spaniard Jarnés, 
one by Villaurrutia to Pedro Salinas, etc. This text immediately precedes and contextualizes 
Owen’s translation of Lautréamont. 
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 Therefore, beyond the ludic ‘verbal transvestism’ of the name-game proposed in the 
passage, what is happening in the translation of this particular passage is symptomatic of one 
of the fundamental preoccupations of Owen, Villaurrutia and Novo’s group: the problem of 
tradition and influence, “the chain that ties us to the past.” 
The operation is a complex one. Somehow ‘orphaned,’ expelled from the literary and 
political status quo either by virtue of their sexual preferences or their ideological affinities, 
the group of poets that constitutes Ulises and, a couple of years later, Contemporáneos, had to 
invent a new definition of ‘literary tradition’ for themselves. To do so, they identified and 
translated a constellation of international writers into which they could incorporate themselves, 
without becoming secondary products of that constellation. In other words, they recognized 
that by sheer geographical position they would always be considered as disciples, writing 
under the influence of writers in Europe or the United States, and therefore sought a way to 
transgress the implicit power relation in the teacher-disciple binomial: “maestro de nadie.” 
However, they were not joining the rear-guard of any particular avant-garde group, as much as 
they were hand-picking the writers from whom they were interested in learning their own 
métier.92  
The Ulises poets considered themselves contemporáneos, contemporary to their fellow 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
92 Guillermo Sheridan has expressed it well: “It was not about mere imitation of the external 
characteristics of the international ‘vanguard’ (Charlot, celerity, ‘Pirandellying,’ cubism, the 
celebration of mechanization, the trivial contrast between “modern” life and that of the 
nineteenth century, which had so fascinated the Estridentistas, etc.). It was not about aligning to 
such mutually conflicting programs as those of brining culture to the proletariat and the 
proletarianization of culture, or to the epidermic grafting of ‘Joyceism,’ or the adoption of the 
interior monologue. Novo, Villaurrutia, and Cuesta [and Owen] choose to think in terms of 
actuality [i.e. the present times] because they reject any form of prefiguration, any previous 
stance—the avant-garde apparatus included. Their growing iconoclasm leads them to firmly 
define the map of their influences and to not blindly tolerate the iconoclasm of a given foreign 
author, but rather—as Cuesta notes with respect to Villaurruta—to acquire from the foreign 
maestros their same laborious virtue” (Contemporáneos ayer 285). 
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writers around the world, and in dialogue with them—even though this was a sadly one-sided 
appreciation, as the likes of James Joyce or André Gide were hardly replying to their 
conversation. In the final page of Ulises 4, in fact, the editors quote (directly in English, 
without a Spanish translation) a series of fragments and ideas that appear in Joyce’s Ulises, the 
last of which was hardly flattering: 
J. Joyce’s view of History: 
-History, Stephen said, is a nightmare from which I am trying to awake (U,. 34.) 
-Liquids I can eat, Stephen said. But oblige me by taking away that knife. I can’t look 
at tre point of it [sic]. It reminds me of Roman history. (U., 549.) 
-In those waxworks in Henry street I myself saw some Aztecs, as they are called, 
sitting bowlegged, they couldn't straighten their legs if you paid them because the 
muscles here, you see, he proceeded, indicating on his companion the brief outline of 
the sinews or whatever you like to call them behind the right knee, were utterly 
powerless from sitting that way so long cramped up, being adored as gods. There's an 
example again of simple souls. (U., 595.) 41 
If outside—outside the Latin American and Spanish literary world at least—they were 
largely ignored, within Mexico, the Ulises and Contemporáneos writers were acknowledged 
but not entirely appreciated, to say the least.93 Mexico’s alpha-intellectuals, from Alfonso 
Reyes to Diego Rivera, ridiculed and looked down both on the sexual preferences and 
intellectual affinities of many of the poets involved in Ulises and Contemporáneos. Carlos 
Monsiváis quotes Alfonso Reyes, who, upon his return to Mexico from Spain in 1924, writes 
in a letter to his friend Antonio G. Solalinde: “Hay entre ellos mucha mariconería, enfermedad 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
93 Guillermo Sheridan has referred to Ulises as “una revista semi-marginal en un ambiente 
hostil” [a semi-marginal magazine, in a hostile environment] (Contemporáneos ayer 295). 
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nueva aquí, y eso me aleja de muchos…” [There is among them a lot of faggotry, a new 
disease here, and that distances me from many of them] (“Mundo soslayado” 22). Similarly, 
the Estridentista poet Manuel Maples Arce states that homosexuality among Novo and his 
friends was even discussed inside parliament: 
En una ocasión nos reunimos en el Salón Verde de la Cámara de Diputados para tratar 
el problema de los homosexuales en el teatro, el arte y la literatura (…) Fue la época 
de la insistente publicidad de Proust y Gide, en cuya obra se amparaba la ‘comedia de 
los maricones’ y el cinismo de los pederastas. 
[On one occasion we met in the Salon Verde in the Parliament to discuss the problem of 
homosexuals in theater, art and literature (…) Those were the times of the insistent 
publicity of Proust and Gide, in whose work the ‘comedy of faggots’ and pederast’s 
cynicism found shelter]. (“Mundo soslayado” 23) 
In his 1928 mural El que quiera comer que trabaje—one of the panels that make up 
Corrido de la Revolución, painted under Vasconcelos for the Ministry of Public Education— 
Rivera depicts a Salvador Novo on all fours with donkey ears, his dandy glasses lying on the 
floor next to an effeminate harp and a little dainty palette. Antonieta Rivas Mercado, his friend 










As Monsiváis explains: “For society, Novo and his friends appeared monstrous flowers 
of scandal (…), parasites that threatened nationalist integrity, exactly in the moment in which 
Mexico was acquiring a new self-consciousness” (1998, 27). Some years later, a heated 
polemic would ensue, in the pages of the newspaper El Universal Ilustrado, where 
Contemporáneos were straight-forwardly accused of writing anti-nationalist, “effeminate” 
literature.” 94  In the last issue of Ulises, in February 1928, Novo published a rather haughty 
“aclaración”, or clarification, in response to “a magazine–I don’t remember the name, there are 
so many and so alike–from South America.” In his “aclaración” he states that “Ulises does not 
represent at all the ‘national feeling’…. Ulises is only based on two personal criteria, which 
are usually in mutual agreement. Villaurrutia and myself” (255). 
If political heterodoxy had initially marginalized Dr. Atl into the space of the azotea, 
and torrid romances had kept him there, then sexual difference had drawn poets such as Novo 
and Villaurrutia to rooftops. In a society where there was no moral and physical place for 
difference, other spaces—heterotopias, if we may call them that, borrowing from Foucault—
have to be invented.95 In other words, in the context of an intensely nationalist and reactionary 
Mexico, obsessed with the figure of the “macho” and with nation-building discourses and 
programs, rooftops appear as ‘heterotopic’ in the sense that the cultural activities and cultural 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
94 This particular polemic is not in the scope of the present study, but has been dealt with at 
length by various critics. Most saliently, Guillermo Sheridan, in his seminal work Mexico en 
1932. La polémica nacionalista (1999). In this study, Sheridan offers an ample 
contextualization of the polemic, as well as reproductions of the original newspaper articles and 
letters between the “accused” and the “defendants.” 
 
95 In his 1967 talk “Of other spaces,” Foucault defines heterotopias as “real places … which are 
something like counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the 
other real sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, 
and inverted” (24)  
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production that took place in them both did and did not lie under the umbrella of the state’s 
nation-building cultural programs. They were somewhere in-between: Ulises was (secretly) 
funded by the Minister of Education, but criticized heavily by many members of the 
establishment; Nahui Ollin’s nude portraits were criticized by many, and she was eventually 
ostracized; Dr. Atl’s Cooperativa de Artes Populares and his inventory of church cupolas were 
supported initially by his influential friend Alberto Pani, but when he was succeeded in the 
Ministry of Finance, Dr. Atl lost the support needed to carry his projects through to the end. 
Rooftops rooms were a sort of urban and architectural ‘absence,’ a space of relative 
invisibility, originally conceived to hide servants from the life of the ruling classes, to conceal 
them from the rest of the city. They became, with time, a space of transgression for the middle- 
classes and a certain intellectual bourgeoisie. Magazines such as Ulises perhaps would not and 
could not have been possible if it were not for the freedom conferred by the counter-site or 
heterotopic space of rooftops, as these spaces may have begun as ones for experimentation 




IV. Veracruz Esq. Mazatlán: Edward Weston and Tina Modotti 
 
Some of the most well-known rooftop photographs of the Mexican 1920s were taken in 
Edward Weston’s azotea, upon Weston’s arrival in Mexico City in 1922. For some time he 
shared this space with Tina Modotti, his lover, apprentice and, eventually, co-worker. Like Dr. 
Atl and Nahui Olin, Modotti and Weston’s transgressive rooftop relationship was something of 
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a public scandal. They were not married to each other, had an ‘open’ relationship, and spent 
long hours experimenting, either with their cameras, with each other, or with other people. 
 
 
Figure 2.14. Edward Weston, Marín, Charlot, and Modotti on the azotea, c 1924 
 
One of the photographs from this period that is not so well-known is of the trio of 
friends Federico Marín, Tina Modotti, and Jean Charlot, a young French artist who worked as 
an assistant to Diego Rivera during the murals in the Ministry of Education. Charlot would 
become a notable figure among the Mexican intelligentsia, and among other things became 
the art editor for the magazine Mexican Folkways, discussed further in this chapter, between 
1924-1926. The three friends are sitting on chairs, their back to Weston, but their profiles 
visible. Federico Marín—the younger brother of Lupe Marín, who was Diego Rivera’s first 
wife—plays the role of observer or voyeur, while Jean Charlot, “the Artist,” draws on 
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Modotti’s back. The gesture is at once playful, tender and erotic—Modotti’s back exposed and 
willing to play the game. What is strange about this photograph is that the photographer 
functions as a kind of voyeur of voyeurism. What he sees, and what we see with him, is Marín 
watching Charlot who in turn studies Modotti’s back with his pencil. It is a voyeuristic chain 
of sorts, a kind of polyamorous game in the azotea. Mauricio Tenorio Trillo has fittingly 
referred to international communism, though we could well extend it to international 
modernism, as “an erotic mess whose scenarios were Berlin, Moscow, and, of course, Mexico 
City” (I Speak 115). And indeed, the 1920s in Mexico are a period of intense sexual 
exploration among the intelligentsia, to which Weston surely contributed, but which he also 
captured and aestheticized through his lens. 
The iconic figure of this period of Weston’s work is the nude Tina en la azotea. In this 
photograph, of which there exist a few other versions, each only subtly different from the 
other, Modotti lies horizontally on a jerga, the same type of cleaning cloths that appear at a 
distance in Weston’s Desde la azotea. Her body is freely and sensually spread out, gleaming in 
the sunlight; her feet are uncannily full of mud. Criticism has often focused on Modotti’s 
naked body itself, as an object of study in the context of Weston’s transgressive photographic 
work. However, upon closer inspection, one notices that her body creates a peculiar shadow. 
That shadow bears a subtle but clear similarity to the silhouette of one of Mexico City’s 
volcanoes, the Iztaccihuatl, also known in fact as “La mujer dormida,” or “The Sleeping 
Woman.” The Iztaccihuatl, and its couple-volcano, the Popocatépetl, were visible from 
rooftops. It is impossible to know if the two photographers were playing on this resemblance 
intentionally, but the photograph of a napping Modotti on the rooftop floor can indeed be read 
as a sort of translation of the view that they saw from their rooftop, which they were mapping 
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back onto the floor of their azotea: Modotti, a human-scale copy of “La mujer dormida.” 
 
Figure 2.15. Edward Weston, Tina on the Azotea, 1923 
 
Tina on the Azotea was shown in Weston’s first solo exhibition in Mexico, in a gallery 
on calle Madero, in downtown Mexico City. The exhibition must have been a success, as an 
entry in Weston’s diary, on September 23, 1923, states that: “The negatives with Tina as a 
subject have been a good investment” (Daybooks 192). Among the Mexican intellectual elite 
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that attended the exhibition were José Vasconcelos and Diego Rivera, who acquired a copy, 
and later used it as a model for one of the female nudes in the Chapingo murals, in the National 
School for Agriculture. Vasconcelos, on the other hand, who at the time was the Minister of 
Education, is reticent about Tina’s freedom and independence. In the third volume of his 
memoirs, titled El desastre, he pejoratively nicknames her “La Perlotti,” and recounts: 
La Perlotti, llamémosla así, ejercía de vampiresa, pero sin comercialismo a la 
Hollywood y sí por temperamento insaciable y despreocupado. Buscaba, acaso, 
notoriedad, pero no dinero. Por altivez quizás, no había sabido sacar provechos 
económicos de su figura perfecta casi, y eminentemente sensual. Su cuerpo lo 
conocíamos todos, porque servía de modelo gratuito del fotógrafo y eran disputados sus 
desnudos de embrujo. (51) 
[La Perlotti, let us call her thus, practiced the profession of vampire, but without 
commercialism à la Hollywood and [instead] by a temperament insatiable and 
untroubled. She was seeking, perhaps, notoriety, but not money. Out of pride, perhaps, 
she had not been able to derive economic advantages from her figure, almost perfectly 
and eminently sensual. We all know her body because she served as an unpaid model 
for the photographer, and her bewitching nudes were fought over.] (Trans. Albers 96) 
In just a few lines, Vasconcelos calls Modotti vampire, proud, attention-seeking, and 
quasi-prostitute (“gratuitous model”). The only quality she seems to have, in Vasconcelos’s 
eyes, is a sensual body. Modotti must have been viewed in this same way by many other men 
and women of the time. Like Nahui Olin, she was transgressive. Her beauty, her nudity, her 
sexual freedom was intolerable for the machos of the Revolution—unless they could paint 
them, as did Rivera; unless they could paint them nude, as also did Rivera, on his luckier 
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days.96 In the rigid cultural codes of the early twentieth century in Mexico, it was impossible 
to accept Modotti’s behavior, and to ‘translate’ her into into palatable terms. Modotti, Ollin, 
and to a lesser degree Novo, who was ultimately a man and therefore less irritating to those in 
power, were ‘untranslatable objects’ of sorts, in the sense that their ultimate foreignness with 
respect to a reactionary and backward cultural milieu could not be domesticated, and they 
were therefore cast aside and belittled by those in their power to do so—as Vasconcelos did 
with Modotti, and as Rivera did with Novo. 
 
 
V. Abraham Gonzalez 31: Tina Modotti and Frances Toor: Aesthetics Of Revolution? 
 
After Weston’s departure from Mexico, Modotti moved into a building called Edificio Zamora, 
on the corner of calle Atenas and calle Abraham González, which was so crooked and 
downtrodden that its residents called it the “Tower of Pisa.” As one of her biographers, 
Margaret Hooks, writes: “Taking the elevator to the top was likened to riding a cable car up a 
mountain slope! [Tina’s] love of rooftops led her to turn a servant’s room there into a simple 
studio, giving her dominion over the azotea with its wonderful views of the volcanoes” (121). 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
96 Modotti and Ollin, among other notable women of the period, posed for him, both nude and 
not. Modotti posed for one of the murals in the Ministry of Education, “Entrega de armas” 





Figure 2.16. Tina Modotti, Vista de los tejados, ca. 1926 
 
The other resident of the top floor was the American anthropologist, translator and 
editor Frances Toor, also known as Paca Toor. Frances Toor had arrived in Mexico City as one 
of the American students attending the Escuela de Verano, where Salvador Novo taught. The 
Escuela de Verano was a very successful project that linked the National University with 
American universities, such as Columbia or Harvard, and brought students to Mexico, to study 




Figure 2.17 Escuelas de Verano (ad in Ulises 2), 1927 
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Unlike most students arriving from Columbia University or from Harvard University to 
spend a summer in Mexico, Frances Toor stayed on, transforming her sojourn into a life-long 
project. She became one of the “pensadores rubios,” as Salvador Novo used to call, tongue-in- 
cheek, the members of the American intelligentsia who were always “discovering” Mexico. In 
“Del pasado remoto,” collected in his book Poemas Proletarios (1934), he writes: 
Vinieron en aeroplano grandes pensadores 
rubios. "El confort, dijo uno de ellos, 
es la armonía entre el hombre y su 
medio. Los indios, a la puerta de sus 
chozas, están más confortables, 
descalzos, 
que Anatole France en zapatillas 
o Calvin Coolidge sorbiendo una Coca-Cola 
en un salón del Waldorf Astoria. 
[They came in airplanes, the great blond thinkers. 
“Comfort, said one of them, 
Is harmony between man and his surroundings. 
The Indians, by the door of their huts, 
Are more comfortable, bare-foot, 
Than Anatole France shoe-clad 
Or Calvin Coolidge sipping on a Coca-Cola 
In a salon at the Waldorf Astoria.] (23) 
Just as Salvador Novo’s and Xavier Villaurrutia’s edited Ulises on the rooftop of a 
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building, Paca Toor edited Mexican Folkways in her own azotea between 1925 and 1937. An ad 
inside the pages of Ulises advertises Mexican Folkways: “Revista Folklórica Mexicana. En 
cuando menos dos lenguas. Francis Toor, Editora. Abraham González 31-10…” (Mexican 
Folkloric Magazine. In at least two languages. Francis [sic] Toor, Editor. Abraham González 31- 
10.) As stated in its cover page, the magazine cost 25 cents (American dollars) in the USA and 
any other foreign country, and 40 cents (Mexican pesos). If someone wanted to have the 
magazine delivered to them abroad, from Mexico, they had to send a payment through a money 
order, addressed to the magazine. 
 
 




Although, like Ulises, Mexican Folkways was “at least” bilingual, the two magazines 
could not have been more different from each other.97 Mexican Folkways published mostly 
articles, where the original and translation were concomitant: the English preceding the 
Spanish, no matter which of the two was the original. The few poems, corridos, and calaveras 
were almost always left in Spanish originals, with no translation. Later on, in 1928, they 
replaced the concomitant format with a more ‘simultaneous’ one, using one column of a page 
for either the Spanish originals or English originals, and another column for the Spanish or 
English translation. The translations into English were not signed, which probably meant that 
Frances Toor did them herself. The translations into Spanish, however, are credited, with few 
exceptions that remain unsigned. Moreover, most of the magazines contributors, with regular 
exceptions of course, were Mexicans. 
As she states in her editor’s forward to the first issue of the magazine, she decided to 
publish a bilingual journal, not only one translated fully into English, because she intends the 
magazine to be read by “high school and University students of Spanish … as well as to those 
who are interested in folklore and the Indian for their own sakes.” She adds: “Moreover, much 
beauty is lost in translating” (4). Her decision, she also states, was backed by advisors to the 
magazine such as Franz Boas, the famous anthropologist and Columbia University professor, 
who told her in a letter that his “advice would be to print in both English and Spanish” (4). 
Finally, she states that she remains open to other “opinions of all other friends of Mexican 
Folkways with regard to this matter” (4). 
If there was a translation “theory” behind Mexican Folkways, it would probably have 
been that translation was instrumental: simply a tool to carry over information from one 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
97 Further, Novo always supported Frances Toor and Mexican Folkways, and became a 
contributing editor to the magazine in 1927. 
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language to the other—from one “column” to the the next. Ulises is more chaotic in its 
presentation of foreign texts. Poetry and epigraphs in English and French are left untranslated, 
while prose in these two languages, as well as Italian, is translated but, aside from a couple of 
exceptions, uncredited. The fact that poems are left untranslated reveals that Ulises’s editors 
assumed that their readership was or should be at least trilingual, but perhaps also signals a 
belief in the relative “un-translatability” of poetry. They were perhaps interested in the 
foreignness of sounds and rhythmic patterns of poetry in English and French, and less 
interested in conveying a poem’s semantic content to the readership. The fact that their 
translated prose pieces were left uncredited signals the still amateur figure of the translator in 
the Mexican early 1920s. It would take almost another decade before translators in 
Contemporáneos started receiving credit for their work. 
Moreover, while Ulises was the “personal” project of its two directors, or at least was 
branded as such, Mexican Folkways was more political and far-reaching in its aspirations and 
content. While Ulises was considered marginal and was ridiculed by the establishment for its 
Francophone and Anglo-Saxon affinities, Mexican Folkways was welcomed by those in power 
because it advanced the nationalist causes of the Revolutionary government and was perfectly 
in line with the status quo—which might also explain why its publication lasted for more than 
a decade.98 As Toor says in her editor’s forward in the first issue of the magazine: “this is the 
first publication which will present the masses of the Mexicans to the American people” (3). 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
98 The magazine operated by national and international subscriptions and sales in local stores. It 
also sold space for advertisements, to private companies, such as the store and restaurant 
Sanborns, the San Angel Inn restaurant, the Lady Baltimore known as “The only real, up-to-date 
American Soda Fountain in Mexico City,” and cigars from El Buen Tono, and the “American 
Hotel Geneve.” But it also sold publicity space to the government, such as the the National 




Jean Charlot, and later, Diego Rivera were its art editors, and they designed most of its highly 
“folkloric” covers. Several public intellectuals and academics with high positions in the 
government, such as Manuel Gamio (vice Minister of Education in 1925), were regular 
contributors. Even President Calles gave it his blessing: “besides being a very original 
publication, it gives us and others knowledge about the real spirit of our aboriginal races and 
the expressive sentiment of our people in general, rich in beautiful traditions” (qtd. in 
Schuessler). 
A 1926 issue of Mexican Folkways depicts a Quetzalcoatl, the plumed serpent of Aztec 
mythology, and a rising Aztec sun, perhaps signaling a new birth of pre-Hispanic Mexico, the 
rebirth of the Mexican Indian, “midwifed” into English by Paca Toor.99 Just as Dr. Atl had 
done in his introduction to Las artes populares, Toor also presents herself as a competent 
cultural translator, should there be any doubt on the part of her readership. In her editor’s 
forward in the first issue, she states: 
Mexican Folkways is an outgrowth of my great enthusiasm and delight in going among 
the Indians and studying their customs. I have gone alone among them, under 
circumstances that even my cultured Mexican friends consider dangerous, and in spite 
of the Indians just mistrust of the white stranger, I have never had occasion not to feel 
safe and at home. (3) 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
99 She was, of course, not the midwife. As has was discussed in the previous chapter, Mexico 
had had and was going through another neo pre-Hispanic revival, this time within the frame of 




Figure 2.19. Mexican Folkways 2 (cover), 1926 
 
Toor was interested in a version of Mexico that the Ulises poets ignored and possibly 
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shunned. She wanted to rescue the indigenous, pure, non-urban Mexico. While she wanted to 
present “the Indian” as “a complete human being,” poets like Novo and Villaurrutia were 
writing cubist poems about the city viewed from above, about type-writers, technology, cars, 
and sex, and were looking toward their European and American contemporaries for dialogue. If 
they edited a multilingual translation journal it was because of their cosmopolitan sentiments: 
they were internationalizing Mexico’s literary scene, by importing a literary tradition. In 
contrast, Paca Toor published a bilingual journal, because she wanted to export Mexican 
cultural capital to Engilsh-speaking audiences, and Spanish-speaking ones alike. Translation 
and multilingualism, in each case, served a different, if not contrary purpose: 
internationalization of Mexican for a small Mexican elite versus a Mexicanization of Mexico, 
for the international audience. In a later, 1932 issue, Toor explains her project in retrospect and 
gives an account of her decision to publish a bilingual journal: 
As I wanted Mexican Folkways to express the Mexico that interested me so keenly, it 
has not only described customs, but has touched upon art, music, archaeology, and the 
Indian himself as part of the new social trends, thus presenting him as a complete 
human being. And in order that the magazine might mean something to the Mexicans 
as well as to outsiders, everything has been published in both English and Spanish…. 
Because of my own joy in the discovery of an art and civilization different from any I 
had previously known, I thought it would interest others as well. Thus I conceived the 
idea of the magazine. (qtd. in Schuessler) 
Toor’s project perpetuated a version of Mexico as a non-western, exotic society. Novo 
and Villaurrutia, deluded as they might have been, as their attention was not always requited, 
saw themselves as members of the international modernist circuit—beyond their azotea, to 
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London, Paris, Rome and, of course, New York. 
It may seem curious that Tina Modotti became one of Mexican Folkways’ official 
photographers. Tina’s early work had distinguished precisely because she preferred 
documenting the Mexico of the urban, technological revolution, to the indigenista Mexico, 
filled with cacti and the barefooted Indians. But, especially toward the end of the 1920s, her 
personal and political project as a photographer committed to bringing to public attention the 
causes of socially and politically marginalized groups, perhaps met up with Frances Toor’s 
own version of indigenismo. 
In 1927, moreover, Modotti joined the Mexican Communist Party, and started 
publishing her work in cultural magazines with political commitments and agendas—not only 
Mexican Folkways, but also in more radical publications, such as El Machete. What Modotti 
brought to Mexican Folkways, was her radically modernist eye, now focused more on the 
working classes than on buildings and technology. 
Manifestación de trabajadores, one of Modotti’s most emblematic pictures of the 
period, is possibly taken from a rooftop, judging by its angle, and if so, it is possibly the 
rooftop she shared with Frances Toor on calle Abraham González 31, where she was living at 
the time. It combines her typically modernist aesthetics—clean lines, patterns, a certain 
remove—with her growing interest in revolutionary politics. We don’t see any of the workers’ 
faces, only identical white hats. The photograph, thanks to the particular distance and angle 
that the azotea offers, is a sort of abstraction of a march or parade. Modotti had found a way of 
looking through her camera at the social and political consequences of the Mexican Revolution 




Figure 2.20. Tina Modotti, Manifestación de trabajadores, 1926  
 
The photograph is commonly known as Manifestación de trabajadores or Workers 
Parade, in literal, direct translation to English. But the story of this photograph’s title is more 
complex, and has been well documented by Rubén Gallo in his book Mexican Modernity. 
According to Gallo, between 1926 and 1930, in what today would be read as a sort of “photo- 
conceptual experiment” (56), Tina Modotti sent out this picture to different magazines 
worldwide, without providing a title for it to her editors. It was first published in Mexican 
Folkways in August-September 1926 as Workers Parade (21). It came out a few months later in 
Horizonte, an Estridentista publication in Mexico, without a title. Then, in 1930, the New York 
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based magazine New Masses published it as May Day in Mexico. Also in New York, Creative 
Art featured it, using the title A Peasant’s Manifestation. It is interesting to note that the more 
political New Masses decided to situate the picture both in time and space: May Day, or 
International Workers’ Day, and Mexico. The picture, in its New Masses version, is regional 
example of an international phenomenon. In Creative Art, in contrast, the photograph is 
detached from any particular geographical context, and the urban “worker” becomes a 
provincial “peasant.” Modotti’s photograph continued to move through international circuits, 
and in its circulation continued to change. In 1930, the surrealist publication in France, BIFUR 
published it simply as Mexique, “transforming the workers into a synecdoche of the entire 
country” (Gallo, Mexican Modernity 56). 
What is particularly interesting in Gallo’s account of the photograph’s circulation 
through different periodicals is what it implies in terms of the relationship between text and 
image and the ultimate mis-translatability of an image given the specific context in which it is 
published. Gallo connects this problem to Rosalind Krauss’s seminal discussion on 
indexicality in photography, and explains the mis-translation of Workers Parade in terms of a 
décalage between indexes (photographs) and symbols (words). While the photograph Workers 
Parade is an index—i.e. a direct trace or imprint left by an original event, object or referent— 
and therefore has a status as a document of undeniable veracity, the caption related to the 
photograph is composed of fallible linguistic symbols, or words. Going one step further, we 
could say that, by omitting an original caption, the image is repeatedly mis-translated in 
different languages and cultural contexts, and its indexical connection to the “original” event 
or referent progressively erodes. By the end of the photograph’s itinerary through different 
publications, the image has become, at least in the eyes of a hypothetical “last” reader or 
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viewer, dissociated completely from its original referent: a workers’ parade has become, 
simply, “Mexique.” Perhaps, mis-quoting Robert Frost, we could say that “indexicality is what 
is lost in translation.” 
 
 
VI. Rooftops Retrouvé 
 
During the early 1920s in Mexico, as the revolutionary government settled into power, the 
Mexican State and its associated artists and intellectuals began to search for new forms in 
architecture, literature and art that would represent Mexico and “Mexicanness,” whatever that 
meant. The State’s “official artists,” such as muralists Rivera, Siqueiros and Orozco sung the 
praises of the revolutionary government, architects such as Manuel Amabilis and Obregón 
Santacilia designed buildings that captured the nation’s “spirit,” and writers such as Manuel 
Maples Arce represented the cusp of the much sought-after synthesis of modernity and 
tradition. All of them advanced and upheld—at least during some time—the causes of the 
revolutionary government–which in 1946 would crystalize into the Partido Revolucionario 
Institucional, or Institutional Revolutionary Party, an oxymoron that explains way too many 
things.100  
The “rooftop bohemia,” in turn, not always complied to the standards of the 
government’s plans and programs. Rooftops often engendered a poetics of transgression. 
Indeed, In the late 1920s and early 1930s, during the period known as the Maximato, when 
Pascual Ortiz Rubio became President but, de facto, the authoritarian Plutarco Elías Calles 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
100 Before it was named PRI the part was called PNR: Partido Nacional Revolucionario, or 




controlled the government, many of these rooftop dwellers came to be seen not only as 
transgressive, but as downright unwelcome in the country. Modotti was expelled from the 
country in 1930, for her communist affiliations, and under the false accusation that she had 
been involved in an attempt against President Pascual Ortiz Rubio. Carlton Beals, a journalist 
and contributor to Mexican Folkways was also expelled. Frances Toor, whose work had always 
been supported or at least tolerated by the successive governments, began to fear that the new 
highly conservative and anti- left government would close down her Mexican Folkways 
(Argenteri 143), as El Machete had been closed down by the government in 1929 (though it 
continued to be published, illegally, from 1929 to 1934).101  
 At a remove from public spaces but not entirely private either, they were “rooms of 
one’s own.” Their heterotopic status enabled a space of visibility-invisibility. As counter-sites, 
as Foucault has put it in another context, they facilitated a kind of “effectively enacted utopia 
in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found within the culture, are 
simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted” (“Of Other Spaces”). In other words, 
rooftops and their dwellers were not necessarily divorced from what was happening within the 
other layers of the city, but they offered the possibility of contesting and inverting what took 
place in ‘real’ or ‘official’ sites. And, in doing so, they allowed their inhabitants to enact a kind 
of modernist utopia in which gender restrictions were challenged, sexual norms transgressed, 
moral codes broken, aesthetic principles overturned, and intellectual affiliations reinvented. 
What is at the heart of the matter is that the translation spaces I have been looking at in this 
chapter are spaces defined by translation practices, which produce a ‘foreign’ or ‘other’ regard 
toward the city—much like a standpoint, at a peculiar distance, from which a relation of 
strangeness is established with the city, and from which the city can be viewed, inhabited and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
101 For a detailed story of Tina’s expulsion from Mexico, read Argenteri (141-47). 
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ultimately represented and aestheticized. 
Gerardo Murillo and Carmen Mondragón translated themselves into Nahuatl avatars of 
sorts: Dr. Atl and Nahui Olin—names foreign to the middle-classes, and in fact all social 
classes and races, as Mexican indigenous people did not have names like those either. Salvador 
Novo and Xavier Villaurrutia created Ulises, the first modernist translation journal, and 
founded the first experimental theater to exclusively stage plays in translation, and in doing so 
created a peculiar literary tradition, which at the time contested the idea, upheld by those in 
governmental power, of what Mexican literature should be. Similar to Dr. Atl’s endeavor with 
his catalogues and books about Mexican craftsmanship, Frances Toor’s magazine went a step 
further translated essays about the Mexican Indians, written mostly by the Mexican 
intelligentsia, into English, consistently and for the first time, in a world that was mostly 
oblivious to both Indians and Mexican intellectual criollos and mestizos. Edward Weston 
captured the “erotic mess” of the Mexican 1920s, and in his iconic photograph translated the 
view from his rooftop into the silhouette of Tina Modotti’s shadow. Tina Modotti captured the 
old city and its political movements into a radically modernist photographic aesthetics. In 
some cases translation was literal and literary; in others, it was a more subtle form of ‘carrying 
over’ and transferring; of importing and exporting forms of the foreign and the local; in all 
cases it was constitutive of a poetics of transgression: erotic, of sexual-orientation, of 
intellectual affinities, or of aesthetic and ideological values.The form that this poetics of 
transgression took varied, but in many instances it can be read in terms of different translation 
practices and different target audiences: both as forms of foreignization of the domestic, as in 
the case of Ulises; and forms of domestication of the foreign, as is the case of Toor’s project 
with Mexican Folkways, where the ‘foreign’ was indigenous Mexico, explicated to both the 
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Mexican and foreign intelligentsia. 
Now, because practices such as the ones I’ve been describing in this chapter are to a 
certain extent ephemeral, translation spaces have to be read somewhat as residues or effects of 
those practices. Translation spaces can be seen as indexes of translation practices in the sense 
that they are physical traces of their referents, or an effect of an event. This renders the task of 
reading translation spaces doubly challenging. If translation spaces are seen as indexes of 
translation practices, the latter would have to be inferred from the former—and the former 
does not necessarily retain itself, today, any sign of the original event or practice and the 
practice, in turn, is no longer existent due to its ephemeral nature. If, for example, Tina 
Modotti taking photographs of the cityscape from her rooftop can be seen as a practice by 
which the city was being translated or ‘carried over’ into another medium of representation—
the only evidence we have left of that practice is her photograph. The rooftop itself retains, 
today, no visible index of the practice, so we have to rely on archival evidence to establish an 
indexical relationship between a translation space and a translation practice. The question is, 
how can one fix and determine translation spaces and practices of the past—all of which are 
“intermixtures between ‘moments’ (…) a continuing spatial chaos” (Lefebvre 223). The only 
evidence we have are photographs taken in an instant, perhaps a poem, a letter, a painting, a 
plan. 
If we think of a city like Mexico City in terms of its many horizontal layers–ground 
floor, first floor, second floor— the layer that in the 1920s stretched out horizontally at about 
fifteen meters above the ground, can be thought of as a kind of semi-invisible experimental 
laboratory for modernist creativity and its shifting of moral parameters. The relative 
invisibility, both physical and cultural, of rooftop rooms allowed an alternative way of life and, 
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concomitantly, to a form of cultural production that pushed the boundaries of Mexican literary 
and visual culture. They were a key site of Mexican modernism. Although the new azotea 
trespassers, these new middle-class transplants to rooftop-dwelling, did not actually see each 
other from their respective rooftops (most of the addresses where not near enough to allow 
their inhabitants to be visible to each other), the fact that a group of diverse but to a degree 
like-minded people were living and producing work at that particular level, that particular 
height of the cityscape, must have had an effect in how they all imagined their place in the city, 
collectively. And perhaps, the way they imagined themselves both inside and outside the city. 
Even if Modotti, Weston and Toor, Novo and Villaurrutia, Dr. Atl and Nahui Ollin, may not 
have always crossed ideological and aesthetic paths, they knew each other and of one another, 
and each knew that the other was playing out their daily life at a similar height, in similar 
spaces. 
The key question, posited at the beginning of this chapter, is whether rooftop dwelling 
constituted more than a trend, whether a relation between dwelling space and the production of 
creative work can actually be traced. I believe it can. To a creative imagination—be it literary 
or graphic—dwelling space and work space are never devoid of symbolic signification, of a 
meaning beyond the literal and the common. To minds that are habituated to thinking of living 
in terms of its possibilities of representation—narrative, poetic, pictorial, photographic—space 
is more than just the barren grounds in which daily life and daily work happen be. Space is 
place— a particular placement of self in relation to the world. Thus, at least in a purely 
symbolic plane, these rooftop dwellers may well have imagined themselves as intermediaries, 
placed as bridges between the “inside” and the “outside” of the city. Their work—modernist 
journals, translation magazines, books and art catalogues, photographic or pictorial portraits, 
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events depicted in abstracted photographs of the city bellow—responded to the condition of 
the liminal place they chose to inhabit, both physical and intellectual. In this sense rooftop-
dwellers can be seen, too, as translators: bridging the gap between inside and outside, between 
the English and the Spanish- speaking world, between the Mexican Indios and the Mexican 
elite, between the local and the foreign. Whatever their own particular endeavors were, they 
played a part in the making of Mexican modernism, and in many senses they did so in their 
roles as cultural translators. Their cuartos de azotea placed them, too, in that role: from them, 
they could see the city from a relative distance, and that distance made them aware of their 











A House is a Machine for Translating 





I. Introduction: House As Modernist Space 
 
It was in the early 1920s, in his uncle’s house in the upper-class Porfirean neighborhood of 
Santa Maria la Ribera, that Salvador Novo started climbing up to the azotea, in order to get 
light and fresh air for reading and studying. In the house, as he recounts in Estatua de sal, the 
rooms were dark and crowded with opulent ornaments: 
En esa casa no había libros; pero sus grandes habitaciones amuebladas a todo costo; su 
salón alfombrado de verde, con grandes cortinajes y un numeroso ajuar Luis XV 
dorado, con una mesa de mármol en medio, sobre la que un enorme león de bronce 
gesticulaba ferozmente bajo una palmera cuyos frutos eran focos; su comedor, que 
exhibía vajillas y plata; sus recámaras tibias y perfumadas, tiradas a cordel en torno a 
un pequeño jardín entre la sala y el comedor, llenaban mi curiosidad en los ratos que 
pasaba en la casa. 
[In that house there were no books; but its large rooms furnished at great cost; its salon 
carpeted in green, with long drapes and an entire Louis XV ensemble surrounding a 
marble table on which a gigantic bronze lion gesticulated ferociously under a palm tree 
whose fruits were light bulbs; its dining room, which exhibited china and silver; its 
warm and perfumed bedrooms, arranged around a small garden between the living 
room and the dining room; all these spaces filled my curiosity, in the moments that I 
spent in the house.] (84) 
Similar to Novo’s account, the modernista poet and art critic José Juan Tablada—who 
would later move to New York—describes his own uncle’s house in downtown Mexico City: 
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En el fondo del patio [estaba] la escalera majestuosa, monumental, como tantas otras 
de la época que parecían rimar con sus peldaños anchos y tendidos, el paso lento y 
ceremonioso de la vida antigua. Al terminar la escalera, pasado el descanso sobre cuyo 
muro pendía un óleo de Nuestra Señora de la Soledad, en un arco lateral enrejado, 
veíase el tinajero con las enormes ollas bermejas y pulidas y aquél eterno gotear de las 
destiladeras que medía el tiempo.102  
[At the far end of the patio was the majestic stairway, monumental, like so many others 
of the epoch, whose ample and stretched out steps seemed to rhyme with the slow and 
ceremonious flow of old times. At the end of the stairway, after the landing over which 
hung an oleo of Nuestra Señora de la Soledad on a wall, in a lateral arch covered with a 
grill, one could see the tinajero with its enormous water pots, auburn and well-polished, 
and the eternal drip-drop of the filter, which measured time.] (qtd. in Staples 131) 
Both Salvador Novo’s and José Juan Tablada’s account of their uncle’s homes 
appeared—their memoirs were published in 1945 and 1937, respectively—when Porfirean 
houses were already becoming a ruin of the past, or “cheap archeology,” as the modernist 
architect Guillermo Zárraga used to say (qtd. in Carranza, Architecture as Revolution 131). By 
the mid-1930s, Mexican architecture had undergone a true revolution. Novo’s retrospective 
account of his uncle’s Porfirean house and his confessed need to emerge from its curious but 
perhaps oppressive interiors, out into the open space of the azotea can be read as a kind of 
foreshadowing of what was about to happen in Mexican architecture. Houses, as the “slow and 
ceremonious flow of old times,” in Tablada’s words, were about to change drastically. Before 
the Revolution, the family life of the Mexican bourgeoisie usually played out in the sumptuous 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
102 Original source: Tablada’s autobiography, La feria de la vida. 
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and rather darkened stages of Porfirean interiors, with their heavy drapes and excessive, 
antiquarian- like ornamentation. But new ideas about hygiene, ventilation, comfort, efficiency 
and simplicity had made their way into Mexico City through medical advances, the 
architecture school, as well as through magazines, books, shop vitrines and catalogues, and the 
city started responding to those new ideas (Agostoni, “Las delicias” 563-78). Houses, in 
particular, and with them daily life, transformed radically and rapidly toward the second half 
of the 1920s. 
Outside the field of architectural history houses have to a large extent been ignored by 
scholarly research, and rarely figure in modernist studies as sites worthy of serious 
consideration. Rooted in the idea of the flaneur and the metropolis as stage for the avant-garde, 
modernism is usually considered from the vantage point of the public arena and street life. As 
Victoria Rosner argues in her Modernism and the Architecture of Private Life, still today, 
“domesticity remains, for many critics, the antithesis of modernism” (13). Following Rosner,  I 
argue in this chapter that it is necessary to look into the space of the house in order to 
understand how houses—and the translation practices that took place in them—might have 
advanced the modernist agenda in Mexico City. 
Houses are not metaphors, symbols or figurations, but actual inhabited spaces. They 
should not, however, in our context, be read only in terms of their form and function, but also 
in terms of the many ways in which they may have served as laboratories of social change and 
as loci for the production of meaning—where meaning, form and function are not dissociated. 
Spatial criticism of interiors, moreover, remains either tied to the precepts of traditional 
literary analysis or to architectural description. As the critic Diana Fuss notes in her book, The 
Sense of an Interior,  “architectural historians treat the domestic interior more literally than 
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figuratively, ignoring the metaphorical in favor of the functional [and] literary critics, for their 
part, tend to treat the domestic interiors as pure figuration (…), as metaphors for something 
else, and rarely as important constructs in their own right” (3). 
Houses, and particularly functionalist houses, are key to understanding the history of 
Mexican modernism, from its gestational years in the late 1910s to its consolidation in the 
mid- to-late 1920s. Beyond their architectural design and execution, which allow an analysis 
centered on the ways in which the modernist aesthetic and socio-political agenda was 
materialized in buildings, houses also happen to be the stage where everydayness plays out. 
From private rituals of grooming and hygiene, to family structures and hierarchies, to formal 
and informal socialization, houses offer a glimpse into the sort of worldliness that tends to be 
ignored but nonetheless forms a fundamental part of the modernist map. Looking at houses 
within the framework of modernist translation practices as I do in this chapter, moreover, is a 
way to understand the relation between a house and its surroundings, and between the interior 
space and its inhabitants; in some cases, it helps us understand how a private space offers its 
inhabitants a “stage” for interaction and exchange with the public arena. 
The way that spaces such as houses were looked at and the way they were represented 
is, moreover, as important for the understanding of a modernist poetics of space as are the 
spaces themselves. In other words, modernist poetics of space represents not only a shift in the 
field of architecture, but also one in the concomitant field of architectural photography, as well 
as in the field of painting space and writing about it. Houses were translated, or carried over to 
other media, and in this translation—as in any other—there are always underlying assumptions 
both about the source ‘text’ and the target text and audience (where the houses themselves can 
be seen as text and the target text their graphic representation). The houses and interiors taken 
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as objects of study in this chapter are always images (or textual renderings) of houses and their 
interiors, which are being presented to, or “translated” for particular audiences: a Mexican 
house photographed for an American magazine, or a house photographed for a book about 
Modern Mexican architecture. Looking at the houses and how their interiors were presented in 
different contexts will perhaps offer a more complete panorama of how new housing in the 
modernist city looked like, but also of how its inhabitants and viewers projected themselves 
within it and in relation to the aesthetic and ideological framework of International 
modernism—a panorama ultimately bound to be fragmentary and incomplete, as no history of 
space can ever encompass all spaces. 
 
 
II. Cementing Modern Architecture 
 
The appearance of the first modernist houses in Mexico has to be understood within the context 
of the modern movement in Mexican architecture, which began around 1925, with José 
Villagrán’s first rationalist works and the introduction of reinforced concrete (the same 
architect that had designed the Estadio Nacional for José Vasconcelos). The first modern 
construction in Mexico was his Hygiene Institute in Popotla (1925), similar to the public 
buildings in Tony Garnier’s Cité Industrielle, in its use of concrete, flat roofs, and abstracted 
classical details, such as cornices and arches. 
Rationalist in style, symmetrical, horizontal and rectilinear in general shape, with little 
ornamentation or decorative detail, Villagrán’s Hygiene Institute was not only thoroughly 
‘modern’ in its formal appearance, but also in its fundamental purpose or raison d’être. The 
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institute was to be a space for healing and hygiene; it had to be of service to people and 
therefore both functional in its technical aspects and aesthetically pleasing to the eye. It was 
not a space solely for the Mexican elites, but a functional space meant to cater to all. 
Rationalism in Mexico reached a peak between 1925 and the mid-1930s, both in the public 
sphere and, especially, in the private and housing sector. 
 
 
Figure 3.1. José Villagrán, Institute of Hygiene, 1925  
 
The most important pivot for change in modernist Mexican architecture was the rise of 
the cement industry. New housing projects would have been impossible without the 
simultaneous rapid growth of this industry. At first, cement was viewed by all, and especially 
by the Mexican intelligentsia, with great suspicion—so much so that a journal called Cemento, 
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devoted exclusively to promoting cement, was created in 1925.103 The magazine’s director, 
Federico Sánchez Fogarty, “a young Mexican businessman of unusual perception and 
enthusiasm,” in the words of the American architecture critic Beach Riley, directed the 
magazines Cemento and Tolteca, in which he not only wrote passionate articles about the use 
of cement, but also brought in famous poets, writers and artists to pay tribute to the new 
construction material. Cement was the key element during the reconstruction period after the 
Mexican Revolution. 
 
Figure 3.2. Cemento, July 1929 
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Sánchez Fogarty organized events and competitions, and invented slogans to promote 
cement as the new cultural symbol of post-revolutionary Mexico.104 As Anita Brenner, the 
American anthropologist, journalist and art historian who moved back and forth between New 
York and Mexico during the 1920s, wrote in the revised 1935 edition of her guidebook Your 
Mexican Holiday: 
This style (the so-called functional house), born in the U.S. And nurtured in France, 
Germany and Holland, is nevertheless still a novelty almost everywhere except 
Mexico, where it is now so completely acclimated that it is taken for granted. It is 
worth recording, with a smile, how that happened. First—the Tolteca Cement 
Company had concrete to sell and happened to command the services of an 
indefatigable and sophisticated advertising manager, Federico Sánchez Fogarty, who 
stormed the town with art content, magazines, lectures, and all sorts of restless, 
intelligent pro-modern propaganda. (53) 
By 1928, Sánchez Fogarty’s magazine had a bimonthly print run of 12,000 copies 
(Carranza Architecture as Revolution 126). By the end 1920s, likewise, new neighborhoods—
or colonias—had become active experimental grounds for cement, where the new ideas of a 
younger generation of architects, recently graduated from the Escuela Nacional de 
Arquitectura, were put into practice. The colonia Condesa, for example, started to make room 
for art deco and functionalist houses and buildings, jettisoning the Porfirian model. Other 
colonias, like the Guadalupe Inn, inaugurated in 1927, were publicized for their modern 
hygienic standards and their higher altitude, safe from Mexico City’s recurrent floods. An ad 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
104 Beach Riley, quoted in Esther Born 19. For a more detailed history of cement in Mexico and 
the role that Sánchez Fogarty played in it, see Gallo Mexican Modernity 168-198. 
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that appeared in 1927 in the pages of El Universal Ilustrado, for example, read: “Construya 
Ud. Su casa en un lugar elevado no expuesto a inundaciones y perfectamente higiénico” 
[Construct your house in an elevated space not exposed to floods and perfectly hygienic]. The 
Guadalupe Inn, moreover, was brandished as “El Hollywood de México,” a trademark with not 
only the modern but also the undeniably glamorous connotations to which the middle classes 
could now begin to aspire. In Your Mexican Holiday, Anita Brenner describes new 
developments in the different housing sectors of the city: 
Since 1900 the movement west and south has been very rapid. It corresponds partly to 
a jump in size of the foreign population. Fashion has moved with it east and south 
(Colonia Roma). Here the houses are nearly all of European or American style. The 
newest sections (Colonia del Valle, Lomas de Chapultepec) at the extreme west and 
south, are almost entirely villas and bungalows. Patios have been discarded in favor of 
outdoor gardens; occasionally too, one sees an ultra-modern house in the International 
Style, borrowed out of a French or German art exhibit, and often putting some of its 
gaudy rococo neighbors to shame by the smart simplicity of its lines. (52) 
Before the Revolution in 1910, nineteenth-century French-style Porfirian architecture 
dominated Mexico City. Streets were mostly unpaved, there was scarce electric lighting 
(electricity arrived in 1905), and the drainage system was in chaos. Among the gravelly and 
often-flooded terrain across which the city stretched, elegant Porfirian mansions stood like 
lonely homages to a quickly decaying European noble class. But that changed in the 1920s. 
The pioneer of the changes in the housing sector was the architect Juan O’Gorman, who began 





III. O’Gorman’s early houses, translated by Esther Born 
 
Born in 1905, O’Gorman was the son of an Irish immigrant and a Mexican woman. His father, 
Cecil Crawford O’Gorman was a mining engineer who had arrived in Mexico to work in 
mines and soon found a job in the mine “El Profeta,” in Guanajuato. However, as O’Gorman 
recounts in his autobiography, the family was forced to move to Mexico City in 1913. The 
Revolution had erupted a few years earlier, and “El Profeta” closed down as a result of the 
general instability in the country.105 His father was never able to recover fully from the 
economic blow that this entailed, and the family lived in and out of poverty for years to come, 
sometimes eating what they harvested in their yard and, one one occasion, surviving for 
months off the meat of a mule that the zapatistas had killed near their house in San Ángel. 
When the turmoil of the Revolution quieted down, and the life of the capital had 
returned to a relative stability, Juan O’Gorman started attending school again. He finished high 
school in a Marist institution affiliated with the Escuela Nacional Preparatoria —where he met, 
among others, his life-long friend Frida Kahlo. Later, in 1922, he joined the Escuela Nacional 
de Arquitectura (San Carlos Academy), where most of his professors were still old-school 
architects of the Porfiriato, many of whom still held their positions but had stopped attending 
class. O 'Gorman, with a group of students, resolved to complain directly to the Minister of 
Education, who at the time was José Vasconcelos, and to ask to be given better and more 
committed teachers. The anecdote is worth recalling, as it is telling of the way things were 
handled by the first revolutionary government in Mexico. The students walked over from the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




Escuela Nacional de Arquitectura to the premises of the Secretaría de Educación Pública, an 
old convent secularized in the nineteenth century that was now remodeled and would soon be 
clad in the murals of Diego Rivera, Jean Charlot, Amado de la Cueva, Roberto Montenegro 
and Carlos Mérida, but that still in 1922, as O'Gorman recalls, was still spare and full of horses 
rather than cars, replete with soldiers rather than bureaucrats. It looked, according to 
O’Gorman, more like the headquarters of a military camp than a ministry. The students asked a 
soldier where Vasconcelos was, and he in turn pointed to a squat little man, saying "Es ese 
chaparro que está ahí en su escritorio," [He's that shorty over there at his desk] (89). After 
listening to their complaints, Vasconcelos promised to grant them their petitions. Indeed, soon 
after, “fully modern” architects such as Carlos Obregón Santacilia, Guillermo Zárraga and José 
Villagrán García were teaching in San Carlos. 
This change in the school’s faculty was in fact a fundamental one for the history of 
architecture in Mexico. The new teachers brought an entirely new course in the capital’s 
planning and design. Santacilia, Zárraga and Villagrán’s ideas, informed in turn by Walter 
Gropius and Le Corbusier, led to the first functionalist buildings—such as the Institute de 
Higiene at Popotla– and found a profound resonance with the younger generation.106 Under 
Villargán and Obregón Santacilia, professors at the School of Architecture in the Academy of 
San Carlos, students such as Juan O’Gorman, Juan Legarreta, and Álvaro Aburto “embraced a 
very minimalist functionalism as the architectural ideal because it was apparently simple, 
rational, and, above all, modern, and offered an immediate solution to Mexico’s problems” 
(Healy 36). 
O’Gorman, then a student of Villagrán, Zárraga and Santacilia, recounts that he first  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
106 For a more detailed discussion on the introduction of the ideas of Walter Gropius and Le 
Corbusier, see Burian 129-132. 
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heard of Le Corbusier while a student at the Escuela Nacional Preparatoria. Later, in 1924, he 
got hold of a Spanish copy of Vers une Architecture and read it several times. It is true that Le 
Corbusier changed his view of what architecture should be and do (Healy 35, Burian 129), and 
it is also true that he read Vers une Architecture not as a manifesto for revolution, but as a 
manifesto for architecture (Carranza 135). Juan O’Gorman became the most prominent 
exponent of functionalism in the late 1920s and early 1930s. Inspired by his readings of Le 
Corbusier’s, he championed an architecture that dealt directly with social needs, arguing that 
architecture that was preoccupied merely with artistic concerns was bourgeois, and ultimately 
irrelevant. Together with Juan Legarreta, and Álvaro Aburto, they forwarded a very minimalist 
functionalism because of its simplicity, rationality, modernity and, above all, because it offered 
an immediate solution to Mexico’s problems. Problems, that is, such as the urgent need for 
housing, hospitals, and schools for the new working class.107  
In the late 1920s, O’Gorman decided to save money to buy a piece of land where he 
would eventually build the first functionalist house in Mexico. He worked as a draftsman for 
Obregón Santacilia, and later Carlos Tarditi, while he also painted murals in pulquerías in 
downtown Mexico City; later he worked as a draftsman for Villagrán, who was finishing the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
107 Later, in 1932 the Minister of education Narciso Bassols, commissioned O’Gorman with the 
design and renovation of public schools in the city. Schools for 30,000 kids, at the total cost of 1 
milion pesos. Explaining why the government had chosen functionalism as a new language for 
schools, Bassols writes in 1932, in La educacion publica en México: “Besides…economic 
considerations, the Department of Public Education designed the school buildings with their 
present architecture because it believes that even if it had sufficient resources to erect 
sumptuous buildings of greater cost than those that strictly require that they perform their 
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between 1932 and 1935, all under the principle of maximum efficiency at minimum cost/effort. 
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plans that Guillermo Zárraga had started for the Instituto de Higiene (O’Gorman 80-83).108 
With the money he earned, he bought a piece of land in San Angel, in Palmas 81, which had 
previously been a tennis court. There, in 1929, he designed the first functionalist house in 
Mexico, a “machine” for his mother and father to live in: 
Quería realizar un ejemplo de una casa funcional, ajustándome al principio del 
máximo de eficiencia o rendimiento por el mínimo de esfuerzo … Tenía la necesidad 
urgente de hacer una casa que fuera ingeniería más que arquitectura, o bien, una 
arquitectura que, como decía Le Corbusier, fuera para habitar. Y así lo hice. 
[I wanted to execute an example of a functional house, adjusting to the principle of 
maximum efficiency for the minimum effort … I had the urgent need to make a house 
that was more engineering than architecture, or, an architecture that was, as Le 
Corbusier used to say, for living in. And that was what I did.] (83) 
Except, his parents decided not to live in it and, instead, rented the house out for 100 
pesos a month—an income of which they lived for many years. The house was perhaps, to 
their traditional standards, uninhabitable. As O’Gorman recalls in his memoirs: 
La casa que construí causó sensación porque jamás se había visto en México una 
construcción en la que la forma fuera completamente derivada de la función utilitaria. 
Las instalaciones, tanto la eléctrica como la sanitaria, estaban aparentes. Las losas de 
concreto sin enyesado. Solamente los muros de barro block y de tabique estaban 
aplanados. Los tinacos eran visibles sobre la azotea. No había pretiles en la azotea y 
toda la construcción se hizo con el mínimo posible de trabajo y gastos de dinero. 
 [The house I built caused a sensation, as there had never been seen in Mexico a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




construction in which the form was completely derived from the use function. The 
electrical and sanitary installations were visible. The concrete slabs left un-plastered. 
Only the clay and ceramic brick walls were leveled. The water tanks were visible on 
the rooftop. There weren’t walls on the rooftop and the whole construction was done 
with the least possible work and cost.] (85) 
According to Edward Burian, architects such as O’Gorman have to a certain extent 
been jettisoned from most histories of Mexican architecture because their style did not fully 
embrace either nationalist aesthetics or rationalism (127). Following Burian, Antonio Toca 
further argues that the very idea of these architects as “transitional” figures is mistaken, 
because it regards their particular qualities, aesthetic inclinations, and choices as merely 
intermediate solutions to an eventually fully developed modern architecture.109 Indeed, 
transitional architecture in Mexico, of the kind O’Gorman practiced, did not congeal to form 
an identity or style, but rather it sought to find a series of solutions to particular problems.110 
As it moved away from the nationalist precepts that dominated the field in post-revolutionay 
Mexico, it looked both inwards—to the new Mexican circumstances—and outwards—to 
modern European and American architectural solutions to modern problems, in what perhaps 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
109 As Toca writes: “Figures such as Juan Segura, Juan O’Gorman, Juan Legarreta, Álvaro 
Aburto, Francisco Serrano, and Carlos Tarditi were ignored by historians for many years, and 
only with the crisis of the Modern movement was there an effort to resurrect these figures” 
(172) 
 
110 As Olsen writes, this group was timely in recognizing that while Mexico’s “character was 
certainly mestizo, modern Mexico was more that simply the product of the conquest and 
miscegenation” (11). She explains that “While the neo-colonial was the result of a distinct 
aesthetic preference and a volition to regain an authentic Mexican architecture, the architecture 
of this transition was the result of economy as well as self-imposed restrictions of simplicity and 




can be seen as a form cultural strabismus with pragmatic objectives and results.111  
It is not entirely true, however, that O’Gorman was jettisoned from all architectural 
histories. O’Gorman, for instance, featured prominently in architectural photographer 
Esther Born’s The New Architecture in Mexico, published in New York in 1937. 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Ernest Born, Esther Born, ca 1935 
 
In her portrait, used in the book, Born features as something in between a well-heeled 
matron and a nineteenth-century European explorer, hand on her hip, professional squint, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
111 The low cost of O’Gorman’s first projects, for example, earned him the commission to build 
twenty elementary schools and a technical school for the government. In 1932, Narciso Bassols, 
Minister of Education, appointed O’Gorman as Head of the Architectural Office. With the help 
of Guillermo Zárraga, he desiged 24 schools in DF between 1932 and 1935, all under the 
principle of maximum efficiency at minimum cost/effort. 
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camera hanging from a strap around her neck. Born, no doubt, belonged to the strain of 
intellectuals that Salvador Novo used to call Los Pensadores Rubios—the blond thinkers—who 
were seen by some members of the Mexican intelligentsia both as naïve intruders who failed to 
see and understand Mexico beyond their own prejudices, and as key-holders of the coveted 
doors to the Anglophone world. 
 
 
Figure 3.4. Esther Born, Juan O’Gorman, ca. 1935 
 
Esther Born, an American architectural photographer, traveled to Mexico in the 1930s, 
making notes, sketching and taking pictures of what she believed were the most relevant 
examples of modern Mexican architecture. With the publication of The New Architecture, Born 




Figure 3.5 Esther Born, Casa Cecil O’Gorman (Juan O’Gorman), ca. 1935 
 
Born functioned as a kind of cultural translator, “exporting” a vision of Mexico City to 
English speaking audiences—especially in New York, where she also had several 
exhibitions.112 In the introduction to the book—which includes essays on architecture by 
notable Mexicans and Americans in the field, from the idiosyncratic publicist Federico 
Sánchez Fogarty to Beach Riley—she explains her intentions and begins by contesting the 
general idea Americans apparently had of Mexico: 
This book shows modern architecture in Mexico, chiefly in Mexico City. The quantity 
of it comes as a surprise. Such a quantity would be unexpected in any North American 
city; but to the Northerner, acquainted with Mexico only through literature and hearsay, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
112 See Howard Devree’s article “Brief Comment on a Score of Exhibitions Recently Opened in 
the Galleries.” The New York Times, October 17, 1937. 
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the energy displayed and the up-to-the-minute quality are doubly astonishing. We had 
thought of our neighbors as engaged in pursuits different than ours. These people were 
our opposites. Their territory … was occupied by Indians, not white men; colonized by 
the Spaniards instead of the Englishmen; spotted with huge ruins older than Rome and 
of a scale comparable to Egypt. The inhabitants, we were lead to believe, supported 
themselves chiefly by handicraft, lacked a sense of time, were of a mystical rather than 
a practical bent of mind and, in countless other ways, differed from us as much as 
humans could; besides, they were much happier. (3) 
She goes on to say that “perhaps this myth is still nearly true, ” but she also steps in to 
remind her readers that “Mexico City has been urban roughly twice as long as Boston or New 
York” (3). The tone may come across as patronizing, but the book offers a reasonably wide and 
well-documented showcase of some of Mexico’s most emblematic modern architects and their 
work. Born, moreover, pays close attention to O’Gorman’s houses, which she photographed 
copiously.113 The book includes photos, descriptions, and in some cases plans of O’Gorman’s 
functionalist houses for the painter Julio Castellanos (1934), the astronomer Luis Enrique Erro 
(1933), the minister of education Narciso Bassols (1933), and the house for Mexican Folkways 
editor Frances Toor (1934). Finally, of course, it includes photographs and plans of Diego 
Rivera and Frida Kahlo’s casa-estudio, the most emblematic modernist house in Mexico City.114  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
113 In the Ether Born Collection, in the Arizona Archives, there are at least 17 pictures of 
different houses designed by O’Gorman in the 1920s and 1930s. 
 
114 Strangely, there is not a single mention to Frida Kahlo herself. The casa estudio is referred to 
in the book as “Diego Rivera’s studio,” and Frida’s part of the complex is simply referred to as 
the “small house.” A reason for this may be that Diego and Frida separated during the year 




Figure 3.6. Esther Born, Casa Julio Castellanos, Juan O’Gorman, ca. 1935 
 
It is somewhat paradoxical that, if what Esther Born saw in Mexico City’s houses was a 
burgeoning modernity that she was eager to translate for her contemporaries back in New York, 
her translation of Mexico is all but modernist in its presentation. Born’s catalogue or “map” of 
modernist Mexico City works like a translation of modern Mexico City for an American 
audience. As a translation, however, it is all but modernist in its way of rendering the city’s 
houses. Esther Born’s “eye” when documenting Mexican modernity was not particularly 
attuned to modernist sensibilities. Compared to the photographs that, for example, Tina 
Modotti had been taking a few years earlier in Mexico City, Born’s lacked the abstraction 
given by distance, an appreciation of patterns, geometry, lines, and shadows.115 Her 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
115 See, for example Modotti’s Scaffold at the Stadium 1927, Staircase Mexico City c 1924 or 
the well-known Telegraph Wires c 1925 
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III. O’Gorman’s casa-estudio for Rivera and Kahlo, translated by Martin Munkacsi 
 
“The plan proceeds from within to without; the exterior is a result of the interior” (Le 
Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture 5). Applying Le Corbusier’s dictum to a studio and 
house designed specifically for a couple of painters—Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo—was the 
challenge that O’Gorman set himself in 1931. Rivera, after seeing the first house O’Gorman 
had built, on Palmas 81, commissioned him to design a casa-studio for himself and for Frida. 
He believed that this type of architecture was going to be revolutionary, and asked O’Gorman 
to build it next to Goicochea’s hacienda, on the same lot that O’Gorman had bought two years 
earlier, in what used to be the tennis courts of the San Ángel Inn Country Club. 
Rivera and Kahlo married for the first time in 1929—a wedding that Frida accurately 
compared to the union between a dove and an elephant.116 They lived for a while in Coyoacán, 
in an old colonial house on Reforma 104, and, toward the end of 1930, they moved to San 
Francisco, where Rivera had been invited to paint murals in the San Francisco Stock Exchange 
and the San Francisco Art Institute.117 Upon their return to Mexico in 1931, Diego Rivera was 
invited to serve on the jury for the Cemento Tolteca prize in “painting,” organized by the 
publicist Federico Sánchez Fógarty. It was through that contest that Rivera reestablished 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
116 This has been recorded by several sources. See, for example, Sánchez, Sorondo 2009. 
 
117 Twenty days after his marriage he was expelled from the Communist Party and he then 
declared his sympathy for Trotsky. 
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contact with O’Gorman, who won the first prize in painting (Tina Modotti won the 
photography prize). That same year, O’Gorman started working by commission on the design 
of the casa-estudio for Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo. The couple moved in only in December 
1933, upon their return from New York, where Rivera had been painting the famous 
Rockefeller Center mural (which was destroyed two months later). 
Kahlo and Rivera’s casa-estudio was the first artist studio in Mexico to be designed for 
its specific functional requirements: painting and showing work. And in this sense, as Le 
Corbusier would have had it, it was designed from the inside to the outside.118 The two houses 
had to be at once separated and connected. In Rivera’s casa-estudio the studio space was more 
important. The design had to privilege space for work, so the studio, on the second floor, faced 
north—the optimal orientation for even and abundant light. There would also have to be space 
for storing material (canvases, paint, paper, etc.), and a gallery to show work, which O’Gorman 
placed on the first floor (Rivera used this space to show his private collection of pre-
Columbian art). Finally, there were four rooms for guests, a kitchen and two bathrooms. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
118 In fact, the interior aspect of Rivera’s studio was very much based on the painter Amédée 




Figure 3.7. O’Gorman, Plans for casa-estudio, 1931 
 
Frida’s house, on the other hand, was smaller. It had a kitchen, a dining room, one 
bedroom, one bathroom, and a studio space, which, according to Esther Born’s description, 
“can become two bedrooms, if necessary” (89). It is interesting to note that most existing 
photographs that were taken of the casa-estudio emphasize the domestic quality of Frida’s 
space, as opposed to the work-space of Diego’s side of the casa-estudio. 
Home interiors pose several difficulties for any history of space. In contrast to studying 
building types as such, there are no plans to look at, and most spaces themselves have of 
course changed beyond recognition or disappeared. Walter Benjamin wrote in his discussion of 
the phantasmagoria of interiors, that “to dwell means to leave traces” (9), but all too often 
those traces are often no longer there, no longer available for the critic or scholar to decipher. 
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Archival traces of interiors, such as photographs, are also often hard to come by—especially 
“spontaneous” shots, in which the interior has not been previously primped-up for the 
occasion. Perhaps this is due to the fact that, if modern interiors are, by definition, the 
ultimate space of privacy, it is only natural that these interiors were kept, at least to an extent, 
private. Not to mention, interiors are also hard to photograph, without a professional, wide-
angle lens. Just as there are few photographs of inhabited interiors, texts about actual 
inhabited interiors—as opposed to imagined or literary interiors—are also scarce. In the 
literary sphere, letters are perhaps the best archival source of inhabited interiors, but 
descriptions of interiors in letters are mostly written either by people who are no longer in that 
space, and remembering it, or by those who are visiting or passing through. Spaces are seldom 
recorded by their permanent residents: a paradox of inhabiting space permanently is that that 
space becomes invisible or even irrelevant. Archival traces of interiors—be they painted, 
snapped or written—are rare, or clad in nostalgic remembrance, or blurred by the enthusiasm 
of novelty. 
In 1934 the then world-famous photographer Martin Munkacsi visited Mexico and 
photographed both the exteriors and, especially, the interiors of the casa-estudio, using Afga 
glass plates for the July 1934 issue of Harper’s Bazaar. In his shot of Frida’s interior space, we 
see, in the foreground, a table covered with a table-cloth –clearly not a working table, but one 
for dining. We see a number of chairs against the wall, probably put there to clear the space of, 
either for the specific purpose of a ‘cleaner’ picture or because, in fact, the chairs were usually 
against the wall to permit space for working when not eating. In a corner there is a jarrón, or 
ceramic flower vase, typical of Mexican handicrafts. Against the wall at the far back, a wooden 
trastero holds cups, pots, and plates. In the second photograph of Frida’s side of the casa-
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estudio, we see her actual studio. But in it, there is no sign of a painter who has been painting 
or will be painting anytime soon. In the photograph of Diego’s casa-estudio, on the contrary, 
we see Rivera at work, in the shot’s very center and focal point. The space is large and 
occupied chiefly by the artist’s enormous papier-mâché sculptures, hanging on the walls and 
columns. Nothing else distracts the eye, save a few scattered stools and benches. 
 
 




Figure 3.10. Martin Munkacsi, Rivera’s casa-estudio interior (Harper’s Bazaar July 1934, 42) 
 
Moving from the inside to the exterior, it is possible to understand how the two casa- 
estudios were designed to be at once connected and separate. A flight of stairs leads up, on the 
outside, from Frida’s studio space to rooftop, which was in turn connected by a bridge to 
Diego’s casa-estudio.”119 What is particularly interesting about the design of the house is 
precisely how its interiors are joined on the exterior. The house had to both connect and 
separate the couple. One might speculate that the house played a role in further defining the 
terms of their always- conflicted relationship. Diego, the “elephant,” one of the “three giants” 
of Mexican painting; Frida, the “dove,” with her collection of scraps and miniatures, always 
somehow under the shadow of Diego. The big house and the smaller house. The large studio 
and gallery space; and the smaller bedroom-studio. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
119 It is interesting to note that the rooftop itself, judging from the photographs hat exist of the 
period, was not used as a roof garden, as Le Corbusier had suggested and outlined in his 1926 




Figure 3.11. Martin Munkacsi, Exterior staircase leading from Kahlo’s studio to rooftop, 
(Harper’s Bazaar July 1934, 42) 
 
 
Figure 3.12. Martin Munkacsi, Bridge leading from Kahlo’s rooftop to Rivera’s casa-estudio, 




The two casa-estudios, indeed, seem to stand as a reinforced concrete “version” of the 
couple: a sort of architectural version of Diego and Frida [figure 3.13]. The house, beyond 
being a work-place, also became a space for the couple’s extramarital affairs. Diego, with his 
particular penchant for his models and secretaries; Frida, with men of certain fame and talent, 
ranging from Noguchi to Trotsky. As Rosner points out, space “organizes gender and 
sexuality” (14). Perhaps without knowing it, O’Gorman designed a house whose function it 
was to allow an “open” relationship. 
Munkacsi’s pictures, it must be remembered, were taken for Harper’s Bazaar, a New 
York based fashion magazine targeted at upper-middle and higher class women.120 He was 
introducing the couple and their casa-estudio to American audiences (as well as French and 
British, as the magazine was also sold in London and Paris). In the large double-page layout 
dedicated to “Colors of Mexico” in the issue, not all of the pictures taken during that trip by 
Munkacsi actually appear. The only pictures of the house printed in the issue—and in fact in 
very small format—are that of Frida crossing the bridge from one house to the other [figure 
3.12], Diego Rivera working in his studio space [figure 3.10], and Frida climbing the staircase 
to the azotea [figure 3.11]. In the center of the double page layout, there is a large photograph 
of the couple walking alongside the cactus fence surrounding the casa-estudios, next to which 
a caption explains “Diego Rivera with Señora Freida [sic] Kahlo de Rivera before the cactus 
fence of their Mexico City home.” To the right, a series of scattered, angled photographs of 
“glimpses of village and country life as seen from a train window” show images of barefooted 
Mexican peasants selling crafts, riding mules, and playing musical instruments.121  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
120 The issue also featured images of Josephine Baker and a text by Evelyn Waugh. 
 












Figure 3.15. Martin Munkacsi, Frida in front of cactus fence surrounding the casa-estudio, 1933 
 
A chronicle written by Harry Block—an editor at Knopf in New York who 
presumably had become acquainted with Mexico when he edited the work of the cartoonist 
and painter Miguel Covarrubias there—accompanies the photographs, but makes no mention 
of the casa- estudio. Instead, the chronicle describes Block’s search for the perfect Mexican 
sandals, in a rather predictable, exoticizing tone: “…All Mexico walks on huaraches 
(pronounced wahratchehs and meaning sandals) .…” Juxtaposed with the image in the center 
of the layout of Diego and Frida walking—he is dressed like a European dandy, shoes 
included, and she in her exuberant attire and pointy boots—Block’s ode to the huarache 
seems rather forced, to say the least. 
Little of what Munkacsi saw and photographed during his studio visit made it into the 
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pages of the magazine. To be exact: three small prints of the house in the left margin of a 
double- page spread, one central large-format photograph of Rivera and Kahlo smoking next to 
their cacti fence, and six photographs in the top and the right margins featuring Indios selling 
crafts,  playing instruments, and riding mules. As a “translation” of Mexico City, its houses and 
inhabitants, the Harper’s Bazaar piece is a perfect example of what the American mythology 
around Mexico perpetuated and congealed as an image of the southern neighbor: a place were 
glimpses of modernity were a rare exception to the rule of huaraches. As Helen Delpar puts it, 
in the late 1920s and early 1930s “Mexico … became a mecca for cultural pilgrims who 
wished to peer at ancient monuments and the works of contemporary muralists and to imbibe 
the atmosphere of authenticity and harmony that pervaded Mexico’s Indian communities” (56). 
A functionalist Mexican house featuring in Harper’s Bazaar? Impossible! Let’s use the picture 
with the cacti instead! 
While Born’s photographs, even though they were themselves not particularly 
“modern,” sought to portray a modern or modernizing Mexico City, those that Harper’s chose 
from Munkacsi’s negatives were mostly ones that depicted backward, exotic, huarache 
Mexico. In the domestication vs foreignization dichotomy, where would these two examples 
lie? Born’s work would perhaps be an example of domestication of the foreign, in which 
Mexico is shown to be less ‘alien’ than the American public thinks. The message was: our 
southern neighbors are becoming modern, like us. In the case of Harper’s, the spread shows an 
utterly foreign Mexico, but in a way that also makes it more palatable, easier to capture and 
understand through its associated clichés. It is also an example of domestication, but one in 





IV. A Bathroom of One’s Own: Translated by Salvador Novo and Frida Kahlo 
 
In one of his characteristically playful essays published in El Univeral Ilustrado, titled 
“Motivos del baño,” Salvador Novo writes a kind of manifesto in favor of the private 
bathroom.122 The essay—published alongside an image of a nude Barbara La Marr, a 
Hollywood actress, sitting inside a bathtub while talking on the telephone—belonged to a 
series that Novo published in the same supplement, featuring topics as varied as beds, beards, 
milk, divorce, radio, boxing and fashion.123 In “Motivos del baño” Novo begins by lamenting 
that writers tend to omit opinions on bathrooms, saying he could well have made his own 
meditations legitimate if only they were “ornamented by the cupola of a sentence by, say, 
Shakespeare” (41). But, even though he finds no epitaph with which to adorn his ramble, no 
bathroom essay-writing tradition on which to mount his own thoughts, he goes on and plunges 
into his subject matter. Novo directs his main complaint at the fact that public bathrooms had 
proliferated indiscriminately all over the city, and expresses his disdain for bathing in 
public.124 Public bathrooms, he thought, were the “most disagreeable institution of modern 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
122 “Motivos del baño” was published originally in 1924 in El Universal Ilustrado and then 
compiled in his first book of essays in 1925 
 
123 Novo’s essays are always simultaneously high-brow and low-brow. Like his predecessor’s 
Guitiérrez Nájera, his were always mundane in their subject matters, but cultivated in their 
many-layered references. Novo quotes a myriad of writers, from Chesterton, to Xavier de 
Maistre, to Virgil, Freud and Nezahualcoyotl. As Viviane Mahieux, who has written on this 
essay by Novo, notes: “This tongue-in-cheek lament reveals a willful mismatch of registers, a 
witty play with cultural hierarchies that would quickly become a hallmark of Novo’s writing” 
(Mahieux 156). 
 
124 According to Claudia Agostoni in Historia cotidiana de la vida en México, there were about 
50 public bathrooms in Mexico City by the end of the nineteenth century –some for the lower 
and some for the upper classes. See “Las delicias de la limpieza: la higiene de la Ciudad de 
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Figure 3.16. Salvador Novo, “Motivos del baño,” El Universal Ilustrado, 1924 






Novo further writes: 
 
El baño privado es el más conveniente y el más completo. El baño es abstracción de la 
mente, actividad excluyente de toda otra (…) El baño privado es como un examen de 
conciencia bien hecho. Nos muestra nuestros defectos, nos arrepentimos de ellos, nos 
muestra nuestro yo verdadero y parece que acaban de bautizarnos… 
[The private bathroom is the most convenient and the most complete. Bathing is 
abstraction of the mind, an activity that excludes any other (…) The private bathroom 
is like a consciousness exam well executed. It shows us our defects, we repent, it 
shows us our true self and afterwards it is as if we had just been christened…] (41) 
The tone of Novo’s essay is perhaps a tongue-in-cheek emulation of the many hygiene 
manuals that circulated in the city in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, 
but also, more widely, an echo of the modern movement’s doctrines on hygiene and 
sanitation.125 In these manuals, doctors and hygiene specialists gave didactic advice on how to 
proceed with daily or weekly hygienic rituals in order to avoid the many diseases that plagued 
the city in the 1920s. But Novo’s defense of the private bathroom is telling of a larger, more 
noteworthy trend in both the literary and architectural landscape of modern architecture, 
including that of 1920s Mexico City: the shift in the role that “private space” played in 
literature and other arts such as photography and painting—the way it was represented, written 
about and reimagined—as well as the way that interior space was reconstituted in modern 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
125 For a discussion on these manuals, see: Historia cotidiana de la vida en México IV, “Las 




As Victoria Rosner argues, modernist spatial poetics “was attuned to architectural 
dynamics of privacy and exposure, spatial hierarchies demarcating class, the locations and 
routines surrounding the care of the body, and the gendering of space” (2). Indeed, Novo’s 
“Motivos del baño” is a clear example of these dynamics: it plays on privacy and exposure, 
simultaneously advocating for privacy and publicizing it both through his text and the 
accompanying image; it touches upon class distinctions, as the private bathroom with a bath 
was of course a space accessible only to higher-middle and upper classes; and it also 
sometimes leads to the gendering of space, signaling the privacy of the bath as a 
quintessentially feminine place, as opposed to the city’s public bathrooms, full of men 
softening in the steam like “soft potatoes.” 
Novo’s essay also taps into another aspect of Mexican modernism: the complex 
interplay between the “foreign” and the “local,” where there is a constant transference of the 
foreign into the local or domestic, and a foreignization of the domestic through this form of 
transfer or translation. Here, a foreign image—a (hardly) nude Hollywood actress—is being 
put in the context of the very local discussion regarding the distinction between public and 
private bathing in the city. The image of the bather is being brandished as a commodity to be 
desired and coveted. Inserting—importing—her into the pages of El Universal Ilustrado, 
accompanying a lighthearted but nonetheless critical piece by an in-house writer conveyed a 
very particular message: this is what domesticity should look like, this is what a modern 
household, and a modern way of living, should be. 
Up until the 1920s, high-end porcelain or marble bathtubs were available upon 
request from catalogues, or in shops. For the not so wealthy, there were foldable, 
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impermeable canvas and wood bathtubs. These were invented and put into circulation by 
the company Gerber- Carlisle, and cost 25 pesos. As the company announced: 
El placer de tomar un buen baño es un privilegio que no puede ser estimado para la 
conservación de salud y comodidad. Precisamente acabamos de recibir y poner en venta 
un nuevo invento: tinas plegadas, las cuales son completas y satisfactorias bajo todos 
conceptos [sic], quedando resuelto, por lo tanto, el problema de tener un baño propio, 
fácil y de precio moderado. 
[The pleasure of taking a good bath is an inestimable privilege for health and comfort. 
We have, precisely, just received and started selling a new invention: FOLDABLE 
BATHTUBS, which are complete and satisfactory from any point of view, resolving, 






Figure 3.17. Advertisement for foldable bathtubs in magazine Álbum de damas, 1907, 
(reproduced in Historia cotidiana de la vida en México IV, 572) 
 
As if Salvador Novo’s call for private bathing had been heeded, or as if he had heralded 
the advent of the new age of bathing, porcelain bathtubs started to become common during the 
later 1920s. Frida Kahlo’s casa-estudio was probably one of the first houses in the city to have 
a built-in bathtub from the start and, because of the permanent physical damages she had 
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suffered in her accident as a teenager and the countless operations that followed throughout her 
life, she had to take long, daily hot baths. 
In 1938, she painted “Lo que el agua me dio,” perhaps the painting responsible for 
launching her international career. In this painting—an epitome of what Novo had called 
“abstraction of the mind,” a “consciousness exam well executed,” and a mirror of the “true 
self”– we see Frida’s feet, peeking out of the water. Further down, there is an erupting volcano 
out of which emerges a skyscraper, perhaps the Empire State Building; there is a dead bird on a 
tree, a couple of flowering peyotes, the corpse of a woman, a man in loincloth, a Tehuana dress 
dramatically spread out, Frida’s parents, a female couple resting on a floating cork or sponge, 
and a plant whose roots creep and reach into the water, in which a pair of legs can be made out. 
Frida was painting “Lo que el agua me dio” when André Breton and Jaqueline 
Lambda arrived in Mexico to live there for a while. When Breton saw the unfinished 
painting, he extended an invitation to show her work in Paris the next year. Breton called her 
a natural surrealist: “My surprise and joy were unbounded when I discovered, on my arrival 
in Mexico, that her work has blossomed forth, in her latest paintings, into pure surreality, 
despite the fact that it had been conceived without any prior knowledge whatsoever of the 
ideas motivating the activities of my friends and myself.”126  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  








 “Surrealist,” and even more so “natural surrealist,” was a title that Kahlo always 
rejected. It was, however, one that helped “translate” her paintings for European and American 
audiences. She was branded as authentically Mexican, but with “international flair”; she was at 
once wild and sophisticated; natural and exotically overdone. To be projected as a surrealist in 
Europe, helped an audience understand her work more immediately—in that sense Breton’s 
comment domesticated her art. But, perhaps, to call her a “natural” surrealist transformed her 
into a kind of sauvage: unconscious of her talent, unsuspecting of her strength. It presented her 
as an utterly foreign, exotic, ‘other.’ 
 
 




It is somewhat paradoxical that a work featuring the ultimate private space of the 
house, the bathroom, provoked, in the end, her “coming out” into public recognition. But 
Kahlo new how to capitalize both on her private ‘drama’ and her exotic self-presentation. In a 
1939 photograph taken during the opening of Kahlo’s exhibition in Paris, she poses in front of 
the painting, her unibrow now underscored with black eyeliner: Frida representing Frida. It is 
uncertain who or what the artwork is. 
 
 
V. Rivera and Kahlo, translated by Rivera and Kahlo, and Kahlo 
 
The first photos of the still uninhabited casa-estudio for Rivera and Kahlo were taken in 1932 
by the photographer Guillermo Kahlo, Frida’s father, who made a living as an architectural 
photographer for the Mexican government. Frida and Diego are not present in the photographs. 
What is interesting about these images is that they are not only documentary, but are in 
themselves of artistic value. The angles Guillermo Kahlo choses, the way he shows patterns, 
lines, a certain abstraction of forms, all make for photographs that, unlike Esther Born’s, aspire 




Figure 3.20. Interior of Frida Kahlo’s casa-estudio, Guillermo Kahlo, 1932 
 
 





The house was an emblem of modernity —a solitary example of a yet de-rooted 
functionalism in a city that was still trying to find a national architectural language that best 
suited its syncretism, its revolutionary program, and bourgeoning modernity. Seen from the 
exterior, O’Gorman’s casa-estudio for the painters responds to what Kenneth Frampton would 
call a “practice of negation” (Frampton 16-30). It produces a rupture and a discontinuity in the 
Mexican architectural tradition. The house is “quietistic”—it is not ostentatious, it doesn’t 
encode traditional values or messages. It is also neutral, and has no “encoded” messages, and 
thus is anti-Vasconcelian, in the sense that it was not the sort of architecture that was “legible” 
for the masses (Carranza 166-67). The building simply addresses the functional, material and 
programmatic necessities. Furthermore, it is materially efficient (primarily using reinforced 
concrete), socially progressive and cheap. The gesture of planting a functionalist house next to 
Goicochea’s hacienda, a colonial vestige of pre-Revolutionary Mexico, makes it a kind of 
“casa- manifesto” (Guzman Urbiola 35) . 
Rivera hoped that his new house would embody his ideology completely: his belief in 
the proletariat revolution, his program to be the painter for the masses. The house, in many 
senses, resembles a factory or industrial building, with its visible ship-railings and water tanks, 
its exposed materials, and raised piloti. It is interesting to note, in this context, how the cacti 
fence surrounding the house relates to the general industrial feeling. The cacti become 
“industrialized,” so to speak, and in their geometric patterning take on a functional rather than 
a decorative purpose—but which Harper’s Bazaar had decontextualized and exploited as a 
folkloric element of decoration. 
The house, however, neutral as it may have been intended to be in its architectural 
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codes, ended up functioning as a space for “exporting” Mexican cultural capital, especially one 
connected to indigenous Mexican craftsmanship, as the gallery spaces in the house were used 
by Rivera to show his collection of pre-Columbian art. Rivera’s gallery space was visited by 
many, who sought to view his robust collection. It became an emblem of Mexicanness—a 
modern yet traditional Mexicanness—or what would today be called “Mexican-chic.” It may 
indeed be seen as a paradox that Mexico’s first functionalist house also became, interiorly, a 
showcase of nationalist, Vasconcelian indigenismo. But that was precisely the complex 
operation that Rivera and Kahlo successfully achieved as cultural translators. For, even today, 
almost a century later, the world still sees them as a kind of embodiment of Mexicanness. The 
casa-estudio was not only a depository of traditional Mexican arts and crafts, but also a stage 
for the couple’s ultimate “oeuvre,” which was, of course, themselves. His studio, as well as 
Frida’s, received people who went to see their work and work-in-progress, but, mostly, to visit 
them—the power couple of Mexican modernity: thoroughly cosmopolitan, sophisticated, well-
connected, but also more Mexican than Mexico. They are, perhaps, Mexico’s first performance 
artists. 
In many ways, Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera functioned also as cultural translators, 
both “importing” and “exporting” cultural capital to and from Mexico. During the time they 
inhabited it, the casa-estudio represented a kind of mecca to which people from abroad 
invariably made a pilgrimage during their travels through or sojourns in Mexico City.127 From 
Leon Trotsky to Nelson Rockefeller, Pablo Neruda, Carlos Pellicer, John Dos Passos, Waldo 
Frank, Sergei Eisenstein (Guzmán Urbiola 69-70), some of the most notable figures of the 
times visited the casa-estudio. Others stayed there for periods, such as André Breton and his 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
127 A precursor of sorts to the Kahlo-Rivera casa-estudio was M.N. Roy’s house in Mexico 
City’s Colonia Roma, discussed in chapter I. 
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wife Jaqueline Lamba, who lived in the casa-estudio between April and July 1938 (Guzmán 
Urbiola 64). Rivera, Mexico’s most well-known painter at the time, gave O’Gorman 
professional validation. O’Gorman, in turn, gave Rivera and Kahlo a ‘stage.’ Or, perhaps, a 
machine to translate in: the casa-estudio imported and exported cultural capital, it brought in 
foreignness as much as served as a platform to project a particular idea of Mexican modernity 
to the world. 
As Diana Fuss points out, while other professionals in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries followed the general trend of a migration into a public sphere, writers 
“remained essentially where they were, seeing no apparent contradiction between the 
increasingly private act of dwelling and the increasingly public act of writing” (10). This 
applies better to painters’ studios. The later photographs taken in the casa-estudio are less 
about the house and more about its inhabitants, the stellar power couple. One of the last 
portraits of the couple in the casa-estudio, before Frida decided to move out for good, shows 
the couple standing in the corner of the azotea on Frida’s side of the house. Diego, with an 
almost bureaucratic dress-code and demeanor; Frida, like a Mexican doll, closing her eyes in 
nonchalance. There is little left of the actual man and the woman: they are symbols, national 




Figure 3.22. Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo, anon., ca. April 14, 1939 
 
Another one of the later photographs shows Rivera giving a lecture in his studio. He is 
surrounded by his papier-mâché sculptures, and rests his hands on a work-table filled with 
books and papers. Behind him, crouched between the hovering sculptures, a man is visible—
probably a journalist or photographer. To the far left of the image, a camera flash is also 
visible. It is a picture of a public man in a public event, in a space—a painter’s studio—that 




Figure 3.23. Diego Rivera in his studio, anon., ca. 1948 
 
As we have seen with the diverse examples discussed in this chapter, the casa-estudio 
designed by Juan O’Gorman in 1931 for Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera is a translation space in 
various different senses. It was the first famous functionalist house in Mexico City, and 
therefore a “carrying over” of functionalist principles from Europe and the USA into the 
context of Mexican architecture. This carrying over marked the beginning of a process of a 
“foreignization” of the cityscape: the casa-estudio challenged and renovated the local 
architectonic languages.  The house, in the following years, was photographed by notable 
foreign photographers for foreign audiences—a translation process in which “Mexican 
modernity” was shown to the world, perhaps in varying degrees of condescension, admiration, 
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and domestication. Finally, its inhabitants, Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo, can be seen as the 
modern Mexican cultural translators par excellence,“importing” foreign trends and people, as 
well as local arts and crafts objects through the casa-estudio, and thus “exporting” a very 
particular idea of Mexico and Mexicanness. Diego and Frida embodied the modernist Mexican 












Translating Talkies in Modernist Mexico 
 





I. Movie Theaters in the Age Of Sound: an Introduction 
 
During the late 1920s and early 1930s, the first ‘talkies’ appeared in Mexico, and many new 
cinemas were built or adapted from older buildings in order to accommodate this 
paradigmatically modern entertainment. Until the 1920s movies were mostly screened in 
makeshift spaces—in private houses, old theaters, circuses and even churches. Then, in the 
early 1920s, the first ‘cinema palaces’ started to appear, and by the late 1930s there were 
around fifty new or newly adapted movie theaters specialized in featuring talkies in Mexico 
City (Hershfield 265). These movie houses, as the architectural historian Fernanda Canales has 
written, were “an emblem of spectacular modernity” (Canales 180). The first sound movie 
theaters are also, as I shall argue, an example of translation spaces in their multi-layered 
complexity. 
Research on Mexican cinemas in both architectural history in film studies remains 
scarce in relation to other areas of investigation: while the bibliography about Mexican cinema 
itself is copious, there is scant bibliography about the history of film theaters themselves. 
Often, film historians ignore the spaces in which films were screened, and architectural 
historians tend to disregard the history of film when they deal with movie theaters.128 Perhaps 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
128 The great exception in the wider sphere of film cultural and material history is, of course, 
Siegfried Kracauer, whose essays on film and its relation to space are particularly well 
articulated in his essay “The Cult of Distraction” (1926), collected in The Mass Ornament, 
about Berlin’s “Picture Palaces” and the role that surroundings play on the experience of movie-
going. Kracauer thought that “the interior design of the movie theaters served one sole purpose: 
to rivet the audience’s attention to the peripheral so that they will not sink into the abyss.” I do 
not, however, follow this view, and contend later in this chapter that film theater interiors in 
Mexico were designed more as part of the attraction of movie-going rather than as a 
psychological counterbalance to “the abyss” of a film. 
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part of the problem is the lack of material evidence in magazines and newspapers about the 
construction of theaters, as compared to the great amount of information about films and 
actors. Among news bits such as “Tarzan has divorced his wife” and “Chaplin is in love again” 
(Cinelandia Dec 1932), as well as propaganda for new equipment for the new film theaters, 
advertisements which sell cheap and reliable English lessons, ads for new Kodak cameras and 
new Clarion radios, etcetera, propaganda for film theaters or news about them is notably 
absent from magazines pages, with just a few exceptions, when the inauguration of theaters are 
announced. 
Although film criticism is not in the scope of interest of this chapter, and I will not 
focus on any films in particular, I do want to place my architectural analysis and discussion of 
movie theaters in the specific context of the arrival of sound film technology in order to 
discuss the relationship between the modern architectural language of movie theaters and some 
of the dominant cultural politics around the burgeoning sound film industry in Mexico. I am 
particularly interested in the question of whether these two things worked in consonance or, on 
the contrary, were in dissonance in relation to the discourse of modernity and in the creation of 
a ‘sense’ of being modern. Considering the spaces that were created with the arrival of sound 
film from an architectural perspective, and focusing on a small group of movie theaters, I 
intend to discuss the various senses in which translation practices took place within these new 
spaces, and how such practices contributed to a wider discourse of modernity. Did both 
cinemas and the film industry have a parallel evolution in terms of how they embraced 
parameters of modernism? Did they play a similar social and cultural role in their contribution 
to the formation of ideas of modernity? 
I will discuss a relatively wide range of translation practices, from dubbing and the 
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politics of film translation in early foreign sound films in Mexico, to the role that the first 
movie theaters played as stone-and-concrete ‘translators’ of the modern experience of sound 
films, to the appropriation of old spaces and their repurposing for the new technologies, to the 
way that theaters that were built in particular architectural ‘languages,’ such as the 
International Style and the Streamline modern, constituted a form of temporal translation.129 
The way I approach these different practices and spaces, in turn, varies from a hermeneutical 
approach to cultural practices, to a phenomenological reading of building typology, to a more 
distant reading of buildings within the cityscape. My approach to translation, moreover, is tied 
to the quintessentially modernist distinction between foreignization and domestication. 
 
 
II. Subtitles, Dubbing and Versions: a Hermeneutical Approach to a New Soundscape 
 
Translation and dubbing were a fundamental part of the beginnings of the sound film industry. 
By the end of the 1920s, the film industry had entered into a crisis and sound film was initially 
not being received enthusiastically around the world by leading figures in the industry. 
Chaplin had said that talkies were “ruining the great beauty of silence,” (qtd. in Maland 113) 
and Luigi Pirandello wrote in his essay, “Will the Talkies do Away with Theater?” that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
129 Although the term “International Style” started to be used more frequently in the 1930s, it 
usually refers to the language that architecture started using in the 1920s, and which became the 
emblematic style of modernism in architecture. Buildings designed according to the principles 
of the International Style are typically devoid of unnecessary ornamentation, are rectilinear, 
conceive exteriors as a result of interiors and rationalize form and function. The Streamline 
Moderne style, which became widespread in the 1930s, draws on fundamental principles of the 
International style but merges it with Art Deco elements, such as the use of curved lines, 
horizontal planes, and references to nautical and aerial shapes. See: Hitchcock, Henry-Russell, 
and Philip Johnson. The International Style. 
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Americans’ “cheerful arrogance” regarding the advent of sound films was not something to 
really be worried about, because talkies were nothing but a “poor reproduction of theater” 
(Pirandello 154). 
But beyond its reception among prominent intellectuals and public figures, the crisis 
was also economic, and related to the world financial crisis. In September 1932, the magazine 
Cinelandia, which was published simultaneously in Mexico and Hollywood, featured an 
article titled “La gran crisis del cine,” discussing the crisis in the industry and adjudicating the 
reasons for it to the advent of talkies. The note recounts, in a rather alarmist tone: 
Hollywood producers are receiving, from all over the world, precise data confirming 
the reduction of income from ticket sales in all the cinemas in every city, in every 
country in the world. To tell the truth, we must add that the downward trend in popular 
interest for the cinematographic spectacle did not start with the world financial crisis: it 
is older than that and goes back to the exact moment in which sound and spoken film 
made its first entry into the international market. (Cinelandia 17) 
As the critic Luis Reyes de la Maza explains in El cine sonoro en México, with the 
arrival of sound films in Hollywood in the late 1920s one of the many problems that the 
American film industry faced was preserving its cultural and economic hegemony over the rest 
of the world.130 Governments were implementing protectionist laws guarding against linguistic 
“pacific invasion” (13). Countries such as Argentina immediately banned movies spoken in 
English (22). Even in Britain, audiences started to protest against movies being spoken in 
“American” (22). In Mexico, one of the most influential newspapers, El Universal, directed an 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
130 Reyes de la Maza’s book, El cine sonoro en México, prologues a compendium of articles 




aggressive campaign against the new movies spoken in English, calling on the governments 
throughout the Spanish American continent to ban movies in English.131 By the end of the 
1920s, ninety percent of the silent films screened in Mexico were made in the USA, and the 
Latin American audiences could not understand the new sound films (Hershfield 264). The 
working classes did not speak English, and the upper-classes mostly spoke French as a second 
language, not English. A good part of the Mexican elites as well as columnists and journalists 
supported the campaign in the vast majority of national print media. They agreed that English 
would take over Spanish if Hollywood’s pacific invasion was not stopped by banning movies 
in English, and they contended that Spanish would soon become a dead language if the masses 
started associating English to the language of entertainment. 
When the negative reaction to sound film had become wide-spread, Hollywood 
entrepreneurs finally decided that they had to do something about it. The first solution they 
attempted was to make silent versions of the new sound films, strictly for foreign export. This 
proved to be a complete failure (Mora 31), as audiences wanted to partake in new 
technological advances, and silent films were coming to be perceived by the movie-going 
public as a thing of the past. The second solution was to subtitle films. But countries had 
demands that were sometimes difficult to meet, as well as particular, local demographic 
realities. The Mexican president Emilio Portes Gil, for example, issued a notice saying that 
there should be “absolute Castilian purity in the language and subtitles of foreign films” 
(Garcia Riera 13), which was impossible, since the people involved in subtitling were Spanish 
speakers from many places in the world living in Los Angeles, and there was no way to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
131 There were of course those who were in favor of movies spoken in English. In July 1929, for 
example, the magazine Continental published an article defending movies in English, stating 
that the exposure to the language was beneficial for those who wanted to do ‘business’ (Reyes 
de la Maza 13). 
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conserve the “purity” of Spanish that Portes Gil demanded. Moreover, in 1930, there was still 
a sixty-five percent of illiteracy in Mexico (Vidal 20), so the majority of the population was 
incapable of reading film subtitles anyway. 
The third entrepreneurial strategy was to dub the original Hollywood films. This, 
likewise, proved inadequate, as many spectators detested the monstrous disembodiment that 
the still precarious methods of dubbing entailed. Ultimately, at least in the case of films 
destined for the Spanish-speaking world, it was decided that Hollywood would produce 
‘versions’ of the original films, using actors that could speak Spanish fluently. They imported 
writers, technicians, directors and of course actors from Spain and Latin America, to play the 
parts of their English- speaking originals. These actors were called the Hollywood Hispanics—
and perhaps we can see them almost like linguistic stunt doubles. Or perhaps, these Spanish-
speaking actors can be seen as full-fledged dubbers: they did not only lend their voice to the 
‘original’ but their entire body. A translation feat of sorts: Hispanic cinema became 
Hollywood’s Spanish-language copy or version of itself. 
From their beginnings, Hispanic films failed to convince audiences—as if their 
particular form of translation proved to be too simple and unsophisticated for modern 
spectators. The audience was probably aware that they were not watching an entirely original 
film and that the actors that they were seeing were most often not part of the venerable star-
system. In fact, a Spanish newspaper published a sarcastic note “thanking” Hollywood for 
ridding them of so many untalented, unemployed actors and taking them over to the USA 
(Reyes de la Maza 23). The poignant film critic Luz Alba wrote a note titled “Growls in 
Spanish,” where she stated that the voices of the actors were “so emphatic and what they say is 
so stupid that one has the impression of being in a tent drama, where one could at least resort 
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to the final resource of throwing the chairs at the actors—something impossible to do at the 
cinema Olimpia because the chairs are glued to the ground” (Alba, qtd. in Reyes de la Maza 
180). Moreover, people were disgusted with the varieties of Spanish accents, vocabularies and 
idiomatic twists on the screen, where Mexicans, Spaniards, Argentineans, or Cubans played 
roles not necessarily corresponding to their accents. Before Hispanic sound films even arrived 
in Mexico, a film critic pen-named Don Q, who worked for the Spanish-language, New York-
based magazine Cine Mundial, stated in 1929 that 
the diversity of nationalities and even races to which those improvised actors belong is 
such that their films will look like salads, mixing a variety of accents and ethnicities – 
something that could be tolerated in scenes that can lend themselves to a cosmopolitan 
interpretation, but which will give way to more than a few flops. (qtd. in Reyes de la 
Maza 191) 
Indeed, Hispanic films had a relatively short life and after a few years the whole 
endeavor proved to be an absolute commercial flop.132 Metro Goldwyn Mayer’s last attempt to 
keep hold of the Latin American and Spanish market was to get Hollywood’s best actors to 
speak a little Spanish. Laurel and Hardy, as well as Buster Keaton and Harold Lloyd all made 
short films speaking in Spanish and, at least in Mexico, these fared better with the educated 
audiences than the movies featuring Hollywood Hispanics—but not well enough for 
entrepreneurs to persist in this last, rather eccentric endeavor (Reyes de la Maza 25). 
The theaters in which these first subtitled, then dubbed and then remade versions were 
played were theaters originally used for silent films, which, in turn, were often older 
buildings— churches, convents, or old theaters—sometimes precariously and sometimes 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




creatively ‘translated’ or repurposed for cinema. One of the most emblematic spaces for film 
screenings in the early 1920s was a former sixteenth-century convent, which, in 1922, 
reopened with the rather bombastic name Progreso Mundial (World Progress). The old 
courtyard, typical of colonial architecture, was used as the primary sitting space, and the 
original stone arcade, traditionally plain and unadorned, was heavily clad with ornamentation. 
A second story had to be built to fit more spectators, for which slim iron pillars had to be 
placed among the seats (Alfaro 55). 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Progreso Mundial ca. 1922 
 
 Most of these theaters had to undergo further renovations at the end of the 1920s and 
early 1930s, this time to accommodate the new sound-film technology. The Teatro-cinema 
Olimpia was the first cinema in Mexico to screen a talkie, in 1929—eight years after its 
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inauguration.133 Before this, in the early 1920s, it had been used simultaneously as a theater 
for plays and as a silent film house. The first talkie shown was The Singing Fool. Before it 
played, a recording of the Mexican consul in New York appeared on the screen, addressing 
Mexicans and congratulating Warner Brothers for their invention. Then, also preceding the 
film, both the Orquesta Típica Mexicana and the New York Symphonic Orchestra were 
shown, playing a selection of musical pieces. The directors of the Olimpia, in conjunction 
with Warner Brothers, had also prepared a free magazine with information about the “wonders 
of the new form of entertainment” as well as a translated transcription of the movie’s 
dialogues.134 Its premier, apparently, was such a success that soon the campaign launched by 
El Universal was drowned by the clamors of “the masses.”135 
 The Olimpia was designed by one of the most important early cinema architects, Carlos 
Crombé.136 It was built inside the shell of an old hotel, which had, in turn, been built in a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
133 Previously, the sound film (but not talkie) The Submarine had been screened in the Teatro 
Imperial, in April 1929. An ad in the Universal read: “The Teatro Imperial, conscious of its 
program in constant progress and getting ahead of its competitors, will offer for the first time 
this great advance of human invention (…) Come listen to the clamor and feel the agony of a 
sinking submarine. Listen to the rumors of the depths of the ocean. Today, two shows, one at 
four and the other at eight” (reprinted in Reyes de la Maza 76). 
 
134 Note published in Continental, May, 1929 (reprinted in Reyes de la Maza 80). 
 
135 It is interesting to note, reading the different articles about movies published at the time, that 
the opinion of intellectuals was almost always in contrast to what, according to El Universal 
were the ‘masses’’ response to innovations and entertainment. For a detailed discussion on the 
contrasting reactions to talkies see, for example, Laura Isabel Serna’s chapter “Making 
Cinelandia: The Mexican Popular Press, Fan Discourse, and the Cinema as Public Sphere” in 
“We’re Going Yankee…” 105-151. 
 
136 Carlos Crombé’s was a rather prolific cinema architect by the standards of the time in 
Mexico. During the 1920s he built several teatro-cinemas, in varied “conservative” architectonic 
styles, ranging from Beaux-Arts facades typical of the Porfirian era such as his famous Cine 
Odeón, to Adamesque interiors, and even Churrigueresque exteriors (a Mexican adaptation of 
Baroque) in his well known Teatro Colonial (1940). His later cinemas, such as the Cine 
Alameda (1936) and his modernization of his earlier Cine Olimpa (1941) were very different to 
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vegetable garden in the premises of the first Franciscan convent built in Mexico City, in the 
sixteenth century. In 1919, Enrico Caruso himself laid the cornerstone, and it officially opened 
in 1921 (de los Reyes 309). Its interiors were originally designed in the elegant, neoclassical 
eighteenth-century Adamesque style, which had seen a revival among the middle-classes in the 
late nineteenth century and up until the 1920s.137 There were two dancing salons, one smoking 
room, modern bathrooms, two vestibules, and it had a seating capacity of 4,000 (Alfaro, 
República de los cines 25 and Serna “We’re Going Yankee” 99). The elegant and often opulent 
interiors of movie theaters were common at the time. The logic behind such opulence was to 
give the upper and higher middle-class as much of an experience for their money’s worth as 
possible, and to rid them for a few hours of their comfortable but mundane, everyday lives. As a 
description of the movie theater in the magazine Cine Mundial read: “The Aristocratic Cinema 
Olimpia, refuge for families when on cold winter afternoons tedium stabs with its sharp blade, 
enchanting retreat … has come to fill a vacuum which had long been felt in Mexico’s good 
society.138 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
those of the 1920s. The Cosmos, Crombés last project, which burnt down in 1946 just before its 
official inauguration, was closer to art deco and was perhaps meant to signal a version of 
modernity in its sobriety, perhaps closer functionalism. It was certainly the most modern of 
Crombé’s cinemas – closer, at least, to International Modernism– but it was the last he designed, 
as he died shortly after it burned down (Alfaro, República de los cines 24-26). 
 
137 The Adamesque style, developed by the Adam brothers in England, became fashionable in 
the mid to late eighteenth century and is usually considered an offshoot of neoclassical design 
and architecture. It simplified baroque and rococo, but was still heavily ornamental. 
 





Figure 4.2. Teatro-Cinema Olimpia interior 
 
There are various translation practices at work in the Olimpia’s screening of The 
Singing Fool. Even if the movie itself was not subtitled—a translation practice which, as I 
said earlier, had been banned by a presidential decree—even if it was not dubbed, even if it 
was not a Hispanic ‘version’ of an ‘original,’ several interesting and rather inventive strategies 
were being used to bring the first talkie closer to its non English-speaking audience. First, the 
dialogues in the script were printed and distributed to patrons—which somewhat implies that 
they were expected to be read after the show, in a sort of consecutive translation, or a 
translation with a ‘delay.’ Then, there was the initial appearance of the Mexican consul in 
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New York, who, in his role of cultural and diplomatic translator, was attempting both to 
bridge the two cultures that were about to engage in a possibly alienating encounter, and to 
sanction—politically, that is—the showing of a movie in a language that was regarded by 
many with great suspicion. Further, and most importantly in architectural terms, the movie 
was being premiered in one of the oldest,  most elegant, and most established movie 
theaters—a choice of setting that was perhaps meant to carry over or deliver the talkie to the 
public with a kind of aura of traditional legitimacy and normality. Through all these different 
practices or strategies, the Olimpia was functioning as a kind of translation space. 
But how was the Olimpia’s role as a translation space interpreted by others? In the 
Revista de Revistas, a highly popular publication of those times, a critic refers to the Olimpia 
as “one of our best salons” and says that through these salons “Mexico will be irremissibly 
invaded by talkies in just a few months” (Peinbert, reprinted in Reyes de la Maza 86). 
Similarly, in the Universal, the editor and critic Carlos Noriega Hope, wrote that “Yesterday it 
was the Olimpia opening the route; tomorrow it will be all the cinemas in Mexico (…) Not a 
month will have passed before mute films are inexorably exiled to the barrios. Everything 
will be filled with cries, musical synchronizations and words in English” (reprinted in Reyes 
de la Maza 137). Another critic, Eugene Gaudry, complained about the screening at the 
Olimpia, saying that it would inaugurate a time of great cultural confusion where eventually 
“the foreigners that come to Mexico will not know which the national language is, because 
they will be seeing movies in English, French, German, Italian, Denmarkese [sic], and so on, 
with no Spanish translations” (reprinted in Reyes de la Maza 171). 
Gaudry was of course exaggerating, but his complaints and worries must have been 
shared by many, because a year later, in 1930, the managers at the Olimpia devised a 
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mechanism through which to insert explanatory Spanish texts or titles between scenes in 
foreign movies. The Olimpia was famous for its endeavors to translate as much as possible for 
their audiences. The critic Luz Alba noted in an article that “talkies at the Olimpia have many 
titles, more than are strictly necessary to understand the general issue, and just enough to 
understand the details— something that does not occur in talkies at other theaters, which only 
have enough titles to understand generalities” (reprinted in Reyes de la Maza 200). 
 
 




Figure 4.4. Teatro-Cinema Olimpia ca late 1920s 
 
Indeed, movie theaters such as the Olimpia were the sites that were helping translate or 
carry over a new modern experience to the Mexican audience. And this modern experience 
went beyond the technology of sound in film: it was also the experience of foreign languages 
and voices coming into the city’s soundscape, through the screens of these movie theaters. 
Whether viewed as enablers of a new invention or as “traitors” that would allow the talkies to 
come in take over, these translators made of concrete and stone functioned as the material 
portals for foreign languages to come in and ‘foreignize’ the soundscape of Mexico City itself. 
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III. Translation, Tradition and Entertainment: a Phenomenological Approach 
 
After some initial years of resistance on the part of the Mexico City elite, in which many 
columnists and critics voiced their concerns and hesitations toward sound film technology, it 
was clear that the talkies had come to stay. In the first years of the 1930s, the Mexican film 
industry consolidated, and producers started to invest funds and human capital in new 
technologies: the goal was to now produce Spanish language talkies.139  
 One of the first optical sound devices for film was in fact invented by a young Mexican 
man who was at the time living in Los Angeles with his family. His name, like the names of 
many remote national icons, has an almost cinematographic ring to it: José de Jesús “El 
Joselito” Rodriguez. He had been working, for two years, in the back room of the bakery his 
parents owned, on a sound-on-film device that would adapt to any camera and be easy to 
transport. He finally completed the last adjustments to the Rodriguez Sound Recording System 
in 1929. It weighed less than twelve pounds and was purportedly adaptable to any camera 
circulating in the industry. As the story goes, he sat his family around a projector and activated 
it. To his family’s surprise, a horrifying, cacophonic, almost diabolical melody spurted out, in 
synchrony with the image of a few people moving their mouths rhythmically on the home-
made screen. Joselito then stopped the mechanism, made a few adjustments, and tried again. 
What came out the second time around was the Mexican national anthem. Apparently, in the 
first try, he had set the mechanism the wrong way around, and what his family had heard was 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
139 In this chapter I deal mostly with phenomena related to popular culture, as opposed to “high- 
culture” in cinema. However, Sergei Einstestein’s arrival in Mexico in 1930 cannot be ignored. 
Between 1930 and 1932, Einsestein filmed Qué viva México! Among the Mexican elites he was 
a key figure in their “discovery” of cinematographic Mexico. Einstestein was embraced by 
many intellectual circles, from Rivera’s to the Contemporáneos group, who in fact published 
some of his film stills and writing in Contemporáneos (May 1931, 117-43). 
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the national anthem sung backwards (Romay, Imagen del sonido).140  
Early sound films relied on a sound-on-disc technology, in which the sound heard 
during a film screening originated in a phonograph record that was physically separate from 
the film. The technology was flimsy and unreliable: not only did the two components—sound 
and image—seem disconnected, but they would often desynchronize completely, producing 
mass confusion and irritation in early spectators. The decisive technological step for the sound 
film industry was the fusion of the sound and visual components in an optical sound device, 
later called sound-on-film technology. Although the first experiments with the new technology 
took place in the early 1920s, the first full-feature film with integrated sound was The Jazz 
Singer (1927). It was in that same year that Joselito Rodriguez began to develop his new 
device, which he imagined could be used in the burgeoning Mexican sound film industry and 
thus set Mexico at the spearhead of international talkies. 
At the same time as Joselito was working on his device, around 1930, a Mexican 
producer put together a crew and began working on a project that would lead to the first 
Mexican optical sound film, Santa. Joselito, who probably knew he stood slim chances of 
getting a proper interview with film magnates, stalked the film’s producer, Juan de la Cruz 
Alarcón, in the Los Angeles airport. Alarcón was on his way back to Mexico City, returning 
empty handed, after an unsuccessful trip to Hollywood in which he tried to acquire a sound-on-
film technology device: they were all too costly and impossible to transport. Accompanied by 
his brother, Joselito approached Alarcón and secretly filmed and recorded their brief airport 
conversation, in which he told the producer of his latest invention. He was unsuccessful in 
settling any deal with him, but he at least managed to get his contact information down and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
140 The story of Joselito Rodríguez ventures with sound technology is well documented in his 
correspondence, collected by his son Pepe Romay, in the volume Imagen del sonido 2002 
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record the whole encounter. A few days later, he mailed the reel to Alarcón in Mexico. The 
recording met and surpassed Alarcón’s expectations. It was a done deal. Just a couple of weeks 
later, Joselito and his brother, Roberto, were repatriated and began working on Santa in the 
newly built studios of the Compañía Nacional Productora de Peliculas (García, “Escuche esta 
historia” 91). 
Santa was premiered in 1932 in Mexico City’s newly renovated Cine Palacio. The 
Palacio was built in 1924 and then renovated in the late 1920s to house sound films. But what 
did this renovation consist in? Did sound film technology affect the architectural language or 
style of movie theaters beyond the necessary adjustments to their interiors? Interestingly, the 
renovations to the Palacio were also external: the theater perhaps had to send the message to 
its audiences that they were fully committed to modernity and they were as modern as the 
technology they housed. 
In a comparison of the two facades it is possible to notice some of the typical changes 
that architecture underwent during the decade. In the renovated cinema, the straight lines that 
once met the pinnacles framing the center façade have been replaced by a stepped rooftop, 
more typical of the art deco style in the late 1920s in Mexico, making the building look taller 
and more monumental, differentiating it from the straight-line horizontal facades of both 
neocolonial and Porfirean art nouveau street fronts. The exteriors of the Cine Palacio were also 
adapted to permit the more striking form of film propaganda that started to flourish towards the 
end of the 1920s, which often made use of vertical edge-lit signs and likewise used the 




Figure 4.5. Cine Palacio ca. 1924 
 
 
Figure 4.6. Cine Palacio late 1920s 
 
There is, unfortunately, little published material about the theater’s interior 
transformation or on what adaptations the film’s technicians had undertake in order to screen 
Santa in a theater that was not initially built for talkies. The only mention in publications about 
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its interior is that it was “modernized”—which probably means that the art nouveau 
ornamentation was ‘upgraded’ to art deco (García 101). In short, a new technology demanded a 
new appearance, internal and external. Modernity demanded an integral makeover, a full 
translation of a space into its radically modern version. 
Santa came to symbolize the foundation of Mexican modern sound film, as it was 
indeed the first full feature film that used sound-on-film technology instead of discs, the first 
whose sound was made by a Mexican. Moreover, Santa was filmed in Mexico, had a Mexican 
producer, and the script—written by the influential editor of El Universal Ilustrado, Carlos 
Noriega Hope, who was also a journalist specialized in film criticism, and the same one who 
organized the campaing against American talkies—was based on the homonymous Mexican 
novel, writen by the famous writer Federico Gamboa. The music for the film, moreover, was 
composed by the Mexican composer and musician, Agustín Lara –who was, in those years, 
still unknown to the general audience. The director, photographer and actors of the film, 
however, were not all Mexican. Many of them were Hollywood-bred “Hispanics”. In the 
context of the burgeoning Latin American film industries, however, nationality was a matter of 
utmost importance. In post- Revolutionary Mexico, in particular, the official discourse was 
imbued in patriotism and nation- building rhetoric. The term “Mexico,” it would almost seem, 
was dropped as a stamp of legitimacy. This was particularly the case in the new film industry. 
It is therefore slightly surprising that the producer of Santa decided to cast Hollywood 
Hispanic actors, if his idea was to make a the first “Mexican talkie.” The director was the 
Spanish-born Antonio Moreno, who had also built a strong reputation in Hollywood as a 
Hispanic actor. The film’s stars were the Mexican-born and Hollywood-bred Lupita Tovar and 
Donald Reed (whose real name was Ernesto Avila Guillen). Lupita Tovar had never acted in 
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Mexico but had gained certain reputation after appearing in the Spanish-version of Dracula the 
previous year—which had been filmed in the exact same set as the Bela Lugosi original, but 
had been directed and acted by Hollywood Hispanics. 
But Santa, despite its Hispanic crew, was marketed for the large public in Mexico as a 
thoroughly Mexican film. The propaganda poster, for example, is headed with the name 
“Compañía Nacional Productora de Películas,” an institution that was created that same year 
for the purpose of jumpstarting the national film industry. The title “Santa” follows, in large 
striking yellow typography.141  
The first names that appear after the title, are the writer Federico Gamboa and the well-
respected Carlos Noriega Hope. Then comes Antonio Moreno, the director, who was known to 
the cultivated elites as a Spanish director, but was most probably just a name to the masses, 
and surely a Mexican-sounding name. Agustín Lara is not credited in the poster, most 
probably because he was still not a recognized figure in the early 1930s. What is most striking 
is that, after the star’s name, Lupita Tovar, comes the well known Mexican actor (not 
Hollywood Hispanic) Carlos Orellana, and only then, Donald Reed’s real “Mexican name”, 
Ernesto Guillen. The omission of the English-sounding name speaks for itself. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
141 The use of the original title for the film, Santa, and the image of the suffering Lupita Tovar, 
her hands folded like a praying virgin, is certainly not inconspicuous. As Susan Dever points out 
“Nation-building rhetoric of post-revolutionary Mexico is a symphony of patriotism (…) and 




Fig 4.7. Poster Santa 
 
The national elite, who had access to publications such as the magazine Cinelandia, 
were able to follow the process of the making of the movie and the inside stories. In the 
December 1932 issue of the magazine, for example, an interview with Antonio Moreno, the 
director, conducted by José M Sánchez García in Hollywood focuses mostly on his views on 
Mexico and his relationship with the country. The interview is titled “Moreno habla de 
México,” and the interviewer, presumably Mexican, assures that everyone thought that “el 
flamante director de Santa llegaba ‘mexicano hasta las cachas’” [the snazzy director of Santa 
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was as Mexican as you can get] (Sánchez García 5). This is not an isolated event but rather a 
common phenomenon in the Mexican film industry. As Susan Dever explains in her book 
Celluloid Nationalism and Other Melodramas: “Initially supported by U.S. and European 
technology, the Mexican film industry imported human resources and materials, and then 
nationalized both products and aesthetics” (11). In other words, Moreno was “nationalized” in 
the process of marketing Santa for the Mexican audiences. 
An urban melodrama of sorts, Santa was based on a best-selling novel written by the 
Federico Gamboa, and published in 1903. It recounts the story of a woman from the 
countryside who arrives in Mexico City and is forced into prostitution. Modern Mexico city is 
portrayed as a threatening, cruel space, where well-intentioned people are treated with 
inclemency. As the critic Joanne Hershfield writes regarding Santa, “the film affirmed the 
conservative discourse that idealized tradition … and criticized the modern paradigm of 
progress” (268). It is somewhat interesting, in this light, that the storyline chosen to inaugurate 
the Mexican talkie—a format using technology that was at the spearhead of modernity and 
progress—should come from a pre- Revolutionary novel. It is also interesting that this film 
was screened in a newly renovated, modern, art deco movie theater. What can we make of that 
apparent contradiction between the movie and the theater that screened it? 
The example of Santa screened in the modern Palacio is by no means an exception. 
Most commercial movies made in Mexico during the 1930s—and well into the 1950s, the 
period in which the country entered its cinematographic Golden Age—were no less 
traditionalist. As Hershfield notes “whether they were set in historical or contemporary 
contexts, these films exalted traditional values of patriarchy, the family, the macho hero, and 
virtuous, submissive femininity” (269). Perhaps a reason for this is that the State was involved 
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in film production and distribution in Mexico, and therefore also had a ‘say’ in its content. As 
Susan Dever writes regarding the film industry and the star system: “Within Mexico these stars 
negotiated a relationship between spectators and the State, indoctrinating viewers in the rights 
and duties of Mexican citizenship. Given the Mexican Government’s subsidy of the film 
industry, making the State the producer of Golden Age cinema, this relationship was 
particularly well defined” (12). The same is not true of the relationship between the State and 
movie theaters themselves. 142 Theaters were seen as lucrative spaces of entertainment, not 
places destined to educate the Mexican population. 
Mexican cinemas in the early 1930s tended toward a more and more radical modernity. 
They were more experimental than their content (i.e. than the films they showed), more 
forward- looking and more committed to a sense of modernity—however they interpreted this. 
In other words, if Mexican cinemas of the 1930s pointed toward the future, the Mexican films 
they screened mostly pointed toward the past.143 How, then, should we read the resulting 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
142 There is no evidence that most film theaters received money from the State, as opposed to 
hospitals, schools, public housing, stadiums, universities and public buildings. There were 
powerful families in the construction business: the Espinosa brothers, the Alarcóns, and of 
course, later, the controversial American tycoon William Jenkins, who had ties with the 
government and who would eventually, as from the 1940s, hold a monopoly on Mexican film 
theaters.There were also politicians involved in theatre construction and ownership, such as 
former president Abelardo Rodríguez. But none of this means that there was public money, or at 
least, honestly invested public money in the business. Many reasons may explain the absence of 
the government in film theater construction and management. The short answer, however, is that 
theaters simply did not need it. As opposed to national film production, theaters had plenty of 
material to screen and plenty of eyes to entertain. Simple offer and demand. I corresponded with 
the critic Andrew Paxman, whose dissertation “William Jenkins, Business Elites, and the 
Evolution of the Mexican State: 1910-1960” deals with this issue. To my question about the role 
of the State in the Mexican film industry, he replied:  “In my view, which is indeed somewhat 
unique, the role of the state in the Mexican film industry has been vastly overstated. I make this 
case, among other things, in my forthcoming biography Jenkins of Mexico.” 
 
143 This is of course not the case with the American, or ‘modern’ films. But these films were 
met in Mexico with a diverse, and often conflicting attitude. As Laura Isabel Serna Explains in 
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tension? Can it be read as a tension between form and function? That is, a tension between 
modernity in form and conservatism in function? Or perhaps their function was not at all to 
conserve values through conservative movies, but simply to entertain and make money. In that 
case, how did their form contribute to existing parameters and box office exigencies, and how 
was this, in turn, gauged against the State’s own exigencies regarding the pedagogic, civilizing 
purpose of Mexican commercial films? 
The phenomenological assumption regarding the interrelatedness of an aesthetic 
experience and the physical aspect of the space in which such experience takes place may or 
may not be entirely accepted—the degree of the interrelatedness can certainly be questioned in 
a space such as a theater, which blurs as soon as the lights go off when the show begins—but 
what is unquestionable is the fact that the architects of movie houses made stylistic choices 
which were necessarily tied to a taste informed by a preconception of what a space such as a 
cinema should ‘say’ to its patrons. 
In his published talk “Of Other Spaces,” Foucault describes the movie theater as a 
space that encloses within it a multiplicity of spaces. He explains the multiplicity of spaces 
enclosed in a movie theater through the figure of the heterotopia: “A heterotopia is capable of 
juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces (…) thus it is that the cinema is a very odd 
rectangular room, at the end of which, on a two-dimensional screen, one sees the projection of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
“We’re Going Yankee…”: “For a good many members of these transnational audiences, the 
popularity of U.S. films was simply an expression of U.S. imperialist impulses. For others, 
conservatives and cultural nationalists of all stripes, U.S. mass culture served as a foil against 
which mexicanidad (Mexican national identity) could be defined. Within these different 
groups, U.S. movies provoked debates about what aspects of U.S. culture - often coded as 
“modem” rather than American - could and should be integrated into Mexican society. Still 
others, primarily young people, embraced U.S. cinema as part of their assertion of their 




a three-dimensional space” (8). But what Foucault fails to do is to see the “very odd 
rectangular room” as anything more than just a box in which the experience takes place. He 
does not, in other words, regard the physical space of the theatre as anything other than a sort 
of container. Cinemas, however, are much more complex in terms of their production of space 
than an “odd rectangular room.” The spaces in which films were seen provided a setting in 
which the viewers received their dose of entertainment within the bracket or “slice of time” 
(Foucault) which the experience of movie- going entailed. 
 
 




Perhaps the clearest historical example of a conscious stylistic choice is that of the 
atmospheric cinemas, which had been in vogue in movie theater architecture in the United 
States in the 1920s and which sought to recreate exotic spaces. Such was the case of the 
Palacio Chino (built in the late 1930s and inaugurated in 1940), which featured pagodas, 
Buddhas, and golden dragons in its particular rendering of the atmospheric style. It was built in 
an old ball court, and designed by Luis de la Mora and Alfredo Olagaray. The critic Luis 
Helguera describes its interiors as built in “atmospheric style, with pagodas, temples and gold 
Buddha statues amid gardens. The ceiling was vault-like, not flat but very arched, and of 
course was painted deep blue.”  He describes the screen as “protected by a heavy black curtain 
decorated with Chinese motifs” and the screen arch as “very lavishly decorated, with dragons 
appearing here and there.”144 
Mexican architects of the new cinemas followed the precept, conceptualized by 
Charles Lee, that “the show starts on the sidewalk.” They had attractive marquees, striking 
facades, and designed spaces that would bolster the ‘illusion’ of the cinema, where the mind, 
leaving the real behind, was finally free to frolic and to become more receptive to 
entertainment. Movie theaters, as spaces, can then perhaps be seen as a medium that, due to its 
‘otherness,’ helped carry over the illusion of cinema to its viewers. Whether this otherness was 
just a gleaming modernity, as in the case of the Cine Palacio, or whether it was conceived as an 
entire illusion, as in the case of the Palacio Chino, the point was that movie theaters were 
much more than just “odd rectangular rooms.” 
Going back to the question of form and function posed earlier, how can we read the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
144 Images and description in digital database “Cinema Treasures.” 
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coexistence or juxtaposition of Mexican movies—conservative in moral values, and mostly 
realist and traditionalist—in these modern, ‘other’ spaces? Perhaps by rephrasing this apparent 
dichotomy in terms of how movie theaters function as translation spaces, it is possible to make 
better sense of it. In a ‘foreign’ space of sorts, in a space that was utterly ‘other’—due to its 
modernity, to its ornamental exuberance, or to its atmospheric illusions—what people went to 
see was themselves; or even, an older, more traditional version of themselves. A space ‘outside 
time’ and ‘outside space’—a modern space of entertainment and illusion—thus functioned, 
paradoxically, as a sort of mirror of reality. In other words, a space that was foreign made the 
domestic visible. 
The patron or viewer, upon entering the exotic space of the movie theater became a 
translator. But a translator of what, exactly? A translator of him or herself for him or herself. 
The movie theater, in as much as it created an illusion or sense of being elsewhere, estranged 
the patron from his reality and from himself: he was in a foreign space of sorts. Then, the 
movie itself—a movie such as Santa, which in turn realistically depicted the reality ‘outside’ 
the space of the movies—portrayed the patron to himself. Translation spaces such as movie 
theaters were not just gateways of foreign languages and cultures, as I explained in the 
example of the Olimpia’s foreign talkie screenings, but also like mirrors: spaces in which the 
viewer comes to see himself reflected in that other ‘version’ of himself in the context or 
against the backdrop of a space that was foreign and other—much like the translator who is 
always ‘strabically’ looking simultaneously at the foreign text and at his own. The moviegoer 





IV. New Monumentality in the Cityscape: Building Typologies and the Urban Layout 
 
By the mid 1930s the Mexican film sound industry had entered its Golden Age. The number of 
films produced in the country had increased exponentially (Mora 37). The same was occurring 
in many other parts of the world, as the advent of sound film and the language/translation 
problems it had created had been partially resolved by countries creating and investing in their 
own film industries, producing films in their national languages. 
Paradoxically, however, while the film industry was becoming more and more 
fragmented into linguistic regions, the “international language” of theater architecture became 
more and more consolidated and unified. In Mexico, in the 1930s, as the national film industry 
grew, Spanish language films were being screened in spaces that were increasingly 
transnational or international in terms of their architectural forms and styles. In this sense, it 
could perhaps be said that cinemas internationalized their content, however ‘local’ it was. 
Spectators seeing a movie about the most local of themes—be it the Mexican Revolution, 
Mexican urban poverty, or the Aztec past—were doing so in an interior that could well be in 
Vienna, Buenos Aires or Chicago, even if, or perhaps because, the invocation was China. 
But what about the relationship of these movie theaters to their surroundings? That is, 
how can movie theaters be understood as translation spaces within the urban space they 
occupied and how can this relationship shine a different light upon their cultural and social 
role? In the 1930s, monumental sound movie theaters began to be built. These were not just 
adaptations of older buildings, but edifices whose function was, from the outset, to house 
sound films. Beyond their bold architecture, which contrasted with the older and more sober 
buildings in Mexico City and thus set them apart as grand palaces of entertainment, their 
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monumental size also marked a dramatic change in the appearance of the city, which had 
always been horizontal and low-rise. 
One of the most interesting examples of modern cinema monumentality was Juan 
Segura’s Cine Hipódromo, housed inside the Ermita building, which I will discuss in further 
detail in the following chapter. 
 
 
Figure 4.9. Juan Segura, Ermita building ca. 1931 
 
The Ermita was a dramatic intervention in the cityscape. It was the first ‘high-rise,’ if 
only an eight-story one. In its southern façade, a big entranceway, which makes resourceful 
use of the building’s triangular shape, opens onto a cinema. On top of the cinema there are 
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three stories of apartments. Since Segura could not use columns inside the cinema, he had to 
find a way of to support the three stories above. He decided to use structural steel and 
constructed an innovative structure around the cinema in order to secure it from the weight 
above, as well as to isolate sound. He also used reinforced concrete for the beams and roofs, as 
well as minimal cladding and ornaments—all of which were an integral part of the building 
(Toca 170). Although the Ermita was finished by 1931, the Hipódromo did not open until 








Figure 4.11. Cine Hipódromo on inauguration day, April 1936 (Cine Mundial) 
 
Other examples of this new modernist monumentality were Francisco J. Serrano’s 
ventures. He designed and modernized at least ten cinemas during the 1930s, some of which, 
in his own words “left behind their jacal (hut-like) appearance and became modern spaces” 
(Alfaro 58). One of his most important buildings, the Cine Encanto, was inaugurated in 1937, 
and loomed high above the surrounding buildings of the neighborhood San Rafael. Its Stream-
line moderne façade featured a heavily lit marquee, an enormous portico, and a striking sign at 
the top with the theater’s name written in deco typography. The vertical cement walls, forming 
a right angle with the central area of the façade, accentuate the height of the construction, and 
the stretched glass-block vertical windows through which the light from the interior shone out, 




Figure 4.12. Francisco Serrano, Cine Encanto ca. 1937 
 
 





Figure 4.14. Francisco Serrano, Cine Encanto (vestibule), ca. 1937 
 
The interiors of the Cine Encanto were modern and spare when compared to the more 
heavily ornamented theaters of the early 1920s. The Streamline Moderne vestibule, with its 
curving forms, long horizontal lines and round ship-like windows can be seen as a reaction to 
the earlier sumptuous and atmospheric interiors of movie palaces, and a reflection of modern 
architecture’s tendency towards simplicity and economy of space and materials. Its vestibule, 
moreover, played with the ambiguous border between the inside and the outside, by integrating 
an interior garden and using openings in the roof to allow plenty of natural light to come in 
during the day or for the night sky to be seen from inside. 
One of the most interesting aspects of both Juan Segura and Francisco Serrano’s work 
is precisely that it raises the question of how modernity was being interpreted by these 
“independent” architects of the new film theaters.145 Segura and Serrano designed two of the 
first cinemas constructed specifically as sound cinemas. These movie theaters were no longer 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
145 By ‘independent,’ I mean that their work was not, as with so many realms of architectural 
and artistic production—film certainly among them—funded by the Mexican State 
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adaptations from an earlier period, they were not mere ‘upgrades’ from art nouveau to art 
deco, and they were certainly not like the opulent, heavily ornamented atmospheric palaces. 
Indeed, in the mid and late 1930s movie theater architects would draw more and more on the 
forms of international modernism, and move towards more sober, less eclectic structures, 
devoid of superficial ornamentation and exhibiting a tighter relationship between form and 
function.146 
But these movie theaters were also new monuments to modernity, towering high above 
the city’s older buildings. They were as much places destined for seeing something (a movie) 
as ones made to be seen. They were visible from afar; and from below, they loomed above, 
like an admonition of a possible future city. These new buildings introduced a new time: the 
time of the ‘now,’ as a ‘future.’ The time of the thoroughly, universally modern. Under the idea 
that man was more and more universal, and thus architecture would also have to become more 
and more universal, functionalism was not seen as the triumph of some countries’ aesthetics 
over others’, but as a “natural universal acceptance of a discovery that was valid for everyone, 
as were the automobile and radio” (Mayorga qtd. in Canales 161). It could be argued, 
moreover, that functionalism was neither adapted to Mexico’s local conditions, as many 
architectural historians have said, nor was the local foreignized through it in a cultural sense –
that is, by means of introducing particular elements of one nations’ culture into another. 
Rather, it could be said that functionalism was a way of foreignizing spaces in Mexico in a 
temporal sense. Functionalism introduced a new time to the places where it rooted, the time of 
the now, the time of the thoroughly, universally modern. Those new functionalist spaces, in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
146 As Maggie Valentine explains, “seemingly anachronistic ornate architecture and design 
disappeared from the buildings. Both [film and film theater architecture] were stripped of their 
artificial decoration in favor of a more honest … examination of life” (6). 
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turn, in the context where they appeared, were utterly ‘foreign’ or ‘other.’ 
In a retrospective talk given in 1976, the Villagrán offers a historical summary of 
Mexican architecture, starting from the Porfiriato, and moving forward. Regarding the 
architecture of the first years of the post-Revolution, he states that its main tendency was that 
of the ‘national anachronistic,’ which found inspiration in the architecture of the colonial and 
sometimes the pre-colonial period. This initial post-Revolutionary architecture, as Villagrán 
explains, was perhaps a reaction against the form of foreign architecture imposed upon the city 
by Porfirio Díaz’s regime, and a nostalgia for a past that was never totally “ours.” Villagrán 
goes on to speak about a brief period (1924-1928), which was defined by the “national” but at 
the same time more immediately concerned with modernity (the term he uses to define it is 
“nacional actual”). Beyond Villagrán’s categorizations, what is interesting about his 
retrospective account is that it seems to historicize the search for a Mexican architecture: from 
the ‘anachronistic’ to the modern or ‘actual,’ or from a sort of timelessness to a being-in-the- 
present. Indeed, the change in Mexican modern architecture of the 1920s and 1930s, as in 
other spheres of cultural production, can perhaps be explained through a change in ways of 
conceiving Mexico in time, or Mexico in history. Architects after Villagrán, such as 
O’Gorman, Segura, or Serrano began to conceive Mexico as a country whose historical time 
was simultaneous to the rest of the world. Even if the country still had (and has) a long way to 
go in terms of providing equal living standards for its entire population, this did not imply that 
it had to live by different standards or in a different ‘chronotope’ than the rest of the world.147 
If modernist translation practices were a form of foreignization of the domestic, those 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
147 A seminal article dealing with the notion of conflicting chronotopes, in nineteenth-century 
Mexican History, is Claudio Lomnitz’s “Chronotopes of a Dystopic Nation: The Birth of 
‘Dependency’ in Late Porfirian Mexico.” 
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new movie theaters, in the local context where they appeared, must have seemed utterly 
foreign or other—not by virtue of bringing in elements from a particular foreign country or 
region, for International Modernism and the Streamline modern style were in essence 
extraterritorial, but by virtue of introducing a foreign time into the city’s traditional time. Their 
‘otherness’ was a ‘futureness.’ If translation is a transportation, a transference, a carrying over, 
what these monuments to modernism translated was not any particular content, but the sense of 












High-rises, Poems and Other Urban Epics Mexican 





I. A Magazine and a Building: Introduction 
 
When the young poet Gilberto Owen arrived in New York in July 1928, the magazine Ulises 
had already ceased to exist, for lack of funding. Despite his new geographical distance, Owen 
attempted to find private funding for the magazine, and expand its list of contributors as well 
as its distribution. In a letter written from New York in May 1929, he tells Xavier Villaurrutia 
and Salvador Novo: 
Díganme si, en principio, no habría inconveniente en editar una segunda temporada 
de Ulises aquí, en New York. Sería algo como Transition, en París. Le Clercq se 
encargaría de la parte en inglés, yo de la española. Sería igual al antiguo Ulises. 
Exclusivamente curiosidad y crítica. Sólo que más extenso, pues se trataría de hacerlo 
interesante para toda América. 
[Tell me if, in principle, there would not be any inconvenience in editing a second 
season of Ulises here, in New York. It would be something like Transition, in Paris. Le 
Clercq would handle the part in English, and I would take care of the one in Spanish. It 
would be the same as the old Ulises. Curiosity and criticism, exclusively. But more 
extensive, as it would have to appeal to the whole American [continent.]]  (254) 
It is unclear from this letter whether Owen intends to publish the journal bilingually, or 
in Spanish (with more English-language collaborators, selected by Le Clercq) or if he intends 
to transform it into a journal in English, edited and published in New York. In this sense, 
Owen’s comparison of Ulises to transition is relevant. Transition was a modernist and 
surrealist English- language magazine distributed by Paris by Shakespeare & Co, in which 
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about 50% of the contributions were translations into English. Edited by the Americans 
Eugene and Maria Jolas, it published the work of writers such as James Joyce, Gertrude Stein, 
André Gide, Hart Crane, Marcel Jouhandeau, but also earlier writers such as Franz Kafka and 
the Comte de Lautréamont. Many names in transition and in Ulises coincide and, it is in fact 
very probable that Ulises was at least partly inspired by transition from its beginnings. 
Owen’s plan to transform Ulises into a more Pan-American journal, however, failed, 
and although from later letters to Villaurritia and Novo it is clear that he continued to look for 
funding in New York, he eventually desisted. His efforts as a translator, however, never 
dwindled. In a letter dated December 1928 and addressed to Alfonso Reyes, who was then in 
Rio de Janeiro, Gilberto Owen writes: 
Genaro [Estrada] me escribe de la antología de jóvenes yanquis, en traducciones de 
jóvenes mexicanos, que está usted formando, y de su deseo de mi colaboración … Le 
enviaré todo lo que pueda … 15 días me llevará enviarle eso (¿Sandburg, Kreymborg, 
W. Carlos Williams, Witter Bynner, Countee Cullen?”  
[Genaro wrote to me about the anthology of young Yankies, translated by young 
Mexicans, that you are editing, and told me about your wish for my participation … I 
will send you everything I can … It will take me fifteen days (Sandburg, Kreymborg, 
W. Carlos Williams, Witter Bynner, Countee Cullen?] (Owen 272-273) 
The anthology was never published, though some of the translations done by “jóvenes 
mexicanos” of the “jóvenes yanquis,” or young American poets, did start to appear in the 
magazine that followed after Ulises—the magazine Contemporáneos, which came out for the 
first time in June 1928. Contemporáneos, and the homonymous group of poets that edited it— 
among them Salvador Novo, Xavier Villaurrutia and Gilberto Owen—changed the landscape 
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of literary translation in Mexico. Their project is well encapsuled in the magazine’s logo, 
which depicts a pyramid superimposed on a skyscraper in the pinnacle of which are two 
smaller pyramids, in a kind of ultimate simultaneity, perhaps more aspirational than real, of 
local and foreign spaces and times—which is also, as we will see further on, reflected in its 
actual pages, where poems by Sor Juana are followed by those of Paul Valéry, which are in 
turn followed by stills by Einsestein, and so on. 
 
 




The logo is also reminiscent of one of Mexico’s most fascinating, non-canonical 
architects, Francisco Mujica, author of History of the Skyscraper (published in Paris in 1929 
and in NYC in 1930). Mujica suggested that the skyscraper had its roots in Mexican pre-
Hispanic architecture, and advanced the idea that the skyscraper was the natural expression and 
“truly American [the continent] architectural typology” (Carranza Modern Architecture 56). 
The somewhat sad paradox, however, as Miguel Caballero has pointed out, is that “[Mujica] 
conceives the skyscraper building form as the only one able to express the Pan-American spirit 
without being subject to foreign influence, even though when his text was published (1929), 
there were no buildings over fifty meters finished either in Mexico, nor in the rest of Latin 
America” (Caballero).148  
The same year that Contemporáneos was published, a similar “epic” endeavor, this 
time in the field of architecture, was undertaken: Juan Segura’s Edificio Ermita, Mexico’s first 
high- rise (not really as high as Mujica envisioned the “future” Mexican skyscrapers). The 
Ermita was completed in 1931—the same year that Contemporáneos published its last issue.149 
Juan Segura had an active architectural practice in Mexico City during the second half of the 
1920s, when the country’s economy slowly started to recover from the war. Starting in 1928, in 
less than four years he transformed the provincial Tacubaya neighborhood, with its enormous 
colonial and Porfirian mansions, into one of the first middle-class neighborhoods in the city. 
Operating on the principle of “maximum profit / minimum investment,” Juan Segura designed 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
148 Miguel Caballero’s dissertation “Tabula Inscripta. Modern Iberoamerican Architecture and 
the Underground” (tentative title) dedicates one chapter to Mujica, titled tentatively “Francisco 
Mujica Diez de Bonilla. Towards a Neo-precolumbian Modern Architecture.” For a discussion 
of Mujica’s  theories and views in the context of modern Latin American architecture, see 
Carranza, Modern Architecture 55-58. 
 




a building that cannot quite be categorized either as functionalist or neocolonial; it was 
certainly not as neo pre- Hispanic. The Ermita was unlike any other building in the city at the 
time, and changed the perspective of what the city could become. 
There are several reasons for discussing these two objects together—a translation 
journal and a building. A building is a space in which people circulate. A magazine is a 
publishing space meant to circulate among people. They embody two distinct modes of 
translation (in the sense of travel or transference). But they also allow translation as a practice, 
in the sense of rendering a source language into a target language—or style, in strict 
architectural terms. I am interested in looking at these two objects as translation spaces in 
these two distinct senses: spaces of circulation and spaces constituted by translation practices. 
These two objects, moreover, represent two milestones in the history of the Mexican modern 
movement: one was Mexico’s first modern high-rise and the other was the first journal in 
Mexico that concentrated on modernist translation. Moreover, both objects defy the common 
approach to so-called third-world art forms as necessarily ‘influenced’ by European and 
Anglo- American predecessors or contemporaries, and suggest a synchronic relationship to the 
worldwide historical and cultural phenomena of the modern movement. In comparing such 
apparently dissimilar objects I by no means intend to ignore the obvious differences between 
them--and the approach that is called for in each case. The fact that both a text in a journal and 
a building can be seen as cultural objects does not make them epistemological equals. 
‘Reading’ a building is not the same as reading a poem in translation: each object requires a 
distinct form of analysis. In this regard, I adopt a comparativist approach to literature and 
architecture not with an intent to trace equivalences and force connections between processes 
in one field and the other, but rather, as a means to approach a range of related concepts 
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through the two different fields. 
 
 
II. Contemporáneos: Modernist Translation in Mexico City 
 
In the early years of the Mexican 20th century, literature written to the north of the border was 
still largely ignored, when not rejected and violently criticized.150 The literary panorama was 
dominated by nationalist novels and poetry, and literary criticism was either inward-looking or, 
though less and less, still fixed on nineteenth-century French literary culture. However, just a 
couple of decades later, toward the end of the 1920s, Mexico witnessed a modest explosion—
or implosion—of new writers in English, translated for the first time into Spanish. This is true 
of Latin America more widely, where writers such as Alfonso Reyes and as the Dominican 
Pedro Henríquez Ureña—who in the early years of the twentieth century was zigzagging his 
way across the American continent as well as between Spanish and English—started editing 
anthologies and writing critical essays which for the first time featured writers such as Robert 
Frost, Emily Dickinson, Ezra Pound, Carl Sandburg, William Carlos Williams, H.D., and 
Wallace Stevens, to name only a few.151 The rapid changes that gave shape to the Mexican 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
150 The same can be said, more widely, of Latin America’s perception of North American 
Literature written in English. In his foundational book Ariel, the Uruguayan writer and 
intelectual José Enrique Rodó defends the idea of a regional identity and makes a call to 
“preserve [Latin American] original character” (93). Regarding North American modern 
literature and culture in general he states: “Of all their struggle with ignorance the only gain has 
been a sort of universal semiculture and a profound indifference to the higher [culture] … This 
is why the story of their intellectual activity is of a retrogression in brilliance and originality … 
Who has picked up the heritage of Emerson, Channing, Poe? (...) Long since their books have 
ceased to soar in wings beyond the common vision” (116). 
 
151 A significant publication in this respect was Salvador Novo’s Antología de la poesía 
norteamericana moderna, published in Mexico in 1924. Novo’s anthology was particularly 
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modern movement in literature began to a large degree in the journals of the 1920s. This 
comes as no surprise. The arena in which literary politics is most vehemently played out has 
traditionally been the journal. Book reviews favorable and not; the in-house collaborators and 
those on the reserve benches; the themes chosen as the invisible red-thread of a single issue; 
the foreign works picked for translation and those excluded: journals are associations, loci of 
groups, material spaces through which literary taste and literary power are both channelled and 
established. 
Contemporáneos, published between 1928 and 1931, played an important role in the 
process of introducing modern English-language literature (but also, French and Italian avant- 
garde literature, among others) to the Mexican literary milieu. It was in that journal that T.S. 
Eliot, perhaps the most emblematic figure of modernism, was initially read and ultimately 
incorporated into the modern international canon in Mexico—his poem The Waste Land 
appeared for the first time in Latin America in the magazine in July 1930. Two years earlier, in 
1928, the magazine had featured a “Guía de poetas norteamericanos”—a collection of poems 
from the United States, selected and introduced by Villaurrutia, one of the magazine’s founders 
and one of Contemporáneos group most influential members. The Contemporáneos’s 
translations brought a significant transformation in Mexican literature: it was the beginning of 
a more globalized literature, a door to the literary world space which for the first time looked 
actively toward the north of the border. The key was translation.152  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
symptomatic of what was starting to occur in one of Mexico’s literary groups through the 1920s 
and through to the beginning of the thirties. 
 
152 Between 1928 and 1931, Edward Mullen writes, “the journal contains selections by 
twenty- seven European and North American writers, the majority of whom are represented 
in high- quality translations. These, together with a number of important essays dedicated to 




Figure 5.2. Contemporáneos (cover), July 1928 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  




It has been argued that Contemporáneos was a magazine that remained independent 
from politics. In Las vanguardias latinoamericanas: textos programáticos y críticos, Jorge 
Schwartz describes Contemporáneos as a journal that is “not tinted by political concerns” 
(311). This is a limited observation. It is true that Contemporáneos, unlike magazines like El 
Machete, did not engage in the immediate political debates or have a clearly political, 
revolutionary program. But the magazine is political, at least in the “soft-power” sense. Its 
members had a program and used the magazine as a platform to obtain their goals. In what 
concerns their involvement with translation, in the early 1930s the Contemporáneos group 
created a space in which their work lay side-by-side with the work of their modernist 
contemporaries, from T.S. Eliot to Langston Hughes or James Joyce. Translation was a means 
by which writers, young writers especially, began to trace a genealogical map where they could 
place themselves—as exponents of modernist Mexican literature—in equal standing with 
respect to their local and foreign contemporaries. In other words, it was a way to assert 
Mexico’s writers as full participants—at least locally—in an international cultural arena. 
This was a gradual process: in their first issue, published in June 1928, there was not a 
single work in translation; by 1931 (the last year of its publication) there were about as many 
works in translation, or by and about foreign writers, as there were Mexican contributors. It 
was not until the year 1930 that Contemporáneos began to have a more professionalized 
attitude toward their own translation practices. The first translation that appeared in the 
magazine, for example, is a portrait of Charles Chaplin by the writer Waldo Frank, published in 
July 1929. The translator’s name is not given, nor is there even a mention of the fact that it is a 
translation. Six months later, however, translator’s names start to appear regularly, and they 
also appear in the general index, in accorded equal status with the authors. Moreover, from 
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1930, essays about the writers’ whose poetry is translated in the magazine begin to appear, and 
some translations—as we shall see further down—are prefaced by their respective translators, 
in an obvious effort to fully and effectively introduce their work to the magazine’s readership. 
This shifts represented a new theoretical and critical self-consciousness concerning translation 
practices in Contemporáneos. In 1931, the magazine published work by and about D.H. 
Lawrence, Waldo Frank, James Joyce, and Carl Van Doren. 
Something was obviously changing in the Mexican literary sphere: for the first time in 
Mexican history, a group of the country’s young intelligentsia seemed to be shifting their once 
undivided attention towards French literature, opening up spaces for the translation of their 
contemporaries, with particular attention to the English modernists. Contemporáneos writers 
such as Owen, Novo or Villaurrutia perhaps understood that by the early 1930s the center of 
literary power had shifted toward both English writers and the metropolitan nucleus in New 
York, and they thus endeavored to create spaces for translation that would situate them at a 
more comfortable distance from that new center. Contemporáneos were the first generation in 
Mexico, and indeed in Latin America, to translate not only the more established foreign 
writers, as had done magazines before them, but also their immediate English-speaking 
contemporaries. The also started translating in a more systematic and critical manner, 
accompanying their translations with critical essays and introductory prologues. 
Notably, in February 1931, Contemporáneos published Alfonso Reyes’s essay “De la 
traducción” (titled, in the magazine, “Cuaderno de lecturas,” or “Reading notebook”), the first 
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theoretical essay about translation published in Mexico.153 Reyes was a sort of intellectual 
father to the Contemporáneos generation, who followed his lead in their homonymous 
magazine and the various magazines in which they collaborated. Today, Reyes is more widely 
recognized as the translator of Greek classics and as an avid reader and translator of the 
French symbolist tradition, as had been the modernistas throughout the Latin American 
continent. But he was also the first Hispanic American, along with Pedro Henríquez Ureña—
who in the early years of the twentieth century was zigzagging his way across the American 
continent as well as between Spanish and English—to consistently translate from English, to 
begin translating his immediate contemporaries, and also among the first to write about 
translation from a critical standpoint.154 He thus pioneered the shift of the center around which 
Latin American writers engaged in the game of the ‘art of distance,’ to borrow Pascale 
Casanova’s term. 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
153 In his article “Alfonso Reyes y la traducción en México,” the critic Herón Perez Martínez 
calls Alfonso Reyes the “doorman” of the translation boom in Mexico, and explains that Reyes 
was the catalyst for the academic translation boom in the Mexican 1930s. Indeed, after the 
government-sponsored publishing house, Fondo de Cultura Económica, was established in 
1934, Reyes personally undertook the translation of many books. For a full list and discussion 
on Reyes’s academic translations, see Castañon 97. But Pérez Martínez is only partly accurate. 
Before the “academic translation boom,” Alfonso Reyes had already translated the English 
essayists, such as G.K. Chesterton and Robert Louis Stevenson, he had written theoretical texts 
on translation, and he had planted the seed of curiosity for modern literary translation in the 
generation of writers and critics that immediately followed. 
 










In the same Contemporáneos issue that publishes Reyes’s “De la traducción,” there is a 
translation by the Spanish poet León Felipe of T.S. Eliot’s “The Hollow Men,” as well as a 
series of abstract photographs by Manuel Álvarez Bravo, an essay on photography by Salvador 
Novo, and a reproduction of the well known map “The World at the Time of the Surrealists.”155 
The map, which is reproduced in the Contemporáneos issue immediately preceding Reyes’s 
essay on translation, had originally appeared in the Belgian magazine Variétés, in 1929. Can 
the map be read like a declaration of principles, aspirations, or a gesture of affiliation? 
Contemporáneos was not a space dedicated to translation of the surrealists in particular. They 
did not follow the surrealist agenda by the book, to say the least. But they did subscribe to re-
writing the border- crossing networks, and certainly aspired to the subversion of geographical 
hierarchies that surrealism advanced and practiced. The Contemporáneos editors were possibly 
flattered at the sight of a robust Mexico to the north of the whimsically-traced equator (Mexico, 
despite being part of North America, was and still is generally perceived as part of South 
America). They must have been satisfied by this depiction, as much as they were likely amused 
by an unnamed United States, the enormous Russia, and the improbable presence of a huge 
Alaska. The map perhaps served like Snow White magic mirror of sorts (who is the fairest of 
them all?). 
Another particularly eclectic and international Contemporáneos issue, published in 
September-October 1931, features work by Sor Juana (Mexico), Jorge Cuesta (Mexico), 
Borges (Argentina), Vicente Huidobro (Chile), Langston Hughes (USA), Pablo Neruda (Chile), 
Carlos Rellicer (Mexico), Salvador Novo (Mexico), Alfonso Reyes (Mexico), Supervielle 
(France- Uruguay) and photographs by Edward Weston (USA). In that same issue, Xavier 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
155 “Le Monde au temps des surréalistes" Variétés, June 1929, 26–27. 
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Villaurrutia translated four of Langston Hughes’s poems—including “I too,” which had 
originally appeared in the 1926 collection The Weary Blues—and Salvador Novo collaborated 
with an essay titled “La poesía de los negros en Estados Unidos” [“The Poetry of Blacks in the 
United States”]. In this essay, Novo offers a kind of forecast of the future of poetry written by 
blacks in the United States, which is perhaps curiously applicable to his expectations regarding 
his own generation in Mexico, in its difficult relationship to national and international 
recognition: 
El reconocimiento universal de su calidad de poetas (los versos suyos empiezan a 
aparecer en revistas y en antologías europeas) los animará a continuar una obra que 
ofrece ya características de singular valor, pero cuya aspiración parece todavía la de 
incorporarse a la poesía norteamericana cuyos colores borra su generalidad. 
[The universal recognition of their quality as poets (their verses begin to appear in 
European magazines and anthologies) will encourage them to continue developing 
work that already offers exceptional value, but which is still marked by the aspiration 
to incorporate itself into North American poetry, whose colors efface its generality.] 
(199) 
The tone of Novo’s remark is at once slightly patronizing and full of admiration, and 
the syntax in the last part of his statement is as convoluted in English as it is in Spanish. 
Perhaps its ambiguity and lack of clarity reflects the fact that he is trying to express something 
difficult, something almost unsayable. On one level, he is saying that black American literature 
belongs in the ranks of international literature, and should stop aspiring to belong to the much 
smaller niche of literature written in the United States. It is possible that he thought the same of 
the work produced by members of Contemporáneos, which was always heavily criticized or 
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ignored in Mexico, and which perhaps could find a better space of belonging outside the 
country than inside. But on a deeper level, Novo is also talking about race, and the degree of 
general admittance of a literature based on racial hierarchies. His own self-positioning within 
the racial spectrum is undefined. He probably knows he speaks from the point of view of a 
white-enough Mexican (not an indio, but maybe a whiter mestizo). But does he understand 
that, in the eyes of white Americans, he himself is not white? He probably does, because 
Mexican literature was as invisible, or perhaps even more so, than black American literature in 
the United States. In that sense, “whose colors efface its generality” means: the whiteness of 
which impedes its ultimate acknowledgement as a universal literature. Both Mexican and black 
literature, condemned to their geographical belonging to a white-dominated North America, 
were still striving to belong to a culture that was not quite accepting, but which nonetheless is 
much smaller than the wider “generality” to which they really belong, given their world-
quality. The “call to arms” in Novo’s statement is directed at no longer seeking to belong to a 
region, and reaching out to a wider,  more international modernism. 
In this context, Villaurrutia’s translation of Langston Hughes’s “I too” in the same 
issue of the magazine, rounds up the discussion on the sense of belonging and non-belonging 
of non- whites of North America. The original reads thus: 
 
Yo también canto a América. [I, too, sing America. 
Soy el hermano oscuro. I am the darker brother. 
Me mandan a comer en la cocina They send me to eat in the 
kitchen cuando llegan visitas, When company comes, 
mas yo me río But I laugh, 
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y como bien And eat well, 
y crezco fuerte And grow strong. 
 
Mañana, Tomorrow, 
me sentaré a la mesa I’ll be at the table 
cuando lleguen visitas. When company comes. 
 
Entonces, Then. 
nadie se atreverá Nobody’ll dare 
a decirme Say to me, 
–“Ve y come en la cocina”. “Eat in the kitchen” 
 
Además, Besides, 
verán que soy hermoso They’ll see how beautiful I am 
y se avergonzarán. And be ashamed— 
 
Yo también soy América. I, too, am America.] 
 
The term “America,” in mouth of a Mexican, always refers to the name of the 
continent, and not the United States. In the1930s, the United States was called officially and 
politely Norte América or Estados Unidos and, less politely and unofficially, Los United 
(Owen), Yankeelandia (Novo), or Anglotown (Vasconcelos)—but never just “America.” 
Villaurrutia’s translation, however, leaves the original term “America,” and does not translate it 
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into a vernacular form of the name: “Yo también canto a América.” His choice may have 
possibly responded to economy in versification or to allusive dexterity—i.e. “Yo también canto 
a Estados Unidos” or even “Yo también canto a Norte América” is not only at least two 
syllables too long, but also awkward in its over-determination of a referent. But the fact is that 
Villaurrutia chose “America” over any other possible word, in the knowledge that, in Spanish, 
the connotation of the term was a continent and not a country. If Hughes’s poem is perhaps a 
brief but poignant response to Whitman’s “Leaves of Grass” (I too sing…) and the place of 
blacks in the American landscape, Villaurrutia’s rendering is a reply to Hughes that places the 
other darker brother, the Mexican, in the map of the American continent. Both poems, original 
and re-writing in translation, respond to different circumstances of non-belonging, and herald 
the eventual, inevitable incorporation of America’s—the continent—invisible population into 
the map: “Tomorrow I’ll be at the table.” 
The last sentences in Novo’s essay about black American poetry are a condensed 
biography of Hughes--the international figure--and point to the kind of literary hero to which 
Novo and his generation probably aspired: 
Langston Hughes es seguramente uno de los más interesantes poetas negros del 
momento. Vagabundo, estuvo en México durante quince meses, aprendió español, 
enseñó inglés, fue a las corridas de toros y escribió su primer poema publicado en 
revistas: “El Negro habla de los ríos”. De aquí fue a Nueva York y viajó luego a África 
y a Europa como marino en barcos de carga. Ha sido portero en un Cabaret de 
Montmartre y cocinero en un Cabaret Negro. Vachel Lindsay lo descubrió. 
[Langston Hughes is probably one of the most interesting black poets of current times. 
Vagabond, he was in Mexico for fifteen months, learned Spanish, taught English, went 
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to the bull fights, and wrote his first poem publishes in magazines: “The Negro Speaks 
of Rivers.” From here he went to New York and then traveled to Africa and Europe as a 
sailor in cargo ships. He has been a doorman in a Cabaret in Montmartre and a cook in 
a Black Cabaret. Vachel Lindsay discovered him.] (200) 
Here, Novo is at once translating Hughes into Mexico by domestication—bringing him 
closer (Hughes is represented as having learned Spanish, attended bull fights)—and 
foreignizing him—portraying him as a kind of vagabond Ulises, a man who sailed the seven 
sees and finally made it to international recognition (albeit through the “discovery” of the—
white—American poet Vachel Lindsay.) He is portraying Hughes as he would perhaps like to 
be portrayed: a man who is a contemporary of all men, an extraterritorial writer, an example of 
ultimate belonging through non-belonging. 
 The way that the Contemporáneos group envisaged their task as translators of their 
contemporaries went beyond mere ‘assimilation’ of foreign literatures. The relationship 
between their work and that of their English language contemporaries, in turn, cannot and 
should not be gauged by the ‘influence’ that the latter had over the former. Rather, the works of 
both should be read as circulating within the same ‘world literary space’ (Casanova), 
configured collectively during modernism, where there were shared political stances—such as 
Langston Hughes’s advancement of the rights of blacks, which was followed closely and 
endorsed by the Contemporáneos—as well as similar aesthetic and thematic concerns across 
borders, such as the vertiginous acceleration of time, the merging of time-space in the 
chronotope of the new metropolis, the rising of the city as a trope and literary space, the 
mechanization of everyday life, the blurring of the divide between private space and public 
space, and the place of selfhood in those new spatial relations. 
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In this sense, works from the two languages and traditions entered into conversation 
through (and beyond) translation—even though the conversation was often, though not always, 
a one-sided exchange: that is, Contemporáneos writers were largely ignored by their English 
language contemporaries, with a few exceptions. Langston Hughes was one of the few 
exceptions. Hughes had lived in Mexico during several periods of his life as a teenager, as his 
father worked in Toluca. He returned to Mexico in 1934, after his father had died, and lived in 
Mexico City with Henri Cartier Bresson, where he befriended people such as Rufino Tamayo, 
Diego Rivera, and Nellie Campobello. He spoke Spanish well, and rendered into English 
works by several Mexican writers, including Campobello; and he was in turn translated into 
Spanish.156  
But he was not only translated in the literal sense of the term, from English to Spanish. 
It could be said that his work carried over into Mexican poetry, modifying the way that poets 
used verse in Spanish. Years later, Villaurrutia wrote a poem dedicated to Hughes, titled 
“North Carolina Blues.” The title is reminiscent of Hughes’s many “blues” titles, and the 
syncopated rhythms and verse repetitions between break stanzas, typical of Hughes, are 
playfully incorporated by Villaurrutia.157  
The poem deals with race in the USA, as does the poem he had translated by Hughes in 
the 1931 Contemporáneos issue. The third to last stanza of Villaurrutia’s poem reads: 
En North Carolina [In North Carolina  
En diversas salas de espera In separate waiting rooms 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
156 For a detailed account of Langston Hughes’s travels and sojourns in Mexico, see Kutzinski, 
The Worlds of Langston Hughes. 
 
157 “North Carolina Blues” appeared in Taller poético, 3, March 1937: 39-41 [149-153]. 




aguardan la misma muerte passengers of color 
los pasajeros de color and first-class whites 
y los blancos de primera. await the same death. 
En North Carolina                              In North Carolina] 
Here the poem introduces, in Spanish and for Mexican readers, the racial concerns 
common of Hughes’s poetry—the “salas de espera” or waiting rooms where “pasajeros de 
color” (passengers of color) and “blancos de primera” (first-class whites) await death in 
separate spaces. The poem then continues: 
En North Carolina [In North Carolina 
Nocturnos hoteles: Nocturnal hotels: 
llegan parejas invisibles, Invisible couples arrive, 
las escaleras suben solas, escalators ascend on their 
own fluyen los corredores, the corridors flow 
retroceden las puertas, doors move back, 
cierran los ojos las ventanas, windows close their 
eyes una mano sin cuerpo a hand without a body 
escribe y borra negros writes and erases black 
nombres en la pizarra names on the board 
 
En North Carolina In North Carolina 
Confundidos Confused  
cuerpos y labios lips and bodies 
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yo no me atrevería I would not dare 
a decir en la sombra: say in the shadow: 
esta boca es mía. this mouth is mine. 
 
En North Carolina. In North Carolina. 
 
Beyond the racial themes the poem introduces, it is also written in an erotic key, as 
many of Villaurrutia’s poems of the time: the trope of the fragmented body, the hotel rooms 
where black lovers meet furtively, invisibly, their “black names” written on a board, and then 
erased, confusion of bodies and lips. At first, the poem enters into dialogue with Hughes’s 
work by addressing the same themes and using similar prosodic strategies but at the same time 
does so from a platform—the erotic—which takes the poem to another level. But there is yet 
another level of the poem, which plays with the typically modernist characterization of modern 
spaces, which are represented as desolate and mechanized (the escalators that ascend on their 
own, the doors that move back). “North Carolina Blues” is not so much a poem influenced by 
Hughes but a response to or a conversation with him. 
This, as we shall see later on in the chapter, extends to other examples of writing by 
members of the Contemporáneos group. Translation in Contemporáneos was a thoroughly 
modernist practice, at least in the sense that the magazine treated translation, as Lawrence 
Venuti has phrased it in the context of his definition of modernist translation practices, “as a 
creative force.” Contemporáneos engaged in “experiments with literary form as a way of 





III. The Edificio Ermita: Modernist Architecture in Mexico City 
 
Just as in the literary field the Contemporáneos were experimenting with a new modernist 
aesthetics through the platform of their magazine, a group of young architects concerned with 
the problem of modernizing Mexico City, beyond the ideologically-driven nationalist precepts, 
started to become active. This group was trained at the San Carlos Academy in the early 1920s 
and included architects such as Juan O’Gorman, Alvaro Aburto, Juan Legarreta, and the lesser- 
known Juan Segura. As Olsen writes, this group was timely in recognizing that although 
Mexico’s “character was certainly mestizo, modern Mexico was more than simply the product 
of the conquest and miscegenation” (11). The “transitional architects,” as they have been 
called, shared many views with their contemporaries, but differed from other architects of their 
generation in one fundamental way. As Olsen explains, while the neo-colonial “was the result 
of a distinct aesthetic preference and a volition to regain an authentic Mexican architecture, the 
architecture of this transition was the result of economy as well as self-imposed restrictions of 
simplicity and ‘honesty’ drawn from perceived flaws in the neo-colonial style” (9). 
Juan Segura is probably the least well-known of the Mexican ‘transitional’ architects, 
but he is one of the most unusual, especially because he always remained at the outskirts of the 
architectural ‘scene’ and the heated nationalist debates that took place during those years. 
Unlike Juan O’Gorman, who engaged in public intellectual exchanges regarding Mexican 
modern architecture and was always at the center of vibrant debates, Segura was less given to 
controversies, did not publish much, and did not invest time in constructing his public 
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persona.158 Segura did not participate, for example, in the 1933 national debate organized by 
the Society of Mexican Architects, where the problem of nationalist vs. internationalist 
aesthetics was discussed amply, and where O’Gorman played a leading role. Moreover, unlike 
some well- known Mexican architects, Segura was never a public figure in Mexico City and 
did not—unlike O’Gorman, who in the thirties was appointed chief architect in the Department 
of School Construction in the Ministry of Education—participate in politics nor was he ever 
appointed as an “official” government architect. Segura’s clients, at least during the years that 
he spent in Mexico City, were mostly private groups or individuals, and that gave him a certain 
freedom—at least in ideological terms—than most Mexican architects of the period had. 
During the second half of the 1920s the millionaire private group “Fundación Mier y 
Pesado,” with whom Segura had distant family ties, commissioned him to design a series of 
buildings on an enormous semi-vacant lot enclosed within the newly re-named streets Avenida 
Revolución, Benjamin Franklyn, Avenida Jalisco (previously “Calle Real,” as seen in figure 
5.5), and José Martí.159 According to a statement he made in an interview, Segura had 
complete aesthetic freedom to work his design for the lot: “Tú eres el arquitecto,” they simply 
told him, “You are the architect” (Segura, Cuadernos de Arquitectura 18). The Mier y Pesado 
foundation imposed only one restriction. They were (and still are) a private benefit association 
that needed to collect money from their urban housing projects in order to finance their benefit 
programs in orphanages, retirement homes and schools for the blind.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
158 The “Platicas de 1933,” as I explained in the Introduction, were a series of debates 
between the “technical” architects of the Escuela Superior de Construcción versus those of 
the Universidad Nacional de México, more inclined toward an architectural academicism. 
 
159  There is perhaps no need to underscore the symbolic burden in these street names: 
revolutions, founding fathers, Spanish royalty (calle Real) replaced by the “Free and Sovereign 
State of Jalisco” and the apostle of Cuban Independence, José Martí. 
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Segura therefore had to come up with a “maximum profit – minimum investment” 
plan. With this in mind, he imagined and designed one of Mexico’s first mixed-used buildings: 
the Ermita.160  
 
 
Figure 5.4. Juan Segura, Edificio Ermita, 1930 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
160 The Ermita was in fact the second commission in the lot that Segura received. The first 
building was called the Conjunto Isabel, built in 1928. Moreover, as Antonio Toca points out, 
the Ermita preceded the proposals of Le Corbusier for the Marseille Unité (168). Le Corbusier 
did design housing projects before World War II, though not high-rise ones. The Ermita was 




Figure 5.5. Calle Real, early 1900s, (“Testimonios Vivos,” Cuadernos de Arquitectura 14) 
 
A certain air of contradiction drifts past this photograph, when compared to the 
previous one. It represents exactly the same street angle, only fifteen years earlier. The 
Porfirian house, with its affected cornices and ornamental flourish, stands still, somewhat out 
of place amidst the hatted men that loiter—unselfconscious flaneurs of the unpaved roads—
around the Pulquería to the right of the picture.161 The Pulquería is called “La Constancia”, 
meaning “Constancy”—a call to devoted and heavy pulque-drinking no matter the time of day. 
But also, perhaps, a false claim on the fate of the pre-revolution city, which would know 
nothing of constancy or faithfulness to its Porfirian past. Just a decade later, the building in 
front of “La Constancia” would be torn down and replaced by Mexico City’s first high-rise. 
In the 1920s an urban middle class had begun to emerge, as a result of mass migration 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
161 A Pulquería is the pre-revolutionary Mexican “ancestor” of a bar or cantina. What is drunk 
there is pulque, a vicious alcoholic drink made from the fermented sap of the maguey cactus. 
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from the country to the city. During the Revolution, previous hacendados or landowners had 
lost their lands, and many others had lost their jobs in the large estates. For the first time in 
Mexico City it made sense to build vertically and construct cheaper, smaller housing units. The 
Edificio Ermita is an eight-story building with seventy-eight units in total: studios, which 
originally had foldable furniture designed by Segura to rationalize space; and two-bedroom 
and three-bedroom apartments, sixty-six of which have large bathrooms with fitted bathtubs. 
Only twelve of the units have servant’s quarters with a separate bathroom, attesting to the fact 
that the Ermita was conceived more for a middle class, than for a upper-middle or higher class. 








Seen from the acute-angle where Revolución and Jalisco meet, the building resembles a 
big ship sailing north. On its ground level there are spaces for small businesses, and in its 
southern façade a big entranceway opens onto a cinema, as was discussed in the previous 
chapter, which makes resourceful use of the building’s triangular shape. The Ermita was not 
neo- colonial, neo- prehispanic or Porfirian. It was perhaps closer to art deco. It did not follow 
any of the picturesque tendencies nor did it resemble the first functionalist buildings of the 
period— such as O’Gorman’s houses. As the architect Antonio Toca writes, Segura’s work was 
“abstract and geometric, linked more with the forms of the Viennese secession than with 
picturesque ornamentalism or with the rationalism of Le Corbusier” (175). Another architect, 
María Bustamante, has compared the Ermita to the Looshaus in Vienna’s Michaelerplatz, 
because of their stylistic components, their sober ornamentation, and their break with tradition 
(Bustamante 5). The Ermita also resembles New York’s Flatiron in its shape, and in the way it 
cuts the urban geometry, although it is stouter and less ornamental. 
 








Figure 5.9. Indoor patio, Edificio Ermita, ca. 1932. 
 
The interior of the building is structured around a triangular open space, a sort of indoor patio 
toped with skylite glass, which was originally furnished with couches, tables, lamps and 
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armchairs of modern design, resembling a large living room where the tenants could mingle 
and also receive guests.162  
Segura, when questioned about the influences from which he derived his design for the 
Ermita, replied that that building did not follow any single particular trend. He was similarly un- 
preoccupied with respect to belonging or not to specific national groups or international 
movements. When asked in a public talk about what he had thought of the 1933 polemic among 
different schools of Mexican architects, he replied saying “I was too busy to find out what their 
discussions were about…my clients were my world, and not the Republic’s new [architectural] 
plans” (Segura 22). However, having been trained in the San Carlos Academy, Segura was 
surely abreast of the contemporary architectural movements abroad. The Academy, though more 
conservative in its program (they followed mostly Beaux Arts pedagogy), received a number of 
modern magazines and publications from abroad each month, which the students could consult 
at leisure.163  
Segura found a modern architectural language that resolved new needs of the middle- 
classes, while at the same time amalgamating a series of national and international styles in 
such a way that the very distinction national-foreign became irrelevant. Segura was perhaps 
much more ‘modern’ than his peers in that he was not concerned with the by then already old 
debate around different forms of colonial domination and essentialist notions of the truly 
‘Mexican.’ He simply encountered modern problems—multifamily habitation, the rise of a 
middle class, an urgency for a new plumbing and sewage system—and, informed by his 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
162 See for more details of the Ermita’s interior, José Emilio Pacheco’s conference 
“Hombres ilustres….” 
 
163 For more details on the role foreign magazines played in Mexican architecture during this 
period see De Anda 2008 and Yáñez 1990. 
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contemporaries abroad, found modern solutions to them.164  
 
 





The space a specific text occupies within the pages of a magazine is not entirely accidental or 
gratuitous.165 The Waste Land appeared in the July 1930 issue of Contemporáneos, and was the 
second text featured in the issue, right after a fragment of an essay on poetics written by Paul 
Valéry, titled “Conversación sobre la poesía” (“Conversation on Poetry”), translated by the 
magazine’s director at that time, Bernardo Ortiz de Montellano;166 and immediately before a 
poem on poetics by Jorge Cuesta, a central poet and critic of the Contemporáneos group (more 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
164 A few notable people later lived in the Ermita, among them the surrealist poet and editor 
Manuel Altolaguirre, the poet Rafael Alberti, and Ramón Mercader (Trotsky’s assasin). 
 
165 The critic Guillermo Sheridan has done a thorough description and analysis of the 
magazine’s material history in Los Contemporáneos ayer, where among other things he treats a 
wide array of its material aspects, ranging from the magazine’s choice of expensive paper and 
careful modernist design, to its inclusion of photography and art, to its print-runs (1,500), to its 
non- governmental sponsors and the constant financial ups and downs which finally forced it to 
shut down in 1931. What has perhaps not been thoroughly examined, though, are the relations 
among the texts that were published in specific issues of the magazine, nor the significance of 
any single specific text within it in relation to the magazine’s overarching intellectual project. 
See Sheridan 334-362. 
 
166 The fragment translated by Ortiz de Montellano is the statement of Valéry’s well known 
analogy “poetry : dance :: prose: walking.” The analogy, often attributed to Valéry in his 1939 
lecture “Poetry and Abstract Thought,” actually appears much earlier than that, as an epigraph 
to a fragment within Valéry’s “Conversación sobre la poesía,” which reads: “ Malherbe used to 
compare prose to ordinary walking and poetry to dancing” (the translation is mine). 
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recognized as a critic than a poet, as well as a reputable chemist). Placing Eliot next to Valéry 
makes sense beyond Eliot’s well-known relationship to the French symbolist poets. Mexican 
writers up until the late 1920s were acquainted and concerned mostly with French literature, 
and paid little attention to what was happening in English literature. Eliot, as one of the first 
poets to be incorporated into the Spanish canon, had to arrive through “French doors,” so to 
speak. Moreover, Jorge Cuesta, like Eliot, was the iconic critic-poet among the 
Contemporáneos group. His conception of poetry as a science, as a product of intelligence, and 
as an object that must be rationally observed in the poet’s mind while it develops, won him the 
nickname “Monsieur Teste,” and his well-known essay on poetics, “El Diablo en la poesía,” 
was in dialogue with both Valéry and with T.S. Eliot’s “Tradition and the Individual Talent.”167  
The translator of The Waste Land was Enrique Munguía, a Mexican poet living in 
Geneva, who was also a regular collaborator in the magazine.168 Munguía’s translation is 
preceded by an introductory prologue that throws some light upon what sort of figure Eliot 
was projected to be (or become) in the Spanish-speaking world, or at least in Mexico, at the 
moment when The Waste Land appeared. His prologue is a clear outline of the literary 
tradition and the framework in which Eliot was being placed and, therefore, in what light he 
was expected to be read. The first comparison Munguía makes in this prologue is between 
Eliot and Valéry. He states that Eliot “does not shun difficulties, and is disciplined like Valéry 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
167 A thorough comparison between Valéry’s ideas on poetry and those of Cuesta can be found 
in Rodolfo Mata, 1996. 
 
168 Two translations of “The Waste Land” came out almost simultaneously: both appeared in 
1930, only a few months apart, in Spain and Mexico respectively. But the one in Spain preceded 
the one in Mexico and Munguía most probably read it, since he acknowledges its existence in a 
footnote with exact bibliographical reference. Here, he also states, perhaps in an attempt to give 
authority to his own translation over that of Munguía, that “Contemporáneos has the author’s 
permission to publish this translation” (15).  
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in the observation of methods and forms” (7). 
In a striking resemblance to how Salvador Novo once portrayed Langston Hughes in 
his Contemporáneos essay “La poesía de los negros…,” Munguía goes on to compare Eliot, 
the man, to some of his contemporaries who also self-exiled to Europe or who constantly 
moved back and forth between the old continent and the Americas (he mentions Henry James, 
Ezra Pound, Gould Fletcher, Gertrude Stein and Stevens). It is an interesting comparison 
because it locates Eliot in an “extraterritoriality” familiar to Latin American intellectuals of 
the time, who also moved between the two continents and made of their de-rootedness a 
subject of their writing. Eliot’s Waste Land is thus presented here by the translator as a poem 
of a man in exile, a poem by an American (of the same continent) who transplanted to Europe. 
Thematically, Munguía’s translation frames the poem in what he considers to be the 
common, universal preoccupation of modern man, captured by Eliot: “The emotional 
exhaustion, the desolation up there in the most obscure and dense internal circles of the 
cultivated modern man” (11). Eliot’s contribution, he argues, is to have found the exact “form” 
to seize that exhaustion and to express it in writing: fragmentation, discontinuity and, above 
all, an “intermittence.” That intermittence, writes Munguía, and “the terror and torments” it 
produces in Eliot’s readers, “are the essence of his best poem, The Waste Land” (12). 
Munguía’s translation—titled “El páramo,” which could be re-translated as “The 
Upland” or “The Moor,” and only loosely as “The Wasteland”—has been negatively compared 
to the Spanish translation by Angel Flores, “Tierra Baldía”.169 There are several reasons for 
this. First, the Mexican translation gets rid of most of Eliot’s original footnotes in the British 
edition, selecting only a few of them with no apparent criteria for keeping some and banishing 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
169 For example, Octavio Paz’s 1972 interview in Diacritics. 
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others. Second, it plays rather freely with punctuation, and sometimes even with meaning. 
Toward the very end of the poem, for example, Munguía changes the line “London bridge is 
falling down falling down falling down” to “Se derrumba, se derrumba, se derrumba el Puente 
de Londres y ya se derrumbó” (It falls, it falls, it falls, the London bridge, and it has already 
fallen). Third, and most importantly, Munguía’s translation is criticized because it is in prose. 
The reason for this, according to him, is that “most of the poem is written in blank verse, 
which has no prosodic equivalent in Spanish” (15). This is only partially true. Indeed, pieces of 
The Waste Land are written in blank verse, but most of the poem is not. Moreover, even if this 
were true, there would be no compelling reason to choose prose over the octosyllabic verse, 
for example, which is usually considered, like blank verse in English, as a “natural” rhythm of 
speech in Spanish.170  
One of the effects of reading Eliot in prose is the underscoring of the poem’s 
similarities to James Joyce’s Ulysses. The two works have often been compared. However, the 
narrative thread in The Waste Land, much more tenuous in its verse form, is enhanced by the 
use of long uninterrupted paragraphs where the narrating voice, or voices, follow a path 
through London— like Stephen Dedalus across Dublin—into the interior of middle-class 
houses, back out into the street, and so on. The relation to Joyce here may not be altogether 
casual. Although Ulysses was not translated to Spanish until 1945, Joyce was read in Mexico 
and his poems had previously been published in Contemporáneos. Moreover, in the prologue 
of the translation of the poem that had come out in Spain, Ángel Flores states that The Waste 
Land is the verse version of Joyce’s Ulysses (Flores 7). Munguía read Flores’s translation, so 
it would be possible that he had Ulysses in mind as a bastion of authority when he rendered the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
170 Others would argue that the hendecasyllable, a typically Renaissance meter, is the equivalent 
of blank verse. 
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poem into prose. Further, in his prologue, Munguía compares Eliot’s method of juxtaposing 
“symbolic space” and “prosaic space”: “That wasteland is a symbolic adaptation of one of the 
legends related to the Holy Grail (…) which fuses inside the poet’s brain with the prosaic 
modern-day London—erasing all categories and twisting physical objects as in the 
imaginations of Stephen Dedalus and Bloom…” (13). 
The prose form chosen by Munguía, by nature looser than verse, also allows him to 
play with language in such a way that the spoken lines of the poem at the end of “The Game of 
Chess” section, for example, resemble modern Spanish informal speech, where the preposition 
“para” is contracted to “pa” (Eliot 10 and Munguía 23). 
I can’t help it, she said, pulling a long face, 
It’s them pills I took, to bring it off, she 
said. 
[Pero qué puedo hacerme yo, dijo, poniendo una cara larga –son esas píldoras que tomé 
pa echarlo pa fuera.] 
Similarly, in the onomatopoeias quoted from the story of Tereus and Philomela in 
“The Fire Sermon” section, “Twit twit twit / jug jug jug jug jug jug / So rudely forc’d / 
Tereu,” the translator turns the “jugs” into “pssts”—an interjection often heard in manly 





Figure 5.10. Page from “El Páramo,” Contemporáneos, July-August, 1931 
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Munguía is perfectly conscious of this composition procedure in both Eliot’s poem and 
his Spanish rendering of it, as he notes in his prologue that an aspect of Eliot’s method is to 
“juxtapose the most vulgar expressions from street jargon to the most refined metaphors of a 
fertile mind” (9). Finally, his prose translation takes Eliot’s play on intertextuality a step 
further by making no distinction—as there is in the original poem, where references are almost 
always separated from the rest of the poem by line-breaks—between what constitutes a 
bibliographical reference and what does not. If by rendering The Waste Land into prose the 
poem loses in accuracy, it gains in narrative vitality, cultural universality, and in its play with 
intertextuality. In a somewhat paradoxical way, Munguías “unfaithfulness” to the original was 
essentially faithful to Eliot’s fundamental precepts on poetics. 
Beyond the possibilities that prose offers, a question that rises is how the choices that 
Munguía made were conceived with an eye to the poem’s reception among a Mexican 
readership. Were they a form of domestication through translation? Perhaps. Prose poems were 
a well-known form in the Mexican 1920s. Following French symbolists such as Baudelaire, 
poets in Spanish had been writing prose poems for at least a decade, and a few poetry books 
published during that decade by the more “experimental” poets of the Contemporáneos group 
were prose poems.171 Thus, the translator’s choice to translate the poem into prose should also 
be seen as a way to present Eliot in what was then perhaps considered the most “modern” of 
poetic forms in Spanish. 
What is most interesting about Munguía’s version is how it solves the problems that a 
poem like The Waste Land presents to a translator, with resources that bring a modern 
Mexican readership closer to Eliot, and, especially, how it reflects a conception of modern 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
171 The most emblematic of these is perhaps Linea by Gilberto Owen, published in 1925. 
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poetry in Spanish: its colloquial ease combined with cultivated references, its universality, its 
freedom from prosodic constraints and overarching thematic totalities, and its combination of 
condensed poetic images with narrative intervals—all of which are characteristics that can be 
attributed to poetry written by the Contemporáneos group. To the problem of translating the 
paradigmatic modernist poem, the translator found practical solutions, which at the same 
time reflected modernist poetics in Spanish and opened up new possibilities in the language. 
 
 
V. The Anxiety of (Finding) Influences 
 
Much scholarly attention has been paid to the significance of the journal Contemporáneos, and 
some, though much less, to the role that it played in introducing literature in English to 
Mexican readership.172 However, studies tend to center on the question of the influence of 
foreign literature on Mexican writers of the time and cast little light on the actual mechanisms 
operating within the magazine in its incorporation of foreign literatures through translation and 
critical essays. There are even fewer studies on the role that Contemporáneos played in 
introducing literature in English into Mexico, and some of them are astonishingly superficial. 
Edward J. Mullen’s 1971 essay “European and North American Writers in Contemporáneos” 
for example, bases its argument of influence partly on a quantitative observation of the amount 
of foreign texts that appear in the magazine (he notes: there are 27 of them), only to conclude 
that “the editors were aware of emerging trends in twentieth-century letters” (345, the italics 
are mine). 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
172 The most significant works that center on Contemporáneos are Guillermo Sheridan’s Los 
Contemporáneos ayer, and Forster’s Los Contemporáneos.. 
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Similarly, when dealing with the relationship between Mexican architects and their 
foreign contemporaries, the notion of ‘influence’ exerted by particular individuals tends to be 
at the core of arguments. As Olsen writes, for example: 
Le Corbusier liberated Mexican architects from past facile copying of French or other 
styles, a freedom which would allow them to assert a Mexican identity in architecture. 
O’Gorman, Aburto and Legarreta enthusiastically adopted Le Corbusier’s credo of 
‘the house as machine for living’ and became vocal opponents of the prevailing design 
in Mexico. (13) 
Le Corbusier is undoubtedly a sort of “founding father” of architectural modernism 
worldwide, and Olsen is right in pointing out that architects like O’Gorman, Aburto and 
Legarreta benefited from his ideas in defending their own local causes. In the same way, as 
Bustamante points out, Adolf Loos was maybe an important reference for Segura’s work, 
especially in his contribution to a modern architecture free from the burden of excessive 
ornamentation. There is no need to deny all that. However, stating that Le Corbusier “liberated” 
Mexican architects, or that the Ermita is perhaps modeled after the Looshous, is not only 
exaggerated, it distracts attention from other, perhaps more interesting issues. There is, for 
example, the question of how local problems were solved in ways that went beyond the 
traditional means, and how the incorporation of “foreign” forms into “national” spaces both 
transformed the original object and informed the new culture or the new language, at the same 
time as it merged the apparently dichotomous categories of the local and the foreign. 
The Mexican cultural critic Carlos Mosiváis once described the magazine 
Contemporáneos as iconic of “the Mexican twenties” and pointed out that:  
The Contemporáneos group coincided with important movements in Latin American 
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poetry (Neruda, Vallejo, Mistral, Borges), the blooming Generation of ’27 in Spain, the 
Anglophone imagists, the effervescence of the Lost Generation, and the North American 
poets (ee cummings, Carl Sandburg, Vachel Lindsay, Amy Lowel, Hart Crane). The 
1920’s saw a transformation in the world and, in Mexico, the first to notice these 
changes and their significance were the Contemporáneos. (ivi, italics are mine)  
Monsiváis’—perhaps casual—use of the notion of “coincided” (coincidió, he says in 
Spanish) is much more appealing than the traditional insistence upon the notion of 
“influence.” The idea of influence establishes a passive dynamic based on an outside-inside 
reception and repetition (creative or less creative), and subordinates synchronicity to 
diachronicity. In other words, the dynamics of influence implies, to some extent, a linear view 
of change over time and thus fails to acknowledge the simultaneous relationships between 
objects at a given time. Contemporáneos, the magazine, and more specifically, the concrete 
appearance of The Waste Land within its pages, as well as buildings like the Ermita, can 
perhaps be better understood in a synchronic dimension, rather than as mere links in a merely 
linear-temporal chain of influences. The Contemporáneos logo of the pyramids superimposed 
upon a skyscraper comes to mind. 
Of course, where influence ends and synchronic coincidence begins is necessarily 
ambiguous. There is no point in arguing that the Ermita, for example, was in a strictly 
synchronic relationship to other high-rises, given the fact that high-rises in Chicago or New 
York preceded it by thirty years. But analyzing an objective study through the sole criterion of 
influence places to much emphasis on single figures as absolute sources and obliterates 
relevant questions about immediate context. Beyond pointing to influences is the more 
fundamental—and yet simpler— question of, on one hand, what concrete problems or 
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circumstances might have turned Segura’s attention toward the Looshaus when he designed 
the Ermita building (if indeed this is the case) or to Le Corbusier’s functionalist precepts, and 
what was occurring in the Mexican literary scene, on the other hand, that prompted the 
Contemporáneos group to translate and incorporate T.S. Eliot into the pages of their magazine. 
Moreover, it might be asked if the circumstances that framed Segura’s and Contemporáneos’s 
respective projects were isolated, national-specific ones, or if they can be seen synchronically, 
as part of a wider, international panorama. 
The incorporation of new, modernist authors like T.S. Eliot, James Joyce or Ezra Pound 
into the Spanish language canon, and particularly in Latin America, toward the end of the 
twenties was by no means an innocent and unselfconscious gesture, nor a mere fancy of a few 
happy anglophile poets. It was a vindication of a new literary movement and a political gesture 
in the literary field. It was around the mid-1920s that Contemporáneos writers began to 
embrace and publicly brandish a set of precepts around cosmopolitan aesthetics and, 
simultaneously, to move away from what were considered typically national styles and ideas. 
Although the group was diverse and some of its members often declined the label “group,” 
they were all eager to abandon what they considered a provincial and local literature and thus 
gravitated—perhaps in what could be called a “programmatic cosmopolitism”—toward a 
Mexican modern movement that incorporated the French vanguard, Italian contemporaries, but 
also, for the first time in Mexican literary history, literature written in English. 
The Contemporáneos group, faced with constant hostility and criticism in mainstream 
media, needed to claim their literary authority over other groups. The members of 
Contemporáneos were constantly criticized by other Mexican writers and intellectual power 
groups. Mexico was still a virulently nationalist environment and Contemporáneos was seen 
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as anti-nationalist. As the critic Guillermo Sheridan writes: “Nationalism, towards the end of 
the 1920s and the beginning of the 1930s, had become the common currency of a new 
vigilant and meritocratic bureaucracy (…) more ready to benefit from the ‘exotic’ character 
with which Mexico presented itself abroad than to commit to the actual country” (México en 
1932 349). The Contemporáneos group, uninterested in representing “exotic” Mexico in their 
work and magazines, were regarded as elitist Francophile and Anglophile anti-nationalists, 
and their veering toward a cosmopolitan conception of literature was seen as an outrageous 
imposture, when not an outright attack on nationalist ideals.173 The Contemporáneos poet 
Xavier Villaurrutia, in a letter to Alfonso Reyes, who in the early 1930’s was living in 
Buenos Aires, complains: 
Here in Mexico … the trite discussion around nationalism in our work has awoken 
once again. And, just like that, suddenly, people are saying that our work is worthless 
because it’s rootless, because it is hermetic, inhuman. And they say our generation is a 
failure. Apparently not one of us has done or will do anything that’s not imitating the 
French or the Americans….(qtd. in Sheridan, México en 1932 355) 
What perhaps differentiated this group most distinctly from the mainstream intellectual 
culture of the period was that the Contemporáneos envisioned a Mexican modern movement in 
which Mexico was not necessarily a separate, unique entity in history and geography, but 
simply one more modern (or modernizing) nation, which was inevitably in dialogue with the 
rest of the world. This, of course, is not how their rivals saw them. Sheridan articulates this 
well: “to [the Contemporáneos] Mexico itself and the way it should be assimilated was as a 
function of a critical universalism, even if their enemies saw in them a French particularism and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




a snob eclecticism” (350).174  
The magazine, which had served as a forum and space for maintaining their status as 
public intellectuals and securing their (relative) canonicity, was particularly in need of 
legitimation toward the end of 1930—after having changed director and funders several times 
and being about to close down for lack of funds several others. Being the first Mexican (and 
Latin American) magazine to claim for itself the world’s paradigmatic poem of modernity and 
thus affiliate itself with a larger movement was not just a gesture for “the love of art,” but also 
a move to secure its grounds. The message that was being sent internally, in the context of  
Mexican literary politics, by publishing The Waste Land and placing Jorge Cuesta in line with 
Eliot and Valéry was clear: this is our lineage, these are our contemporaries, this is our 
tradition. The translation of The Waste Land in Contemporáneos signified a radical statement 
on the part of the group. By 1930 Eliot’s poem was an internationally recognized “icon” of 
modernist  literature. It had already appeared in most European languages, and had been read 
and reviewed worldwide. In that sense, its publication in Contemporáneos was a public 
recognition of the poem’s unquestionably universal and canonical status. But it was also an 
inwardly directed gesture, like throwing a heavy stone in a pool of water, that sought to 
produce a ripple effect. 
One of the most revealing comments that Munguía makes in his prologue to the 
translation of The Waste Land, in terms of how he reads and understands Eliot, is the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
174 The Contemporáneos were not largely concerned with the question of whether their work 
was truly Mexican, but this did not mean that they wrote in a cultural vacuum or ignored their 
surroundings. Novo, for example devoted his weekly articles in the pages of the newspaper El 
Universal Ilustrado, in the 1920’s, to portraying the rapid changes that were taking place in the 
capital. He wrote about a variety of topics, ranging from the objects sold in the street corners of 
downtown Mexico City, to the new forms of public transportation, or to the arrival of bathrooms 
to middle-class apartments, where people could finally have a “bathtub of their own” instead of 




The use of sources in Eliot is not, as is the case with others, a mere decoration or 
dressing. On the contrary, because of his intimate acquaintance with tradition [the 
source] is something at the same time subordinated to him and an integral part of his 
thinking: a function and a mode of being. (14, the italics are mine). 
The same could be said about the Ermita building and its relationship to the 
architectural tradition from which it draws. The Ermita makes sober use of ornamentation and 
is constructed in line with what its functions were to be. Perhaps both the Ermita and “The 
Waste Land” embrace the architect Adolf Loos’s dictum in Ornament and Crime: “the 
evolution of culture is synonymous with the removal of ornamentation” (Loos 167). 
In the eyes of Contemporáneos, Eliot, as did Hughes, embodies the cosmopolitan 
conception of tradition. He has an “intimate acquaintance” with a range of cultures over time 
and is able to integrate them into his “mode of being” not as an accessory, alien decoration, but 
as an integral part of his thought. The Contemporáneos, rebuked by their peers because of their 
“aspiration” to a form of cosmopolitism, must have seen in Eliot a way to understand influence 
not as an “external” but as “internal” quality, which could not be judged as an imposture but as 
a natural way of relating to the literary tradition. 
Just as, in the literary field, a group of writers embraced international modernist 
literature and conceived their own place in literary history in relation to a tradition that went 
well beyond national and regional borders, architects like Segura and O’Gorman moved away 
from the dominant styles in Mexican modern architecture and begun to conceive their work in 
a wider international scope. Segura’s work, moreover—and especially the Ermita—is a 
demonstration of the fact that the ‘local’ and the ‘foreign’ are not mutually excluding, but quite 
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the contrary. Many parts of the world were experiencing similar, simultaneous circumstances: 
the rise of a middle- class, the emergence of a new era “still obscured by the unbearable rags of 
a dying era” (Le Corbusier 84), the availability of new materials, technologies and means of 
production. Architects, like writers—at least some of them—simply responded to those 
changes locally with the ideas and resources that were being developed worldwide. 
As Munguía writes with respect to Eliot, the conversation with an international 
tradition in both disciplines became an “integral part of (…) thinking: a function and a mode 
of being.” Eliot’s Mexican translator, Munguía, found vernacular solutions to the prosodic 
challenges of The Waste Land—prose form, a colloquial Spanish mixed with “high” cultural 
references that matched Eliot’s own combination of registers, or his conspicuous “reading” of 
Eliot via French symbolism and as an emblem of modern cosmopolitanism. Similarly, Segura 
found solutions to local problems by understanding them as international problems and thus 
tackling them by means of reaching out to the new international language in architecture. 
This is perhaps the sough-after result of Mexican modernism. Mexico City in the mid 
to late 1920s became a hub of international circulation. It ‘imported’ and ‘exported’ its own 
versions, or translations, of international modernism. Owen, who was at home in modernism, 
living in New York, did not find a space for Ulises. But he continued to contribute to Mexican 
modernism from abroad, translating New York and Emily Dickinson’s poetics. T.S. Eliot found 
his way into Spanish, with its vernacular Mexican tuits, pssts, and prosodic twists. 
Villaurrutia’s work was in conversation with Langston Hughes, Novo espoused the Harlem 
Renaissance, and Juan Segura ventured to the heights of high-rises. Different practices of 















One of the commitments of this dissertation was to engage in a series of close and distant 
readings—primarily of magazines and building types, but also some books, paintings and 
photographs—in order to shine light on the nuances that may define them as ‘translation 
spaces.’ As much as I initially wanted to subsume all my objects of study to a single theory or 
model of modernist translation—literary or spatial—the translation practices that I studied are 
multi- lateral, complex, different from one another, and therefore not reducible to a single 
model of exchange, nor to a narrow definition of translation, nor, even, to a well defined 
geographical space. Exchanges are not equal and circulation is not neat. 
I was interested, moreover, in focusing on exchanges between modernist agents, rather 
than on a national literature or architecture, on the traveling of ideas rather than on single 
aesthetic and ideological paradigms.“Mexican modernism” was seen, in this sense, as a small 
slice or transversal cut of the modernist world-system: a way of both creating and reflecting 
critically on a particular cartography. The array of spaces studied, moreover, covered the 
fundamental spheres of urban living: from public and institutional buildings such as the 
Palacio de Bellas Artes, to informal studios and work spaces in azoteas, to private homes 
(O’Gorman) and apartment buildings (Segura), to commercial spaces, such as cinemas. All of 
these, I argue, lay out a complex map of interactions and exchanges that provide, in turn, an 
understanding of Mexican modernism. But what is Mexican modernism, after all? What does 
the magazine Ulises have in common with the magazine Mexican Folkways, or how does the 
latter relate to the Ermita building, or this building to Tina Modotti’s Worker’s Parade? 
When Octavio Paz received the Nobel Prize in the year 1990, he delivered a speech 
titled “In Search of Modernity,” centered on the relationship of twentieth-century Mexican 
intellectuals to the foreign in the specific context of modernity. Mexican writers, artists, and 
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intellectuals—like their Latin American peers—were once upon a time engaged in a constant 
“search of the present,” he claimed. “For us, as Spanish Americans,” Paz stated “the real 
present was not in our own countries: it was the time lived by others, by the English, the 
French and the Germans. We had to go and look for it and bring it back home” (3). Indeed the 
surviving foundational myth of Mexican cultural production—literary, architectural, visual or 
other—is that Mexico had to lose itself amidst the confusion of ‘foreign’ modernities, before it 
could find its own ‘true self,’ inside the country, in its own past. “Mexico was searching for the 
present outside only to find it within, buried but alive,” writes Paz, “[and] the search for 
modernity led us to discover our antiquity, the hidden face of the nation” (6). Of course, 
Octavio Paz’s view reflects only half of what Mexican modernism was about, even if that half 
is usually taken for the whole. 
Mexican modernism is usually reduced to the underlying ideals of the muralist 
movement and its codas, in its endeavor to consolidate a truly Mexican art, a characteristically 
Mexican character rooted in precolonial antiquity. Carlos Monsiváis offers a good explanation 
of why this version of Mexican modernism—one that explains it as a “Mexican 
Renaissance”—was ultimately the most successful one: 
Muralism is at the same time the prolet-kult and the contribution of a State in need of 
artistic credits … [T]he Mexican Revolution is so solid that it sponsors art [and] takes 
care of interpreting History. And an immense support arrives unexpectedly: the faith of 
American and European travelers (writers, artists, intellectuals, gallerists, political 
activists) in the aesthetics of the Revolution. A faith which is also an amazement with 
the deeds of the “primitive” peoples. This is what is called “The Mexican 
Renaissance.” (Historia mínima 99) 
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But what about the “other” Mexican modernism—the one that was less concerned with 
finding a truly Mexican identity and was closer aesthetic inclinations to international literary 
modernism? Indeed, the idea that there were actually “two” Mexican literatures existed already 
in that period. In the 1932 edition of Your Mexican Holiday, Anita Brenner dedicates a chapter 
to “Modern Art,” where she lists names and gives a cursory account of developments in 
different fields. In her section devoted to Mexican modern literature, she states: 
Literature: Sporadic, in two directions: ultra-modern, fresh influence; second group, 
Mexican revolutionary themes, styles vigorous, unaffected. Leading names in the first 
group: Salvador Novo, Xavier Villaurrutia, Bernardo Ortiz de Montellano, Carlos 
Pellicer, Jaime Torres Bodet. This group, chiefly poets, appears in a magazine called 
Contemporáneos. Leading names in second group, Mariano Azuela, Martín Luis 
Guzmán, Alfonso Taracena. Books by Azuela and Guzman have been translated into 
English. (247) 
Indeed, only a couple of translation endeavors took place north of the border—and this 
may be the reason why Mexican modernism is viewed, monothically, as a movement that was 
fundamentally about modern Mexico coming to terms with a post-revolutionary, postcolonial 
identity. As Delpar explains, “although American periodicals were dotted with verse reflecting 
the Mexican experiences of Americans, only few examples of Mexican poetry were translated 
and published in the US. This neglect stands in contrast to American interest in Mexican art…” 
(182). Why was this so? As Delpar writes, “In literature, moreover, the years 1920-1935 saw 
the first appearance in English of works by Mexican writers, who offered a more authentic 
literary view of Mexico” (165, italics are mine). The “more authentic” translations she is 
referring to are Los de abajo, about the Mexican Revolution, translated by the Mexican 
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Enrique Munguía (who later translated T.S. Eliot for Contemporáneos), which was published 
in 1929 with an introduction by the journalist Carleton Beals; El águila y la serpiente, another 
novel about the Mexican Revolution, translated by Harriet de Onís; and Maples Arce’s Urbe 
(1924), which John Dos Passos translated as Metropolis in 1929. Delpar explains the lack of 
interest in translation, perhaps somewhat hastily, by saying that there wasn’t any “poetical 
movement comparable to muralism to become the focal point of foreign interest” (183). 
The idea that there wasn’t in Mexico a poetical movement comparable to muralism is, 
at least, questionable. More likely, muralism has survived as the hallmark of Mexican 
modernism, because it complies to the notions of what a ‘peripheral modernism’ might look 
like. I agree with Apter when she writes, in her introduction to Against World Literature, that 
one must harbor reservations with respect to tendencies in World Literature toward the 
“celebration of nationally and ethnically branded  ‘differences’ that have been niche-marketed 
as commercialized ‘identities’” (2). The problem with many studies centered on the Mexican 
arts of this period is that their objects of study are limited to figures such as the “three giants” 
(Rivera, Siqueiros, Orozco), which perhaps have been absorbed into the canon of modernism 
studies precisely because they represent exactly what these studies want to define, still today, 
as Mexican modernism—a typical circular argument and proof. The three giants indeed 
painted, and with undeniable virtuosity, the story of Mexican Indians, Mexico’s rural conflicts, 
folkloric scenes, while also depicting the spectacle of modernity, the political struggles of the 
peasant and proletariat revolutions, or the advent of the age of the machine. But they are 
certainly not the only nor necessarily the most representative members of a generation of 
modernists—even if they have been the most successfully exported. Other, equally relevant 
components of Mexican modernism have failed to be properly ‘translated’ or transferred into 
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contemporary interpretations of the period. 
In The Practice of Diaspora: Literature, Translation, and the Rise of Black 
Internationalism, Brent Hayes Edwards brings the term décalage into the context of the 
discussion of modernism and the black diaspora and defines it as “the kernel of precisely that 
which cannot be transferred or exchanged, the received biases that refuse to pass over when 
one crosses the water” (14). Edwards uses the notion to address the differences between 
African Americans and Africans, but his very notion of a gap, a time-lag, or a décalage is one 
that may explain the relationship between actors in Anglophone North American modernism 
vis-à-vis those Spanish-speaking North Americans—at least in the way that the latter have 
been, until  now, conceptualized and articulated. Referring to what are commonly perceived to 
be Mexican modernists, Adams writes: “As they translated modernism into a New World 
context, they infused it with a different understanding of the relationship between politics and 
art (…) the Mexican renaissance thus introduces an alternative modernism, one that was 
politically engaged and attuned to the needs and values of a mass public” (125, emphasis is 
mine). Such is the comparatist jargon that, no doubt unwittingly, perpetuates “neo-imperialist 
cartographies”  (Apter) and reproduces “received biases” (Edwards). The concept of 
“translation” in the notion of a Adams’ “translated modernism” is one where translation is 
conceived as mere adaptation to local circumstances. The notion of an “alternative 
modernism,” in turn, inevitably pushes cultural production in spaces such as Mexico City’s 
1920s and 1930s toward the (alternative) periphery. 
The notion of a “Mexican renaissance,” repurposed in Adams’ study, is itself a form 
of cultural translation that deserves to be looked at more closely. The idea that Mexico was 
in the midst of a revival after the long and devastating Revolution was “in the air” and many 
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critics in the late 1920s and throughout the 1930s were writing about Mexican arts and 
letters in terms of such a revival or “renaissance.” The underlying idea of a renaissance in 
Mexico went beyond a specific movement in art. One of the most prominent and influential 
intellectuals of the time, the Ateneo member Pedro Henriquez Ureña, wrote, in an essay 
titled “La influencia de la revolución en la vida intelectual de México”: 
El nuevo despertar intelectual de México, como de toda América Latina en nuestros 
días, está creando en el país la confianza de su propia fuerza espiritual. México se ha 
detenido a adoptar la actitud de discusión, de crítica, de prudente discernimiento, y no 
ya de aceptación respetuosa, ante la producción intelectual y artística de países 
extranjeros. [The new intellectual awakening in Mexico, as in the rest of present-day 
Latin America, is creating in the country confidence in its own spiritual power. Mexico 
has stopped and assumed an attitude of dissent, of criticism, of prudent discernment, 
and no longer one of respectful acceptance of the intellectual and artistic production of 
foreign countries.] (7) One of the first registers of the term ‘Mexican Renaissance,’ 
however, refers specifically 
to Mexican art and even more specifically, to the birth of the muralist movement. In 1923 Dr. 
Atl wrote an article for El Universal titled “Colaboración artística. ¿Renacimiento artistico?,” 
in which he discusses the Revolution as the pivot of a renaissance in pre-Hispanic Mexican art, 
in comparison to the Italian Renaissance. Anita Brenner later used the term in 1929 in her book 
about Mexican arts in the 1920s and 1930s, Idols Behind Altars, and ten years later, in an 
article titled “The Mexican Renaissance,” published in 1940 in Harper’s Magazine, she writes: 
“So the Mexican Renaissance has flowed into our culture, like Greek art into imperial Rome. 
The vogue for Mexico goes all the way from Fifth Avenue hats to dime-store decorations. Like 
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every other considerable product of Mexico, art has become an export commodity” (173). 
Even though the term “Mexican Renaissance” was possibly not willingly conceived as 
a correlative of the “Harlem Renaissance” (itself coined ca. 1925), it certainly echoes it, and 
Brenner’s choice of coining a term that resounds with another is worth analyzing. Brenner was 
American-raised and Mexican-born intellectual who travelled back and forth between the two 
countries. She lived in New York between 1927 and 1940, years in which the term “Harlem 
Renaissance” became a trademark of a relatively identifiable identity. Her use of the term 
“Mexican Renaissance” to explain Mexican arts to the American public is then a sort of 
cultural translation, which placed Mexican moderns in a very particular, comfortable readable 
niche. Brenner’s term was a domesticizing translation of sorts. 
In his article “Deconstructing/Reconstructing Order: The Faces of Transatlantic 
Modernism,” Heinz Ickstadt states that “if we may continue to speak of a ‘transatlantic 
modernism’ only if we conceive of it in much broader terms. American art and literature of the 
first part of the century has to be understood from within the dense network of an international 
(or transnational) dialogue between the arts, i.e. from a comparative perspective” (19). Ickstadt 
centers his analysis on American modernism and focuses on the literature of the Harlem 
Renaissance. But what he says about the way African-American literature has been 
(mis)understood, is very relevant to this discussion. In response to the question “Is Modernism 
White?,” Ickstadt writes that “white critics, for a long time, had denied the Harlem Renaissance 
the status of modern (and thus also of aesthetically relevant).” More poignantly, however, he 
notes that the historic window that modernism opened “for black artists meant little more than 
the chance to assert themselves through the fulfillment of white fantasies.” He quotes Claude 
McKay’s own phrasing of it: all they did was “to beat the barbaric beauty out of a white frame.” 
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In our context, a possible Claude McKay-Salvador Novo “mash-up” could perhaps be: “to beat 
the barbaric beauty out of the great blond thinkers.” 
Perhaps the way in which the Harlem Renaissance has in recent years been focused 
within the framework of transatlantic modernist studies could serve as a way to re-focus the 
place that Mexican modernism—or the so-called Mexican Renaissance—occupies within the 
world literary space of modernism. In The Practice of Diaspora, Brent Hayes Edwards 
criticizes the scholarship centered on African American culture in the 1920s and how it “has 
tended to emphasize U.S.-bound themes of cultural nationalism, civil rights protest, and uplift 
in the literary culture of the ‘Harlem Renaissance’ ” (Edwards 2-3). He advances the view that 
the “Renaissance was international in scale both in terms of where its contributors came from 
and in terms of its being merely the North American component of something larger and 
grander.” (Edwards 3) 
While the artists and intellectuals that have been absorbed by Anglophone scholarship 
as representative of Mexican modernity sought to establish a simultaneity of Mexico’s 
indigenous heritage with modernist aesthetics in their work, modernists such as 
Contemporáneos writers or transitional architects such as Juan Segura and Juan O’Gorman 
conceived their modernity more as an ‘extraterritorial’ mode of existence, a form of belonging 
which was not rooted in a spatialy- located, national tradition but in a contemporaneousness to 
the rest of the world. The view of the former was the one that was most readily absorbed in its 
epoch, as it conformed to a pre-existing idea of what Mexican art, architecture and literature 
should represent. The few contemporary Anglophone modernist critics that have looked south 
have followed suit in this sense. The latter—the Contemporáneos and transitional architects—
were and still are more difficult to place and absorb: they perhaps seem too “de-rooted” for 
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their own good. Within the framework of Mexican cultural production of the period, they have 
been jetisoned as marginal, non-nationalist, transitional, or whichever other non-inclusive 
adjective one might use. In the larger context of international modernity, likewise, these 
modernists have either been mis-translated as vanguardists or simply remained untranslated 
and invisible. 
Perhaps only by conceiving the “Mexican Renaissance” as a phenomenon which was 
international in its components but also itself “merely the North American component of 
something larger and grander” (Edwards) can it be thoroughly understood—that is, understood 
beyond the ossified comparatist categories of something specifically “Mexican” and therefore 
“alternative” or “peripheral.” The historical décalage in modernisms, or between different 
actors in the cartography of modernism, is not per se a problem to be solved by contemporary 
scholarly discourse, nor should modernist studies strive to blur out differences by imposing 
conceptual categories that bridge historical gaps. Rather, as Edwards contends in the context of 
articulations of the black diaspora, such articulations should be approached precisely “through 
their décalage” (15). Likewise, in our context, it is about noticing where those gaps are, and 
incorporating them critically into the map of modernist studies, without falling into the trap of 
perpetuating a hegemonic mode of understanding and reading of international modernism 
today. In other words, pretending that Mexican Modernism (or Latin American Modernism) 
were as “central” as American or European Modernism in its wielding of cultural power is as 
naive as it is unproductive. But that does not mean that the former have to be read, still today, 
as outer boroughs of second-hand, second-rate imitations or forms of subaltern cultural 
production. A first step in this direction is, as I have been arguing, extending the cartography 
of Mexican modernism beyond the ossified idenity of the muralists, and recognizing its 
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belonging in a wider international movement. 
Scholarly production and reception is more attuned to discourses in which Latin 
American modernity brands itself as ‘other,’ fetishizes itself as ‘exotic,’ and positions itself as 
‘marginal.’ The academic market has its demands and its suppliers. There are products in the 
market with aggregated value. When the ‘margin’ is on the rise, the marginal becomes central 
in its position within discourse. It is easy, then, for the Latin American critic to sell what is 
demanded of him or her, at the expense of intellectual integrity and, eventually, of intellectual 
freedom. For this reason, I believe, it is doubly urgent that the Latin American critic remain 
‘comparatist,’ particularly in the sense of exercising criticism with meta-disciplinary 
consciousness. Comparatist approaches to unequal exchanges and interactions is, perhaps, 
primarily, about striking a balance between challenging sedimented discourses in an honest 












Gilberto Owen arrived in Harlem in July 1928. More than a year later, in a letter dated 
November 29, 1929, he writes to Villaurutia: 
Los Estados Unidos son nave también, sólo que aún no han levado anclas. Pero ya 
mero, nomás que acaben de consultar el vuelo de los pájaros. Y Manhattan sobre todo 
ya se va saliendo de la bahía.–Es decir, hasta la última antología pudo hablarse de The 
American Caravan, en un desierto de oro. Ya la próxima se bautizará con un término de 
marinería. Se están haciendo católicos.–Tú lo sabes, al acostarte con la poesía de 
Blake–aunque fuera en París– y yo, que me acostaría, aquí, con la de Dickinson–.Todo 
para decir que no me siento moverme entre extranjeros, y que estaría [la revista] Ulises 
aquí en su patria, es decir, en todas partes menos en Ítaca. 
[The United States is a ship also, but it still hasn’t raised its anchor. But almost. They 
will as soon as they’ve finished studying the flight of birds. And Manhattan, in 
particular, is about to break off from the bay. –In other words, up until the last 
anthology one could speak of the American Caravan, in a desert full of gold. Now the 
next one will be titled with a nautical term. They are all becoming catholic. –You know 
this, when you sleep with Blake’s poetry–even though that was in Paris–and I, who 
would sleep, here, with Dickinson’s–. All this to say that I do not feel myself among 
foreigners, and that the magazine Ulises would be in its homeland here; that is, 
anywhere except Ithaca.] (266-67) 
 Ulises, as we know, never found a “patria” in New York. But despite the failure of 
Ulises,and the eventual failure of Contemporáneos (the last issue came out in July 1931), his 
efforts in translation continued. Gilberto Owen was particularly active as a translator in the late 
1920s, when he lived in New York. The son of a Mexican mother and an Irish miner—like 
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O’Gorman—Owen was born in 1904, the same year as Novo and Villaurrutia.175 But like Novo 
and, indeed, like many others of his generation, he moved as a child to Mexico City after the 
eruption of the Mexican Revolution. In the capital, Owen studied at the Escuela Nacional 
Preparatoria, where he met Novo and Villaurrutia in the early 1920s, and later became one of 
the key contributors to both the magazine Ulises and the Teatro Ulises. Owen’s presence, 
however, was always more like that of a satellite or, as he was given to saying, “a ghost.”176  
In the summer of 1928, Gilberto Owen moved to New York City, with a low-rank 
diplomatic appointment in the Mexican Consulate. He rented a room in a Harlem apartment, on 
63 Morningside Ave. Owen’s letters are particularly revealing in terms of his peculiar 
appreciation of the spaces in which his private life played out. In a series of letters written from 
New York in the late 1920s, Gilberto Owen describes his life in Harlem to the poets of the 
Contemporáneos generation back in Mexico City. He describes people, streets, buildings, but 
most of all, he speaks of his apartment’s interior, as well as the objects that surround him. 
Owen’s letters are not only a direct testimony of a Harlem interior in the 1920s, but also, read 
from the viewpoint of spatial criticism, offer an eloquent example of a modernist poetics of 
space that extends far beyond his personal musings on his surroundings: they provide a 
translation of space, one meant to travel between New York and Mexico. In a 1928 letter to 
Xavier Villaurrutia, Owen begins a detailed description of his room: 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
175 Novo and Owen used to refer to each other as the “generacion de subgueyes”—in reference 
to the NY “subway,” also ‘born’ in 1904, and playfully hinting at the word “guey,” which, in 
Mexican slang means something close to “bozo” or “idiot.” 
 
176 Owen left Mexico in 1928 to go to New York, where he would live for two years before 
being reappointed to Detroit, then Lima, Quito, Bogotá, and finally Philadelphia, where he died 
prematurely in 1952. He never returned to Mexico, but he continued to have an intermittent 
participation in the country’s literary life, through his many letters, his books, and his 
collaborations in magazines. 
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Por las dos ventanas llega el parque, todo voces de niños. Es un parque escalonado, 
como un espectáculo que se viera desde el foro (…) En la ventana derecha hay una 
maceta que parece una lámpara. Tiene redondas llamas verdes. En la pared derecha 
están los tubos de la calefacción (…) Arriba un grabado de la plaza de San Marcos 
veneciana mirándome con sus aguas lisas ahogarme en esta ciudad dura (…) Contra el 
espejo está un reloj parado. Son ahí las 3 y dos minutos. A sus lados están centinelas 
negros dos floreros. Yo les torcería el cuello porque de la Alquimia nació la Química 
(…) Sobre [el piano] una seda y un florero chino. Se le parecería a la cúpula del 
Woolworth si se pusiera blanca y floreciera (…) En la pared izquierda están: una 
victrola para recordarme de Miss Hannah. Un librero (mis libros: Obras completas de 
Joseph Conrad; Obras completas de Lautréamont; Obras completas de Poe; 
Diccionario Inglés Español de Appleton; Gramática Inglesa; Reglamento del Cuerpo 
Consular; Tratado de Teneduría de Libros. Los libros que Mrs. Pritchard quiere que 
lea: Holy Bible. 
[Through the two windows the park comes in, all children’s voices. It’s nestled in a 
steep incline, like a spectacle that you watch from a stage (…) On the window to the 
right there is a flower pot that looks like a lamp. It has round, green flames. On the wall 
to the right there are the heating system’s tubes (…) On top, an engraving of the 
Venetian Plaza de San Marcos, with its smooth waters, watches me drown in this hard 
city (…) Against the mirror there is a clock, which has stopped. There it is two minutes 
past three. At its sides are black sentinels two vases. I would twist their necks because 
from Alchemy came Chemistry (…) On top of the piano a silk cloth and a Chinese 
vase. It would resemble the Woolworth’s cupola if it became white and bloomed (…) 
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On the left wall there is: a gramophone to remind me of Miss Hannah. A bookshelf (my 
books: Complete Works of Joseph Conrad; Complete Works of Poe; Appleton’s English-
Spanish Dictionary; English Grammar; Regulations of the Diplomatic Corps; Treatise 
of Book Keeping. The books that Mrs. Pritchard wants me to read: Holy Bible.] (261) 
I agree with Rosner in that “the spaces of private life are a generative site for literary 
modernism” (2), and Owen’s enumeration of the elements that constitute his private space is a 
good example of modernist poetics of space in more than one sense. He begins by blurring the 
divide between his room and street, or park, in this case, which comes in through the window 
through children’s voices. Then his gaze stops in the threshold of inside-outside—the 
windowsill, where there is a plant in a pot—and then moves up the heating system’s tubes, and 
onto the wall, where there is picture of Venice, which in turn reminds him that he is 
“drowning” in New York—a triple blurring of the divide between the private dwelling space, 
the city, and his own interiority. The next line is a subtle literary reference. He describes two 
vases next to a clock that has stopped at 3:02, and then says that he would “twist their neck, 
because from Alchemy came Chemistry.” He is referring to the poem by Enrique González 
Martínez “Tuércele el cuello al cisne,” [Twist the swan’s neck ] which emphatically calls for 
the end of the passé modernismo era, with its excessive ornamentation in language and style, 
and the jump into the “true modernity” of the vanguards.177 But perhaps Owen’s line also 
alludes even more subtly to T.S. Eliot’s essay “Tradition and the Individual Talent,” and his 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
177 The complete poem reads: “Go twist the neck of the deceptive swan/ Whose white in the 
blue fountain seems unreal;/ The swan that moves in grace, but cannot feel/ The soul of things, 
or hear the earth’s sweet song.// Flee all conceits of language and of style, // Seek only rhythms 
that will beat at one// With life’s own heart. Revere what life has done!/ Let life accept your 
homage and your smile.// See how the sapient owl extends his wings/ From Pallas’ lap on his 
Olympian arc/ Till on that tree he ends his noiseless flight./ Here is no graceful swam, no bird 
that sings,/ But his disquieting eye pierces the dark/ And plumbs the silent manuscript of night.” 
Enrique González Martínez, John A. Crow (trans). 
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comparison between chemical reactions and the creative act, where “the mind of the poet is the 
shred of platinum.”178 Further down in the letter, Owen returns to the city “outside,” New 
York, with the modernist trope of the high-rise as a sort of tree in the urban jungle—a Chinese 
vase like the Woolworth building, itself like a tall blossoming flower. Finally, in the extract that 
I have quoted, he lists his books.179 He lists some modernist classics (Conrad), modernist 
precursors (Poe), as well as his English- Spanish dictionary, all of which he has brought to the 
house, standing next to his landlady’s Holy Bible. The space Owen is writing about is not a 
modern one. On the contrary, it seems to be decorated rather excessively, with objects that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
178 “The analogy was that of the catalyst. When the two gases previously mentioned are mixed 
in the presence of a filament of platinum, they form sulphurous acid. This combination takes 
place only if the platinum is present; nevertheless the newly formed acid contains no trace of 
platinum, and the platinum itself is apparently unaffected; has remained inert, neutral, and 
unchanged. The mind of the poet is the shred of platinum. It may partly or exclusively operate 
upon the experience of the man himself; but, the more perfect the artist, the more completely 
separate in him will be the man who suffers and the mind which creates; the more perfectly 
will the mind digest and transmute the passions which are its material” (Eliot 32). 
 
179 This list bears a curious resemblance to Emily Dickinson’s list of books in a letter she wrote 
to her friend and editor T.W. Higginson. In this letter to Higginson, the editor at the Atlantic 
who had famously rejected and criticized her poems, Dickinson writes: “You inquire my books 
– For poets – I have Keats – and Mr. and Mrs. Browning. For prose – Mr. Ruskin – Sir Thomas 
Browne – and the Revelations. I went to school – but in your manner of the phrase – had no 
education. When a little girl – I had a friend who taught me Immortality – but venturing too 
near, himself – he never returned – Soon after my tutor died – and for several years my Lexicon 
– was my only companion –Then I found one more – but he was not contented I be his scholar – 
so he left the land. You ask of my companions– Hills – sir – and the Sundown, and a Dog –large 
as myself – that my father bought me –They are better than Beings –because they know– but do 
not tell– and the noise in the Pool, at Noon – excels my Piano” (172). Owen probably read her 
letters when he moved to New York in 1928. It is interesting to note that both Dickinson and 
Owen moved back and forth from their poems and letters, developing in them similar tropes and 
imagery. Dickinson used the epistolary genre, as is known, as a ground for her poetry. Owen 
too, when he left Mexico for the first time to go work in the Mexican consulate in New York, 
started writing letters which were, more than anything, a ground for poetic observation and 
experimentation. Like Dickinson’s poem-letters, Owen’s New York letters not only resemble 
the poems in prose he wrote in those years, but are themselves written with a certain poetic 
consciousness, both in the sense that they constitute lyrical experiments and in the sense that 
they are a sort of laboratory of his poetics. 
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belong to the past. However, it is his representation of the space—the way he pieces it together, 
his comments on the elements that constitute it—that seems to generate a modernist spatial 
sensibility. Owen’s description of his Harlem room is a self-conscious effort to render space as 
a sort of modernist collage. What is modern about Owen’s “translation” of his spatial 
surroundings for his interlocutor, Villaurrutia, back in Mexico, is not the space itself but the 
way that he looks at it. It is a space where a clock has stopped at 3:02, a space where time has 
stopped, but also a space that is being re-set into motion through a modern eye. 
As a translator, one of Owen’s first and most long-lasting obsessions was Emily 
Dickinson’s poetry. In a letter written from New York in 1930, addressed to Alfonso Reyes, 
who was then in Buenos Aires, he writes: “Quiero escribirle una carta muy larga sobre Emily 
Dickinson. En diciembre es su centenario, y aquí pasará inadvertido. Yo tengo algunas 
traducciones y notas” [I want to write you a very long letter about Emily Dickinson. It will be  
her centenary in December, and here it will pass without notice. I have some translations and 
notes] ( 276). Emily Dickinson’s poems were not widely known in English before the 1920s. 
Conrad Aiken included, in his famous 1922 anthology Modern American Poets, more than 20 
poems by Dickinson, with the intention of disseminating her work more widely, and indicating 
in the preface that, although she was not a contemporary to the rest of the poets chosen for the 
anthology, she was not yet widely known, and the nature and quality of her work secured her a 
privileged place among the modernists (Aiken vii). The Contemporáneos, in turn, had read this 
1922 anthology. In 1928, Xavier Villaurrutia published a “Guía de poetas Norteamericanos” in 
Contemporáneos where he discusses Aiken’s anthology and, referring to the new American 
modernist poets, writes that “Emily Dickinson anticipa a la nueva poesía los finos ritmos, el 
gusto epigramático y un admirable deseo de exactitud y síntesis” [Emily Dickinson precedes 
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the poetry of fine rhythms, the taste for what is epigrammatic, and an admirable desire for 
exactitude and synthesis] (552). Villaurrutia goes on to write: 
En cierto modo -ya se ha dicho- Emily Dickinson es, en el tiempo, el primer poeta 
imagista. El uso de un lenguaje sencillo, el mismo de la expresión hablada, sólo que 
empleado con exactitud y sin éxtasis decorativo; la no insistencia en el uso del verso 
libre como la única forma de expresión poética; la libertad de selección del sujeto de 
poesía - cualquiera puede serlo en manos de un verdadero poeta-, el uso de imágenes 
exactas y particulares; y el afán de concentración, esencial en poesía, fueron las reglas 
de los poetas imagistas, y, en muchas ocasiones, la dirección, si no única, característica 
de la poesía norteamericana moderna. 
[In a certain sense –it has already been said– Emily Dickinson is, in time, the first 
imagist poet. The use of a simple language, that of the spoken word, but employed with 
exactitude and without ornamental ecstasies; the non-insistence in the use of free verse 
as the only form of poetic expression; the freedom of choice in the subject of poetry – 
anything and anyone can be the subject in the hands of a real poet–; the use of exact 
and particular images; and the penchant for concentrating, essential in poetry, were the 
rules of the imagist poets, and, in many occasions, the chracteristic direction –if not the 
only one– in modern North American poetry.] (552) 
Dickinson was read and incorporated by Contemproáneos as one of the American 
modernists—indeed, as an imagist poet. It is known that Gilberto Owen, at least, read and 
translated her thoroughly. He states in several letters that he translated and annotated poems by 
Dickinson (Owen 276). However, as happens with many texts of the Owen archive, if these 
translations and notes do exist, they remain lost. Except for eight of those poems, which were 
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published in April 1934, in the Colombian newspaper El Tiempo, the rest have never been 
found. The title of Owen’s publication in El Tiempo is “Poemas de Emily Dickinson: versiones 
a ojo de Gilberto Owen.” His “theory” of translation is thus not traditional in the sense that it 
does not aspire to render the poems in direct equivalence, but to bend his own language, to 
invent a form with which to recast them in Spanish. One of the Dickinson poems translated by 
Owen and published in El Tiempo deserves special attention, as it condenses, in my view, the 
“poetics of time-space” developed by Dickinson in the period of her life where she was most 
prolific. 
Presentiment – is that long Shadow – on the Lawn – 
Indicative that Suns go down – 
The Notice to the startled Grass 
That Darkness – is about to pass. 
 
[Presentimiento es esa caída larga 
sombra Cifra en el prado de que el sol 
se va; Mensaje a la asustada alfombra 
De que llega la oscuridad. 
Owen’s version itself does not have much to offer from a comparative perspective. It 
may surprise the reader that he has omitted the traditional Dickinsonian em-dashes, for 
example. But the explanation for that is simple: Dickinson’s poems, in their early publications, 
omitted most of her dashes, possibly because they were considered an eccentricity that 
undercuts the poems’ transparency. Owen, therefore, most probably read a version with no, or 
few dashes. The one perhaps most notable characteristic of his version is that, despite the fact 
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that it adds and changes some words which explain part of the poems ambiguity (“caída”, in 
the first line; and “llega” to determine the meaning of “pass” in the last), it transports into 
Spanish the strangeness of the poem’s syntax, instead of making it sound more normal or 
adapting it to a traditional analogy- form poem. 
More relevant for our purposes than the translation itself, is Dickinson’s quite typically 
modernist poetics of time-space which the poem articulates so well and which will be one that 
Owen somehow also articulates in his own work—and not necessarily, as I have insisted 
earlier, because there is a passive influence from one upon the other. But let us take a closer 
look at the poem. Like many of Dickinson’s poems, this one seems to lay a riddle before us. 
The central object of the poem seems to be “Presentiment,” and the rest of the poem develops 
the analogy that explains its object. A presentiment is primarily a mental experience of time: it 
is time experienced circularly, in its movement toward the future, and back to the present. 
Whatever image we summon in our minds—if the poet is looking through a window and into a 
garden, or if she is in an exterior space, sitting on the lawn—there seems to be a circular 
movement between inside and outside. Dickinson projects a temporal mental state outwards, 
into the physical space of the garden, where there is a shadow falling on the lawn. In doing this 
she materializes and spatializes mental time, so to speak. But simultaneously, this outward 
projection modifies space. Space now becomes temporalized: a shadow expanding on the 
ground is the experience of premonition, of expectation, of waiting for time to close a circle. 
What is happening in this analogical poem is that time is being merged with space; interior 
time is being merged with exterior space, in a way that space becomes an interior experience 
and time is externalized into space. 
This blurring of the divide between inside and outside, and between space and time, is a 
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fundamental aspect of Dickinson’s poetics, and one that Owen translated into his own poetics of 
time-space in his late 1920 poems, mostly written while living in an apartment in Harlem. A 
poem by Owen that functions similarly reads: 
Ventana a no más paisaje y sin más dimensiones que el 
tiempo noche de cerbatana nos amanecería un sol de alambre 
sólo  hay pájaros que no aclimatan su ritmo a un poco balas 
ríos alpinistas que nacen al nivel de sueños sin pájaros 
y no se mueren ni matan a balas perdidas que nadie ha gritado 
ahorcada cortina forma dura que corriges mi inglés y mi julio 
mi pulso insegura línea fría del frío bailada de electricidad 
alambrista enjaulados nosotros o el tiempo cebra inmóvil patinadora 
en llamas la prisa une los postes la reja es ya muro se despluma 
contra él la plegaria pisada lineal los numerales hacen hoy más esta 
ciudad una mera hipótesis  
[Window to no other landscape, with no other dimensions than time 
Night with a blowpipe, and at dawn a sun made of wire, nothing else 
There are birds who do not accustom their rhythm to bullets 
Alpine rivers are born at the level of dreams without birds 
And neither die nor kill with stray bullets that no one has cried Strangled curtain hard 
shape who correct my July and my English My pulse insecure and cold line dancing 
with electrical wires 
We are caged or time motionless zebra skating on fire 
Haste brings pillars together the grill now a wall prayer crumbles against him 
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Linear steps numbers make of this city more and more mere hypothesis]180  
This is a fragment of a poem called “Autorretrato o del Subway” [Self-Portrait or 
Regarding the Subway] where the speaker is looking out the window while sitting inside a 
subway car, looking out into darkness—“Ventana a no más paisaje y sin más dimensiones que 
el tiempo” [Window to no other landscape, with no other dimensions than time]. Both space 
and time are blurred, and the “exterior” space of the subway and the poet’s “interiority” are 
merged, in the successive, fragmented lines that zoom in an out from the poets abstract 
thoughts to his lyrical descriptions of space: the subway train as a “cebra inmóvil patinadora 
en llamas” [motionless zebra skating on fire] perhaps alluding to the sparks that are produced 
by the friction between the wheals and the tracks, and the succession of light and dark that we 
see while moving on a train, through the window. 
A 1928 letter written by Owen to Celestino Gorostiza perhaps provides another key to 
its interpretation in terms of its space-time poetics, and perhaps the differences that Owen saw 
between Mexican and Anglophone modernism: 
Nosotros nos movemos, despiertos, en un espacio efectivo, y amplio. Ellos en el 
tiempo. New York es una teoría de ciudad construida sólo en función del tiempo, 
Manhattan es una hora, o un siglo, con la polilla de los subways barrenándola, 
comiéndosela segundo tras segundo. 
[We move around, awake, in space –effective and wide. They, in time. New York is a 
theory of a city built on the foundation of time alone, Manhattan is an hour, or a 
century, where the moth of the subway drills at it, devours it second by second.] (270) 
Many years after the publication of The Waste Land in the pages of Contemporáneos, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
180 Translation by Guillermo Owen, unpublished. 
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Octavio Paz—echoing Owen—spoke of his encounter with that same translation, while he was 
still a teenager living in Mexico City and avidly read the magazines of his elders: 
I wasn’t looking for an aesthetics in Eliot, and less so for a doctrine. What moved me 
in his poem was the presence of the modern city combined with ancient cities: London, 
Athens, Babylon, Alexandria, Paris were the same city! History transformed into a 
palpable image. I translated that same image composed of superimpositions in time and 
space: Mexico City is every city and every city is Tenochtitlan … That was my starting 
point: the conjunction of times and spaces; but especially spaces. Europeans are lost in 
time; we Mexicans, in space. (Obras XV 513) 
The young Paz and his reaction to The Waste Land’s depiction of the modern, 
palimpsest- like, universal metropolis is perhaps revealing of a much wider shift in both the 
literary and urban imaginaries in Mexico and Mexican modernism. Modernist scholars have 
noted that “a feature of literary modernism is the tendency of writers to locate themselves in 
history–in time, that is, rather than in space” (Mallory, Simpson-Housle 4). This is true of the 
Mexican modernists, even if Mexican modernism is also, simultaneously conscious of its 
geographical determinations and the concomitant obstacles to mastering an ‘art of distance’ 
(Casanova) with respect to the Anglophone and European world. And even though Paz 
emphasizes the being-in-space of Mexicans vis-a-vis the being-in-time of Europeans (and 
Americans, in Owen’s version of the same idea) what underlies his commentary is a 
consciousness of living and writing in a simultaneity of spaces and times. Modernists moved 
within a ‘world space-time’ rather than one demarcated by national boundaries. Modernism 
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